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Strategic Priorities: Summary of Proposed Investments
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Ongoing Investment Totals by FY:
• FY 20: $1.19M
• FY 21: $2.00M

One-time Investment Totals by FY:
• FY 20: $8.39M
• FY 21: $20.95M

As of January 17, 2019 (1):

(1) See Attachment I for detailed investment proposals by Strategic Priority for FY 20 & 21 as 
presented to the Library Commission on January 17, 2019 with cost estimate update for Sheriff’s work 
order increased from $200K to $271K based on the Sheriff’s cost estimate.

Strategic Priority
One-time/ 

Ongoing

 FY 20 
Proposed 

Investment Amount

 FY 21 
Proposed 

Investment Amount
Premier Urban Library One-Time 155,000$                   -$                           

Ongoing 71,000$                     -$                           
Premier Urban Library Total 226,000$                  -$                           
Literacy & Learning One-Time -$                           850,000$                   

Ongoing -$                           1,992,995$               
Literacy & Learning Total -$                           2,842,995$               
Youth Engagement One-Time 20,000$                     -$                           

Ongoing 85,000$                     -$                           
Youth Engagement Total 105,000$                  -$                           
Digital Strategies One-Time 1,165,500$               100,000$                   

Ongoing 149,000$                   -$                           
Digital Strategies Total 1,314,500$               100,000$                  
Partnerships for Excellence Ongoing 371,000$                   -$                           
Partnerships for Excellence Total 371,000$                  -$                           
Organizational Excellence Ongoing 295,760$                   -$                           
Organizational Excellence Total 295,760$                  -$                           
Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure One-Time 7,053,500$               20,000,000$             

Ongoing 219,400$                   2,020$                       
Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total 7,272,900$               20,002,020$             
Grand Total 9,585,160$               22,945,015$             


Feb 2019 High Level LC Pivo

		Division		(All)										FY 20		FY 21

		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)								1x		$   8.39		$   20.95

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)								Ongoing		$   1.19		$   2.00

												TOTALS		$   9.59		$   22.95

		Strategic Priority		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount

		Premier Urban Library		One-Time		$   155,000		$   - 0

				Ongoing		$   71,000		$   - 0

		Premier Urban Library Total				$   226,000		$   - 0

		Literacy & Learning		One-Time		$   - 0		$   850,000

				Ongoing		$   - 0		$   1,992,995

		Literacy & Learning Total				$   - 0		$   2,842,995

		Youth Engagement		One-Time		$   20,000		$   - 0

				Ongoing		$   85,000		$   - 0

		Youth Engagement Total				$   105,000		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies		One-Time		$   1,165,500		$   100,000

				Ongoing		$   149,000		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total				$   1,314,500		$   100,000

		Partnerships for Excellence		Ongoing		$   371,000		$   - 0

		Partnerships for Excellence Total				$   371,000		$   - 0

		Organizational Excellence		Ongoing		$   295,760		$   - 0

		Organizational Excellence Total				$   295,760		$   - 0

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		One-Time		$   7,053,500		$   20,000,000

				Ongoing		$   219,400		$   2,020

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total				$   7,272,900		$   20,002,020

		Grand Total				$   9,585,160		$   22,945,015

		Strategic Priority		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount						FY 20		FY 21

		Premier Urban Library		One-Time		$   155,000		$   - 0				1x		$   8.39		$   20.95

				Ongoing		$   71,000		$   - 0				Ongoing		$   1.19		$   2.00

		Premier Urban Library Total				$   226,000		$   - 0				TOTALS		$   9.59		$   22.95

		Literacy & Learning		One-Time		$   - 0		$   850,000

				Ongoing		$   - 0		$   1,992,995

		Literacy & Learning Total				$   - 0		$   2,842,995

		Youth Engagement		One-Time		$   20,000		$   - 0

				Ongoing		$   85,000		$   - 0

		Youth Engagement Total				$   105,000		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies		One-Time		$   1,165,500		$   100,000

				Ongoing		$   149,000		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total				$   1,314,500		$   100,000

		Partnerships for Excellence		Ongoing		$   371,000		$   - 0

		Partnerships for Excellence Total				$   371,000		$   - 0

		Organizational Excellence		Ongoing		$   295,760		$   - 0

		Organizational Excellence Total				$   295,760		$   - 0

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		One-Time		$   7,053,500		$   20,000,000

				Ongoing		$   219,400		$   2,020

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total				$   7,272,900		$   20,002,020

		Grand Total				$   9,585,160		$   22,945,015
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Feb 2019 LC Pivot

		Division		(All)

		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Premier Urban Library		Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board		Create a five-member Transitional Aged Youth (TAY) program advisory board to assist the Library in developing programs targeted for the TAY community. The TAY board would receive $100 stipends for their participation and would meet for five hours monthly		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   6,000		$   6,000		$   - 0		$   6,000

				Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded Summer Stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		$   80,000		$   65,000		$   145,000		$   - 0		$   145,000

				Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers		Install two remote holds pick-up lockers to increase access to library card holders in and near the Financial District at the Public Knowledge Library in the SF MOMA, and in a Hope SF project site to be determined 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   125,000		$   125,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Premier Urban Library Total								$   80,000		$   226,000		$   306,000		$   - 0		$   151,000

		Literacy & Learning		Enhance eCollections		Increase the eCollections by another 25% in FY 21 to meet growing demand.  eMedia circulation grew by 23.8% FY 18.  An increase is needed to continue providing the service at our current level for eBook & eMedia platforms Overdrive, Axis360, Hoopla and Kanopy		Ongoing		$   7,971,981		$   - 0		$   7,971,981		$   1,992,995		$   9,964,976

				Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Opening Day Adult Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 25,000 new books and AV material for the refreshment of the adult collection. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		$   6,663,054		$   - 0		$   6,663,054		$   550,000		$   7,213,054

						Opening Day Youth Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 17,000 new children and teen items for during the refreshment. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		$   2,816,474		$   - 0		$   2,816,474		$   300,000		$   3,116,474

		Literacy & Learning Total								$   17,451,509		$   - 0		$   17,451,509		$   2,842,995		$   20,294,504

		Youth Engagement		Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program		Grow the YELL program by another 20 slots for a total count of 60 system wide. YELL is a youth workforce development program paired with Summer Stride. YELL participants who complete the program receive a $500 allocation to a 529 college savings account		Ongoing		$   20,000		$   10,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Support engaging youth programs system wide		Enhance the allocation for youth programming and performers system wide including Summer Stride, STEAM programming, tricycle music fest, and The Mix teen programming		Ongoing		$   15,000		$   75,000		$   90,000		$   - 0		$   90,000

				Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials		Increase youth print budget to cover multilingual My Little Rhyme Books that are reprinted every five years as part of the Library's early literacy services and print materials to promote programs such as  Scholar Card		One-Time		$   64,000		$   20,000		$   84,000		$   - 0		$   64,000

		Youth Engagement Total								$   99,000		$   105,000		$   204,000		$   - 0		$   184,000

		Digital Strategies		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		$   - 0		$   190,500		$   190,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros		Refresh 30 public use Apple MacBook Pros at The Mix based on technology life cycles		One-Time		$   - 0		$   150,000		$   150,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix to optimize Apple product asset management and permit SFPL IT to focus on core institutional IT initiatives and projects and PC asset management		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access		Replace the existing patron telephone account management system, which is at its end of life, with current talking technology. This investment would transition this service from hardware to a subscription-based cloud service allowing the Library to continue to provide accessible telephone service for patrons to renew their materials		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   19,000		$   19,000		$   - 0		$   19,000

				Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website		Use a cloud-based web hosting solution for the Library's public website once the upgrade is completed in FY 19		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		$   - 0		$   500,000		$   500,000		$   100,000		$   100,000

				Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan 		The Library began its AV refresh plan in FY 18 at $180K/FY for up to four locations each fiscal year system wide based on need. This proposal would finalize the AV master plan to refresh and/or update all AV in community spaces with current audio, visual, and technological needs and budget the remaining funds upfront to allow for more flexible project management		One-Time		$   180,000		$   325,000		$   505,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total								$   180,000		$   1,314,500		$   1,494,500		$   100,000		$   249,000

		Partnerships for Excellence		Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main		In January 2019, the Library will pilot a restroom monitoring program with Hunters Point Family, a nonprofit, to monitor Main Library public restrooms on the weekends during operating hours. The program is based on the Public Works Pit Stop restroom monitoring program, which is part of Hunters Point Family's workforce development services. The Library's program goal is to enhance patron safety at the Main, improve the customer experience, and create a new workforce development opportunity at the Main		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main		Increase Sheriff Department's work order to reflect the revised staffing deployment at the Main, which shifted the model from a one cadet and one deputy to a two deputy model		Ongoing		$   500,000		$   271,000		$   771,000		$   - 0		$   771,000

		Partnerships for Excellence Total								$   500,000		$   371,000		$   871,000		$   - 0		$   871,000

		Organizational Excellence		Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs		Increase the Library's training budget with DHR to meet our staff's
training needs and requirements		Ongoing		$   34,000		$   26,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   75,000		$   75,000		$   - 0		$   75,000

				Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL		Enhance the analytic capacity of the Research, Strategy & Analytics team by adding a new San Francisco Fellow to the SFPL cohort for a total of two Fellows for the Library		Ongoing		$   94,760		$   94,760		$   189,520		$   - 0		$   189,520

				Implement automated IT asset inventory system		Purchase an automated IT asset inventory in order to comply with the Controller's recommendation.  This system will account for high value IT hardware and software, and will be use to manage and support its lifetime use		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Increase IT training budget		Increase IT professional training and conferences budget to meet a growing skill set demand in technology, governance, redundancy, resiliency, and security.  Staff workforce development is needed to address the increasing complexity today's IT infrastructure and to ensure reliability		Ongoing		$   40,000		$   40,000		$   80,000		$   - 0		$   80,000

		Organizational Excellence Total								$   168,760		$   295,760		$   464,520		$   - 0		$   464,520

		Grand Total								$   18,479,269		$   2,312,260		$   20,791,529		$   2,942,995		$   22,214,024				$   9,585,160		$   22,945,015

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Premier Urban Library		Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board		Create a five-member Transitional Aged Youth (TAY) program advisory board to assist the Library in developing programs targeted for the TAY community. The TAY board would receive $100 stipends for their participation and would meet for five hours monthly		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   6,000		$   6,000		$   - 0		$   6,000

				Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded Summer Stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		$   80,000		$   65,000		$   145,000		$   - 0		$   145,000

				Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers		Install two remote holds pick-up lockers to increase access to library card holders in and near the Financial District at the Public Knowledge Library in the SF MOMA, and in a Hope SF project site to be determined 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   125,000		$   125,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Premier Urban Library Total								$   80,000		$   226,000		$   306,000		$   - 0		$   151,000

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Literacy & Learning		Enhance eCollections		Increase the eCollections by another 25% in FY 21 to meet growing demand.  eMedia circulation grew by 23.8% FY 18.  An increase is needed to continue providing the service at our current level for eBook & eMedia platforms Overdrive, Axis360, Hoopla and Kanopy		Ongoing		$   7,971,981		$   - 0		$   7,971,981		$   1,992,995		$   9,964,976

				Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Opening Day Adult Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 25,000 new books and AV material for the refreshment of the adult collection. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		$   6,663,054		$   - 0		$   6,663,054		$   550,000		$   7,213,054

						Opening Day Youth Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 17,000 new children and teen items for during the refreshment. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		$   2,816,474		$   - 0		$   2,816,474		$   300,000		$   3,116,474

		Literacy & Learning Total								$   17,451,509		$   - 0		$   17,451,509		$   2,842,995		$   20,294,504

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Youth Engagement		Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program		Grow the YELL program by another 20 slots for a total count of 60 system wide. YELL is a youth workforce development program paired with Summer Stride. YELL participants who complete the program receive a $500 allocation to a 529 college savings account		Ongoing		$   20,000		$   10,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Support engaging youth programs system wide		Enhance the allocation for youth programming and performers system wide including Summer Stride, STEAM programming, tricycle music fest, and The Mix teen programming		Ongoing		$   15,000		$   75,000		$   90,000		$   - 0		$   90,000

				Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials		Increase youth print budget to cover multilingual My Little Rhyme Books that are reprinted every five years as part of the Library's early literacy services and print materials to promote programs such as  Scholar Card		One-Time		$   64,000		$   20,000		$   84,000		$   - 0		$   64,000

		Youth Engagement Total								$   99,000		$   105,000		$   204,000		$   - 0		$   184,000

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Digital Strategies		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		$   - 0		$   190,500		$   190,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros		Refresh 30 public use Apple MacBook Pros at The Mix based on technology life cycles		One-Time		$   - 0		$   150,000		$   150,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix to optimize Apple product asset management and permit SFPL IT to focus on core institutional IT initiatives and projects and PC asset management		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access		Replace the existing patron telephone account management system, which is at its end of life, with current talking technology. This investment would transition this service from hardware to a subscription-based cloud service allowing the Library to continue to provide accessible telephone service for patrons to renew their materials		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   19,000		$   19,000		$   - 0		$   19,000

				Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website		Use a cloud-based web hosting solution for the Library's public website once the upgrade is completed in FY 19		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		$   - 0		$   500,000		$   500,000		$   100,000		$   100,000

				Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan 		The Library began its AV refresh plan in FY 18 at $180K/FY for up to four locations each fiscal year system wide based on need. This proposal would finalize the AV master plan to refresh and/or update all AV in community spaces with current audio, visual, and technological needs and budget the remaining funds upfront to allow for more flexible project management		One-Time		$   180,000		$   325,000		$   505,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total								$   180,000		$   1,314,500		$   1,494,500		$   100,000		$   249,000

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Partnerships for Excellence		Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main		In January 2019, the Library will pilot a restroom monitoring program with Hunters Point Family, a nonprofit, to monitor Main Library public restrooms on the weekends during operating hours. The program is based on the Public Works Pit Stop restroom monitoring program, which is part of Hunters Point Family's workforce development services. The Library's program goal is to enhance patron safety at the Main, improve the customer experience, and create a new workforce development opportunity at the Main		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main		Increase Sheriff Department's work order to reflect the revised staffing deployment at the Main, which shifted the model from a one cadet and one deputy to a two deputy model		Ongoing		$   500,000		$   271,000		$   771,000		$   - 0		$   771,000

		Partnerships for Excellence Total								$   500,000		$   371,000		$   871,000		$   - 0		$   871,000

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Organizational Excellence		Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs		Increase the Library's training budget with DHR to meet our staff's
training needs and requirements		Ongoing		$   34,000		$   26,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   75,000		$   75,000		$   - 0		$   75,000

				Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL		Enhance the analytic capacity of the Research, Strategy & Analytics team by adding a new San Francisco Fellow to the SFPL cohort for a total of two Fellows for the Library		Ongoing		$   94,760		$   94,760		$   189,520		$   - 0		$   189,520

				Implement automated IT asset inventory system		Purchase an automated IT asset inventory in order to comply with the Controller's recommendation.  This system will account for high value IT hardware and software, and will be use to manage and support its lifetime use		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Increase IT training budget		Increase IT professional training and conferences budget to meet a growing skill set demand in technology, governance, redundancy, resiliency, and security.  Staff workforce development is needed to address the increasing complexity today's IT infrastructure and to ensure reliability		Ongoing		$   40,000		$   40,000		$   80,000		$   - 0		$   80,000

		Organizational Excellence Total								$   168,760		$   295,760		$   464,520		$   - 0		$   464,520

						GRAND TOTALS				$   18,479,269		$   2,312,260		$   20,791,529		$   2,942,995		$   22,214,024
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Feb 2019 FAC LC Pivot

		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)

		Division		(Multiple Items)

		PeopleSoft 
Project & Activity Codes 
(formerly index code)		(All)

		PeopleSoft 
Account 
(formerly subobjects)		(All)

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)

		Capital Funding Principles: 
1. Mandate 
2. Safety 
3. Preservation 
4. Programmatic 
5. Economic		Urgency 
Scale 
1 (less urgent) to 5 (urgent)		Importance 
Scale 
1 (less important) to 5 (important)		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 Original Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		1. Mandate		5		5		Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		Transition from a uniform lease service model for custodial services to a uniform purchase model to meet current and new staffing and align budget to actuals for security and engineering to meet minimum requirement in the labor union agreements plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

								Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs Total						$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		1. Mandate Total												$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		2. Safety		5		5		Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs		Expand the security vehicle fleet by two for a total of four vehicles to meet security service response needs system wide. Security currently has two Nissan Leaf cars but they do not adequately meet the needs to patrol all 29 Library locations effectively. Estimated cost is $45K each with an additional $10K per vehicle set aside for the potential impact of steel tariffs		One-Time		$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs Total						$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		Increase the allocation of security safety supplies and equipment to meet minimum requirement in the labor agreement (radios, body armor and other essential equipment worn as a part of the uniform) plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs Total						$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

				3		4		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		One-Time		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   155,000		$   100,000		$   255,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

								Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide Total						$   155,000		$   200,000		$   355,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

						3		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		One-Time				$   15,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   - 0		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

								Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory Total						$   - 0		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

		2. Safety Total												$   161,600		$   390,400		$   552,000		$   740		$   327,740

		3. Preservation		5		5		Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project 		Public Works estimated the Chinatown branch library renovation would cost between $24.1M  - $29.4M. Funding this renovation would occur over the next few fiscal years and use annual and fund balance monies, beginning with $5M in FY 20 & $20M in FY 21. Total allocation would equal $25M or 85% of the estimated project at $29.4M. Branch renovations are anticipated to address community needs, expand teen space, revamp program rooms, actualize innovations in service delivery and collections management, and include ADA improvements, preservation or restoration of historic features, and energy efficiency work		One-Time		$   - 0		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

								Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project  Total						$   - 0		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

								Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects		Public Works estimated budget is $19.8M for Mission and $8.5M for Ocean View. Both projects were fully funded in prior budget cycles. This proposal would allocate an additional $1.5M in contingency funds for this projects for construction market conditions. If funds are not required they can be reallocated to other capital projects in future fiscal years		One-Time		$   - 0		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects Total						$   - 0		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				3		3		Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs		Replace the current Chief of Branches 2007 Toyota Prius, which has reached the end of its service life. Cost estimate for new vehicle is $28.5K		One-Time		$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs Total						$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

		3. Preservation Total												$   - 0		$   6,528,500		$   6,528,500		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

		4. Programmatic		3		4		Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan		Generate a comprehensive FF&E asset management tool to properly maintain, manage, and project purchases for the branches. This project would create a database and report for 26 branch libraries (Sunset already completed as a pilot) 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan Total						$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		4. Programmatic Total												$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Grand Total												$   171,600		$   7,272,900		$   7,444,500		$   20,002,020		$   20,393,020

		Capital Funding Principles: 
1. Mandate 
2. Safety 
3. Preservation 
4. Programmatic 
5. Economic		Urgency 
Scale 
1 (less urgent) to 5 (urgent)		Importance 
Scale 
1 (less important) to 5 (important)		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 Original Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		1. Mandate		5		5		Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		Transition from a uniform lease service model for custodial services to a uniform purchase model to meet current and new staffing and align budget to actuals for security and engineering to meet minimum requirement in the labor union agreements plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

								Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs Total						$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		1. Mandate Total												$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		2. Safety		5		5		Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs		Expand the security vehicle fleet by two for a total of four vehicles to meet security service response needs system wide. Security currently has two Nissan Leaf cars but they do not adequately meet the needs to patrol all 29 Library locations effectively. Estimated cost is $45K each with an additional $10K per vehicle set aside for the potential impact of steel tariffs		One-Time		$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs Total						$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		Increase the allocation of security safety supplies and equipment to meet minimum requirement in the labor agreement (radios, body armor and other essential equipment worn as a part of the uniform) plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs Total						$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

				3		4		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		One-Time		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   155,000		$   100,000		$   255,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

								Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide Total						$   155,000		$   200,000		$   355,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

						3		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		One-Time				$   15,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   - 0		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

								Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory Total						$   - 0		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

		2. Safety Total												$   161,600		$   390,400		$   552,000		$   740		$   327,740

		3. Preservation		5		5		Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project 		Public Works estimated the Chinatown branch library renovation would cost between $24.1M  - $29.4M. Funding this renovation would occur over the next few fiscal years and use annual and fund balance monies, beginning with $5M in FY 20 & $20M in FY 21. Total allocation would equal $25M or 85% of the estimated project at $29.4M. Branch renovations are anticipated to address community needs, expand teen space, revamp program rooms, actualize innovations in service delivery and collections management, and include ADA improvements, preservation or restoration of historic features, and energy efficiency work		One-Time		$   - 0		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

								Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project Total						$   - 0		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

								Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects		Public Works estimated budget is $19.8M for Mission and $8.5M for Ocean View. Both projects were fully funded in prior budget cycles. This proposal would allocate an additional $1.5M in contingency funds for this projects for construction market conditions. If funds are not required they can be reallocated to other capital projects in future fiscal years		One-Time		$   - 0		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects Total						$   - 0		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				3		3		Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs		Replace the current Chief of Branches 2007 Toyota Prius, which has reached the end of its service life. Cost estimate for new vehicle is $28.5K		One-Time		$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs Total						$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

		3. Preservation Total												$   - 0		$   6,528,500		$   6,528,500		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

		4. Programmatic		3		4		Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan		Generate a comprehensive FF&E asset management tool to properly maintain, manage, and project purchases for the branches. This project would create a database and report for 26 branch libraries (Sunset already completed as a pilot) 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan Total						$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		4. Programmatic Total												$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Grand Total												$   171,600		$   7,272,900		$   7,444,500		$   20,002,020		$   20,393,020
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Pivot by ADM EXP Cat

		Division		(All)

		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)



		PeopleSoft 
Account 
(formerly subobjects)		Strategic Priority		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Proposal Title 		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount

		Grand Total
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Pivot by LC EXP Cat

		Division		(All)

		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)



		PeopleSoft 
Account 
(formerly subobjects)		Strategic Priority		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Proposal Title 		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount

		549210 Data Processing Supplies		Digital Strategies		One-Time		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		$   180,000

		549210 Data Processing Supplies Total								$   180,000

		549720 Electronic Collection-LIB Only		Literacy & Learning		Ongoing		Enhance eCollections		$   - 0		$   1,992,995

		549720 Electronic Collection-LIB Only Total								$   - 0		$   1,992,995

		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		Premier Urban Library		One-Time		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		$   10,000		$   - 0

						Ongoing		Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		$   65,000		$   - 0

				Digital Strategies		One-Time		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		$   10,500		$   - 0

				Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Ongoing		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		$   35,000		$   - 0

		549990 Other Materials & Supplies Total								$   120,500		$   - 0

		549710 Physical Collections-LIB Only		Literacy & Learning		One-Time		Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		$   - 0		$   850,000

		549710 Physical Collections-LIB Only Total								$   - 0		$   850,000

		549410 Minor Furnishings		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		One-Time		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		$   100,000		$   - 0

						Ongoing		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		$   100,000		$   - 0

		549410 Minor Furnishings Total								$   200,000		$   - 0

		545310 Uniforms		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Ongoing		Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		$   54,000		$   1,280

		545310 Uniforms Total								$   54,000		$   1,280

		545990 Other Safety Expenses		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Ongoing		Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		$   30,400		$   740

		545990 Other Safety Expenses Total								$   30,400		$   740

		Grand Total								$   584,900		$   2,845,015
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Dec 2018 High Level LC Pivot

		Division		(All)										FY 20		FY 21

		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)								1x		$   8.39		$   20.95

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)								Ongoing		$   1.19		$   2.00

												TOTALS		$   9.59		$   22.95

		Strategic Priority		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount

		Premier Urban Library		One-Time		$   155,000		$   - 0

				Ongoing		$   71,000		$   - 0

		Premier Urban Library Total				$   226,000		$   - 0

		Literacy & Learning		One-Time		$   - 0		$   850,000

				Ongoing		$   - 0		$   1,992,995

		Literacy & Learning Total				$   - 0		$   2,842,995

		Youth Engagement		One-Time		$   20,000		$   - 0

				Ongoing		$   85,000		$   - 0

		Youth Engagement Total				$   105,000		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies		One-Time		$   1,165,500		$   100,000

				Ongoing		$   149,000		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total				$   1,314,500		$   100,000

		Partnerships for Excellence		Ongoing		$   371,000		$   - 0

		Partnerships for Excellence Total				$   371,000		$   - 0

		Organizational Excellence		Ongoing		$   295,760		$   - 0

		Organizational Excellence Total				$   295,760		$   - 0

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		One-Time		$   7,053,500		$   20,000,000

				Ongoing		$   219,400		$   2,020

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total				$   7,272,900		$   20,002,020

		Grand Total				$   9,585,160		$   22,945,015



												JAN 2017 Table

		Strategic Priority		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount						FY 20		FY 21

		Premier Urban Library		One-Time		$   155,000		$   - 0				1x		$   8.39		$   20.95

				Ongoing		$   71,000		$   - 0				Ongoing		$   1.12		$   2.00

		Premier Urban Library Total				$   226,000		$   - 0				TOTALS		$   9.51		$   22.95

		Literacy & Learning		One-Time		$   - 0		$   850,000				Feb Amt		$   9.59

				Ongoing		$   - 0		$   1,992,995				Variance		$   0.07

		Literacy & Learning Total				$   - 0		$   2,842,995				Var due to SHF		$   71,000.00

		Youth Engagement		One-Time		$   20,000		$   - 0

				Ongoing		$   85,000		$   - 0

		Youth Engagement Total				$   105,000		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies		One-Time		$   1,165,500		$   100,000

				Ongoing		$   149,000		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total				$   1,314,500		$   100,000

		Partnerships for Excellence		Ongoing		$   300,000		$   - 0

		Partnerships for Excellence Total				$   300,000		$   - 0

		Organizational Excellence		Ongoing		$   295,760		$   - 0

		Organizational Excellence Total				$   295,760		$   - 0

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		One-Time		$   7,053,500		$   20,000,000

				Ongoing		$   219,400		$   2,020

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total				$   7,272,900		$   20,002,020

		Grand Total				$   9,514,160		$   22,945,015
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Dec 2018 FAC LC Pivot (2)

		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)

		Division		(Multiple Items)

		PeopleSoft 
Project & Activity Codes 
(formerly index code)		(All)

		PeopleSoft 
Account 
(formerly subobjects)		(All)

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)

		Capital Funding Principles: 
1. Mandate 
2. Safety 
3. Preservation 
4. Programmatic 
5. Economic		Urgency 
Scale 
1 (less urgent) to 5 (urgent)		Importance 
Scale 
1 (less important) to 5 (important)		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 Original Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		1. Mandate		5		5		Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		Transition from a uniform lease service model for custodial services to a uniform purchase model to meet current and new staffing and align budget to actuals for security and engineering to meet minimum requirement in the labor union agreements plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

								Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs Total						$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		1. Mandate Total												$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		2. Safety		5		5		Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs		Expand the security vehicle fleet by two for a total of four vehicles to meet security service response needs system wide. Security currently has two Nissan Leaf cars but they do not adequately meet the needs to patrol all 29 Library locations effectively. Estimated cost is $45K each with an additional $10K per vehicle set aside for the potential impact of steel tariffs		One-Time		$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs Total						$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		Increase the allocation of security safety supplies and equipment to meet minimum requirement in the labor agreement (radios, body armor and other essential equipment worn as a part of the uniform) plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs Total						$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

				3		4		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		One-Time		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   155,000		$   100,000		$   255,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

								Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide Total						$   155,000		$   200,000		$   355,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

						3		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		One-Time				$   15,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   - 0		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

								Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory Total						$   - 0		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

		2. Safety Total												$   161,600		$   390,400		$   552,000		$   740		$   327,740

		3. Preservation		3		3		Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs		Replace the current Chief of Branches 2007 Toyota Prius, which has reached the end of its service life. Cost estimate for new vehicle is $28.5K		One-Time		$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs Total						$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

		3. Preservation Total												$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

		4. Programmatic		3		4		Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan		Generate a comprehensive FF&E asset management tool to properly maintain, manage, and project purchases for the branches. This project would create a database and report for 26 branch libraries (Sunset already completed as a pilot) 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan Total						$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		4. Programmatic Total												$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Grand Total												$   171,600		$   772,900		$   944,500		$   2,020		$   393,020





		Capital Funding Principles: 
1. Mandate 
2. Safety 
3. Preservation 
4. Programmatic 
5. Economic		Urgency 
Scale 
1 (less urgent) to 5 (urgent)		Importance 
Scale 
1 (less important) to 5 (important)		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 Original Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		1. Mandate		5		5		Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		Transition from a uniform lease service model for custodial services to a uniform purchase model to meet current and new staffing and align budget to actuals for security and engineering to meet minimum requirement in the labor union agreements plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

								Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs Total						$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		1. Mandate Total												$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		2. Safety		5		5		Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs		Expand the security vehicle fleet by two for a total of four vehicles to meet security service response needs system wide. Security currently has two Nissan Leaf cars but they do not adequately meet the needs to patrol all 29 Library locations effectively. Estimated cost is $45K each with an additional $10K per vehicle set aside for the potential impact of steel tariffs		One-Time		$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs Total						$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		Increase the allocation of security safety supplies and equipment to meet minimum requirement in the labor agreement (radios, body armor and other essential equipment worn as a part of the uniform) plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs Total						$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

				3		4		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		One-Time		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   155,000		$   100,000		$   255,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

								Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide Total						$   155,000		$   200,000		$   355,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

						3		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		One-Time				$   15,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   - 0		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

								Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory Total						$   - 0		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

		2. Safety Total												$   161,600		$   390,400		$   552,000		$   740		$   327,740

		3. Preservation		5		5		Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project 		Public Works estimated the Chinatown branch library renovation would cost between $24.1M  - $29.4M. Funding this renovation would occur over the next few fiscal years and use annual and fund balance monies, beginning with $5M in FY 20 & $20M in FY 21. Total allocation would equal $25M or 85% of the estimated project at $29.4M. Branch renovations are anticipated to address community needs, expand teen space, revamp program rooms, actualize innovations in service delivery and collections management, and include ADA improvements, preservation or restoration of historic features, and energy efficiency work		One-Time		$   - 0		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

								Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project Total						$   - 0		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

								Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects		Public Works estimated budget is $19.8M for Mission and $8.5M for Ocean View. Both projects were fully funded in prior budget cycles. This proposal would allocate an additional $1.5M in contingency funds for this projects for construction market conditions. If funds are not required they can be reallocated to other capital projects in future fiscal years		One-Time		$   - 0		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects Total						$   - 0		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				3		3		Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs		Replace the current Chief of Branches 2007 Toyota Prius, which has reached the end of its service life. Cost estimate for new vehicle is $28.5K		One-Time		$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs Total						$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

		3. Preservation Total												$   - 0		$   6,528,500		$   6,528,500		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

		4. Programmatic		3		4		Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan		Generate a comprehensive FF&E asset management tool to properly maintain, manage, and project purchases for the branches. This project would create a database and report for 26 branch libraries (Sunset already completed as a pilot) 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan Total						$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		4. Programmatic Total												$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Grand Total												$   171,600		$   7,272,900		$   7,444,500		$   20,002,020		$   20,393,020
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		Capital Funding Principles: 
1. Mandate 
2. Safety 
3. Preservation 
4. Programmatic 
5. Economic		Urgency 
Scale 
1 (less urgent) to 5 (urgent)		Importance 
Scale 
1 (less important) to 5 (important)		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 Original Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		1. Mandate		5		5		Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		Transition from a uniform lease service model for custodial services to a uniform purchase model to meet current and new staffing and align budget to actuals for security and engineering to meet minimum requirement in the labor union agreements plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

								Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs Total						$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		1. Mandate Total												$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		2. Safety		5		5		Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs		Expand the security vehicle fleet by two for a total of four vehicles to meet security service response needs system wide. Security currently has two Nissan Leaf cars but they do not adequately meet the needs to patrol all 29 Library locations effectively. Estimated cost is $45K each with an additional $10K per vehicle set aside for the potential impact of steel tariffs		One-Time		$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs Total						$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		Increase the allocation of security safety supplies and equipment to meet minimum requirement in the labor agreement (radios, body armor and other essential equipment worn as a part of the uniform) plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs Total						$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

				3		4		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		One-Time		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   155,000		$   100,000		$   255,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

								Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide Total						$   155,000		$   200,000		$   355,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

						3		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		One-Time				$   15,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   - 0		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

								Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory Total						$   - 0		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

		2. Safety Total												$   161,600		$   390,400		$   552,000		$   740		$   327,740

		3. Preservation		3		3		Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs		Replace the current Chief of Branches 2007 Toyota Prius, which has reached the end of its service life. Cost estimate for new vehicle is $28.5K		One-Time		$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs Total						$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

		3. Preservation Total												$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

		4. Programmatic		3		4		Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan		Generate a comprehensive FF&E asset management tool to properly maintain, manage, and project purchases for the branches. This project would create a database and report for 26 branch libraries (Sunset already completed as a pilot) 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan Total						$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		4. Programmatic Total												$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Grand Total												$   171,600		$   772,900		$   944,500		$   2,020		$   393,020
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		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Premier Urban Library		Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board		Create a five-member Transitional Aged Youth (TAY) program advisory board to assist the Library in developing programs targeted for the TAY community. The TAY board would receive $100 stipends for their participation and would meet for five hours monthly		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   6,000		$   6,000		$   - 0		$   6,000

				Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded Summer Stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		$   80,000		$   65,000		$   145,000		$   - 0		$   145,000

				Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers		Install two remote holds pick-up lockers to increase access to library card holders in and near the Financial District at the Public Knowledge Library in the SF MOMA, and in a Hope SF project site to be determined 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   125,000		$   125,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Premier Urban Library Total								$   80,000		$   226,000		$   306,000		$   - 0		$   151,000

		Literacy & Learning		Enhance eCollections		Increase the eCollections by another 25% in FY 21 to meet growing demand.  eMedia circulation grew by 23.8% FY 18.  An increase is needed to continue providing the service at our current level for eBook & eMedia platforms Overdrive, Axis360, Hoopla and Kanopy		Ongoing		$   7,971,981		$   - 0		$   7,971,981		$   1,992,995		$   9,964,976

				Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Opening Day Adult Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 25,000 new books and AV material for the refreshment of the adult collection. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		$   6,663,054		$   - 0		$   6,663,054		$   550,000		$   7,213,054

						Opening Day Youth Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 17,000 new children and teen items for during the refreshment. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		$   2,816,474		$   - 0		$   2,816,474		$   300,000		$   3,116,474

		Literacy & Learning Total								$   17,451,509		$   - 0		$   17,451,509		$   2,842,995		$   20,294,504

		Youth Engagement		Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program		Grow the YELL program by another 20 slots for a total count of 60 system wide. YELL is a youth workforce development program paired with Summer Stride. YELL participants who complete the program receive a $500 allocation to a 529 college savings account		Ongoing		$   20,000		$   10,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Support engaging youth programs system wide		Enhance the allocation for youth programming and performers system wide including Summer Stride, STEAM programming, tricycle music fest, and The Mix teen programming		Ongoing		$   15,000		$   75,000		$   90,000		$   - 0		$   90,000

				Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials		Increase youth print budget to cover multilingual My Little Rhyme Books that are reprinted every five years as part of the Library's early literacy services and print materials to promote programs such as  Scholar Card		One-Time		$   64,000		$   20,000		$   84,000		$   - 0		$   64,000

		Youth Engagement Total								$   99,000		$   105,000		$   204,000		$   - 0		$   184,000

		Digital Strategies		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		$   - 0		$   190,500		$   190,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros		Refresh 30 public use Apple MacBook Pros at The Mix based on technology life cycles		One-Time		$   - 0		$   150,000		$   150,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix to optimize Apple product asset management and permit SFPL IT to focus on core institutional IT initiatives and projects and PC asset management		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access		Replace the existing patron telephone account management system, which is at its end of life, with current talking technology. This investment would transition this service from hardware to a subscription-based cloud service allowing the Library to continue to provide accessible telephone service for patrons to renew their materials		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   19,000		$   19,000		$   - 0		$   19,000

				Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website		Use a cloud-based web hosting solution for the Library's public website once the upgrade is completed in FY 19		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		$   - 0		$   500,000		$   500,000		$   100,000		$   100,000

				Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan 		The Library began its AV refresh plan in FY 18 at $180K/FY for up to four locations each fiscal year system wide based on need. This proposal would finalize the AV master plan to refresh and/or update all AV in community spaces with current audio, visual, and technological needs and budget the remaining funds upfront to allow for more flexible project management		One-Time		$   180,000		$   325,000		$   505,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total								$   180,000		$   1,314,500		$   1,494,500		$   100,000		$   249,000

		Partnerships for Excellence		Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main		In January 2019, the Library will pilot a restroom monitoring program with Hunters Point Family, a nonprofit, to monitor Main Library public restrooms on the weekends during operating hours. The program is based on the Public Works Pit Stop restroom monitoring program, which is part of Hunters Point Family's workforce development services. The Library's program goal is to enhance patron safety at the Main, improve the customer experience, and create a new workforce development opportunity at the Main		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main		Increase Sheriff Department's work order to reflect the revised staffing deployment at the Main, which shifted the model from a one cadet and one deputy to a two deputy model		Ongoing		$   500,000		$   271,000		$   771,000		$   - 0		$   771,000

		Partnerships for Excellence Total								$   500,000		$   371,000		$   871,000		$   - 0		$   871,000

		Organizational Excellence		Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs		Increase the Library's training budget with DHR to meet our staff's
training needs and requirements		Ongoing		$   34,000		$   26,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   75,000		$   75,000		$   - 0		$   75,000

				Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL		Enhance the analytic capacity of the Research, Strategy & Analytics team by adding a new San Francisco Fellow to the SFPL cohort for a total of two Fellows for the Library		Ongoing		$   94,760		$   94,760		$   189,520		$   - 0		$   189,520

				Implement automated IT asset inventory system		Purchase an automated IT asset inventory in order to comply with the Controller's recommendation.  This system will account for high value IT hardware and software, and will be use to manage and support its lifetime use		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Increase IT training budget		Increase IT professional training and conferences budget to meet a growing skill set demand in technology, governance, redundancy, resiliency, and security.  Staff workforce development is needed to address the increasing complexity today's IT infrastructure and to ensure reliability		Ongoing		$   40,000		$   40,000		$   80,000		$   - 0		$   80,000

		Organizational Excellence Total								$   168,760		$   295,760		$   464,520		$   - 0		$   464,520

		Grand Total								$   18,479,269		$   2,312,260		$   20,791,529		$   2,942,995		$   22,214,024



































		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Premier Urban Library		Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board		Create a five-member Transitional Aged Youth (TAY) program advisory board to assist the Library in developing programs targeted for the TAY community. The TAY board would receive $100 stipends for their participation and would meet for five hours monthly		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   6,000		$   6,000		$   - 0		$   6,000

				Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded Summer Stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		$   80,000		$   65,000		$   145,000		$   - 0		$   145,000

				Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers		Install two remote holds pick-up lockers to increase access to library card holders in and near the Financial District at the Public Knowledge Library in the SF MOMA, and in a Hope SF project site to be determined 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   125,000		$   125,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Premier Urban Library Total								$   80,000		$   226,000		$   306,000		$   - 0		$   151,000

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Literacy & Learning		Enhance eCollections		Increase the eCollections by another 25% in FY 21 to meet growing demand.  eMedia circulation grew by 23.8% FY 18.  An increase is needed to continue providing the service at our current level for eBook & eMedia platforms Overdrive, Axis360, Hoopla and Kanopy		Ongoing		$   7,971,981		$   - 0		$   7,971,981		$   1,992,995		$   9,964,976

				Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Opening Day Adult Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 25,000 new books and AV material for the refreshment of the adult collection. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		$   6,663,054		$   - 0		$   6,663,054		$   550,000		$   7,213,054

						Opening Day Youth Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 17,000 new children and teen items for during the refreshment. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		$   2,816,474		$   - 0		$   2,816,474		$   300,000		$   3,116,474

		Literacy & Learning Total								$   17,451,509		$   - 0		$   17,451,509		$   2,842,995		$   20,294,504

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Youth Engagement		Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program		Grow the YELL program by another 20 slots for a total count of 60 system wide. YELL is a youth workforce development program paired with Summer Stride. YELL participants who complete the program receive a $500 allocation to a 529 college savings account		Ongoing		$   20,000		$   10,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Support engaging youth programs system wide		Enhance the allocation for youth programming and performers system wide including Summer Stride, STEAM programming, tricycle music fest, and The Mix teen programming		Ongoing		$   15,000		$   75,000		$   90,000		$   - 0		$   90,000

				Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials		Increase youth print budget to cover multilingual My Little Rhyme Books that are reprinted every five years as part of the Library's early literacy services and print materials to promote programs such as  Scholar Card		One-Time		$   64,000		$   20,000		$   84,000		$   - 0		$   64,000

		Youth Engagement Total								$   99,000		$   105,000		$   204,000		$   - 0		$   184,000

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Digital Strategies		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		$   - 0		$   190,500		$   190,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros		Refresh 30 public use Apple MacBook Pros at The Mix based on technology life cycles		One-Time		$   - 0		$   150,000		$   150,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix to optimize Apple product asset management and permit SFPL IT to focus on core institutional IT initiatives and projects and PC asset management		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access		Replace the existing patron telephone account management system, which is at its end of life, with current talking technology. This investment would transition this service from hardware to a subscription-based cloud service allowing the Library to continue to provide accessible telephone service for patrons to renew their materials		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   19,000		$   19,000		$   - 0		$   19,000

				Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website		Use a cloud-based web hosting solution for the Library's public website once the upgrade is completed in FY 19		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		$   - 0		$   500,000		$   500,000		$   100,000		$   100,000

				Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan 		The Library began its AV refresh plan in FY 18 at $180K/FY for up to four locations each fiscal year system wide based on need. This proposal would finalize the AV master plan to refresh and/or update all AV in community spaces with current audio, visual, and technological needs and budget the remaining funds upfront to allow for more flexible project management		One-Time		$   180,000		$   325,000		$   505,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total								$   180,000		$   1,314,500		$   1,494,500		$   100,000		$   249,000

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Partnerships for Excellence		Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main		In January 2019, the Library will pilot a restroom monitoring program with Hunters Point Family, a nonprofit, to monitor Main Library public restrooms on the weekends during operating hours. The program is based on the Public Works Pit Stop restroom monitoring program, which is part of Hunters Point Family's workforce development services. The Library's program goal is to enhance patron safety at the Main, improve the customer experience, and create a new workforce development opportunity at the Main		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main		Increase Sheriff Department's work order to reflect the revised staffing deployment at the Main, which shifted the model from a one cadet and one deputy to a two deputy model		Ongoing		$   500,000		$   200,000		$   700,000		$   - 0		$   700,000

		Partnerships for Excellence Total								$   500,000		$   300,000		$   800,000		$   - 0		$   800,000

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Organizational Excellence		Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs		Increase the Library's training budget with DHR to meet our staff's
training needs and requirements		Ongoing		$   34,000		$   26,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   75,000		$   75,000		$   - 0		$   75,000

				Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL		Enhance the analytic capacity of the Research, Strategy & Analytics team by adding a new San Francisco Fellow to the SFPL cohort for a total of two Fellows for the Library		Ongoing		$   94,760		$   94,760		$   189,520		$   - 0		$   189,520

				Implement automated IT asset inventory system		Purchase an automated IT asset inventory in order to comply with the Controller's recommendation.  This system will account for high value IT hardware and software, and will be use to manage and support its lifetime use		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Increase IT training budget		Increase IT professional training and conferences budget to meet a growing skill set demand in technology, governance, redundancy, resiliency, and security.  Staff workforce development is needed to address the increasing complexity today's IT infrastructure and to ensure reliability		Ongoing		$   40,000		$   40,000		$   80,000		$   - 0		$   80,000

		Organizational Excellence Total								$   168,760		$   295,760		$   464,520		$   - 0		$   464,520
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HR & RSA Pivot



		Division		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Comments 
[Pertinent Info; how did you get the cost estimates]
(Insert initials & date)		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original 
Budget		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		HR - Training		Organizational Excellence		Expand employee engagement opportunities		Enhance budget for staff activates to increase employee engagement. 		Ongoing		E.S 10.5.2018
MS 10.30.18: I would fund internally from other underspent monies.		Approved but in Base Budget		No		$500		$1,500		$1,500		$2,000		$0		$0		$2,000

						Expand employee engagement opportunities Total												$500		$1,500		$1,500		$2,000		$0		$0		$2,000

						Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs		Increase the Library's training budget with DHR to meet our staff's
training needs and requirements		Ongoing		E.S 10.5.2018, MS 10.12.18: Let's propose $60K bgt but be willing to cut $5K in BOS phase		Approved w/ Modified Amt		Yes		$34,000		$21,000		$26,000		$60,000		$0		$0		$60,000

						Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs Total												$34,000		$21,000		$26,000		$60,000		$0		$0		$60,000

				Organizational Excellence Total														$34,500		$22,500		$27,500		$62,000		$0		$0		$62,000

		HR - Training Total																$34,500		$22,500		$27,500		$62,000		$0		$0		$62,000

		RSA		Organizational Excellence		Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL		Enhance the analytic capacity of the Research, Strategy & Analytics team by adding a new San Francisco Fellow to the SFPL cohort for a total of two Fellows for the Library		Ongoing		RM: 10.03.18 - now that the team is fully embedded and will have had a year to work together, adding a fellow to supplement our analytical work makes good sense. Fellows traditionally have been very quick learners and as capable as higher-cost analytical staff, in many instances.
MS 10.30.18: this would grow our SF Fellow program by 1 for a total of 2; 1 in RSA & 1 in FAC.		Approved		Yes		$94,760		$94,760		$94,760		$189,520		$0		$0		$189,520

						Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL Total												$94,760		$94,760		$94,760		$189,520		$0		$0		$189,520

				Organizational Excellence Total														$94,760		$94,760		$94,760		$189,520		$0		$0		$189,520

		RSA Total																$94,760		$94,760		$94,760		$189,520		$0		$0		$189,520

		Grand Total																$129,260		$117,260		$122,260		$251,520		$0		$0		$251,520
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COB Pivot

		Division		COB

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Comments 
[Pertinent Info; how did you get the cost estimates]
(Insert initials & date)		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original 
Budget		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Premier Urban Library		Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers		Install two remote holds pick-up lockers to increase access to library card holders in and near the Financial District at the Public Knowledge Library in the SF MOMA, and in a Hope SF project site to be determined 		One-Time		RAV 10.5.18: requesting quote from bibliotheca 10.5.2018
MS 10.12.18: CPP also submitted this request. Who's the lead? Are you coordinating with IT?
CM10.18.18: confirmed with Rebecca:"2. I wasn’t aware that CPP had submitted a similar request. I can reach out to them and see where they are and how we want to coordinate."
MS 10.31.18: we'll withdraw the CPP and then track this as a COB proposal. Used the $96,762 cost estimate from RAF 10.26.18 email + 3.5% CPI + money for IT (wiring, licenses). I recommend this is an add alternate so we have more time to vet this idea & are comfortable with the IT needs, especially at SFMOMA.
MS 11.12.18: what other site do  you want me to call out. Placeholder is Hope SF.		Approved		Yes		$0		$96,762		$125,000		$125,000		$0		$0		$0

				Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers Total												$0		$96,762		$125,000		$125,000		$0		$0		$0

		Premier Urban Library Total														$0		$96,762		$125,000		$125,000		$0		$0		$0

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Install skateboard racks for the public to secure personal skateboards. 		This will enhance and support the City and County's commitment to reducing our carbon foot print and provides library users with a secure location to store skateboards they use to commute in the city. This proposal could reduce the number of security concerns and issues around skateboard use in the library. 		One-Time		RAV Submitted 10.5.18
CM10.10.18: COB20-01 &02 can be combined. MS 10.12.18: What locations? We should do in FY 19.
CM 10.18.18: confirmed with Rebecca and Cathy: "We are interested in purchasing 4 racks and 28 locks for skateboards." "We will need to check in with Roberto on how we should plan the implementation since this impacts buildings and his team will be needed to install the racks."		Approved but in Current Budget		No		$0		$4,148		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Install skateboard racks for the public to secure personal skateboards.  Total												$0		$4,148		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Lend key padlocks for patrons securing their personal skateboards. 		Patrons without their own personal lock could borrow a padlock from the circulation desk and use it to secure their skateboard in the rack. 		One-Time		RAV Submitted 10.5.18
CM10.10.18: COB20-01 &02 can be combined. MS 10.12.18: What locations? We should do in FY 19.
		Approved but in Current Budget		No		$0		$982		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Lend key padlocks for patrons securing their personal skateboards.  Total												$0		$982		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total														$0		$5,130		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Grand Total														$0		$101,892		$125,000		$125,000		$0		$0		$0
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COM Pivot

		Division		COM

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Comments 
[Pertinent Info; how did you get the cost estimates]
(Insert initials & date)		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original 
Budget		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Premier Urban Library		Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board		Create a five-member Transitional Aged Youth (TAY) program advisory board to assist the Library in developing programs targeted for the TAY community. The TAY board would receive $100 stipends for their participation and would meet for five hours monthly.		Ongoing		MS 11.12.18: adding this to the list per meeting on 11.8 with Tom Fortin. Per Shirley anything over $600 requires the person to complete a 1099. They'd pay taxes if their income is > $10.4K. We could limit the amount to $600/member. NEED MORE PROGRAM INFORMATION. $10K might be high. MS is assuming only 6 hours/month/member and a rate of $20/hour MS 11.12.18: Per TF f/u email he said he'd prefer to stay at $600/yr/participant so it'll be 2 6-month stints for 5 member boards & they will earn $100/month each --> ($100*5*6)*2		Approved		Yes		$0		$6,000		$6,000		$6,000		$0		$0		$6,000

				Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board Total												$0		$6,000		$6,000		$6,000		$0		$0		$6,000

				Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: $30K with City Repro for printing jobs & $20K for M&S. MS 10.12.18: I need to better understand this proposal. Union impact?
CM10.17.18: confirmed with Tom: "we will work with Fran in the Bridge on volunteer recruitment and will steer clear of union impact."
MS 11.1.18: CPP design assistance; stick & peel graphics; survey pre-post effort (talk with RSA); M&S branding for gear, etc. since this is a new effort.
MS 11.12.18:  we really need to review the Civic Bridge report for strong talking points and I need to confirm this is 1X vs. ongoing
MS 11.16.18: Tom please discuss this with FIN and CPP to see how we can work together and if there are funds to support this already or how to defend your figures. MS 12.4.18: per TF on 12.4.18 the Mktg & Promo = $20K & M&S = $10K. See breakdown.		Approved		Yes		$0		$30,000		$20,000		$20,000		$0		$0		$0

										TF 10.4.18
MS 12.4.18: TF breakdown: 
marketing and promotional
+ large exterior banners – $1,500 per item with quarterly rotation = $6,000
+ interior banners - $250 per item, 6 items with quarterly rotation = $6,000 
+ t-shirts - $5,000 for main staff t-shirts
+ wayfinding signage and posters  - mostly funded through city repro and ARC = $2000
+ staff buttons - $1,000
Total = $20,000
 
programming and material support
+ support for pop up events in the atrium and program centers $750 per event/12 events + $1K contingency = $10,000
 		Approved		Yes		$0		$20,000		$10,000		$10,000		$0		$0		$0

				Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main Total												$0		$50,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0		$0		$0

		Premier Urban Library Total														$0		$56,000		$36,000		$36,000		$0		$0		$6,000

		Literacy & Learning		Clean collections that will be moved from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan 		Materials moving from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan will need to be cleaned		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: This shouldn't be professional svcs.  Should this be included in 750 Brannan capital project? Belfor svc. MS 10.12.18: agreed, this should be part of the 750 capital project.
MS 11.1.18: can we use this source for extra hours for staff b/c the vendor cost may be hire could be costly. MS to check with LL and CM.  TF: 11.21.18 COM preference is to build this cost as an extra hours activity for staff; although I cannot estimate work hours needed for scope of work due to incomplete information at this time (cleaning process is under review by Nancy Terranova).		Approved w/ Alternate Source		No		$0		$125,000				$0		$0				$0

				Clean collections that will be moved from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan  Total												$0		$125,000				$0		$0				$0

				Support pop-up programs at the Main		Install two mobile large screen, internet-ready TV/monitors to support engaging pop-up programming in the Main.		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: Need to confirm that this is not included in IT AV refresh proposal and IT is aware that this will go to their budget.
CM10.16.18: confirmed with IT: it's not part of the IT AV refresh proposal.
CM 10.17.18: Confirmed with Tom: "these will be mobile screens that could be used throughout the Main and are not affixed to a wall, they will be used for adult programming"
MS 11.1.18: to conduct programming. Not vetted through TEF.  Like what's next to the cafe. Expanding the AV inventory. The costs include the screens, cart. Laptops not needed. FIN to check with IT to see what it estimates the costs are & if IT can purchase with its current or base budget.
MS 11.12.18: we will budget this in equipment to ensure sufficient equipment monies. If at the time of purchase the unit costs a <$5K then IT knows it needs to absorb the cost. The costs will be grouped with servers below b/c of the impact & IT may be able to purchase it with existing monies.		Approved		No		$0		$25,000		$25,000		$25,000		$0				$0

				Support pop-up programs at the Main Total												$0		$25,000		$25,000		$25,000		$0				$0

		Literacy & Learning Total														$0		$150,000		$25,000		$25,000		$0				$0

		Digital Strategies		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix to optimize Apple product asset management and permit SFPL IT to focus on core institutional IT initiatives and projects and PC asset management. 		Ongoing		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: not sure if this is considered as professional Svc.  Or just regular maintenance svc. MS 10.12.18: how did you determine the $100K request?
CM10.16.18: changed the project code to Youth Program  for the Mix.
CM 10.17.18: Confirmed with Tom: "Michael Liang gave me this ballpark figure; it could be cheaper – we are seeking a quote from a city vendor."
MS 10.30.18: Is the SP correct as L&L or should it be Digital Strategy? Do we want to call attention to IT's inability to support this need? I'm concerned about how we'd get this purchase through given union requirements. Probably should chat with IT and Anna.
MS 11.1.18: for Mix to evolve we need some Apple capacity. Editing/Production. IT is aware of the need. RPD Randall Museum has a split environment & has a City vendor. Jason Blandon --> check PeopleSoft to see how & who. TF thinks the $100K is too high. We'll get a real quote.
MS 11.12.18: Tom will as for a quote or estimate from the vendor to solidify this figure. TF: 11.21.18 I am in communication with vendor spec'ing a quote. MS 12.3.18:  moved from Literacy & Learning SP to Digital Strategy.		Approved		Yes		$0		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$100,000

				Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL Total												$0		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$100,000

		Digital Strategies Total														$0		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$100,000

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Institute UX service design space improvements and furnishing in the Main's 5th floor Reading Room		Enhance the customer experience in the Main's 5th floor Reading Room by instituting the UX design recommendations, including replacing furniture and shelving and redesigning the Reading Room configuration.		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: FAC needs to know about this BP. MS 10.12.18: This is 1x for now but FAC needs to filter this into its ongoing refresh. MS 10.30.18: We should add a statement about how the UX process allowed us to identify the correct furniture & configuration. It may feel like a lot of money for one area (with how many square feet?) FAC has FF&E going up and also references UX but at $100K. What communication has there been with FAC? MS 11.1.18: there's a quote; replacing all the FF&E in the RR. New layout. TF will send FIN the quote.
MS 11.12.18: Tom's quotes run from $99K to $112K. A budget of $125K provides cushion or could be a reduction option in the BOS phase. FAC's BP included this so I will mark this as withdrawn.		Withdrawn		Yes		$0		$125,000		$125,000		$125,000		$0				$0

				Institute UX service design space improvements and furnishing in the Main's 5th floor Reading Room Total												$0		$125,000		$125,000		$125,000		$0				$0

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total														$0		$125,000		$125,000		$125,000		$0				$0

		Partnerships for Excellence		Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main		In January 2019, the Library will pilot a restroom monitoring program with Hunters Point Family, a nonprofit, to monitor Main Library public restrooms on the weekends during operating hours. The program is based on the Public Works Pit Stop restroom monitoring program, which is part of Hunters Point Family's workforce development services. The Library's program goal is to enhance patron safety at the Main, improve the customer experience, and create a new workforce development opportunity at the Main		Ongoing		TF 10.4.18. MS 10.12.18: this is a COM proposal but a FAC WO bgt
CM 10.16.18: this is going to be budgeted in Main account 538010.  PW will provide the budget number based on project scope. 
CM10.17.18: confirmed with Tom: the new hours will start January 13,2019.  Total hours: 62. 
MS 10.29.18: PW FIN DIR thinks the figure would be closer to $170K. We should confirm the amount. It should be in the FAC budget, right?
MS 11.1.18: PW needs to know the schedule to estimate the true annual cost based on a staffing proposal & # of floors/location - would the work scope change? Per Aaron Wu at PW the CAT said we could have our own contract via their Grant Award/RFQ grantee pool with 6 categories with monitoring ambassadorship with a workforce development component. Aaron is willing to work with Anna to help us do a contract ourselves & reduce admin costs in an IDS. 
MS 11.12.18: meet with PW. We have the information on how to run this as our own grant agreement rather than a WO/IDS. We'll still need to work on the cost estimates but $170K might still be ok. CM please reach out to Aaron Wu to determine how to estimate.TF: 11.21.18: TF extrapolates full-year workorder with PW for 62 hours of service at $408,000; confirming with Aaron at PW.  11.21.18 TF: number from Aaron Wu at PW is a bit higher at $428,000 to include materials and supplies, and admin support at HPF. MS 12.3.18: Aaron Wu at PW said ~ $89.5K/yr. I'll round up b/c of that might be based on the old model.		Approved w/ Modified Amt		Yes		$0		$138,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$100,000

				Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main Total												$0		$138,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$100,000

		Partnerships for Excellence Total														$0		$138,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$100,000

		Grand Total														$0		$569,000		$386,000		$386,000		$0		$0		$206,000
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CTS Pivot

		Division		(Multiple Items)

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Comments 
[Pertinent Info; how did you get the cost estimates]
(Insert initials & date)		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original 
Budget		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Literacy & Learning		Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 17,000 new children and teen items for during the refreshment. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase. 		One-Time		MS 11.5.18: 2/3 of collection brand new. Confirmed this is 1x. Don't need a physical collection increase right now.		Approved		Yes		$2,816,474		$0		$0		$2,816,474		$300,000		$300,000		$3,116,474

						Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 25,000 new books and AV material for the refreshment of the adult collection. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase. 		One-Time		MS 11.5.18: 2/3 of collection brand new. Confirmed this is 1x. Don't need a physical collection increase right now. Talking points for possible questions.  Why no increase to physical budget?  1. Prices have been flat. 2. Need slightly fewer copies of non-bestseller, which allows us to order more titles with the same budget.  (51,779 titles added last year, up 1,604) Why no cut, if circ is down? 1. Still a need to refresh collection and meet demand for high interest titles (Woodward’s Fear 348 print books purchase, Obama’s Becoming 330 copies purchase[1012 holds as I type])  2. New or recently new collection projects: Blu-ray; vinyl collection; adult jails collection; Lucky Day (high demand books that do not a allow holds) planned for summer. 3. RFID project will help us find grubby books that need replacing (not sure if we want to try spinning that project as a positive collection helper or not).		Approved		Yes		$6,663,054		$0		$0		$6,663,054		$550,000		$550,000		$7,213,054

				Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch Total												$9,479,528		$0		$0		$9,479,528		$850,000		$850,000		$10,329,528

				Enhance eCollections		Increase the eCollections by another 25% in FY 21 to meet growing demand.  eMedia circulation grew by 23.8% FY 18.  An increase is needed to continue providing the service at our current level for eBook & eMedia platforms Overdrive, Axis360, Hoopla and Kanopy		Ongoing		Talking points for possible questions eCollections – support continued demand on existing platforms without impacting physical collections.  23.8% increase in circ last year.  Adding new platforms, including the digitized historic SF Examiner, Kono (Japanese and Chinese magazines), Popup digi libraries to market libraries ebooks to new customers in areas they may already be spending time waiting (hospitals, museums, street fairs)		Approved		Yes		$7,802,986		$0		$0		$7,802,986		$1,950,747		$1,950,747		$9,753,733

				Enhance eCollections Total												$7,802,986		$0		$0		$7,802,986		$1,950,747		$1,950,747		$9,753,733

		Literacy & Learning Total														$17,282,514		$0		$0		$17,282,514		$2,800,747		$2,800,747		$20,083,261

		Digital Strategies		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to these socioeconomic groups and help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		SC 10.5.18: A one time budget to cover supplies for processing 300 Chromebooks for circulation. Among San Francisco residents who use Internet at home, nearly all (92%) access the Internet at home using a laptop or desktop computer. 
Low-income residents, Latinos, and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop.  These groups mainly access the internet via smart phone. For residents who make between $25,000 and $50,000, only 88% have access to a laptop/desktop.  Once income levels drop under $25,000, access drops to only 69%.  A similar lack of access can be found when looking at individuals whose primary language spoken at home is something other than English.  Access to laptops/desktops for these individuals drops to 80%.   The goal of the Chromebook project is our second attempt to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to these socioeconomic groups, in hope to help level the playing field.  MS 11.12.18: combined the CTS supplies BP with the IT BP for the Chromebooks. Showed the base budget as $0 since none of the CTS M&S budget was allocated for this specific purpose. MS 12.3.18:  Shifting from a laptop model to a more cost-effective CB model		Approved		Yes		$0		$10,500		$10,500		$10,500		$0		$0		$0

				Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program Total												$0		$10,500		$10,500		$10,500		$0		$0		$0

		Digital Strategies Total														$0		$10,500		$10,500		$10,500		$0		$0		$0

		Grand Total														$17,282,514		$10,500		$10,500		$17,293,014		$2,800,747		$2,800,747		$20,083,261
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CPP Pivot

		Division		(Multiple Items)

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Comments 
[Pertinent Info; how did you get the cost estimates]
(Insert initials & date)		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original 
Budget		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Premier Urban Library		Enhance exhibitions graphics budget		Increase graphics budget for exhibits to align expenditure trends with budget		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: True up costs for exhibition output and other signage materials. MS 10.24.18: CM what's the spend rate & therefore the true-up amount.		Approved		No		$30,000		$15,000		$15,000		$45,000		$0		$0		$45,000

				Enhance exhibitions graphics budget Total												$30,000		$15,000		$15,000		$45,000		$0		$0		$45,000

				Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded summer stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		LS 10.04.18: For the purchase of Summer Stride Tote Bags and other branded materials
CM10.9.18: Using CPP instead od Youth to pay for the Tote bags.  Need $75K for bags and $30K for adult engaging programming.  Total budget would be $105K in 549990.
MS 11.2.18: CPP must work with AP on purchasing strategy.
MS 11.29.18: CPP & CM please connect to ensure we put this in the correct PS project codes and account codes		Approved		Yes		$50,000		$55,000		$55,000		$105,000		$0		$0		$105,000

										MJ 10.05.18: Additional branded library card needs are expected (Giants!) and more office supplies for growing CPP staff
CM10.9.18: change the account from 549510 to 549990 since FY18 YE big deficit is in 549990.
MS 10.24.18: highlight the card plans for FY 20.
MS 11.29.18: CPP & CM please connect to ensure we put this in the correct PS project codes and account codes		Approved		Yes		$30,000		$10,000		$10,000		$40,000		$0		$0		$40,000

				Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services Total												$80,000		$65,000		$65,000		$145,000		$0		$0		$145,000

		Premier Urban Library Total														$110,000		$80,000		$80,000		$190,000		$0		$0		$190,000

		Literacy & Learning		Increase Creative Software licenses for public use		Increase Adobe creative cloud software licenses public use		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: Add more Adobe software licenses
CM10.9.18: should this be covered by IT budget?
CM10.23.18: ML responded: "3. Eventually, the purchase will be with DT's EA, so it will just increase our DT WO, so it is up to FIN how to reconcile this in the BP process." MS 11.2.18: Let's put this in the DT work order. CPP should give the count to IT & they can inform DT. 11.10.18: Per MLiang this would be part of the DT work order. CHRISTINE, please ensure this is added to the correct IT DT work order.		Approved but in Base Budget		No		$0		$7,200		$7,200		$7,200		$0		$0		$7,200

				Increase Creative Software licenses for public use Total												$0		$7,200		$7,200		$7,200		$0		$0		$7,200

				Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: Add programming funds in field where it can be spent on paid performers and teachers ($15K each for COM and COB). MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18: this is just a budget cleanup to move to Youth M&S programming to adult programming		Approved		No		$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0				$30,000

				Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult Total												$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0				$30,000

		Literacy & Learning Total														$0		$37,200		$37,200		$37,200		$0		$0		$37,200

		Youth Engagement		Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program		Grow the YELL program by another 20 slots for a total count of 60 system wide. YELL is a youth workforce development program paired with Summer Stride. YELL participants who complete the program receive a $500 allocation to a 529 college savings account		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: Seeking to increase branch participation in this youth leadership program for a total of $30K, plus placeholder of $10K for MLIS outreach internship? MS 10.12.18: What's the plan? How can we show program success before expanding OR is this to help meet MYR's goal for youth wkforce development?
CM 10.17.18: Michelle responded: "By the time this budget item is funded it will be either the 3rd or 4th year of this program. We have great testimonials and work projects from the Teens to show success, even though it has only occurred at 5 branches each year. We are hoping to scale it, based on its success, to more branches next year."
MS 11.2.18: SFPL FIN needs the data for the December budget discussion. Plz insert into the CPP folder. MS 11.12.18: original CPP write-up also said, " + funds for outreach MLIS interns" but I don't know what you meant by that. I've removed it for now from the description. CPP please let me know if I should add it back. ALSO I need to verify the YELL budget b/c I thought we grew it to $40K in FY 19?
CM11.30.18: Move $5K from stipends to supplies because the number of slots went down from 70 to 60 because of supplies based on emails between Michelle and Maureen on 11.30.18.		Approved		Yes		$25,000		$5,000		$5,000		$30,000		$0		$0		$30,000

				Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program Total												$25,000		$5,000		$5,000		$30,000		$0		$0		$30,000

				Providing educational opportunities for all youth		Increase the SAT Workshop budget per the agreement with Study Smart Tutors		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: The 2020 year's SAT prep contract is $89,401
CM10.9.18: Is this one-time increase for 2020?  The contract is not on-going for several years?
10.19.18CM: ongoing, confirmed with Michelle.		Approved		No		$75,000		$14,001		$14,001		$89,001		$0		$0		$89,001

				Providing educational opportunities for all youth Total												$75,000		$14,001		$14,001		$89,001		$0		$0		$89,001

				Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Ongoing		LS 10.04.18: For securing more city funded programming resources
CM10.9.18: move $30K from 549990 to 525010 to support Engaging Programming project on the program side.  Base budget $30K, increased $45K during last budget cycle for Engaging Programming ($22.5K each for COB and COM youth). Leave $15K for Engaging Programming M&S. MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18:  this is just a budget cleanup to move to Youth M&S programming to adult programming
CM11.30.18: Move $5K from stipends to supplies because the number of slots went down from 70 to 60 because of supplies based on emails between Michelle and Maureen on 11.30.18.		Approved		No		$75,000		($25,000)		($25,000)		$50,000		$0		$0		$50,000

				Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult Total												$75,000		($25,000)		($25,000)		$50,000		$0		$0		$50,000

				Resize the Play-to-Learn budget		Resize the refresh budget for Play-to-Learn structures system wide		Ongoing		Mj 10.05.18: Right size the costs of burgeon play to learn replacements in 2020 (estimated at $62K)		Approved		No		$82,142		($17,000)		($17,142)		$65,000		$0		$0		$65,000

				Resize the Play-to-Learn budget Total												$82,142		($17,000)		($17,142)		$65,000		$0		$0		$65,000

				Support engaging youth programs system wide		Enhance the allocation for youth programming and performers system wide including summer stride, STEAM programming, tricycle music fest, and The Mix teen programming		Ongoing		LS 10.04.18: For securing more city funded programming resources. MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18: updated the description to showcase the programming plans. CM --> double check the account & project codes to ensure we have the allocation correct b/w adult & youth and promotional & M&S		Approved		Yes		$15,000		$75,000		$75,000		$90,000		$0		$0		$90,000

				Support engaging youth programs system wide Total												$15,000		$75,000		$75,000		$90,000		$0		$0		$90,000

				Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials		Increase youth print budget to cover multilingual My Little Rhyme Books that are reprinted every five years as part of the Library's early literacy services and print materials to promote programs such as  Scholar Card		One-Time		MJ 10.05.18: Increasing budget to pay for one-time (every 5 years) reprinting of My Little Rhyme booklets. MS 11.29.18: CPP & CM please confirm that the entire $20K is only 1X. 		Approved		Yes		$64,000		$20,000		$20,000		$84,000		$0		$0		$64,000

				Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials Total												$64,000		$20,000		$20,000		$84,000		$0		$0		$64,000

		Youth Engagement Total														$336,142		$72,001		$71,859		$408,001		$0		$0		$388,001

		Digital Strategies		Refresh Tech-Lab chairs and smartboard		Refresh tech lab chairs and new smart board for Bridge Learning Studio at the Main Library		One-Time		MJ 10.04.18: Refresh worn chairs in Tech Lab and replace glitchy smartboard. Quote available for chair replacement. MJ 10.11.18: Added quote for SmartBoard in the folder $8,300. MS 10.12.18: Why isn't this part of the IT and FAC refresh efforts?
CM10.17.18: Michelle responded: "Could be part of the IT and Fac budget, but do not think they are watching for these individual, division level needs, so included in my budget. Happy to have it absorbed in their budget if that makes the most sense."		Approved but in Current Budget		No		$2,500		$5,700		$1,357		$3,857		$0		$0		$2,500

										MS 11.2.18: see notes above about the proposal in general. This one would need to be budgeted given the unit cost OR let's see if we can realize 560000 savings in FY 19 to cover this. CHRISTINE: please work with CPP & IT to see if we can purchase in FY 19. Otherwise let's add this as an addback item in the Mayor's Phase.		Approved but in Current Budget		No		$0		$8,300		$9,092		$9,092		$0		$0		$0

				Refresh Tech-Lab chairs and smartboard Total												$2,500		$14,000		$10,448		$12,948		$0		$0		$2,500

		Digital Strategies Total														$2,500		$14,000		$10,448		$12,948		$0		$0		$2,500

		Partnerships for Excellence		Create holds unit pickup partnership		Create automated system for hold pickup location at SFMOMA Public Knowledge branch		One-Time		MJ10.05.18: Seeking quote now - for holds pickup locker costs for SFMOMA location
CM10.9.18: This is included in COB BP. MS 10.12.18: COB also submitted this request. Who's the lead? Are you coordinating with IT?
MS 10.24.18: CM check with COB for quote; MLA: double the request for 2 locations.
CM10.17.18: Michelle responded: "I think COB’s proposal had more details, so I am fine with them taking the lead. Have not coordinated yet with IT or Facilities, but CL was discussing budgeting for more than one of these hold pickup kiosks, for a few other locations around the city."		Withdrawn		No		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Create holds unit pickup partnership Total												$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Partnerships for Excellence Total														$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Grand Total														$448,642		$203,201		$199,507		$648,149		$0		$0		$617,701
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Ongoing		Comments 
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		Digital Strategies		Create new public website redesign		Replace existing website that no longer meets staff and public expectations.  New website will be built with industry standards, and meet the City's, DT's, and ADA requirements.		One-Time		ML 10.4.18: We will ask a vendor to develop the new website and then bring it back inhouse. MS 10.12.18: depending on the updated cost information we may be able to fund in FY 19 from the LRB refunding savings.
CM10.23.18: confirmed with ML: "1. With Maureen and Lambert's recent approval.  IT will try to start the project this FY.  The procurement process will begin next week.  I hope to get a packet to FIN by mid to end of Nov.  We believe the City and DT have already approved the two vendors through an RFP process, which we hope to leverage.  This means we can procure faster...web development is Kanopy and hosting service is Pantheon."		Approved but in Current Budget		No		$35,000		$265,000		$0		$35,000		$0		$0		$35,000

				Create new public website redesign Total												$35,000		$265,000		$0		$35,000		$0		$0		$35,000

				Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to these socioeconomic groups and help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Requested 300 units at $600/per. MS 10.12.18: How will this filter into your fresh budget? What specs or Perf Measures do you have to estimate program success?
MS 11.12.18: we should show a base cost for the 30 laptops that you would have refreshed, right? If we assume $1.5K then wouldn't you have $45K in your refresh budget already?		Approved		Yes		$0		$180,000		$180,000		$180,000		$0				$0

				Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program Total												$0		$180,000		$180,000		$180,000		$0				$0

				Expand the laptop lending kiosk program		Continue the expansion of the laptop lending kiosk program by adding two kiosks system wide for a total allocation of 21 by FY 21		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing to deploy kiosk to all branches. MS 10.12.18: what's the use data? How can we justify expansion? MS 11.16.18: CHRISTINE & IT --> in the last BP cycle we stated by the end of FY 19 there would be 17 kiosks and by FY 20 there's be 19 kiosks. This would mean by the end of FY 21 we'd have 21. The list I saw in the email only had 14 through FY 18 with 2 more in FY 19 that'd be 16. PLEASE check the figures. I don't like giving out different figures from one cycle to the next!		Approved		No		$55,000		$0		$0		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000

				Expand the laptop lending kiosk program Total												$55,000		$0		$0		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000

				Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access		Replace the existing patron telephone account management system, which is at its end of life, with current talking technology. This investment would transition this service from hardware to a subscription-based cloud service allowing the Library to continue to provide accessible telephone service for patrons to renew their materials		Ongoing		MLi 10.9.18: This is expensive and a subscription model. Still gathering info, but want to put this in as a placeholder as we investigate further.
CM10.23.18: clarification from ML: "Current phone system included in III services, but not the hardware.  The hardware is why the service is the end of life.  III stopped supporting the hardware years ago, so we were on borrowed time.  We can keep the status quo, but just know if the hardware dies the service will stop.  They no longer make the hardware, so a true replacement is to buy the i-tiva service which is now a subscription and not in the contract of service.  However, as a business decision...IT is saving an old computer and has/is buying parts in case the current computer dies.  There is no guarantee on used equipment...just hope.  This is the reimbursement I will be submitting that I made on eBay." MS 11.6.018: is there any part of the III contract you can associate with this cost annually OR should we state the cost at $0. MS 11.16.18: completed the edits. I think it's ok to state $0 base investment given it's going from hardware to software. Christine, please still look at the III contract for this cost to provide more information. MS 12.3.18: moved from Premier Urban Library to Digi Strategy.		Approved		Yes		$0		$19,000		$19,000		$19,000		$0		$0		$19,000

				Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access Total												$0		$19,000		$19,000		$19,000		$0		$0		$19,000

				Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website		Use a cloud-based web hosting solution for the Library's public website once the upgrade is completed in FY 19		Ongoing		MLi 10.11.18: Found out new website needs to be hosted by City approved cloud service. MS 11.29.18:  Still need a statement on the benefit of hosting vs. SFPL IT doing it.		Approved		Yes		$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0		$0		$30,000

				Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website Total												$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0		$0		$30,000

				Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		ML 10.4.18: We need more storage, AND it needs to be fast and reliable. MS 10.12.18: what's the life cycle & therefore the refresh plan?
CM10.16.18: MLi responded: "If utilizing the existing technology (which I do not believe this is the future), 5-6 years.  But, depending on growth scaling will happen depending on business need.  Because of the uncertainty, I asked for one-time.  FYI, this might be like the Core Switch which happens every 5-6 years."		Approved		Yes		$0		$500,000		$500,000		$500,000		$0		$0		$0

										MLi 10.4.18: This will be needed as expected digital growth is expected…besides DAMS, there might be camera footage needs. MS 10.12.18: so 1x in FY 20 at $500K and then $100K each FY after that?
CM 10.16.18: MLi responded: "Yes, e-storage budget planning is uncertain because of future tech advancements (like utilizing SF/DT Cloud, Microsoft Azure, Amazon AWS, versus on-prem HP Nimble, etc.)  The FY21-05 is an educated guess knowing projects coming up like Cameras and DAMS...which I do not have very much information but want to be prepared.  It is two years out, so next cycle we should know more about the need." MS 11.12.18: per discussion with Liang on 11.8.18 we'll group the initial investment and ongoing together into 1 BP concept. Per Liang we need to add $100K/FY. Confirm that assumption in the FY 21 & 22 cycle.		Approved		Yes		$0		$0		$0		$0		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000

				Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system Total												$0		$500,000		$500,000		$500,000		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000

				Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros		Refresh 30 public use Apple MacBook Pros at The Mix based on technology life cycles		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Requested 30 units at $5,000/per.
CM10.16.18: changed project to Youth Program for the Mix.
MS 11.12.18: verified the unit cost is $5K per CM. I suspect that is inclusive of software. If the actual quote is < $5K then IT will need to absorb in IT M&S bgt.		Approved		Yes				$150,000		$150,000		$150,000		$0				$0

				Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros Total														$150,000		$150,000		$150,000		$0				$0

				Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan 		The Library began its AV refresh plan in FY 18 at $180K/FY for up to four locations each fiscal year system wide based on need. This proposal would finalize the AV master plan to refresh and/or update all AV in community spaces with current audio, visual, and technological needs and budget the remaining funds upfront to allow for more flexible project management.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: No guess on scope or cost. MS 10.12.18: let's discuss with Schwabe, IT, FIN b/c there's an annual refresh bgtd at $180K. Need to see plan and scope.
CM10.25.18: scheduled meeting: ML, MS, CM & DS on 10.29. MS 11.5.18: IT/FIN met we will try to fund all up front rather than over time. CM to check with CON on this approach. We have $180K annually that we'll strip out if we fund up front. Future budget will consider Koret, but that will be construction & require coordination with FAC. IT will work with FAC from November through Feb to get more details so this could be an addback option for LC or in the Mayor's phase. MS 11.12.18: confirmed that we built the AV refresh into the FY 18 & 19 budget cycle, beginning with FY 18. In that discussion we did state we'd only need $180K/FY for 3 FYs so I'll need talking points.		Approved		Yes		$180,000		$1,500,000		$323,000		$503,000		$0		$0		$0

				Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan  Total												$180,000		$1,500,000		$323,000		$503,000		$0		$0		$0

		Digital Strategies Total														$270,000		$2,644,000		$1,202,000		$1,472,000		$155,000		$155,000		$239,000

		Organizational Excellence		Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		One-Time		MLi 10.18.18: This is for HR…they seem to always ask for this. Moodle was suggested by Elise, and SumTotal was researched by Kate and MLi.  These two vendors have not been vetted.
MLi 10.23.18: Increase from 10k to 100k.
MS 11.16.18: HR, IT please meet to discuss what the needs are and what the 1x and ongoing costs should be. MS 12.4.18: IT shared the PUC PO that was $75K/yr ongoing only. Updated the proposal to show just $75K annually & no 1x costs. Our actuals could be less given the volume, but the PUC might be getting a volume discount.		Withdrawn		Yes		$0		$20,000		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								Ongoing		MLi 10.18.18: This is for HR…they seem to always ask for this. Moodle was suggested by Elise, and SumTotal was researched by Kate and MLi.  These two vendors have not been vetted.
MLi 10.23.18: Increase from 10k to 100k.
MS 11.16.18: HR, IT please meet to discuss what the needs are and what the 1x and ongoing costs should be. MS 12.4.18: IT shared the PUC PO that was $75K/yr ongoing only. Updated the proposal to show just $75K annually & no 1x costs. Our actuals could be less given the volume, but the PUC might be getting a volume discount.		Approved		Yes		$0		$100,000		$75,000		$75,000		$0		$0		$75,000

				Implement an HR learning management system Total												$0		$120,000		$75,000		$75,000		$0		$0		$75,000

				Implement automated IT asset inventory system		Purchase an automated IT asset inventory in order to comply with the Controller's recommendation.  This system will account for high value IT hardware and software, and will be use to manage and support its lifetime use		Ongoing		ML 10.4.18: Inventory system to comply with CON audit. MS 10.12.18: FIN will find a way to fund in FY 19.
CM10.16.18: MLi responded: "Great about the IT asset but I do not know right now if this is really needed.  We are testing a much cheaper solution and will know if this meets our business needs (and satisfies the CON audit) around Q3."
MS 11.29.18: we were using open source but it's not meeting our needs & isn't automated.		Approved		Yes		$0		$60,000		$60,000		$60,000		$0		$0		$60,000

				Implement automated IT asset inventory system Total												$0		$60,000		$60,000		$60,000		$0		$0		$60,000

				Increase IT training & travel		Increase IT professional training and conferences to meet a growing skill set demand in technology, governance, redundancy, resiliency, and security.  Staff workforce development is needed to address the increasing complexity today's IT infrastructure and to ensure reliability		Ongoing		ML 10.4.18: Need to increase to $80k. With no FTEs, IT needs to better the existing resources. Also, ITIL, COBIT, NIST is an added pressure. MS 10.12.18: need to be able to show improved services for all of the training.		Approved		Yes		$40,000		$40,000		$40,000		$80,000		$0		$0		$80,000

				Increase IT training & travel Total												$40,000		$40,000		$40,000		$80,000		$0		$0		$80,000

				Refresh network firewall per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of network equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		$151,900		$0		$0		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900

				Refresh network firewall per 4 year refresh cycle Total												$151,900		$0		$0		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900

				Refresh network switches per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of network equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		$135,000		$0		$0		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000

				Refresh network switches per 4 year refresh cycle Total												$135,000		$0		$0		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000

				Refresh Server per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of systems equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		$250,000		$0		$0		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000

				Refresh Server per 4 year refresh cycle Total												$250,000		$0		$0		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000

				True-up Software Funds 		Realign the software budget based on cyclical nature of some software purchases that require upfront, multi-year purchases. Estimated encumbrance need is $1,336,098.		Ongoing		MLi 10.4.18: Ran out of money in FY18…just making sure we have enough moving forward. MS 10.12.18: we will true up based but IT needs to update its spend plans. Should get the figure to a flat dollar amount.		Approved		No		$1,072,737		$263,361		$263,363		$1,336,100		$0		$0		$1,336,100

				True-up Software Funds  Total												$1,072,737		$263,361		$263,363		$1,336,100		$0		$0		$1,336,100

		Organizational Excellence Total														$1,649,637		$483,361		$438,363		$2,088,000		$536,900		$536,900		$2,088,000

		Grand Total														$1,919,637		$3,127,361		$1,640,363		$3,560,000		$691,900		$691,900		$2,327,000
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FAC Pivot

		Capital Funding Principles: 
1. Mandate 
2. Safety 
3. Preservation 
4. Programmatic 
5. Economic		Urgency 
Scale 
1 (less urgent) to 5 (urgent)		Importance 
Scale 
1 (less important) to 5 (important)		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		Division		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		One-time/ 
Ongoing		PeopleSoft 
Project & Activity Codes 
(formerly index code)		PeopleSoft 
Account 
(formerly subobjects)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original Budget		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		1. Mandate		5		5		Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		Transition from a uniform lease service model for custodial services to a uniform purchase model to meet current and new staffing and align budget to actuals for security and engineering to meet minimum requirement in the labor union agreements plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		FAC - Admin		Approved		Ongoing		10026753-0001		545310 Uniforms		Yes		$   10,000		$   54,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   1,280		$   65,280

								Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs Total																$   10,000		$   54,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   1,280		$   65,280

		1. Mandate Total																						$   10,000		$   54,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   1,280		$   65,280

		2. Safety		5		5		Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs		Expand the security vehicle fleet by two for a total of four vehicles to meet security service response needs system wide. Security currently has two Nissan Leaf cars but they do not adequately meet the needs to patrol all 29 Library locations effectively. Estimated cost is $45K each with an additional $10K per vehicle set aside for the potential impact of steel tariffs		FAC - Security		Approved		One-Time		10026753-0004		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		Yes		$   - 0		$   112,000		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs Total																$   - 0		$   112,000		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		Increase the allocation of security safety supplies and equipment to meet minimum requirement in the labor agreement (radios, body armor and other essential equipment worn as a part of the uniform) plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		FAC - Security		Approved		Ongoing		10026753-0002		545990 Other Safety Expenses		Yes		$   6,600		$   30,400		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   740		$   37,740

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs Total																$   6,600		$   30,400		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   740		$   37,740

								Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main		Increase Sheriff Department's work order to reflect the revised staffing deployment at the Main, which shifted the model from a one cadet and one deputy to a two deputy model		FAC - Security		Approved		Ongoing		10026753-0004		581930 GF-Sheriff		Yes		$   500,000		$   200,000		$   270,964		$   770,964		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   770,964

								Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main Total																$   500,000		$   200,000		$   270,964		$   770,964		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   770,964

				3		3		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		FAC - Custodial		Approved		One-Time		10026753-0003		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		Yes				$   15,000		$   15,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

																Ongoing		10026753-0003		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		Yes		$   - 0		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   35,000

								Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory Total																$   - 0		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   35,000

						4		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		FAC - Admin		Approved		One-Time		10026753-0001		549410 Minor Furnishings		Yes		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

																Ongoing		10026753-0001		549410 Minor Furnishings		Yes		$   155,000		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   255,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   255,000

								Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide Total																$   155,000		$   200,000		$   200,000		$   355,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   255,000

		2. Safety Total																						$   661,600		$   592,400		$   661,364		$   1,322,964		$   740		$   740		$   1,098,704

		3. Preservation		5		5		Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project 		Public Works estimated the Chinatown branch library renovation would cost between $24.1M  - $29.4M. Funding this renovation would occur over the next few fiscal years and use annual and fund balance monies, beginning with $5M in FY 20 & $20M in FY 21. Total allocation would equal $25M or 85% of the estimated project at $29.4M. Branch renovations are anticipated to address community needs, expand teen space, revamp program rooms, actualize innovations in service delivery and collections management, and include ADA improvements, preservation or restoration of historic features, and energy efficiency work		FAC - Admin		Approved		One-Time		Capital		567000 Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		Yes		$   - 0		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

								Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project  Total																$   - 0		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

								Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects		Public Works estimated budget is $19.8M for Mission and $8.5M for Ocean View. Both projects were fully funded in prior budget cycles. This proposal would allocate an additional $1.5M in contingency funds for this projects for construction market conditions. If funds are not required they can be reallocated to other capital projects in future fiscal years		FAC - Admin		Approved		One-Time		Capital		567000 Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		Yes		$   - 0		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects Total																$   - 0		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

				3		3		Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs		Replace the current Chief of Branches 2007 Toyota Prius, which has reached the end of its service life. Cost estimate for new vehicle is $28.5K		FAC - Admin		Approved		One-Time		10026753-0001 
Facilities		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		Yes		$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs Total																$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		3. Preservation Total																						$   - 0		$   6,528,500		$   6,528,500		$   6,528,500		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

		4. Programmatic		3		4		Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan		Generate a comprehensive FF&E asset management tool to properly maintain, manage, and project purchases for the branches. This project would create a database and report for 26 branch libraries (Sunset already completed as a pilot) 		FAC - Admin		Approved		One-Time		TBD		(blank)		Yes		$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan Total																$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		4. Programmatic Total																						$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Grand Total																						$   671,600		$   7,474,900		$   7,543,864		$   8,215,464		$   20,002,020		$   20,002,020		$   21,163,984
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Cust Equip

		Item		Staff		Quantity		Purchased Year		Quanity In Service		Quanity Out Of Service		Location

		Vacuums		All Staff Use		30		2014						All Branches

		Vacuums		All Staff Use		10		2016						All Branches

		Vacuums		All Staff Use		7		2017						All Branches

		Vacuums		All Staff Use		28		Unknown						All Branches

		Vacuums		All Staff Use		75 Total		14/16/17 -& Before		50		25		All Branches





		Carpet Extractors		All Staff Use		21 Total		Unknown		20		1		Main Library





		Low Speed Buffers		All Staff Use		10 Total		Unknown		7		3		Main Library





		Auto Scrubbers		Selected Staff		5 Total		Unknown		4		1		Main Library





		High Speed Machine		Selected Staff		6		Unknown		6		0		Main Library

		1) Total of 30 Items of Equipment are OUT OF SERVICE

		2)Out of the 87 Items of Equpment in Service, some are aged from use and need to be updated

		3) Vacuums need upgrading to current filter specifications 

		4) Ergonomic Upgrades to prevent repeitive motion injuries





Base Bgt Pivot



		Division		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		One-time/ 
Ongoing		PeopleSoft 
Project & Activity Codes 
(formerly index code)		PeopleSoft 
Account 
(formerly subobjects)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original Budget

		HR - Training		Expand employee engagement opportunities		Enhance budget for staff activates to increase employee engagement. 		Approved but in Base Budget		Ongoing		10026751-0001		546990 Food		No		$   500

				Expand employee engagement opportunities Total														$   500

		HR - Training Total																$   500

		CPP - Adult		Increase Creative Software licenses for public use		Increase Adobe creative cloud software licenses public use		Approved but in Base Budget		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		581140 Is-TIS-Isd Services		No		$   - 0

				Increase Creative Software licenses for public use Total														$   - 0

		CPP - Adult Total																$   - 0

		Grand Total																$   500































































































































																						Est. LPF Growth		5,000,000.00				Est. LPF Growth		5,000,000.00

																						Variance		ERROR:#REF!				Variance		ERROR:#REF!
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Current Yr & Alt Source Pivot



		Division		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		One-time/ 
Ongoing		PeopleSoft 
Project & Activity Codes 
(formerly index code)		PeopleSoft 
Account 
(formerly subobjects)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original Budget

		IT		Create new public website redesign		Replace existing website that no longer meets staff and public expectations.  New website will be built with industry standards, and meet the City's, DT's, and ADA requirements.		Approved but in Current Budget		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		527610 Systems Consulting Services		No		$   35,000

				Create new public website redesign Total														$   35,000

		IT Total																$   35,000

		COM		Clean collections that will be moved from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan 		Materials moving from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan will need to be cleaned		Approved w/ Alternate Source		One-Time		Capital		535000 Other Current Expenses - Bdgt		No		$   - 0

				Clean collections that will be moved from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan  Total														$   - 0

		COM Total																$   - 0

		COB		Install skateboard racks for the public to secure personal skateboards. 		This will enhance and support the City and County's commitment to reducing our carbon foot print and provides library users with a secure location to store skateboards they use to commute in the city. This proposal could reduce the number of security concerns and issues around skateboard use in the library. 		Approved but in Current Budget		One-Time		10026752-0001 
Branch Library Operations		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		No		$   - 0

				Install skateboard racks for the public to secure personal skateboards.  Total														$   - 0

				Lend key padlocks for patrons securing their personal skateboards. 		Patrons without their own personal lock could borrow a padlock from the circulation desk and use it to secure their skateboard in the rack. 		Approved but in Current Budget		One-Time		10026752-0001 
Branch Library Operations		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		No		$   - 0

				Lend key padlocks for patrons securing their personal skateboards.  Total														$   - 0

		COB Total																$   - 0

		FAC - Security		Install security cameras across the system		Increase the base allocation for installing security cameras system wide from $50K/fiscal year over a three-year period to fund the project fully in FY 20 and also allocate monies for a dedicated server and wiring services from the Department of Technology. The project will enhance safety by installing 40 additional cameras in five branches and 10 additional cameras at the Main Library beginning in FY 20		Approved but in Current Budget		One-Time		10026753-0004		(blank)		No		$   50,000

				Install security cameras across the system Total														$   50,000

		FAC - Security Total																$   50,000

		FAC - Engrg		Replace Hyde Street/Loading Dock rollup gate and operator		CAPITAL EXPENDITURE-Replace roll up gate and operator for Hyde Street ramp to Loading Dock.  Addition of a service door to alleviate the excessive use of the gate and operator for staff pedestrian access to the loading dock.		Approved but in Current Budget		One Time		10026753-0002		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		No		$   - 0

				Replace Hyde Street/Loading Dock rollup gate and operator Total														$   - 0

				Update existing Main Library PA System		Update and upgrade 15 year old PA System at the Main for staff and patron notification		Approved but in Current Budget		One Time		10026753-0002		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		No		$   - 0

				Update existing Main Library PA System Total														$   - 0

		FAC - Engrg Total																$   - 0

		CPP - Adult		Refresh Tech-Lab chairs and smartboard		Refresh tech lab chairs and new smart board for Bridge Learning Studio at the Main Library		Approved but in Current Budget		One-Time		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		No		$   - 0

														549410 Minor Furnishings		No		$   2,500

				Refresh Tech-Lab chairs and smartboard Total														$   2,500

		CPP - Adult Total																$   2,500

		Grand Total																$   87,500





























































































																						Est. LPF Growth		5,000,000.00				Est. LPF Growth		5,000,000.00

																						Variance		ERROR:#REF!				Variance		ERROR:#REF!
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Approved by DIV Pivot

		Division		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Comments 
[Pertinent Info; how did you get the cost estimates]
(Insert initials & date)		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original 
Budget		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		COM		Literacy & Learning		Support pop-up programs at the Main		Install two mobile large screen, internet-ready TV/monitors to support engaging pop-up programming in the Main.		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: Need to confirm that this is not included in IT AV refresh proposal and IT is aware that this will go to their budget.
CM10.16.18: confirmed with IT: it's not part of the IT AV refresh proposal.
CM 10.17.18: Confirmed with Tom: "these will be mobile screens that could be used throughout the Main and are not affixed to a wall, they will be used for adult programming"
MS 11.1.18: to conduct programming. Not vetted through TEF.  Like what's next to the cafe. Expanding the AV inventory. The costs include the screens, cart. Laptops not needed. FIN to check with IT to see what it estimates the costs are & if IT can purchase with its current or base budget.
MS 11.12.18: we will budget this in equipment to ensure sufficient equipment monies. If at the time of purchase the unit costs a <$5K then IT knows it needs to absorb the cost. The costs will be grouped with servers below b/c of the impact & IT may be able to purchase it with existing monies.		Approved		No		$0		$25,000		$25,000		$25,000		$0				$0

						Support pop-up programs at the Main Total												$0		$25,000		$25,000		$25,000		$0				$0

				Literacy & Learning Total														$0		$25,000		$25,000		$25,000		$0				$0

		COM Total																$0		$25,000		$25,000		$25,000		$0				$0

		CPP - Adult		Premier Urban Library		Enhance exhibitions graphics budget		Increase graphics budget for exhibits to align expenditure trends with budget		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: True up costs for exhibition output and other signage materials. MS 10.24.18: CM what's the spend rate & therefore the true-up amount.		Approved		No		$30,000		$15,000		$15,000		$45,000		$0		$0		$45,000

						Enhance exhibitions graphics budget Total												$30,000		$15,000		$15,000		$45,000		$0		$0		$45,000

				Premier Urban Library Total														$30,000		$15,000		$15,000		$45,000		$0		$0		$45,000

				Literacy & Learning		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: Add programming funds in field where it can be spent on paid performers and teachers ($15K each for COM and COB). MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18: this is just a budget cleanup to move to Youth M&S programming to adult programming		Approved		No		$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0				$30,000

						Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult Total												$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0				$30,000

				Literacy & Learning Total														$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0				$30,000

		CPP - Adult Total																$30,000		$45,000		$45,000		$75,000		$0		$0		$75,000

		CPP - Youth		Youth Engagement		Providing educational opportunities for all youth		Increase the SAT Workshop budget per the agreement with Study Smart Tutors		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: The 2020 year's SAT prep contract is $89,401
CM10.9.18: Is this one-time increase for 2020?  The contract is not on-going for several years?
10.19.18CM: ongoing, confirmed with Michelle.		Approved		No		$75,000		$14,001		$14,001		$89,001		$0		$0		$89,001

						Providing educational opportunities for all youth Total												$75,000		$14,001		$14,001		$89,001		$0		$0		$89,001

						Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Ongoing		LS 10.04.18: For securing more city funded programming resources
CM10.9.18: move $30K from 549990 to 525010 to support Engaging Programming project on the program side.  Base budget $30K, increased $45K during last budget cycle for Engaging Programming ($22.5K each for COB and COM youth). Leave $15K for Engaging Programming M&S. MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18:  this is just a budget cleanup to move to Youth M&S programming to adult programming
CM11.30.18: Move $5K from stipends to supplies because the number of slots went down from 70 to 60 because of supplies based on emails between Michelle and Maureen on 11.30.18.		Approved		No		$75,000		($25,000)		($25,000)		$50,000		$0		$0		$50,000

						Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult Total												$75,000		($25,000)		($25,000)		$50,000		$0		$0		$50,000

						Resize the Play-to-Learn budget		Resize the refresh budget for Play-to-Learn structures system wide		Ongoing		Mj 10.05.18: Right size the costs of burgeon play to learn replacements in 2020 (estimated at $62K)		Approved		No		$82,142		($17,000)		($17,142)		$65,000		$0		$0		$65,000

						Resize the Play-to-Learn budget Total												$82,142		($17,000)		($17,142)		$65,000		$0		$0		$65,000

				Youth Engagement Total														$232,142		($27,999)		($28,141)		$204,001		$0		$0		$204,001

		CPP - Youth Total																$232,142		($27,999)		($28,141)		$204,001		$0		$0		$204,001

		FAC - Custodial		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Expand pest control program		Continue current pest control services and expand to include pigeon proofing system wide		Ongoing		MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? VD 10.9.18: Expand MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 4&5 to 3&3		Approved		No		$70,000		$30,000		$30,000		$100,000		$2,000		$2,000		$102,000

						Expand pest control program Total												$70,000		$30,000		$30,000		$100,000		$2,000		$2,000		$102,000

						Increase budget for compost, recycling, and trash programs to meet current cost projection 		Increase budget for compost, recycling, and trash programs to meet current cost projection and demand for Recology services		Ongoing		CC 09/28/2018: To meet the increased cost for Recology services. MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? VD 10.9.18: True up to spend trend. MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 5&5 to 3&3		Approved		No		$93,000		$32,000		$32,000		$125,000		$2,500		$2,500		$127,500

						Increase budget for compost, recycling, and trash programs to meet current cost projection  Total												$93,000		$32,000		$32,000		$125,000		$2,500		$2,500		$127,500

						Increase budget for ongoing equipment maintenance		Increase budget for ongoing Facilities equipment maintenance to include custodial equipment maintenance, plus adjustment for inflation of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		CC 09/28/2018: Add $75,000 cost for custodial equipment maintenance. MS 10.31.18:  what's the annual actual?
MS 11.13.18: no dedicated bgt but via Prop Qs. This is to dedicate to Custodial. Will need a contract long term. Discuss with Anna after Feb 2019. MS 12.4.18: this is to true up the equipment maintenance to actuals, not really grow or expand efforts.		Approved		No		$412,415		$75,000		$75,000		$487,415		$9,748		$9,748		$497,163

						Increase budget for ongoing equipment maintenance Total												$412,415		$75,000		$75,000		$487,415		$9,748		$9,748		$497,163

				Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total														$575,415		$137,000		$137,000		$712,415		$14,248		$14,248		$726,663

		FAC - Custodial Total																$575,415		$137,000		$137,000		$712,415		$14,248		$14,248		$726,663

		FAC - Engrg		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Adjust multi-year and project service budget for growing needs and cost inflation.		Adjust multi-year and project service budget for growing needs and cost inflation. Continuing cost increases for materials and services associated with the maintenance contracts for major equipment.		Ongoing		RL 09/28/2018: Projection at 2%, not final. MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? TR 10.9.18: True up to spend trend		Approved		No		$456,500		$9,130		$9,130		$465,630		$9,313		$9,313		$474,943

						Adjust multi-year and project service budget for growing needs and cost inflation. Total												$456,500		$9,130		$9,130		$465,630		$9,313		$9,313		$474,943

						CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		$288,400		$5,768		$5,768		$294,168		$5,883		$5,883		$300,051

												TR 09/28/2018: Filter changes are required to maintain Main's LEED rating 		Approved		No		$41,100		$822		$822		$41,922		$838		$838		$42,760

						CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs Total												$329,500		$6,590		$6,590		$336,090		$6,722		$6,722		$342,812

						CPI adjustment for purchase of office supplies annually increase by 2% 		CPI adjustment for purchase of office supplies annually increase by 2% to maintain current level of service in the Stockroom. 		Ongoing		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		$15,500		$310		$310		$15,810		$316		$316		$16,126

						CPI adjustment for purchase of office supplies annually increase by 2%  Total												$15,500		$310		$310		$15,810		$316		$316		$16,126

						Digitize Library construction documents and plans 		Digitize Library construction documents and plans for electronic storage and increased user accessibility. One time increase in budget for conversion of paper documents to electronic format.		One Time		TR 09/28/2018: Digitization of drawings
MS 10.30.18: Is this something PW could do for us? What's the ongoing process to require digitized drawings from PW for all future projects? RL: 11/1/18: Inquiry sent to Lourdes Garcia and Andy Sohn. RL 11/9/2018: Reduced because we can use Public Works' printing service to digitize paying for it with our work order. The small increase we are asking for is for emergencies where we need to go directly to the printers.MS 11.13.18: use the FY 19 BDC monies for the current backlog.		Approved		No		$500		$4,500		$4,500		$5,000		$0		$0		$500

						Digitize Library construction documents and plans  Total												$500		$4,500		$4,500		$5,000		$0		$0		$500

				Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total														$802,000		$20,530		$20,530		$822,530		$16,351		$16,351		$834,381

		FAC - Engrg Total																$802,000		$20,530		$20,530		$822,530		$16,351		$16,351		$834,381

		IT		Digital Strategies		Expand the laptop lending kiosk program		Continue the expansion of the laptop lending kiosk program by adding two kiosks system wide for a total allocation of 21 by FY 21		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing to deploy kiosk to all branches. MS 10.12.18: what's the use data? How can we justify expansion? MS 11.16.18: CHRISTINE & IT --> in the last BP cycle we stated by the end of FY 19 there would be 17 kiosks and by FY 20 there's be 19 kiosks. This would mean by the end of FY 21 we'd have 21. The list I saw in the email only had 14 through FY 18 with 2 more in FY 19 that'd be 16. PLEASE check the figures. I don't like giving out different figures from one cycle to the next!		Approved		No		$55,000		$0		$0		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000

						Expand the laptop lending kiosk program Total												$55,000		$0		$0		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000

				Digital Strategies Total														$55,000		$0		$0		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000

				Organizational Excellence		Refresh network firewall per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of network equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		$151,900		$0		$0		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900

						Refresh network firewall per 4 year refresh cycle Total												$151,900		$0		$0		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900

						Refresh network switches per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of network equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		$135,000		$0		$0		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000

						Refresh network switches per 4 year refresh cycle Total												$135,000		$0		$0		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000

						Refresh Server per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of systems equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		$250,000		$0		$0		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000

						Refresh Server per 4 year refresh cycle Total												$250,000		$0		$0		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000

						True-up Software Funds 		Realign the software budget based on cyclical nature of some software purchases that require upfront, multi-year purchases. Estimated encumbrance need is $1,336,098.		Ongoing		MLi 10.4.18: Ran out of money in FY18…just making sure we have enough moving forward. MS 10.12.18: we will true up based but IT needs to update its spend plans. Should get the figure to a flat dollar amount.		Approved		No		$1,072,737		$263,361		$263,363		$1,336,100		$0		$0		$1,336,100

						True-up Software Funds  Total												$1,072,737		$263,361		$263,363		$1,336,100		$0		$0		$1,336,100

				Organizational Excellence Total														$1,609,637		$263,361		$263,363		$1,873,000		$536,900		$536,900		$1,873,000

		IT Total																$1,664,637		$263,361		$263,363		$1,928,000		$591,900		$591,900		$1,928,000

		Grand Total																$3,304,194		$462,892		$462,752		$3,766,946		$622,499		$622,499		$3,768,045
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Approval Status Pivot

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Division		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Comments 
[Pertinent Info; how did you get the cost estimates]
(Insert initials & date)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original 
Budget		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Approved		COB		Premier Urban Library		Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers		Install two remote holds pick-up lockers to increase access to library card holders in and near the Financial District at the Public Knowledge Library in the SF MOMA, and in a Hope SF project site to be determined 		One-Time		RAV 10.5.18: requesting quote from bibliotheca 10.5.2018
MS 10.12.18: CPP also submitted this request. Who's the lead? Are you coordinating with IT?
CM10.18.18: confirmed with Rebecca:"2. I wasn’t aware that CPP had submitted a similar request. I can rea		Yes		$0		$96,762		$125,000		$125,000		$0		$0		$0

				COM		Premier Urban Library		Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board		Create a five-member Transitional Aged Youth (TAY) program advisory board to assist the Library in developing programs targeted for the TAY community. The TAY board would receive $100 stipends for their participation and would meet for five hours monthly.		Ongoing		MS 11.12.18: adding this to the list per meeting on 11.8 with Tom Fortin. Per Shirley anything over $600 requires the person to complete a 1099. They'd pay taxes if their income is > $10.4K. We could limit the amount to $600/member. NEED MORE PROGRAM INF		Yes		$0		$6,000		$6,000		$6,000		$0		$0		$6,000

								Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: $30K with City Repro for printing jobs & $20K for M&S. MS 10.12.18: I need to better understand this proposal. Union impact?
CM10.17.18: confirmed with Tom: "we will work with Fran in the Bridge on volunteer recruitment and will steer clear of union impact."
MS 11.1.18: CPP design assistance; stick & peel graphics; survey pre-post effort (talk with RSA); M&S branding for gear, etc. since this is a new effort.
MS 11.12.18:  we really need to review the Civic Bridge report for strong talking points and I need to confirm this is 1X vs. ongoing
MS 11.16.18: Tom please discuss this with FIN and CPP to see how we can work together and if there are funds to support this already or how to defend your figures. MS 12.4.18: per TF on 12.4.18 the Mktg & Promo = $20K & M&S = $10K. See breakdown.		Yes		$0		$30,000		$20,000		$20,000		$0		$0		$0

														TF 10.4.18
MS 12.4.18: TF breakdown: 
marketing and promotional
+ large exterior banners – $1,500 per item with quarterly rotation = $6,000
+ interior banners - $250 per item, 6 items with quarterly rotation = $6,000 
+ t-shirts - $5,000 for main staff t-shirts
+ wayfinding signage and posters  - mostly funded through city repro and ARC = $2000
+ staff buttons - $1,000
Total = $20,000
 
programming and material support
+ support for pop up events in the atrium and program centers $750 per event/12 events + $1K contingency = $10,000
 		Yes		$0		$20,000		$10,000		$10,000		$0		$0		$0

						Literacy & Learning		Support pop-up programs at the Main		Install two mobile large screen, internet-ready TV/monitors to support engaging pop-up programming in the Main.		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: Need to confirm that this is not included in IT AV refresh proposal and IT is aware that this will go to their budget.
CM10.16.18: confirmed with IT: it's not part of the IT AV refresh proposal.
CM 10.17.18: Confirmed with Tom: "the		No		$0		$25,000		$25,000		$25,000		$0				$0

						Digital Strategies		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix to optimize Apple product asset management and permit SFPL IT to focus on core institutional IT initiatives and projects and PC asset management. 		Ongoing		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: not sure if this is considered as professional Svc.  Or just regular maintenance svc. MS 10.12.18: how did you determine the $100K request?
CM10.16.18: changed the project code to Youth Program  for the Mix.
CM 10.17.18: Confirmed with Tom: "Michael Liang gave me this ballpark figure; it could be cheaper – we are seeking a quote from a city vendor."
MS 10.30.18: Is the SP correct as L&L or should it be Digital Strategy? Do we want to call attention to IT's inability to support this need? I'm concerned about how we'd get this purchase through given union requirements. Probably should chat with IT and Anna.
MS 11.1.18: for Mix to evolve we need some Apple capacity. Editing/Production. IT is aware of the need. RPD Randall Museum has a split environment & has a City vendor. Jason Blandon --> check PeopleSoft to see how & who. TF thinks the $100K is too high. We'll get a real quote.
MS 11.12.18: Tom will as for a quote or estimate from the vendor to solidify this figure. TF: 11.21.18 I am in communication with vendor spec'ing a quote. MS 12.3.18:  moved from Literacy & Learning SP to Digital Strategy.		Yes		$0		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$100,000

				CPP - Adult		Premier Urban Library		Enhance exhibitions graphics budget		Increase graphics budget for exhibits to align expenditure trends with budget		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: True up costs for exhibition output and other signage materials. MS 10.24.18: CM what's the spend rate & therefore the true-up amount.		No		$30,000		$15,000		$15,000		$45,000		$0		$0		$45,000

								Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded summer stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		LS 10.04.18: For the purchase of Summer Stride Tote Bags and other branded materials
CM10.9.18: Using CPP instead od Youth to pay for the Tote bags.  Need $75K for bags and $30K for adult engaging programming.  Total budget would be $105K in 549990.
MS 1		Yes		$50,000		$55,000		$55,000		$105,000		$0		$0		$105,000

														MJ 10.05.18: Additional branded library card needs are expected (Giants!) and more office supplies for growing CPP staff
CM10.9.18: change the account from 549510 to 549990 since FY18 YE big deficit is in 549990.
MS 10.24.18: highlight the card plans for		Yes		$30,000		$10,000		$10,000		$40,000		$0		$0		$40,000

						Literacy & Learning		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: Add programming funds in field where it can be spent on paid performers and teachers ($15K each for COM and COB). MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 1		No		$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0				$30,000

				CPP - Youth		Youth Engagement		Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program		Grow the YELL program by another 20 slots for a total count of 60 system wide. YELL is a youth workforce development program paired with Summer Stride. YELL participants who complete the program receive a $500 allocation to a 529 college savings account		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: Seeking to increase branch participation in this youth leadership program for a total of $30K, plus placeholder of $10K for MLIS outreach internship? MS 10.12.18: What's the plan? How can we show program success before expanding OR is this t		Yes		$25,000		$5,000		$5,000		$30,000		$0		$0		$30,000

								Providing educational opportunities for all youth		Increase the SAT Workshop budget per the agreement with Study Smart Tutors		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: The 2020 year's SAT prep contract is $89,401
CM10.9.18: Is this one-time increase for 2020?  The contract is not on-going for several years?
10.19.18CM: ongoing, confirmed with Michelle.		No		$75,000		$14,001		$14,001		$89,001		$0		$0		$89,001

								Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Ongoing		LS 10.04.18: For securing more city funded programming resources
CM10.9.18: move $30K from 549990 to 525010 to support Engaging Programming project on the program side.  Base budget $30K, increased $45K during last budget cycle for Engaging Programming (		No		$75,000		($25,000)		($25,000)		$50,000		$0		$0		$50,000

								Resize the Play-to-Learn budget		Resize the refresh budget for Play-to-Learn structures system wide		Ongoing		Mj 10.05.18: Right size the costs of burgeon play to learn replacements in 2020 (estimated at $62K)		No		$82,142		($17,000)		($17,142)		$65,000		$0		$0		$65,000

								Support engaging youth programs system wide		Enhance the allocation for youth programming and performers system wide including summer stride, STEAM programming, tricycle music fest, and The Mix teen programming		Ongoing		LS 10.04.18: For securing more city funded programming resources. MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18: updated the description to showcase the programming plans. CM --> double check the account & project codes to ensure we have the allocation correct b/w adult & youth and promotional & M&S		Yes		$15,000		$75,000		$75,000		$90,000		$0		$0		$90,000

								Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials		Increase youth print budget to cover multilingual My Little Rhyme Books that are reprinted every five years as part of the Library's early literacy services and print materials to promote programs such as  Scholar Card		One-Time		MJ 10.05.18: Increasing budget to pay for one-time (every 5 years) reprinting of My Little Rhyme booklets. MS 11.29.18: CPP & CM please confirm that the entire $20K is only 1X. 		Yes		$64,000		$20,000		$20,000		$84,000		$0		$0		$64,000

				CTS		Literacy & Learning		Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 25,000 new books and AV material for the refreshment of the adult collection. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase. 		One-Time		MS 11.5.18: 2/3 of collection brand new. Confirmed this is 1x. Don't need a physical collection increase right now. Talking points for possible questions.  Why no increase to physical budget?  1. Prices have been flat. 2. Need slightly fewer copies of no		Yes		$6,663,054		$0		$0		$6,663,054		$550,000		$550,000		$7,213,054

								Enhance eCollections		Increase the eCollections by another 25% in FY 21 to meet growing demand.  eMedia circulation grew by 23.8% FY 18.  An increase is needed to continue providing the service at our current level for eBook & eMedia platforms Overdrive, Axis360, Hoopla and Kanopy		Ongoing		Talking points for possible questions eCollections – support continued demand on existing platforms without impacting physical collections.  23.8% increase in circ last year.  Adding new platforms, including the digitized historic SF Examiner, Kono (Japanese and Chinese magazines), Popup digi libraries to market libraries ebooks to new customers in areas they may already be spending time waiting (hospitals, museums, street fairs)		Yes		$7,802,986		$0		$0		$7,802,986		$1,950,747		$1,950,747		$9,753,733

						Digital Strategies		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to these socioeconomic groups and help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		SC 10.5.18: A one time budget to cover supplies for processing 300 Chromebooks for circulation. Among San Francisco residents who use Internet at home, nearly all (92%) access the Internet at home using a laptop or desktop computer. 
Low-income residents		Yes		$0		$10,500		$10,500		$10,500		$0		$0		$0

				CTS - Youth		Literacy & Learning		Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 17,000 new children and teen items for during the refreshment. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase. 		One-Time		MS 11.5.18: 2/3 of collection brand new. Confirmed this is 1x. Don't need a physical collection increase right now.		Yes		$2,816,474		$0		$0		$2,816,474		$300,000		$300,000		$3,116,474

				FAC - Admin		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project at $5M		Public Works estimated the Chinatown branch library renovation would cost between $24.1M  - $29.4M. Funding this renovation would occur over the next few fiscal years and use annual and fund balance monies, beginning with $5M in FY 20. Branch renovations are anticipated to address community needs, expand teen space, revamp program rooms, actualize innovations in service delivery and collections management, and include ADA improvements, preservation or restoration of historic features, and energy efficiency work		One-Time		(blank)		Yes		$0		$5,000,000		$5,000,000		$5,000,000		$5,000,000		$5,000,000		$5,000,000

								Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan		Generate a comprehensive FF&E asset management tool to properly maintain, manage, and project purchases for the branches. This project would create a database and report for 26 branch libraries (Sunset already completed as a pilot) 		One-Time		MS 10.5.18: Where's the FF&E inventory & projection project? MS 10.30.18: how did you come up with $300K & why not state system-wide? What about ongoing costs? Are we buying a service and then cloud software?
RL 11.1.18:  The $300K is based upon multiply		Yes		$0		$300,000		$300,000		$300,000		$0		$0		$0

								Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		Transition from a uniform lease service model for custodial services to a uniform purchase model to meet current and new staffing and align budget to actuals for security and engineering to meet minimum requirement in the labor union agreements plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		RL 09/28/2018: $25,000 Security; $14,000 Engineering; $25,000 Custodial
MS 10.30.18: this is a significant increase. Is this part of the true-up to meet actuals & b/c it hasn't been adjusted for inflation? Also, do you anticipate spending $64K/FY on unif		Yes		$10,000		$54,000		$54,000		$64,000		$1,280		$1,280		$65,280

								Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		One-Time		RL 09/28/2018: $100,000 request to replace 20 year old LIB furniture, $100,000 UX project at the Main .
MS 10.30.18: COM has $125K in its proposal I would remove COM but what's the correct amount.  
RL 11.1.18: Given what we have seen in costs, and to pr		Yes		$0		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$0

												Ongoing		RL 09/28/2018: $100,000 request to replace 20 year old LIB furniture, $100,000 UX project at the Main .
MS 10.30.18: COM has $125K in its proposal I would remove COM but what's the correct amount.  
RL 11.1.18: Given what we have seen in costs, and to pr		Yes		$155,000		$100,000		$100,000		$255,000		$0		$0		$255,000

								Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs		Replace the current Chief of Branches 2007 Toyota Prius, which has reached the end of its service life. Cost estimate for new vehicle is $28.5K, with an additional $10K set aside for potential impact of steel tariffs		One-Time		VD 11.20.18: Quote from Towne Ford Sales (under "Equipment Forms, Quotes, and Methodology" folder) is $28,495 with additional $10,000 due to steel tariff for a total of $38,495. MS 11.28.18: does this replace the security expansion request?		Yes		$0		$28,500		$28,500		$28,500		$0		$0		$0

				FAC - Custodial		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Expand pest control program		Continue current pest control services and expand to include pigeon proofing system wide		Ongoing		MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? VD 10.9.18: Expand MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 4&5 to 3&3		No		$70,000		$30,000		$30,000		$100,000		$2,000		$2,000		$102,000

								Increase budget for compost, recycling, and trash programs to meet current cost projection 		Increase budget for compost, recycling, and trash programs to meet current cost projection and demand for Recology services		Ongoing		CC 09/28/2018: To meet the increased cost for Recology services. MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? VD 10.9.18: True up to spend trend. MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 5&5 to 3&3		No		$93,000		$32,000		$32,000		$125,000		$2,500		$2,500		$127,500

								Increase budget for ongoing equipment maintenance		Increase budget for ongoing Facilities equipment maintenance to include custodial equipment maintenance, plus adjustment for inflation of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		CC 09/28/2018: Add $75,000 cost for custodial equipment maintenance. MS 10.31.18:  what's the annual actual?
MS 11.13.18: no dedicated bgt but via Prop Qs. This is to dedicate to Custodial. Will need a contract long term. Discuss with Anna after Feb 2019. MS 12.4.18: this is to true up the equipment maintenance to actuals, not really grow or expand efforts.		No		$412,415		$75,000		$75,000		$487,415		$9,748		$9,748		$497,163

								Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		One-Time		CM11.14.18: This line is to fund 2 auto scrubbers which is separated from other equipment b/c it's < $5K/unit.  MS 11.28.18: This will bring the count to 7. We should know the life cycle and plan for this every X # of years. MS 12.3.18: changed rating fr		Yes				$15,000		$15,000		$15,000		$0		$0		$0

												Ongoing		CC 09/28/2018: See Equipment Tab. New and Replacement of Custodial Equipment. MS 10.5.18: where's the equipment tab? If the unit cost is < $5K each, including tax & freight then it's M&S. RT 10.10.18: CR2 unit is approximately $4,000 per unit, vacuum cle		Yes		$0		$35,000		$35,000		$35,000		$0		$0		$35,000

				FAC - Engrg		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Adjust multi-year and project service budget for growing needs and cost inflation.		Adjust multi-year and project service budget for growing needs and cost inflation. Continuing cost increases for materials and services associated with the maintenance contracts for major equipment.		Ongoing		RL 09/28/2018: Projection at 2%, not final. MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? TR 10.9.18: True up to spend trend		No		$456,500		$9,130		$9,130		$465,630		$9,313		$9,313		$474,943

								CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		No		$288,400		$5,768		$5,768		$294,168		$5,883		$5,883		$300,051

														TR 09/28/2018: Filter changes are required to maintain Main's LEED rating 		No		$41,100		$822		$822		$41,922		$838		$838		$42,760

								CPI adjustment for purchase of office supplies annually increase by 2% 		CPI adjustment for purchase of office supplies annually increase by 2% to maintain current level of service in the Stockroom. 		Ongoing		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		No		$15,500		$310		$310		$15,810		$316		$316		$16,126

								Digitize Library construction documents and plans 		Digitize Library construction documents and plans for electronic storage and increased user accessibility. One time increase in budget for conversion of paper documents to electronic format.		One Time		TR 09/28/2018: Digitization of drawings
MS 10.30.18: Is this something PW could do for us? What's the ongoing process to require digitized drawings from PW for all future projects? RL: 11/1/18: Inquiry sent to Lourdes Garcia and Andy Sohn. RL 11/9/2018: 		No		$500		$4,500		$4,500		$5,000		$0		$0		$500

				FAC - Security		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs		Expand the security vehicle fleet by two for a total of four vehicles to meet security service response needs system wide. Security currently has two Nissan Leaf cars but they do not adequately meet the needs to patrol all 29 Library locations effectively. Estimated cost is $45K each with additional $10K set aside for potential impact of steel tariffs		One-Time		OC 09/28/2018: Increase Security Mobile Unit with 2 Vehicle.  Currently have 2 Nissan Leaf MS 10.5.18: Are we expanding or replacing? If we're expanding what are we doing with the existing, insufficient vehicles? FAC must include documents to justify the		Yes		$0		$112,000		$110,000		$110,000		$0		$0		$0

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		Increase the allocation of security safety supplies and equipment to meet minimum requirement in the labor agreement (radios, body armor and other essential equipment worn as a part of the uniform) plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		RL 09/28/2018: $22,000 Security; $10,000 Engineering; $10,000 Custodial PPE
MS 10.30.18: this is a significant increase. Is this part of the true-up to meet actuals & b/c it hasn't been adjusted for inflation? Are you saying annually you need $35K? MS 11		Yes		$6,600		$30,400		$30,400		$37,000		$740		$740		$37,740

						Partnerships for Excellence		Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main		Increase Sheriff Department's work order to reflect the revised staffing deployment at the Main, which shifted the model from a one cadet and one deputy to a two deputy model		Ongoing		OC 09/28/2018: 2 Deputy Model during business hours at the Main
MS 10.31.18:  we need to check & verify that this matches the SHF quote. I think it's higher than a total of $700K. MS 11.12.18: also we should just let the performing depts tell us the annu		Yes		$500,000		$200,000		$200,000		$700,000		$0		$0		$0

				IT		Digital Strategies		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to these socioeconomic groups and help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Requested 300 units at $600/per. MS 10.12.18: How will this filter into your fresh budget? What specs or Perf Measures do you have to estimate program success?
MS 11.12.18: we should show a base cost for the 30 laptops that you would have re		Yes		$0		$180,000		$180,000		$180,000		$0				$0

								Expand the laptop lending kiosk program		Continue the expansion of the laptop lending kiosk program by adding two kiosks system wide for a total allocation of 21 by FY 21		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing to deploy kiosk to all branches. MS 10.12.18: what's the use data? How can we justify expansion? MS 11.16.18: CHRISTINE & IT --> in the last BP cycle we stated by the end of FY 19 there would be 17 kiosks and by FY 20 there's be 1		No		$55,000		$0		$0		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000

								Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access		Replace the existing patron telephone account management system, which is at its end of life, with current talking technology. This investment would transition this service from hardware to a subscription-based cloud service allowing the Library to continue to provide accessible telephone service for patrons to renew their materials		Ongoing		MLi 10.9.18: This is expensive and a subscription model. Still gathering info, but want to put this in as a placeholder as we investigate further.
CM10.23.18: clarification from ML: "Current phone system included in III services, but not the hardware.  T		Yes		$0		$19,000		$19,000		$19,000		$0		$0		$19,000

								Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website		Use a cloud-based web hosting solution for the Library's public website once the upgrade is completed in FY 19		Ongoing		MLi 10.11.18: Found out new website needs to be hosted by City approved cloud service. MS 11.29.18:  Still need a statement on the benefit of hosting vs. SFPL IT doing it.		Yes		$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0		$0		$30,000

								Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		ML 10.4.18: We need more storage, AND it needs to be fast and reliable. MS 10.12.18: what's the life cycle & therefore the refresh plan?
CM10.16.18: MLi responded: "If utilizing the existing technology (which I do not believe this is the future), 5-6 yea		Yes		$0		$500,000		$500,000		$500,000		$0		$0		$0

														MLi 10.4.18: This will be needed as expected digital growth is expected…besides DAMS, there might be camera footage needs. MS 10.12.18: so 1x in FY 20 at $500K and then $100K each FY after that?
CM 10.16.18: MLi responded: "Yes, e-storage budget planning		Yes		$0		$0		$0		$0		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000

								Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros		Refresh 30 public use Apple MacBook Pros at The Mix based on technology life cycles		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Requested 30 units at $5,000/per.
CM10.16.18: changed project to Youth Program for the Mix.
MS 11.12.18: verified the unit cost is $5K per CM. I suspect that is inclusive of software. If the actual quote is < $5K then IT will need to absorb 		Yes				$150,000		$150,000		$150,000		$0				$0

								Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan 		The Library began its AV refresh plan in FY 18 at $180K/FY for up to four locations each fiscal year system wide based on need. This proposal would finalize the AV master plan to refresh and/or update all AV in community spaces with current audio, visual, and technological needs and budget the remaining funds upfront to allow for more flexible project management.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: No guess on scope or cost. MS 10.12.18: let's discuss with Schwabe, IT, FIN b/c there's an annual refresh bgtd at $180K. Need to see plan and scope.
CM10.25.18: scheduled meeting: ML, MS, CM & DS on 10.29. MS 11.5.18: IT/FIN met we will try 		Yes		$180,000		$1,500,000		$323,000		$503,000		$0		$0		$0

						Organizational Excellence		Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		Ongoing		MLi 10.18.18: This is for HR…they seem to always ask for this. Moodle was suggested by Elise, and SumTotal was researched by Kate and MLi.  These two vendors have not been vetted.
MLi 10.23.18: Increase from 10k to 100k.
MS 11.16.18: HR, IT please meet to discuss what the needs are and what the 1x and ongoing costs should be. MS 12.4.18: IT shared the PUC PO that was $75K/yr ongoing only. Updated the proposal to show just $75K annually & no 1x costs. Our actuals could be less given the volume, but the PUC might be getting a volume discount.		Yes		$0		$100,000		$75,000		$75,000		$0		$0		$75,000

								Implement automated IT asset inventory system		Purchase an automated IT asset inventory in order to comply with the Controller's recommendation.  This system will account for high value IT hardware and software, and will be use to manage and support its lifetime use		Ongoing		ML 10.4.18: Inventory system to comply with CON audit. MS 10.12.18: FIN will find a way to fund in FY 19.
CM10.16.18: MLi responded: "Great about the IT asset but I do not know right now if this is really needed.  We are testing a much cheaper solution a		Yes		$0		$60,000		$60,000		$60,000		$0		$0		$60,000

								Increase IT training & travel		Increase IT professional training and conferences to meet a growing skill set demand in technology, governance, redundancy, resiliency, and security.  Staff workforce development is needed to address the increasing complexity today's IT infrastructure and to ensure reliability		Ongoing		ML 10.4.18: Need to increase to $80k. With no FTEs, IT needs to better the existing resources. Also, ITIL, COBIT, NIST is an added pressure. MS 10.12.18: need to be able to show improved services for all of the training.		Yes		$40,000		$40,000		$40,000		$80,000		$0		$0		$80,000

								Refresh network firewall per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of network equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		No		$151,900		$0		$0		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900

								Refresh network switches per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of network equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		No		$135,000		$0		$0		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000

								Refresh Server per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of systems equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		No		$250,000		$0		$0		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000

								True-up Software Funds 		Realign the software budget based on cyclical nature of some software purchases that require upfront, multi-year purchases. Estimated encumbrance need is $1,336,098.		Ongoing		MLi 10.4.18: Ran out of money in FY18…just making sure we have enough moving forward. MS 10.12.18: we will true up based but IT needs to update its spend plans. Should get the figure to a flat dollar amount.		No		$1,072,737		$263,361		$263,363		$1,336,100		$0		$0		$1,336,100

				RSA		Organizational Excellence		Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL		Enhance the analytic capacity of the Research, Strategy & Analytics team by adding a new San Francisco Fellow to the SFPL cohort for a total of two Fellows for the Library		Ongoing		RM: 10.03.18 - now that the team is fully embedded and will have had a year to work together, adding a fellow to supplement our analytical work makes good sense. Fellows traditionally have been very quick learners and as capable as higher-cost analytical staff, in many instances.
MS 10.30.18: this would grow our SF Fellow program by 1 for a total of 2; 1 in RSA & 1 in FAC.		Yes		$94,760		$94,760		$94,760		$189,520		$0		$0		$189,520

		Approved Total																$21,757,068		$9,539,814		$8,343,912		$30,100,980		$8,525,265		$8,525,265		$30,232,845

		Approved but in Base Budget		CPP - Adult		Literacy & Learning		Increase Creative Software licenses for public use		Increase Adobe creative cloud software licenses public use		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: Add more Adobe software licenses
CM10.9.18: should this be covered by IT budget?
CM10.23.18: ML responded: "3. Eventually, the purchase will be with DT's EA, so it will just increase our DT WO, so it is up to FIN how to reconcile this in the BP process." MS 11.2.18: Let's put this in the DT work order. CPP should give the count to IT & they can inform DT. 11.10.18: Per MLiang this would be part of the DT work order. CHRISTINE, please ensure this is added to the correct IT DT work order.		No		$0		$7,200		$7,200		$7,200		$0		$0		$7,200

				HR - Training		Organizational Excellence		Expand employee engagement opportunities		Enhance budget for staff activates to increase employee engagement. 		Ongoing		E.S 10.5.2018
MS 10.30.18: I would fund internally from other underspent monies.		No		$500		$1,500		$1,500		$2,000		$0		$0		$2,000

		Approved but in Base Budget Total																$500		$8,700		$8,700		$9,200		$0		$0		$9,200

		Approved but in Current Budget		COB		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Install skateboard racks for the public to secure personal skateboards. 		This will enhance and support the City and County's commitment to reducing our carbon foot print and provides library users with a secure location to store skateboards they use to commute in the city. This proposal could reduce the number of security concerns and issues around skateboard use in the library. 		One-Time		RAV Submitted 10.5.18
CM10.10.18: COB20-01 &02 can be combined. MS 10.12.18: What locations? We should do in FY 19.
CM 10.18.18: confirmed with Rebecca and Cathy: "We are interested in purchasing 4 racks and 28 locks for skateboards." "We will need to check in with Roberto on how we should plan the implementation since this impacts buildings and his team will be needed to install the racks."		No		$0		$4,148		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								Lend key padlocks for patrons securing their personal skateboards. 		Patrons without their own personal lock could borrow a padlock from the circulation desk and use it to secure their skateboard in the rack. 		One-Time		RAV Submitted 10.5.18
CM10.10.18: COB20-01 &02 can be combined. MS 10.12.18: What locations? We should do in FY 19.
		No		$0		$982		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				CPP - Adult		Digital Strategies		Refresh Tech-Lab chairs and smartboard		Refresh tech lab chairs and new smart board for Bridge Learning Studio at the Main Library		One-Time		MJ 10.04.18: Refresh worn chairs in Tech Lab and replace glitchy smartboard. Quote available for chair replacement. MJ 10.11.18: Added quote for SmartBoard in the folder $8,300. MS 10.12.18: Why isn't this part of the IT and FAC refresh efforts?
CM10.17.18: Michelle responded: "Could be part of the IT and Fac budget, but do not think they are watching for these individual, division level needs, so included in my budget. Happy to have it absorbed in their budget if that makes the most sense."		No		$2,500		$5,700		$1,357		$3,857		$0		$0		$2,500

														MS 11.2.18: see notes above about the proposal in general. This one would need to be budgeted given the unit cost OR let's see if we can realize 560000 savings in FY 19 to cover this. CHRISTINE: please work with CPP & IT to see if we can purchase in FY 19. Otherwise let's add this as an addback item in the Mayor's Phase.		No		$0		$8,300		$9,092		$9,092		$0		$0		$0

				FAC - Engrg		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Replace Hyde Street/Loading Dock rollup gate and operator		CAPITAL EXPENDITURE-Replace roll up gate and operator for Hyde Street ramp to Loading Dock.  Addition of a service door to alleviate the excessive use of the gate and operator for staff pedestrian access to the loading dock.		One Time		JS 10/01/2018: Due to increased usage caused by all hours janitors and UN plaza maintenance team, roll up gate is cycling at a rate that far exceeds the intended rate. MS 10.5.18: use FY 18 capital monies (undesignated capital monies). TR 10.9.18: Does this require an Equipment Form 4 entry? RT 10.11.18: Replace existing roll gate, and is not an equipment		No		$0		$100,000		$0				$0				$0

								Update existing Main Library PA System		Update and upgrade 15 year old PA System at the Main for staff and patron notification		One Time		TR 10/01/2018: Modernized aging system and expand on building coverage. MS 10.5.18: use FY 18 capital monies (undesignated capital monies).		No		$0		$250,000		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				FAC - Security		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Install security cameras across the system		Increase the base allocation for installing security cameras system wide from $50K/fiscal year over a three-year period to fund the project fully in FY 20 and also allocate monies for a dedicated server and wiring services from the Department of Technology. The project will enhance safety by installing 40 additional cameras in five branches and 10 additional cameras at the Main Library beginning in FY 20		One-Time		OC 09/28/2018: Security cameras for 5 branches and the Main; approximately 40 cameras. Currently budgeted $50,000 for FY19. 
RT 10/03/2018: $86,143 estimated cost of 2 servers, $300,000 estimated cost for cameras at 5 branches and the Main
MS 10.31.18: we told the LC we needed $50K/FY for 3 FYs. How could we have been so off and how reliable is this figure? Not approving the $50K increase for FY 21 since that's in the base bgt & could be used as a source for new maintenance costs. 
RL 11.1.18: The new figure is highly reliable because it is based on actual detailed estimates produced by JCI after extensive site visits.  Most of the increase above $150K is because at the time the original estimate was made, we were not informed by JCI that our servers were at the end of their service life.  Also the number above is not correct.  The camera estimate is $165K.  The server estimate is $86, 143, but that estimate was made in June of 2018 so there could be slight escalation.   That total is $251,143, we believe it is prudent to budget the project at $300K  TOTAL based on the information we have now.
RL 11/09/2018: Branch camera: $165,000. New servers at Main: $86,143. Ten new cameras at Main: $22,000. DTIS: $60,000 estimated cost based on past projects. Total cost is $333,143. Proposed change includes $50,000 previously budgeted.
MS 11.13.18: CM will create a project code. MS 11.28.18: I need branch locations, base & revised camera counts for branch & Main. I need to know what you are doing with the $50K in FY 19. MS 11.30.18: confirmed with CM & team that we should use the existing undedicated capital monies for this project rather than asking for new monies. FAC, please work with Christine after she sets up the accounting codes to start working on this project.		No		$50,000		$283,143		$300,000		$350,000		$0		($50,000)		$0

				IT		Digital Strategies		Create new public website redesign		Replace existing website that no longer meets staff and public expectations.  New website will be built with industry standards, and meet the City's, DT's, and ADA requirements.		One-Time		ML 10.4.18: We will ask a vendor to develop the new website and then bring it back inhouse. MS 10.12.18: depending on the updated cost information we may be able to fund in FY 19 from the LRB refunding savings.
CM10.23.18: confirmed with ML: "1. With Maureen and Lambert's recent approval.  IT will try to start the project this FY.  The procurement process will begin next week.  I hope to get a packet to FIN by mid to end of Nov.  We believe the City and DT have already approved the two vendors through an RFP process, which we hope to leverage.  This means we can procure faster...web development is Kanopy and hosting service is Pantheon."		No		$35,000		$265,000		$0		$35,000		$0		$0		$35,000

		Approved but in Current Budget Total																$87,500		$917,273		$310,448		$397,948		$0		($50,000)		$37,500

		Approved w/ Alternate Source		COM		Literacy & Learning		Clean collections that will be moved from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan 		Materials moving from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan will need to be cleaned		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: This shouldn't be professional svcs.  Should this be included in 750 Brannan capital project? Belfor svc. MS 10.12.18: agreed, this should be part of the 750 capital project.
MS 11.1.18: can we use this source for extra hours for staff b/c the vendor cost may be hire could be costly. MS to check with LL and CM.  TF: 11.21.18 COM preference is to build this cost as an extra hours activity for staff; although I cannot estimate work hours needed for scope of work due to incomplete information at this time (cleaning process is under review by Nancy Terranova).		No		$0		$125,000				$0		$0				$0

		Approved w/ Alternate Source Total																$0		$125,000				$0		$0				$0

		Approved w/ Modified Amt		COM		Partnerships for Excellence		Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main		In January 2019, the Library will pilot a restroom monitoring program with Hunters Point Family, a nonprofit, to monitor Main Library public restrooms on the weekends during operating hours. The program is based on the Public Works Pit Stop restroom monitoring program, which is part of Hunters Point Family's workforce development services. The Library's program goal is to enhance patron safety at the Main, improve the customer experience, and create a new workforce development opportunity at the Main		Ongoing		TF 10.4.18. MS 10.12.18: this is a COM proposal but a FAC WO bgt
CM 10.16.18: this is going to be budgeted in Main account 538010.  PW will provide the budget number based on project scope. 
CM10.17.18: confirmed with Tom: the new hours will start January 13,2019.  Total hours: 62. 
MS 10.29.18: PW FIN DIR thinks the figure would be closer to $170K. We should confirm the amount. It should be in the FAC budget, right?
MS 11.1.18: PW needs to know the schedule to estimate the true annual cost based on a staffing proposal & # of floors/location - would the work scope change? Per Aaron Wu at PW the CAT said we could have our own contract via their Grant Award/RFQ grantee pool with 6 categories with monitoring ambassadorship with a workforce development component. Aaron is willing to work with Anna to help us do a contract ourselves & reduce admin costs in an IDS. 
MS 11.12.18: meet with PW. We have the information on how to run this as our own grant agreement rather than a WO/IDS. We'll still need to work on the cost estimates but $170K might still be ok. CM please reach out to Aaron Wu to determine how to estimate.TF: 11.21.18: TF extrapolates full-year workorder with PW for 62 hours of service at $408,000; confirming with Aaron at PW.  11.21.18 TF: number from Aaron Wu at PW is a bit higher at $428,000 to include materials and supplies, and admin support at HPF. MS 12.3.18: Aaron Wu at PW said ~ $89.5K/yr. I'll round up b/c of that might be based on the old model.		Yes		$0		$138,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$100,000

				HR - Training		Organizational Excellence		Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs		Increase the Library's training budget with DHR to meet our staff's
training needs and requirements		Ongoing		E.S 10.5.2018, MS 10.12.18: Let's propose $60K bgt but be willing to cut $5K in BOS phase		Yes		$34,000		$21,000		$26,000		$60,000		$0		$0		$60,000

		Approved w/ Modified Amt Total																$34,000		$159,000		$126,000		$160,000		$0		$0		$160,000

		Deferred		FAC - Admin		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Replace Engineering Carpentry vehicle to maintain robust Library fleet		Due to its decreasing reliability, the current Engineering Carpentry vehicle does not adequately support the Facilities' mission to effectively serve the maintenance needs of the Library's 30 buildings, and it has reached the end of its service life at 17 years of age. Cost of $46K is derived from a purchase order in July 2018 for the same exact vehicle, with an additional $10K set aside for potential impact of steel tariffs. The new vehicle would increase fuel efficiency, reduce carbon emissions, and allow our Engineering unit to more reliably maintain a state of good repair of our facilities for Library patrons and staff.		One-Time		VD 11.19.18: Cost for new Engineering carpenter truck is $46,117.13 based on previous purchase of the exact same vehicle in July 2018 (PO is under "Equipment Forms, Quotes, and Methodology" folder), and an additional $10,000 escalation estimate due to new steel tariffs for a total of $56,117.13. This new vehicle will be a replacement. MS 11.28.18: This is a NEW request as of mid-November. I need to know why this is so important & urgent. Please give me your Fleet spreadsheet & tell me if you have asked for this vehicle before but then swapped it for another vehicle. Per ML this needs to wait for the next budget cycle. Plus we need to see a fleet management plan to see inventory, maintenance costs, and odometer readings and use rate. Some vehicles could be old but aren't used much therefore replacement might not really be needed.		No		$0		$56,117		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Deferred Total																$0		$56,117		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Denied		FAC - Security		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Increase SFPD work order to meet the growing needs of the library		Increase SFPD work order to meet the growing perimeter safety needs of the library. Increase Q2 budget by 24 hours per week. 		Ongoing		OC 09/28/2018: Increase police patrol by 24 hours per week
MS 10.31.18: 24hrs/week at the Main? How do we get 10B to actually take a shift? MLA/RL let's not do this and use the SHF work order and b/c we are having a better response from SFPD in general for standing service that is at no cos. MS 11.12.18: also we should just let the performing depts tell us the annual cost increases.		No		$225,282		$150,000		$0		$225,282		$0		$0		$0

		Denied Total																$225,282		$150,000		$0		$225,282		$0		$0		$0

		Withdrawn		COM		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Institute UX service design space improvements and furnishing in the Main's 5th floor Reading Room		Enhance the customer experience in the Main's 5th floor Reading Room by instituting the UX design recommendations, including replacing furniture and shelving and redesigning the Reading Room configuration.		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: FAC needs to know about this BP. MS 10.12.18: This is 1x for now but FAC needs to filter this into its ongoing refresh. MS 10.30.18: We should add a statement about how the UX process allowed us to identify the correct furniture & configuration. It may feel like a lot of money for one area (with how many square feet?) FAC has FF&E going up and also references UX but at $100K. What communication has there been with FAC? MS 11.1.18: there's a quote; replacing all the FF&E in the RR. New layout. TF will send FIN the quote.
MS 11.12.18: Tom's quotes run from $99K to $112K. A budget of $125K provides cushion or could be a reduction option in the BOS phase. FAC's BP included this so I will mark this as withdrawn.		Yes		$0		$125,000		$125,000		$125,000		$0				$0

				CPP - Adult		Partnerships for Excellence		Create holds unit pickup partnership		Create automated system for hold pickup location at SFMOMA Public Knowledge branch		One-Time		MJ10.05.18: Seeking quote now - for holds pickup locker costs for SFMOMA location
CM10.9.18: This is included in COB BP. MS 10.12.18: COB also submitted this request. Who's the lead? Are you coordinating with IT?
MS 10.24.18: CM check with COB for quote; MLA: double the request for 2 locations.
CM10.17.18: Michelle responded: "I think COB’s proposal had more details, so I am fine with them taking the lead. Have not coordinated yet with IT or Facilities, but CL was discussing budgeting for more than one of these hold pickup kiosks, for a few other locations around the city."		No		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				FAC - Admin		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		CAPITAL PROJECT - Civic Center Campus Master Planning		Allocate monies to begin capital improvements to the Civic Center Campus (Main Library & Support Services Facility) based on a pending facilities master plan		One-Time		MS 10.2.18: A placeholder amount of $1M was already budgeted in FY 20. Note that this project will straddle the plan and emerging project concept since we really don't know what the scope will be. This $1M will allow for planning and maybe scheduling a project. Suspect long term this would require a bond sale given the likely scale of the program. MS 10.15.18: Since this is already budgeted, no need to include here.		No		$0		$1,000,000				$0		$0		$0		$0

								CAPITAL PROJECT - Compact Shelving & Air Handling 		Install climate control HVAC to maintain temperature and humidity requirements for History Center collection and compact storage at 750 Brannan.   Brooks Hall collection to relocate to 750 Brannan to meet Real Estate mandate to vacate. 		One-Time		MS 10.2.18: the FY 18 budget included $2M LPF for what became phase 1 of the project. The History Center was providing funding to make phase 1 whole. Christine will confirm the amount of the HC monies for phase 1. FY 19 included $600K for more shelving for the HC per the BP and the $1.8M for FY 20 was for the large room. MS 10.15.18: Since this is already budgeted, no need to include here.		No		$0		$1,800,000				$0		$0		$0		$0

								CAPITAL PROJECT - Main Lighting		Improve overall security with new exterior pole lights and lighting on Library signage		One-Time		MS 10.2.18: This is already fully funded in FY 20. Actuals will occur in another FY and depend on the Civic Center Realm Plan. Hopefully there will be funding available through that effort vs. really needing to use LPF. If that's the case, then the $2M would be freed up for other capital work. MS 10.15.18: Since this is already budgeted, no need to include here.		No		$0		$2,000,000				$0		$0		$0		$0

								Fully fund the Ocean View renovation project at $8.5M		Public Works estimated the Ocean View branch library renovation would cost between $6.6M  - $8.5M. Fully funding the renovation at $8.5M would account for cost escalation. Branch renovations are anticipated to address community needs, expand teen space, revamp program rooms, actualize innovations in service delivery and collections management, and include ADA improvements, preservation or restoration of historic features, and energy efficiency work. 		One-Time		MS 10.15.18: Since this largely already budgeted we only need to include about $250K here. MS 10.30.18: double check the budget, we actually have $8.7M already in the FY 20 bgt, which fully covers the Ocean View budget. We don't need to budget here but we can note that when discussing the program at LC		No		$8,706,358		$8,350,000		$0		$8,706,358		$0		$0		$0

				FAC - Engrg		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Update Main Library fire alarm panel		Replace Main Library fire panel with current and supported version.  Existing fire panel has reached the end of its service life.		One Time		TR 10/01/2018: Replacing an outdated fire panel that will soon not be supported.  Previous budget? MS 10.5.18: the $5M elevator budget included monies for Fire Life Safety, would that include the fire alarm panel? VD 10.9.18: Will confirm RT 10.11.18: Fire, Life and Safety is part of the Elevator Upgrade, fire alarm panel is part of the project. VD 10.12.18: Already included in elevator modernization scope of work.		No		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				IT		Organizational Excellence		Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		One-Time		MLi 10.18.18: This is for HR…they seem to always ask for this. Moodle was suggested by Elise, and SumTotal was researched by Kate and MLi.  These two vendors have not been vetted.
MLi 10.23.18: Increase from 10k to 100k.
MS 11.16.18: HR, IT please meet to discuss what the needs are and what the 1x and ongoing costs should be. MS 12.4.18: IT shared the PUC PO that was $75K/yr ongoing only. Updated the proposal to show just $75K annually & no 1x costs. Our actuals could be less given the volume, but the PUC might be getting a volume discount.		Yes		$0		$20,000		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Withdrawn Total																$8,706,358		$13,295,000		$125,000		$8,831,358		$0		$0		$0

		Grand Total																$30,810,708		$24,250,904		$8,914,060		$39,724,768		$8,525,265		$8,475,265		$30,439,545
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Strategic Priority NonPOS Pivot

		Division		(All)



		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		 FY 20 Original Budget		 FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		 FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		 FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Premier Urban Library		Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board		Create a five-member Transitional Aged Youth (TAY) program advisory board to assist the Library in developing programs targeted for the TAY community. The TAY board would receive $100 stipends for their participation and would meet for five hours monthly		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   6,000		$   6,000		$   - 0		$   6,000

				Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded Summer Stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   80,000		$   65,000		$   145,000		$   - 0		$   145,000

				Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers		Install two remote holds pick-up lockers to increase access to library card holders in and near the Financial District at the Public Knowledge Library in the SF MOMA, and in a Hope SF project site to be determined 		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   125,000		$   125,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Premier Urban Library Total												$   80,000		$   226,000		$   306,000		$   - 0		$   151,000

		Literacy & Learning		Enhance eCollections		Increase the eCollections by another 25% in FY 21 to meet growing demand.  eMedia circulation grew by 23.8% FY 18.  An increase is needed to continue providing the service at our current level for eBook & eMedia platforms Overdrive, Axis360, Hoopla and Kanopy		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   7,971,981		$   - 0		$   7,971,981		$   1,992,995		$   9,964,976

				Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Opening Day Adult Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 25,000 new books and AV material for the refreshment of the adult collection. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   6,663,054		$   - 0		$   6,663,054		$   550,000		$   7,213,054

						Opening Day Youth Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 17,000 new children and teen items for during the refreshment. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   2,816,474		$   - 0		$   2,816,474		$   300,000		$   3,116,474

		Literacy & Learning Total												$   17,451,509		$   - 0		$   17,451,509		$   2,842,995		$   20,294,504

		Youth Engagement		Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program		Grow the YELL program by another 20 slots for a total count of 60 system wide. YELL is a youth workforce development program paired with Summer Stride. YELL participants who complete the program receive a $500 allocation to a 529 college savings account		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   20,000		$   10,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Support engaging youth programs system wide		Enhance the allocation for youth programming and performers system wide including Summer Stride, STEAM programming, tricycle music fest, and The Mix teen programming		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   15,000		$   75,000		$   90,000		$   - 0		$   90,000

				Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials		Increase youth print budget to cover multilingual My Little Rhyme Books that are reprinted every five years as part of the Library's early literacy services and print materials to promote programs such as  Scholar Card		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   64,000		$   20,000		$   84,000		$   - 0		$   64,000

		Youth Engagement Total												$   99,000		$   105,000		$   204,000		$   - 0		$   184,000

		Digital Strategies		Expand the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   190,500		$   190,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros		Refresh 30 public use Apple MacBook Pros at The Mix based on technology life cycles		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   150,000		$   150,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix to optimize Apple product asset management and permit SFPL IT to focus on core institutional IT initiatives and projects and PC asset management		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access		Replace the existing patron telephone account management system, which is at its end of life, with current talking technology. This investment would transition this service from hardware to a subscription-based cloud service allowing the Library to continue to provide accessible telephone service for patrons to renew their materials		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   19,000		$   19,000		$   - 0		$   19,000

				Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website		Use a cloud-based web hosting solution for the Library's public website once the upgrade is completed in FY 19		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   500,000		$   500,000		$   100,000		$   100,000

				Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan 		The Library began its AV refresh plan in FY 18 at $180K/FY for up to four locations each fiscal year system wide based on need. This proposal would finalize the AV master plan to refresh and/or update all AV in community spaces with current audio, visual, and technological needs and budget the remaining funds upfront to allow for more flexible project management		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   180,000		$   325,000		$   505,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total												$   180,000		$   1,314,500		$   1,494,500		$   100,000		$   249,000

		Partnerships for Excellence		Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main		In January 2019, the Library will pilot a restroom monitoring program with Hunters Point Family, a nonprofit, to monitor Main Library public restrooms on the weekends during operating hours. The program is based on the Public Works Pit Stop restroom monitoring program, which is part of Hunters Point Family's workforce development services. The Library's program goal is to enhance patron safety at the Main, improve the customer experience, and create a new workforce development opportunity at the Main		Ongoing		Approved w/ Modified Amt		Yes		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main		Increase Sheriff Department's work order to reflect the revised staffing deployment at the Main, which shifted the model from a one cadet and one deputy to a two deputy model		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   500,000		$   271,000		$   771,000		$   - 0		$   771,000

		Partnerships for Excellence Total												$   500,000		$   371,000		$   871,000		$   - 0		$   871,000

		Organizational Excellence		Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs		Increase the Library's training budget with DHR to meet our staff's
training needs and requirements		Ongoing		Approved w/ Modified Amt		Yes		$   34,000		$   26,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   75,000		$   75,000		$   - 0		$   75,000

				Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL		Enhance the analytic capacity of the Research, Strategy & Analytics team by adding a new San Francisco Fellow to the SFPL cohort for a total of two Fellows for the Library		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   94,760		$   94,760		$   189,520		$   - 0		$   189,520

				Implement automated IT asset inventory system		Purchase an automated IT asset inventory in order to comply with the Controller's recommendation.  This system will account for high value IT hardware and software, and will be use to manage and support its lifetime use		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Increase IT training budget		Increase IT professional training and conferences budget to meet a growing skill set demand in technology, governance, redundancy, resiliency, and security.  Staff workforce development is needed to address the increasing complexity today's IT infrastructure and to ensure reliability		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   40,000		$   40,000		$   80,000		$   - 0		$   80,000

		Organizational Excellence Total												$   168,760		$   295,760		$   464,520		$   - 0		$   464,520

		Grand Total												$   18,479,269		$   2,312,260		$   20,791,529		$   2,942,995		$   22,214,024
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		FAC - Engrg		10/1/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-26		Update Main Library fire alarm panel		Replace Main Library fire panel with current and supported version.  Existing fire panel has reached the end of its service life.		One Time		10026753-0002		567000 Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5		5		2		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 10/01/2018: Replacing an outdated fire panel that will soon not be supported.  Previous budget? MS 10.5.18: the $5M elevator budget included monies for Fire Life Safety, would that include the fire alarm panel? VD 10.9.18: Will confirm RT 10.11.18: Fire, Life and Safety is part of the Elevator Upgrade, fire alarm panel is part of the project. VD 10.12.18: Already included in elevator modernization scope of work.		Withdrawn		No		No		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Engrg		10/1/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-25		Update existing Main Library PA System		Update and upgrade 15 year old PA System at the Main for staff and patron notification		One Time		10026753-0002		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		250,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2		4		2		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 10/01/2018: Modernized aging system and expand on building coverage. MS 10.5.18: use FY 18 capital monies (undesignated capital monies).		Approved but in Current Budget		Yes		No		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-08		True-up Software Funds 		Realign the software budget based on cyclical nature of some software purchases that require upfront, multi-year purchases. Estimated encumbrance need is $1,336,098.		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		535960 Software Licensing Fees		1,072,737		263,361		263,363		1,336,100		- 0		- 0		1,336,100		3		3		4		Organizational Excellence		MLi 10.4.18: Ran out of money in FY18…just making sure we have enough moving forward. MS 10.12.18: we will true up based but IT needs to update its spend plans. Should get the figure to a flat dollar amount.		Approved		No		No		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		COM		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-02		Support pop-up programs at the Main		Install two mobile large screen, internet-ready TV/monitors to support engaging pop-up programming in the Main.		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		25,000.00		25,000		25,000		- 0				- 0		3		3		Programmatic		Literacy & Learning		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: Need to confirm that this is not included in IT AV refresh proposal and IT is aware that this will go to their budget.
CM10.16.18: confirmed with IT: it's not part of the IT AV refresh proposal.
CM 10.17.18: Confirmed with Tom: "these will be mobile screens that could be used throughout the Main and are not affixed to a wall, they will be used for adult programming"
MS 11.1.18: to conduct programming. Not vetted through TEF.  Like what's next to the cafe. Expanding the AV inventory. The costs include the screens, cart. Laptops not needed. FIN to check with IT to see what it estimates the costs are & if IT can purchase with its current or base budget.
MS 11.12.18: we will budget this in equipment to ensure sufficient equipment monies. If at the time of purchase the unit costs a <$5K then IT knows it needs to absorb the cost. The costs will be grouped with servers below b/c of the impact & IT may be able to purchase it with existing monies.		Approved		Yes		No		N/A		CM1.15.19

		CPP - Youth		10/4/18		Lilimae Santander		CPP20-01		Support engaging youth programs system wide		Enhance the allocation for youth programming and performers system wide including Summer Stride, STEAM programming, tricycle music fest, and The Mix teen programming		Ongoing		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		525010 Promotional & Entertainment Exp		15,000		75,000		75,000		90,000		- 0		- 0		90,000		3		4		N/A		Youth Engagement		LS 10.04.18: For securing more city funded programming resources. MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18: updated the description to showcase the programming plans. CM --> double check the account & project codes to ensure we have the allocation correct b/w adult & youth and promotional & M&S		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		CPP - Youth		10/4/18		Lilimae Santander		CPP20-10		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Ongoing		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		30,000		(25,000)		(25,000)		5,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		3		4		N/A		Youth Engagement		LS 10.04.18: For securing more city funded programming resources
CM10.9.18: move $30K from 549990 to 525010 to support Engaging Programming project on the program side.  Base budget $30K, increased $45K during last budget cycle for Engaging Programming ($22.5K each for COB and COM youth). Leave $15K for Engaging Programming M&S. MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18:  this is just a budget cleanup to move to Youth M&S programming to adult programming
CM11.30.18: Move $5K from stipends to supplies because the number of slots went down from 70 to 60 because of supplies based on emails between Michelle and Maureen on 11.30.18.		Approved		No		No		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-10		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Ongoing		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		525010 Promotional & Entertainment Exp		- 0		30,000		30,000		30,000		- 0				30,000		4		4		N/A		Literacy & Learning		MJ 10.05.18: Add programming funds in field where it can be spent on paid performers and teachers ($15K each for COM and COB). MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18: this is just a budget cleanup to move to Youth M&S programming to adult programming		Approved		No		No		N/A		QC 1/18/19

		CPP - Youth		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-07		Resize the Play-to-Learn budget		Resize the refresh budget for Play-to-Learn structures system wide		Ongoing		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		549410 Minor Furnishings		82,142		(17,000)		(17,142)		65,000		- 0		- 0		65,000		3		1		N/A		Youth Engagement		Mj 10.05.18: Right size the costs of burgeon play to learn replacements in 2020 (estimated at $62K)		Approved		No		No		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		FAC - Engrg		10/1/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-24		Replace Hyde Street/Loading Dock rollup gate and operator		CAPITAL EXPENDITURE-Replace roll up gate and operator for Hyde Street ramp to Loading Dock.  Addition of a service door to alleviate the excessive use of the gate and operator for staff pedestrian access to the loading dock.		One Time		10026753-0002		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		100,000		- 0				- 0				- 0		4		4		2		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		JS 10/01/2018: Due to increased usage caused by all hours janitors and UN plaza maintenance team, roll up gate is cycling at a rate that far exceeds the intended rate. MS 10.5.18: use FY 18 capital monies (undesignated capital monies). TR 10.9.18: Does this require an Equipment Form 4 entry? RT 10.11.18: Replace existing roll gate, and is not an equipment		Approved but in Current Budget		No		No		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Admin				Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-33		Replace Engineering Carpentry vehicle to maintain robust Library fleet		Due to its decreasing reliability, the current Engineering Carpentry vehicle does not adequately support the Facilities' mission to effectively serve the maintenance needs of the Library's 30 buildings, and it has reached the end of its service life at 17 years of age. Cost of $46K is derived from a purchase order in July 2018 for the same exact vehicle, with an additional $10K set aside for potential impact of steel tariffs. The new vehicle would increase fuel efficiency, reduce carbon emissions, and allow our Engineering unit to more reliably maintain a state of good repair of our facilities for Library patrons and staff.		One-Time		10026753-0001 
Facilities				- 0		56,117		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		4		5				Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		VD 11.19.18: Cost for new Engineering carpenter truck is $46,117.13 based on previous purchase of the exact same vehicle in July 2018 (PO is under "Equipment Forms, Quotes, and Methodology" folder), and an additional $10,000 escalation estimate due to new steel tariffs for a total of $56,117.13. This new vehicle will be a replacement. MS 11.28.18: This is a NEW request as of mid-November. I need to know why this is so important & urgent. Please give me your Fleet spreadsheet & tell me if you have asked for this vehicle before but then swapped it for another vehicle. Per ML this needs to wait for the next budget cycle. Plus we need to see a fleet management plan to see inventory, maintenance costs, and odometer readings and use rate. Some vehicles could be old but aren't used much therefore replacement might not really be needed.		Deferred		N/A		No		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-07		Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros		Refresh 30 public use Apple MacBook Pros at The Mix based on technology life cycles		One-Time		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		150,000		150,000		150,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1		1		4		Digital Strategies		MLi 10.4.18: Requested 30 units at $5,000/per.
CM10.16.18: changed project to Youth Program for the Mix.
MS 11.12.18: verified the unit cost is $5K per CM. I suspect that is inclusive of software. If the actual quote is < $5K then IT will need to absorb in IT M&S bgt.		Approved		Yes		Yes		TBD		CM 1.15.19

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-08		Refresh Tech-Lab chairs and smartboard		Refresh tech lab chairs and new smart board for Bridge Learning Studio at the Main Library		One-Time		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		549410 Minor Furnishings		2,500		5,700		1,357		3,857		- 0		- 0		2,500		4		3		N/A		Digital Strategies		MJ 10.04.18: Refresh worn chairs in Tech Lab and replace glitchy smartboard. Quote available for chair replacement. MJ 10.11.18: Added quote for SmartBoard in the folder $8,300. MS 10.12.18: Why isn't this part of the IT and FAC refresh efforts?
CM10.17.18: Michelle responded: "Could be part of the IT and Fac budget, but do not think they are watching for these individual, division level needs, so included in my budget. Happy to have it absorbed in their budget if that makes the most sense."		Approved but in Current Budget		No		No		N/A		N/A		QC 1/18: Do I enter?

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-08		Refresh Tech-Lab chairs and smartboard		Refresh tech lab chairs and new smart board for Bridge Learning Studio at the Main Library		One-Time		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		8,300		9,092		9,092		- 0		- 0		- 0						N/A		Digital Strategies		MS 11.2.18: see notes above about the proposal in general. This one would need to be budgeted given the unit cost OR let's see if we can realize 560000 savings in FY 19 to cover this. CHRISTINE: please work with CPP & IT to see if we can purchase in FY 19. Otherwise let's add this as an addback item in the Mayor's Phase.		Approved but in Current Budget		No		No		TBD		N/A		QC 1/18: Do I enter?

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT21-04		Refresh Server per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of systems equipment.		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		250,000		- 0		- 0		250,000		250,000		250,000		250,000		4		4		1 4		Organizational Excellence		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		No		TBD		CM 1.15.19

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT21-02		Refresh network switches per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of network equipment.		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		135,000		- 0		- 0		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		4		4		1 4		Organizational Excellence		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		No		TBD		CM 1.15.19

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT21-03		Refresh network firewall per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of network equipment.		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		151,900		- 0		- 0		151,900		151,900		151,900		151,900		4		4		1 4		Organizational Excellence		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		No		TBD		CM 1.15.19

		FAC - Admin		9/28/18		Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-18		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		One-Time		10026753-0001		549410 Minor Furnishings		- 0		100,000		100,000		100,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		4		2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		RL 09/28/2018: $100,000 request to replace 20 year old LIB furniture, $100,000 UX project at the Main .
MS 10.30.18: COM has $125K in its proposal I would remove COM but what's the correct amount.  
RL 11.1.18: Given what we have seen in costs, and to provide maximum flexibility for experimentation, I'd recommend keeping the $125K 
MS 11.12.18: so after the $355K bgt for FY 20 you need the FY 21 bgt to be $255K, right?
MS 11.13.18: need talking points on spend trends, spend plans. CM pull the data on actuals. FAC-ADMIN should be ergo. MS 11.28.18: still waiting on talking points and information! 		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A		CM 1.11.19		x

		FAC - Admin		9/28/18		Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-18		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		Ongoing		10026753-0001		549410 Minor Furnishings		155,000		100,000		100,000		255,000		- 0		- 0		255,000		3		4		2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		RL 09/28/2018: $100,000 request to replace 20 year old LIB furniture, $100,000 UX project at the Main .
MS 10.30.18: COM has $125K in its proposal I would remove COM but what's the correct amount.  
RL 11.1.18: Given what we have seen in costs, and to provide maximum flexibility for experimentation, I'd recommend keeping the $125K 
MS 11.12.18: so after the $355K bgt for FY 20 you need the FY 21 bgt to be $255K, right?
MS 11.13.18: need talking points on spend trends, spend plans. CM pull the data on actuals. FAC-ADMIN should be ergo. MS 11.28.18: still waiting on talking points and information! 		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A		CM 1.11.19		x

		FAC - Custodial		9/28/18		Charles Coleman		FAC20-06		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		Ongoing		10026753-0003		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		- 0		35,000		35,000		35,000		- 0		- 0		35,000		3		3		2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		CC 09/28/2018: See Equipment Tab. New and Replacement of Custodial Equipment. MS 10.5.18: where's the equipment tab? If the unit cost is < $5K each, including tax & freight then it's M&S. RT 10.10.18: CR2 unit is approximately $4,000 per unit, vacuum cleaners $600. MS 10.30.18: since this is a per unit cost of < $5K each, including tax & freight this is M&S. Don't we have a standing refresh program & if not, why not?RT 10.10.18: CR2 unit is approximately $4,000 per unit, vacuum cleaners $600 RL: 11.7.18: Mr. Coleman authored a spreadsheet showing as much as possible (given the available records)  the age and inventory of existing equipment.   It is entered below on the tab labeled Cust. Equip.  We indicated this as a potential cut but don't recommend that.  Future purchases will be carefully inventoried and a more specific item by item replacement plan will be in place for the next budget cycle.   All the equipment in the tab is below $5K, except for the Auto Scrubbers...we will need two and will prepare the equipment request for those separately.   Since these two are separate, we are reducing the request for M&S by $10K to $40K. MS 11.13.18: CM to break out the scrubbers from vacuum into two rows. 75 vacuums, 21 carpet extractors, 10 buffers, 5 auto scrubbers, 6 high speed machines. What's the refresh schedule? Should a portion of this be ongoing? MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 5&5 to 3&3		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		CM 1.11.19		x

		FAC - Custodial		11.14.18		Charles Coleman		FAC20-06		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		One-Time		10026753-0003		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget				15,000		15,000		15,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		3		2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		CM11.14.18: This line is to fund 2 auto scrubbers which is separated from other equipment b/c it's < $5K/unit.  MS 11.28.18: This will bring the count to 7. We should know the life cycle and plan for this every X # of years. MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 4&5 to 3&3		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		CM 1.14.19		x

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-02		Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		500,000		500,000		500,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5		5		1 3 4		Digital Strategies		ML 10.4.18: We need more storage, AND it needs to be fast and reliable. MS 10.12.18: what's the life cycle & therefore the refresh plan?
CM10.16.18: MLi responded: "If utilizing the existing technology (which I do not believe this is the future), 5-6 years.  But, depending on growth scaling will happen depending on business need.  Because of the uncertainty, I asked for one-time.  FYI, this might be like the Core Switch which happens every 5-6 years."		Approved		No		Yes		TBD		CM 1.15.19

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT21-05		Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		100,000		100,000		100,000		3		3		4		Digital Strategies		MLi 10.4.18: This will be needed as expected digital growth is expected…besides DAMS, there might be camera footage needs. MS 10.12.18: so 1x in FY 20 at $500K and then $100K each FY after that?
CM 10.16.18: MLi responded: "Yes, e-storage budget planning is uncertain because of future tech advancements (like utilizing SF/DT Cloud, Microsoft Azure, Amazon AWS, versus on-prem HP Nimble, etc.)  The FY21-05 is an educated guess knowing projects coming up like Cameras and DAMS...which I do not have very much information but want to be prepared.  It is two years out, so next cycle we should know more about the need." MS 11.12.18: per discussion with Liang on 11.8.18 we'll group the initial investment and ongoing together into 1 BP concept. Per Liang we need to add $100K/FY. Confirm that assumption in the FY 21 & 22 cycle.		Approved		Yes		Yes		TBD		CM 1.15.19

		FAC - Admin		9/28/18		Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-16		Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		Transition from a uniform lease service model for custodial services to a uniform purchase model to meet current and new staffing and align budget to actuals for security and engineering to meet minimum requirement in the labor union agreements plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		10026753-0001		545310 Uniforms		10,000		54,000		54,000		64,000		1,280		1,280		65,280		5

Todd Robinson: FACS:
We suggest 5 because this is mandated		5

Todd Robinson: FACS:
We suggest 5 because thi is mandated		1. Mandate		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		RL 09/28/2018: $25,000 Security; $14,000 Engineering; $25,000 Custodial
MS 10.30.18: this is a significant increase. Is this part of the true-up to meet actuals & b/c it hasn't been adjusted for inflation? Also, do you anticipate spending $64K/FY on uniforms? Seems high annually. How did you determine this figure? 
RL 11/09/2018: Engineering increased in order to meet minimum requirements for the MOU. MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 5&5 to 3&3. MS 12.7.18: I did 3&3 b/c operations would not cease or be critically compromised if we didn't do this. Also, we've been leasing so this is switching models. I can compromise to 4&4		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		CM 1.11.19		x

		CPP - Youth		10/4/18		Lilimae Santander		CPP20-04		Providing educational opportunities for all youth		Increase the SAT Workshop budget per the agreement with Study Smart Tutors		Ongoing		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		527990 Other Professional Services		75,000		14,001		14,001		89,001		- 0		- 0		89,001		3		5		N/A		Youth Engagement		MJ 10.05.18: The 2020 year's SAT prep contract is $89,401
CM10.9.18: Is this one-time increase for 2020?  The contract is not on-going for several years?
10.19.18CM: ongoing, confirmed with Michelle.		Approved		No		No		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		CPP - Youth		10/4/18		Lilimae Santander		CPP20-02		Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded Summer Stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		50,000		55,000		55,000		105,000		- 0		- 0		105,000		4		4		N/A		Premier Urban Library		LS 10.04.18: For the purchase of Summer Stride Tote Bags and other branded materials
CM10.9.18: Using CPP instead od Youth to pay for the Tote bags.  Need $75K for bags and $30K for adult engaging programming.  Total budget would be $105K in 549990.
MS 11.2.18: CPP must work with AP on purchasing strategy.
MS 11.29.18: CPP & CM please connect to ensure we put this in the correct PS project codes and account codes		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		QC 1/18/19: combined both 549990 lines

		COB		10/5/18		Cathy Delneo		COB20-02		Lend key padlocks for patrons securing their personal skateboards. 		Patrons without their own personal lock could borrow a padlock from the circulation desk and use it to secure their skateboard in the rack. 		One-Time		10026752-0001 
Branch Library Operations		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		- 0		982.00		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		4		N/A		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		RAV Submitted 10.5.18
CM10.10.18: COB20-01 &02 can be combined. MS 10.12.18: What locations? We should do in FY 19.
		Approved but in Current Budget		No		No		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Admin				Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-27		Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan		Generate a comprehensive FF&E asset management tool to properly maintain, manage, and project purchases for the branches. This project would create a database and report for 26 branch libraries (Sunset already completed as a pilot) 		One-Time		TBD				- 0		300,000		300,000		300,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		4		4. Programmatic		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		MS 10.5.18: Where's the FF&E inventory & projection project? MS 10.30.18: how did you come up with $300K & why not state system-wide? What about ongoing costs? Are we buying a service and then cloud software?
RL 11.1.18:  The $300K is based upon multiplying out the $10K that it cost to produce the report for the Sunset branch.  We are assuming, which is all we can do for now with the current information, that when the bid or RFP comes in, it will not cost more than $10K per branch.  $300K provides a little contingency.  Main could definitely be added, it was left out as it significantly saves money, the Main FF&E is easier to visually manage, and if we are satisfied with the branch product, we can and should add the Main in a future year. 
It's not a cloud based product or software.  We receive a database we can manipulate.  A service that can be provided is for the company to visit every site and perform a complete inventory every few years, indicating FF&E movement, losses, and additions, along with general condition.   We don't have any cost information on this yet.
RL 11/09/2018: Because this is a large expenditure, we are proposing to start with the branches and expand to the Main Library and 190 9th the next year.  
MS 11.13.13: FAC to estimated Main, 190 9th, 750 as option to add. CM to create a new project. FAC to get use examples from MTA, SFO, etc. MS 12.3.18: ranking was 2&4 in last cycle so 3&4 is ok this cycle since we've completed the pilot		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		CM 1.11.19

		IT		10/11/18		Michael Liang		IT20-17		Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website		Use a cloud-based web hosting solution for the Library's public website once the upgrade is completed in FY 19		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		535960 Software Licensing Fees		- 0		30,000		30,000		30,000		- 0		- 0		30,000		5		5		4		Digital Strategies		MLi 10.11.18: Found out new website needs to be hosted by City approved cloud service. MS 11.29.18:  Still need a statement on the benefit of hosting vs. SFPL IT doing it.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		COM		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-04		Institute UX service design space improvements and furnishing in the Main's 5th floor Reading Room		Enhance the customer experience in the Main's 5th floor Reading Room by instituting the UX design recommendations, including replacing furniture and shelving and redesigning the Reading Room configuration.		One-Time		10026753-0001 
Facilities		549410 Minor Furnishings		- 0		125,000.00		125,000		125,000		- 0				- 0		3		4		Programmatic		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: FAC needs to know about this BP. MS 10.12.18: This is 1x for now but FAC needs to filter this into its ongoing refresh. MS 10.30.18: We should add a statement about how the UX process allowed us to identify the correct furniture & configuration. It may feel like a lot of money for one area (with how many square feet?) FAC has FF&E going up and also references UX but at $100K. What communication has there been with FAC? MS 11.1.18: there's a quote; replacing all the FF&E in the RR. New layout. TF will send FIN the quote.
MS 11.12.18: Tom's quotes run from $99K to $112K. A budget of $125K provides cushion or could be a reduction option in the BOS phase. FAC's BP included this so I will mark this as withdrawn.		Withdrawn		Yes		Yes		N/A		N/A

		COB		10/5/18		Cathy Delneo		COB20-03		Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers		Install two remote holds pick-up lockers to increase access to library card holders in and near the Financial District at the Public Knowledge Library in the SF MOMA, and in a Hope SF project site to be determined 		One-Time		10026752-0001 
Branch Library Operations		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		96,762.00		125,000		125,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		4		N/A		Premier Urban Library		RAV 10.5.18: requesting quote from bibliotheca 10.5.2018
MS 10.12.18: CPP also submitted this request. Who's the lead? Are you coordinating with IT?
CM10.18.18: confirmed with Rebecca:"2. I wasn’t aware that CPP had submitted a similar request. I can reach out to them and see where they are and how we want to coordinate."
MS 10.31.18: we'll withdraw the CPP and then track this as a COB proposal. Used the $96,762 cost estimate from RAF 10.26.18 email + 3.5% CPI + money for IT (wiring, licenses). I recommend this is an add alternate so we have more time to vet this idea & are comfortable with the IT needs, especially at SFMOMA.
MS 11.12.18: what other site do  you want me to call out. Placeholder is Hope SF.		Approved		Yes		Yes		TBD		CM1.15.19

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-09		Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access		Replace the existing patron telephone account management system, which is at its end of life, with current talking technology. This investment would transition this service from hardware to a subscription-based cloud service allowing the Library to continue to provide accessible telephone service for patrons to renew their materials		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		535960 Software Licensing Fees		- 0		19,000		19,000		19,000		- 0		- 0		19,000		5		5		4		Digital Strategies		MLi 10.9.18: This is expensive and a subscription model. Still gathering info, but want to put this in as a placeholder as we investigate further.
CM10.23.18: clarification from ML: "Current phone system included in III services, but not the hardware.  The hardware is why the service is the end of life.  III stopped supporting the hardware years ago, so we were on borrowed time.  We can keep the status quo, but just know if the hardware dies the service will stop.  They no longer make the hardware, so a true replacement is to buy the i-tiva service which is now a subscription and not in the contract of service.  However, as a business decision...IT is saving an old computer and has/is buying parts in case the current computer dies.  There is no guarantee on used equipment...just hope.  This is the reimbursement I will be submitting that I made on eBay." MS 11.6.018: is there any part of the III contract you can associate with this cost annually OR should we state the cost at $0. MS 11.16.18: completed the edits. I think it's ok to state $0 base investment given it's going from hardware to software. Christine, please still look at the III contract for this cost to provide more information. MS 12.3.18: moved from Premier Urban Library to Digi Strategy.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		COB		10/5/18		Cathy Delneo		COB20-01		Install skateboard racks for the public to secure personal skateboards. 		This will enhance and support the City and County's commitment to reducing our carbon foot print and provides library users with a secure location to store skateboards they use to commute in the city. This proposal could reduce the number of security concerns and issues around skateboard use in the library. 		One-Time		10026752-0001 
Branch Library Operations		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		- 0		4,148.00		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		4		N/A		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		RAV Submitted 10.5.18
CM10.10.18: COB20-01 &02 can be combined. MS 10.12.18: What locations? We should do in FY 19.
CM 10.18.18: confirmed with Rebecca and Cathy: "We are interested in purchasing 4 racks and 28 locks for skateboards." "We will need to check in with Roberto on how we should plan the implementation since this impacts buildings and his team will be needed to install the racks."		Approved but in Current Budget		No		No		N/A		N/A

		CPP - Youth		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-06		Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials		Increase youth print budget to cover multilingual My Little Rhyme Books that are reprinted every five years as part of the Library's early literacy services and print materials to promote programs such as  Scholar Card		One-Time		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		535310 Graphics		64,000		20,000		20,000		84,000		- 0		- 0		64,000		3		2		N/A		Youth Engagement		MJ 10.05.18: Increasing budget to pay for one-time (every 5 years) reprinting of My Little Rhyme booklets. MS 11.29.18: CPP & CM please confirm that the entire $20K is only 1X. 		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		HR - Training		10/5/18		Elise Stewart		HR20-04		Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs		Increase the Library's training budget with DHR to meet our staff's
training needs and requirements		Ongoing		10026751-0001		581450 GF-HR-Mgmt. Training		34,000		21,000		26,000		60,000		- 0		- 0		60,000		3		3		N/A		Organizational Excellence		E.S 10.5.2018, MS 10.12.18: Let's propose $60K bgt but be willing to cut $5K in BOS phase		Approved w/ Modified Amt		No		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		FAC - Security		9/28/18		Omar Castillo		FAC20-23		Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main		Increase Sheriff Department's work order to reflect the revised staffing deployment at the Main, which shifted the model from a one cadet and one deputy to a two deputy model		Ongoing		10026753-0004		581930 GF-Sheriff		500,000		200,000		271,000		771,000		- 0		- 0		771,000		5		5		2. Safety		Partnerships for Excellence		OC 09/28/2018: 2 Deputy Model during business hours at the Main
MS 10.31.18:  we need to check & verify that this matches the SHF quote. I think it's higher than a total of $700K. MS 11.12.18: also we should just let the performing depts tell us the annual cost increases. MS 1.30.19: Sheriff's estimated increase is $270,964 for FY 20. I rounded up to $271K for the LC discussion.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		CM 1.11.19

		FAC - Security		9/28/18		Omar Castillo		FAC20-22		Increase SFPD work order to meet the growing needs of the library		Increase SFPD work order to meet the growing perimeter safety needs of the library. Increase Q2 budget by 24 hours per week. 		Ongoing		10026753-0004		581830 GF-Police Security		225,282		150,000		- 0		225,282		- 0		- 0		- 0		5		5		2		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		OC 09/28/2018: Increase police patrol by 24 hours per week
MS 10.31.18: 24hrs/week at the Main? How do we get 10B to actually take a shift? MLA/RL let's not do this and use the SHF work order and b/c we are having a better response from SFPD in general for standing service that is at no cos. MS 11.12.18: also we should just let the performing depts tell us the annual cost increases.		Denied		No		No		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Security		9/28/18		Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-17		Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		Increase the allocation of security safety supplies and equipment to meet minimum requirement in the labor agreement (radios, body armor and other essential equipment worn as a part of the uniform) plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		10026753-0002		545990 Other Safety Expenses		6,600		30,400		30,400		37,000		740		740		37,740		5

Todd Robinson: FACS: This equipment is necessary to ensure the safety of our staff 
		5

Todd Robinson: FACS: This equipment is necessary to ensure the safety of our staff 
		2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		RL 09/28/2018: $22,000 Security; $10,000 Engineering; $10,000 Custodial PPE
MS 10.30.18: this is a significant increase. Is this part of the true-up to meet actuals & b/c it hasn't been adjusted for inflation? Are you saying annually you need $35K? MS 11.16.18: May combine into one discussion of safety & security + uniform needs for LC. MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 5&5 to 3&3 RL 12.5.18: put them back to 5&5 for safety reasons. MS 12.7.18: Remember what 5 & 5 means. This is about operations being in jeopardy. This is an increase, it's not like we have no supplies. I will ok it this time.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		CM 1.11.19

		FAC - Security		9/28/18		Omar Castillo		FAC20-21		Install security cameras across the system		Increase the base allocation for installing security cameras system wide from $50K/fiscal year over a three-year period to fund the project fully in FY 20 and also allocate monies for a dedicated server and wiring services from the Department of Technology. The project will enhance safety by installing 40 additional cameras in five branches and 10 additional cameras at the Main Library beginning in FY 20		One-Time		10026753-0004				50,000		283,143		300,000		350,000		- 0		(50,000)		- 0		5		5		2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		OC 09/28/2018: Security cameras for 5 branches and the Main; approximately 40 cameras. Currently budgeted $50,000 for FY19. 
RT 10/03/2018: $86,143 estimated cost of 2 servers, $300,000 estimated cost for cameras at 5 branches and the Main
MS 10.31.18: we told the LC we needed $50K/FY for 3 FYs. How could we have been so off and how reliable is this figure? Not approving the $50K increase for FY 21 since that's in the base bgt & could be used as a source for new maintenance costs. 
RL 11.1.18: The new figure is highly reliable because it is based on actual detailed estimates produced by JCI after extensive site visits.  Most of the increase above $150K is because at the time the original estimate was made, we were not informed by JCI that our servers were at the end of their service life.  Also the number above is not correct.  The camera estimate is $165K.  The server estimate is $86, 143, but that estimate was made in June of 2018 so there could be slight escalation.   That total is $251,143, we believe it is prudent to budget the project at $300K  TOTAL based on the information we have now.
RL 11/09/2018: Branch camera: $165,000. New servers at Main: $86,143. Ten new cameras at Main: $22,000. DTIS: $60,000 estimated cost based on past projects. Total cost is $333,143. Proposed change includes $50,000 previously budgeted.
MS 11.13.18: CM will create a project code. MS 11.28.18: I need branch locations, base & revised camera counts for branch & Main. I need to know what you are doing with the $50K in FY 19. MS 11.30.18: confirmed with CM & team that we should use the existing undedicated capital monies for this project rather than asking for new monies. FAC, please work with Christine after she sets up the accounting codes to start working on this project.		Approved but in Current Budget		No		No		TBD		N/A

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-13;
CPP20-02		Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded Summer Stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		30,000		10,000		10,000		40,000		- 0		- 0		40,000		5		3		N/A		Premier Urban Library		MJ 10.05.18: Additional branded library card needs are expected (Giants!) and more office supplies for growing CPP staff
CM10.9.18: change the account from 549510 to 549990 since FY18 YE big deficit is in 549990.
MS 10.24.18: highlight the card plans for FY 20.
MS 11.29.18: CPP & CM please connect to ensure we put this in the correct PS project codes and account codes		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		QC 1/18/19: combined both 549990 lines

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-03		Increase IT training budget		Increase IT professional training and conferences budget to meet a growing skill set demand in technology, governance, redundancy, resiliency, and security.  Staff workforce development is needed to address the increasing complexity today's IT infrastructure and to ensure reliability		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		522020 Training Costs Paid To Vendors		40,000		40,000		40,000		80,000		- 0		- 0		80,000		4		4		1 4		Organizational Excellence		ML 10.4.18: Need to increase to $80k. With no FTEs, IT needs to better the existing resources. Also, ITIL, COBIT, NIST is an added pressure. MS 10.12.18: need to be able to show improved services for all of the training.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.2019

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-09		Increase Creative Software licenses for public use		Increase Adobe creative cloud software licenses public use		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		581140 Is-TIS-Isd Services		- 0		7,200		7,200		7,200		- 0		- 0		7,200		3		3		N/A		Literacy & Learning		MJ 10.05.18: Add more Adobe software licenses
CM10.9.18: should this be covered by IT budget?
CM10.23.18: ML responded: "3. Eventually, the purchase will be with DT's EA, so it will just increase our DT WO, so it is up to FIN how to reconcile this in the BP process." MS 11.2.18: Let's put this in the DT work order. CPP should give the count to IT & they can inform DT. 11.10.18: Per MLiang this would be part of the DT work order. CHRISTINE, please ensure this is added to the correct IT DT work order.		Approved but in Base Budget		No		No		N/A				QC 1/18: Do I enter?

		FAC - Custodial		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-20		Increase budget for ongoing equipment maintenance		Increase budget for ongoing Facilities equipment maintenance to include custodial equipment maintenance, plus adjustment for inflation of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		10026753-0002		529990 Other Equip Maint		412,415		75,000		75,000		487,415		9,748		9,748		497,163		4		5		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		CC 09/28/2018: Add $75,000 cost for custodial equipment maintenance. MS 10.31.18:  what's the annual actual?
MS 11.13.18: no dedicated bgt but via Prop Qs. This is to dedicate to Custodial. Will need a contract long term. Discuss with Anna after Feb 2019. MS 12.4.18: this is to true up the equipment maintenance to actuals, not really grow or expand efforts.		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.11.19

		FAC - Custodial		9/28/18		Charles Coleman		FAC20-01		Increase budget for compost, recycling, and trash programs to meet current cost projection 		Increase budget for compost, recycling, and trash programs to meet current cost projection and demand for Recology services		Ongoing		10026753-0003		528010 Scavenger Services		93,000		32,000		32,000		125,000		2,500		2,500		127,500		3		3		2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		CC 09/28/2018: To meet the increased cost for Recology services. MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? VD 10.9.18: True up to spend trend. MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 5&5 to 3&3		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.11.19

		COM		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-06		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		10026751-0006 
Communications-Public Affairs		581820 Is-Purch-Reproduction		- 0		30,000.00		20,000		20,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		3		Safety and Programmatic		Premier Urban Library		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: $30K with City Repro for printing jobs & $20K for M&S. MS 10.12.18: I need to better understand this proposal. Union impact?
CM10.17.18: confirmed with Tom: "we will work with Fran in the Bridge on volunteer recruitment and will steer clear of union impact."
MS 11.1.18: CPP design assistance; stick & peel graphics; survey pre-post effort (talk with RSA); M&S branding for gear, etc. since this is a new effort.
MS 11.12.18:  we really need to review the Civic Bridge report for strong talking points and I need to confirm this is 1X vs. ongoing
MS 11.16.18: Tom please discuss this with FIN and CPP to see how we can work together and if there are funds to support this already or how to defend your figures. MS 12.4.18: per TF on 12.4.18 the Mktg & Promo = $20K & M&S = $10K. See breakdown.		Approved		Yes		Yes

		COM		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-06		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		10026751-0006 
Communications-Public Affairs		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		- 0		20,000.00		10,000		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		3		Safety and Programmatic		Premier Urban Library		TF 10.4.18
MS 12.4.18: TF breakdown: 
marketing and promotional
+ large exterior banners – $1,500 per item with quarterly rotation = $6,000
+ interior banners - $250 per item, 6 items with quarterly rotation = $6,000 
+ t-shirts - $5,000 for main staff t-shirts
+ wayfinding signage and posters  - mostly funded through city repro and ARC = $2000
+ staff buttons - $1,000
Total = $20,000
 
programming and material support
+ support for pop up events in the atrium and program centers $750 per event/12 events + $1K contingency = $10,000
 		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-04		Implement automated IT asset inventory system		Purchase an automated IT asset inventory in order to comply with the Controller's recommendation.  This system will account for high value IT hardware and software, and will be use to manage and support its lifetime use		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		535000 Other Current Expenses - Bdgt		- 0		60,000		60,000		60,000		- 0		- 0		60,000		5		5		1 4		Organizational Excellence		ML 10.4.18: Inventory system to comply with CON audit. MS 10.12.18: FIN will find a way to fund in FY 19.
CM10.16.18: MLi responded: "Great about the IT asset but I do not know right now if this is really needed.  We are testing a much cheaper solution and will know if this meets our business needs (and satisfies the CON audit) around Q3."
MS 11.29.18: we were using open source but it's not meeting our needs & isn't automated.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.19 include in 535960 Software Licensing Fees

		IT		10/18/18		Michael Liang		IT20-18		Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		535960 Software Licensing Fees		- 0		100,000		75,000		75,000		- 0		- 0		75,000		4		4		1		Organizational Excellence		MLi 10.18.18: This is for HR…they seem to always ask for this. Moodle was suggested by Elise, and SumTotal was researched by Kate and MLi.  These two vendors have not been vetted.
MLi 10.23.18: Increase from 10k to 100k.
MS 11.16.18: HR, IT please meet to discuss what the needs are and what the 1x and ongoing costs should be. MS 12.4.18: IT shared the PUC PO that was $75K/yr ongoing only. Updated the proposal to show just $75K annually & no 1x costs. Our actuals could be less given the volume, but the PUC might be getting a volume discount.		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		IT		10/18/18		Michael Liang		IT20-19		Implement a Human Resources (HR) learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		One-Time		10026751-0001 
Admin		535960 Software Licensing Fees		- 0		20,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		4		4		1		Organizational Excellence		MLi 10.18.18: This is for HR…they seem to always ask for this. Moodle was suggested by Elise, and SumTotal was researched by Kate and MLi.  These two vendors have not been vetted.
MLi 10.23.18: Increase from 10k to 100k.
MS 11.16.18: HR, IT please meet to discuss what the needs are and what the 1x and ongoing costs should be. MS 12.4.18: IT shared the PUC PO that was $75K/yr ongoing only. Updated the proposal to show just $75K annually & no 1x costs. Our actuals could be less given the volume, but the PUC might be getting a volume discount.		Withdrawn		Yes		Yes		N/A		N/A

		CPP - Youth		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-05		Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program		Grow the YELL program by another 20 slots for a total count of 60 system wide. YELL is a youth workforce development program paired with Summer Stride. YELL participants who complete the program receive a $500 allocation to a 529 college savings account		Ongoing		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		527830 Stipends		20,000		5,000		10,000		30,000		- 0		- 0		30,000		3		3		N/A		Youth Engagement		MJ 10.05.18: Seeking to increase branch participation in this youth leadership program for a total of $30K, plus placeholder of $10K for MLIS outreach internship? MS 10.12.18: What's the plan? How can we show program success before expanding OR is this to help meet MYR's goal for youth wkforce development?
CM 10.17.18: Michelle responded: "By the time this budget item is funded it will be either the 3rd or 4th year of this program. We have great testimonials and work projects from the Teens to show success, even though it has only occurred at 5 branches each year. We are hoping to scale it, based on its success, to more branches next year."
MS 11.2.18: SFPL FIN needs the data for the December budget discussion. Plz insert into the CPP folder. MS 11.12.18: original CPP write-up also said, " + funds for outreach MLIS interns" but I don't know what you meant by that. I've removed it for now from the description. CPP please let me know if I should add it back. ALSO I need to verify the YELL budget b/c I thought we grew it to $40K in FY 19?
CM11.30.18: Move $5K from stipends to supplies because the number of slots went down from 70 to 60 because of supplies based on emails between Michelle and Maureen on 11.30.18. MS 12.7.18: fixed the based budget to be $20K not $25K if it's for 40 slots. That means the increase is $10K to get to 60 slots at $500 each.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		RSA		10/3/18		Randy		RSA20-01		Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL		Enhance the analytic capacity of the Research, Strategy & Analytics team by adding a new San Francisco Fellow to the SFPL cohort for a total of two Fellows for the Library		Ongoing		10026751-0001 
Admin		581870 GF-City Hall Fellows Program		94,760		94,760		94,760		189,520		- 0		- 0		189,520		3		4		N/A		Organizational Excellence		RM: 10.03.18 - now that the team is fully embedded and will have had a year to work together, adding a fellow to supplement our analytical work makes good sense. Fellows traditionally have been very quick learners and as capable as higher-cost analytical staff, in many instances.
MS 10.30.18: this would grow our SF Fellow program by 1 for a total of 2; 1 in RSA & 1 in FAC.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A

		FAC - Admin				Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-28		Fully fund the Ocean View renovation project at $8.5M		Public Works estimated the Ocean View branch library renovation would cost between $6.6M  - $8.5M. Fully funding the renovation at $8.5M would account for cost escalation. Branch renovations are anticipated to address community needs, expand teen space, revamp program rooms, actualize innovations in service delivery and collections management, and include ADA improvements, preservation or restoration of historic features, and energy efficiency work. 		One-Time		Capital		567000 Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		8,706,358		8,350,000		- 0		8,706,358		- 0		- 0		- 0		5		5		3		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		MS 10.15.18: Since this largely already budgeted we only need to include about $250K here. MS 10.30.18: double check the budget, we actually have $8.7M already in the FY 20 bgt, which fully covers the Ocean View budget. We don't need to budget here but we can note that when discussing the program at LC		Withdrawn		No		No		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT21-01		Expand the laptop lending kiosk program		Continue the expansion of the laptop lending kiosk program by adding two kiosks system wide for a total allocation of 21 by FY 21		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		55,000		- 0		- 0		55,000		55,000		55,000		55,000		3		3		4		Digital Strategies		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing to deploy kiosk to all branches. MS 10.12.18: what's the use data? How can we justify expansion? MS 11.16.18: CHRISTINE & IT --> in the last BP cycle we stated by the end of FY 19 there would be 17 kiosks and by FY 20 there's be 19 kiosks. This would mean by the end of FY 21 we'd have 21. The list I saw in the email only had 14 through FY 18 with 2 more in FY 19 that'd be 16. PLEASE check the figures. I don't like giving out different figures from one cycle to the next! MS 12.13.18: Not sure why I coded as not discussing with LC. We could offer this as an option in Feb.		Approved		No		No		TBD		CM1.15.19

		FAC - Security		9/28/18		Omar Castillo		FAC20-07		Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs		Expand the security vehicle fleet by two for a total of four vehicles to meet security service response needs system wide. Security currently has two Nissan Leaf cars but they do not adequately meet the needs to patrol all 29 Library locations effectively. Estimated cost is $45K each with an additional $10K per vehicle set aside for the potential impact of steel tariffs		One-Time		10026753-0004		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		112,000		110,000		110,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5

Todd Robinson: FACS:
There is a strong expectation that branch patrol will increase, and it cannot be done without the vehicles												

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
Tell us if this proposal could be cut at any budget phase: Yes or No		

Todd Robinson: FACS: This equipment is necessary to ensure the safety of our staff 
		5

Todd Robinson: FACS:
There is a strong expectation that branch patrol will increase, and it cannot be done without the vehicles
		

Todd Robinson: FACS:
We suggest 5 because this is mandated		

Todd Robinson: FACS:
We suggest 5 because thi is mandated		

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
For Equipment Requests & Capital Requests assume an Original Budget of $0. FIN will adjust as needed.												

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
Christine, we should probably embed a formula & consider the 1X impacts.						2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		OC 09/28/2018: Increase Security Mobile Unit with 2 Vehicle.  Currently have 2 Nissan Leaf MS 10.5.18: Are we expanding or replacing? If we're expanding what are we doing with the existing, insufficient vehicles? FAC must include documents to justify the amounts requested, like invoices from prior purchases or quotes or other research. TR 10.9.18: Expand RT 10.10.18: $56,000 per vehicle, estimated quote from Central Shop.  2019 Utility Police Interceptor (Ford Explorer) AWD list price is $32,110+$3,000 (tax+fees), $7,000 radio, $3,000 light bar, and $10,000 tariffs increase. MS 10.31.18: quote I saw was for a van. What are we purchasing and what will you do with the Leafs? 
RL:11.1.18:  We'd like to keep the Leafs if possible, but will turn them in if we have to.
MS 11.13.18: need info to say count of patrolling staff and stationed staff. MS 11.28.18: ML wants us to get a hybrid or electric, not comfortable with an SUV. MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 5&5 to 3&3		Approved		No		Yes		TBD		CM 1.14.19

		COM		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-01		Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main		In January 2019, the Library will pilot a restroom monitoring program with Hunters Point Family, a nonprofit, to monitor Main Library public restrooms on the weekends during operating hours. The program is based on the Public Works Pit Stop restroom monitoring program, which is part of Hunters Point Family's workforce development services. The Library's program goal is to enhance patron safety at the Main, improve the customer experience, and create a new workforce development opportunity at the Main		Ongoing		10026753-0001 
Facilities		538010 Community Based Org Srvcs		- 0		138,000.00		100,000		100,000		- 0		- 0		100,000		4		5		Safety		Partnerships for Excellence		TF 10.4.18. MS 10.12.18: this is a COM proposal but a FAC WO bgt
CM 10.16.18: this is going to be budgeted in Main account 538010.  PW will provide the budget number based on project scope. 
CM10.17.18: confirmed with Tom: the new hours will start January 13,2019.  Total hours: 62. 
MS 10.29.18: PW FIN DIR thinks the figure would be closer to $170K. We should confirm the amount. It should be in the FAC budget, right?
MS 11.1.18: PW needs to know the schedule to estimate the true annual cost based on a staffing proposal & # of floors/location - would the work scope change? Per Aaron Wu at PW the CAT said we could have our own contract via their Grant Award/RFQ grantee pool with 6 categories with monitoring ambassadorship with a workforce development component. Aaron is willing to work with Anna to help us do a contract ourselves & reduce admin costs in an IDS. 
MS 11.12.18: meet with PW. We have the information on how to run this as our own grant agreement rather than a WO/IDS. We'll still need to work on the cost estimates but $170K might still be ok. CM please reach out to Aaron Wu to determine how to estimate.TF: 11.21.18: TF extrapolates full-year workorder with PW for 62 hours of service at $408,000; confirming with Aaron at PW.  11.21.18 TF: number from Aaron Wu at PW is a bit higher at $428,000 to include materials and supplies, and admin support at HPF. MS 12.3.18: Aaron Wu at PW said ~ $89.5K/yr. I'll round up b/c of that might be based on the old model.		Approved w/ Modified Amt		Yes		Yes		N/A

		FAC - Custodial		9/28/18		Charles Coleman		FAC20-02		Expand pest control program		Continue current pest control services and expand to include pigeon proofing system wide		Ongoing		10026753-0003		528030 Pest Control		70,000		30,000		30,000		100,000		2,000		2,000		102,000		3		3		2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? VD 10.9.18: Expand MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 4&5 to 3&3		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		HR - Training		10/5/18		Elise Stewart		HR20-05		Expand employee engagement opportunities		Enhance budget for staff activates to increase employee engagement. 		Ongoing		10026751-0001		546990 Food		500		1,500		1,500		2,000		- 0		- 0		2,000		3		3		N/A		Organizational Excellence		E.S 10.5.2018
MS 10.30.18: I would fund internally from other underspent monies.		Approved		No		No		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-05		Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan 		The Library began its AV refresh plan in FY 18 at $180K/FY for up to four locations each fiscal year system wide based on need. This proposal would finalize the AV master plan to refresh and/or update all AV in community spaces with current audio, visual, and technological needs and budget the remaining funds upfront to allow for more flexible project management		One-Time		Capital		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		180,000		1,500,000		325,000		505,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		3		4		Digital Strategies		MLi 10.4.18: No guess on scope or cost. MS 10.12.18: let's discuss with Schwabe, IT, FIN b/c there's an annual refresh bgtd at $180K. Need to see plan and scope.
CM10.25.18: scheduled meeting: ML, MS, CM & DS on 10.29. MS 11.5.18: IT/FIN met we will try to fund all up front rather than over time. CM to check with CON on this approach. We have $180K annually that we'll strip out if we fund up front. Future budget will consider Koret, but that will be construction & require coordination with FAC. IT will work with FAC from November through Feb to get more details so this could be an addback option for LC or in the Mayor's phase. MS 11.12.18: confirmed that we built the AV refresh into the FY 18 & 19 budget cycle, beginning with FY 18. In that discussion we did state we'd only need $180K/FY for 3 FYs so I'll need talking points.		Approved		Yes		Yes		TBD		CM1.15.19

		COM		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-03		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix to optimize Apple product asset management and permit SFPL IT to focus on core institutional IT initiatives and projects and PC asset management		Ongoing		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		529110 Dp-Wp Equipment Maint		- 0		100,000.00		100,000		100,000		- 0		- 0		100,000		4		4		Programmatic		Digital Strategies		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: not sure if this is considered as professional Svc.  Or just regular maintenance svc. MS 10.12.18: how did you determine the $100K request?
CM10.16.18: changed the project code to Youth Program  for the Mix.
CM 10.17.18: Confirmed with Tom: "Michael Liang gave me this ballpark figure; it could be cheaper – we are seeking a quote from a city vendor."
MS 10.30.18: Is the SP correct as L&L or should it be Digital Strategy? Do we want to call attention to IT's inability to support this need? I'm concerned about how we'd get this purchase through given union requirements. Probably should chat with IT and Anna.
MS 11.1.18: for Mix to evolve we need some Apple capacity. Editing/Production. IT is aware of the need. RPD Randall Museum has a split environment & has a City vendor. Jason Blandon --> check PeopleSoft to see how & who. TF thinks the $100K is too high. We'll get a real quote.
MS 11.12.18: Tom will as for a quote or estimate from the vendor to solidify this figure. TF: 11.21.18 I am in communication with vendor spec'ing a quote. MS 12.3.18:  moved from Literacy & Learning SP to Digital Strategy.		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A		CM1.23.19

		CTS		10/5/18		Shellie Cocking		CTS20-01		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		10001718-0005 
CTS Adult		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		- 0		10,500		10,500		10,500		- 0		- 0		- 0		4		4		N/A		Digital Strategies		SC 10.5.18: A one time budget to cover supplies for processing 300 Chromebooks for circulation. Among San Francisco residents who use Internet at home, nearly all (92%) access the Internet at home using a laptop or desktop computer. 
Low-income residents, Latinos, and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop.  These groups mainly access the internet via smart phone. For residents who make between $25,000 and $50,000, only 88% have access to a laptop/desktop.  Once income levels drop under $25,000, access drops to only 69%.  A similar lack of access can be found when looking at individuals whose primary language spoken at home is something other than English.  Access to laptops/desktops for these individuals drops to 80%.   The goal of the Chromebook project is our second attempt to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to these socioeconomic groups, in hope to help level the playing field.  MS 11.12.18: combined the CTS supplies BP with the IT BP for the Chromebooks. Showed the base budget as $0 since none of the CTS M&S budget was allocated for this specific purpose. MS 12.3.18:  Shifting from a laptop model to a more cost-effective CB model		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		QC 1/17/19

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-06		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		549210 Data Processing Supplies		- 0		180,000		180,000		180,000		- 0				- 0		2		2		4		Digital Strategies		MLi 10.4.18: Requested 300 units at $600/per. MS 10.12.18: How will this filter into your fresh budget? What specs or Perf Measures do you have to estimate program success?
MS 11.12.18: we should show a base cost for the 30 laptops that you would have refreshed, right? If we assume $1.5K then wouldn't you have $45K in your refresh budget already?		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-12		Enhance exhibitions graphics budget		Increase graphics budget for exhibits to align expenditure trends with budget		Ongoing		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		535310 Graphics		30,000		15,000		15,000		45,000		- 0		- 0		45,000		5		4		N/A		Premier Urban Library		MJ 10.05.18: True up costs for exhibition output and other signage materials. MS 10.24.18: CM what's the spend rate & therefore the true-up amount.		Approved		Yes		No		N/A		QC 1/18/19

		CTS		10/5/18		Shellie Cocking		CTS21-01		Enhance eCollections		Increase the eCollections by another 25% in FY 21 to meet growing demand.  eMedia circulation grew by 23.8% FY 18.  An increase is needed to continue providing the service at our current level for eBook & eMedia platforms Overdrive, Axis360, Hoopla and Kanopy		Ongoing		10001718-0005 
CTS Adult		549720 Electronic Collection-LIB Only		7,971,981		- 0		- 0		7,971,981		1,992,995		1,992,995		9,964,976		4		4		N/A		Literacy & Learning		Talking points for possible questions eCollections – support continued demand on existing platforms without impacting physical collections.  23.8% increase in circ last year.  Adding new platforms, including the digitized historic SF Examiner, Kono (Japanese and Chinese magazines), Popup digi libraries to market libraries ebooks to new customers in areas they may already be spending time waiting (hospitals, museums, street fairs) MS 12.7.18: added in the $168,995 for COHS in the eCollections figure. This bumped up the 25% figure from $1,950,747 to $1,992,995.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		QC 1/18/19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-04		Digitize Library construction documents and plans 		Digitize Library construction documents and plans for electronic storage and increased user accessibility. One time increase in budget for conversion of paper documents to electronic format.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		535310 Graphics		500		4,500		4,500		5,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		2		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: Digitization of drawings
MS 10.30.18: Is this something PW could do for us? What's the ongoing process to require digitized drawings from PW for all future projects? RL: 11/1/18: Inquiry sent to Lourdes Garcia and Andy Sohn. RL 11/9/2018: Reduced because we can use Public Works' printing service to digitize paying for it with our work order. The small increase we are asking for is for emergencies where we need to go directly to the printers.MS 11.13.18: use the FY 19 BDC monies for the current backlog. MS 1.10.19: changed it from 1X to ongoing b/c we may need other plans digitzed over time.		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-01		Create new public website redesign		Replace existing website that no longer meets staff and public expectations.  New website will be built with industry standards, and meet the City's, DT's, and ADA requirements.		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		527610 Systems Consulting Services		35,000		265,000		- 0		35,000		- 0		- 0		35,000		5		5		1 4		Digital Strategies		ML 10.4.18: We will ask a vendor to develop the new website and then bring it back inhouse. MS 10.12.18: depending on the updated cost information we may be able to fund in FY 19 from the LRB refunding savings.
CM10.23.18: confirmed with ML: "1. With Maureen and Lambert's recent approval.  IT will try to start the project this FY.  The procurement process will begin next week.  I hope to get a packet to FIN by mid to end of Nov.  We believe the City and DT have already approved the two vendors through an RFP process, which we hope to leverage.  This means we can procure faster...web development is Kanopy and hosting service is Pantheon."		Approved but in Current Budget		Yes		No		N/A		N/A

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-11		Create holds unit pickup partnership		Create automated system for hold pickup location at SFMOMA Public Knowledge branch		One-Time		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1		1		N/A		Partnerships for Excellence		MJ10.05.18: Seeking quote now - for holds pickup locker costs for SFMOMA location
CM10.9.18: This is included in COB BP. MS 10.12.18: COB also submitted this request. Who's the lead? Are you coordinating with IT?
MS 10.24.18: CM check with COB for quote; MLA: double the request for 2 locations.
CM10.17.18: Michelle responded: "I think COB’s proposal had more details, so I am fine with them taking the lead. Have not coordinated yet with IT or Facilities, but CL was discussing budgeting for more than one of these hold pickup kiosks, for a few other locations around the city."		Withdrawn		No		No		N/A		N/A

		CTS		10/5/18		Shellie Cocking		CTS21-02		Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Opening Day Adult Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 25,000 new books and AV material for the refreshment of the adult collection. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		10001718-0005 
CTS Adult		549710 Physical Collections-LIB Only		6,663,054		- 0		- 0		6,663,054		550,000		550,000		7,213,054		3		3		N/A		Literacy & Learning		MS 11.5.18: 2/3 of collection brand new. Confirmed this is 1x. Don't need a physical collection increase right now. Talking points for possible questions.  Why no increase to physical budget?  1. Prices have been flat. 2. Need slightly fewer copies of non-bestseller, which allows us to order more titles with the same budget.  (51,779 titles added last year, up 1,604) Why no cut, if circ is down? 1. Still a need to refresh collection and meet demand for high interest titles (Woodward’s Fear 348 print books purchase, Obama’s Becoming 330 copies purchase[1012 holds as I type])  2. New or recently new collection projects: Blu-ray; vinyl collection; adult jails collection; Lucky Day (high demand books that do not a allow holds) planned for summer. 3. RFID project will help us find grubby books that need replacing (not sure if we want to try spinning that project as a positive collection helper or not).		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A		QC 1/18/19

		CTS - Youth		10/5/18		Shellie Cocking		CTS21-03		Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Opening Day Youth Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 17,000 new children and teen items for during the refreshment. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		10001718-0001 
Youth Collections		549710 Physical Collections-LIB Only		2,816,474		- 0		- 0		2,816,474		300,000		300,000		3,116,474		3		3		N/A		Literacy & Learning		MS 11.5.18: 2/3 of collection brand new. Confirmed this is 1x. Don't need a physical collection increase right now.		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A		QC 1/17/19

		COM		11/1/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-07		Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board		Create a five-member Transitional Aged Youth (TAY) program advisory board to assist the Library in developing programs targeted for the TAY community. The TAY board would receive $100 stipends for their participation and would meet for five hours monthly		Ongoing		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		527830 Stipends		- 0		6,000.00		6,000		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		3		3		Safety and Programmatic		Premier Urban Library		MS 11.12.18: adding this to the list per meeting on 11.8 with Tom Fortin. Per Shirley anything over $600 requires the person to complete a 1099. They'd pay taxes if their income is > $10.4K. We could limit the amount to $600/member. NEED MORE PROGRAM INFORMATION. $10K might be high. MS is assuming only 6 hours/month/member and a rate of $20/hour MS 11.12.18: Per TF f/u email he said he'd prefer to stay at $600/yr/participant so it'll be 2 6-month stints for 5 member boards & they will earn $100/month each --> ($100*5*6)*2		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-19		CPI adjustment for purchase of office supplies annually increase by 2% 		CPI adjustment for purchase of office supplies annually increase by 2% to maintain current level of service in the Stockroom. 		Ongoing		10026753-0002		549510 Other Office Supplies		15,500		310		310		15,810		316		316		16,126		3		3		5. Economic		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-08		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		542110 Electrical		45,900		918		918		900		936		936		1,836		3		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-09		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		542210 Hardware		93,000		1,860		1,860		94,860		1,897		1,897		96,757		3		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-10		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		542310 Lighting		60,000		1,200		1,200		61,200		1,224		1,224		62,424		3		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-11		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		542410 Lumber		23,000		460		460		23,460		469		469		23,929		3		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-12		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		542510 Painters Supplies		13,500		270		270		13,770		275		275		14,045		3		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-13		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		542610 Plumbing Supplies		20,000		400		400		20,400		408		408		20,808		3		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-14		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		542810 Small Tools And Instruments		33,000		660		660		33,660		673		673		34,333		3		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-15		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		543990 Other Equipment Maint Supplies		41,100		822		822		41,922		838		838		42,760		3		4		1. Mandate		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: Filter changes are required to maintain Main's LEED rating 		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		COM		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-05		Clean collections that will be moved from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan 		Materials moving from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan will need to be cleaned		One-Time		Capital		535000 Other Current Expenses - Bdgt		- 0		125,000.00				- 0		- 0				- 0		3		3		Preservation		Literacy & Learning		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: This shouldn't be professional svcs.  Should this be included in 750 Brannan capital project? Belfor svc. MS 10.12.18: agreed, this should be part of the 750 capital project.
MS 11.1.18: can we use this source for extra hours for staff b/c the vendor cost may be hire could be costly. MS to check with LL and CM.  TF: 11.21.18 COM preference is to build this cost as an extra hours activity for staff; although I cannot estimate work hours needed for scope of work due to incomplete information at this time (cleaning process is under review by Nancy Terranova).		Approved w/ Alternate Source		Yes		No		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Admin				Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-30		CAPITAL PROJECT - Main Lighting		Improve overall security with new exterior pole lights and lighting on Library signage		One-Time		Capital				- 0		2,000,000				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5		5		3		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		MS 10.2.18: This is already fully funded in FY 20. Actuals will occur in another FY and depend on the Civic Center Realm Plan. Hopefully there will be funding available through that effort vs. really needing to use LPF. If that's the case, then the $2M would be freed up for other capital work. MS 10.15.18: Since this is already budgeted, no need to include here.		Withdrawn		No		No		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Admin				Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-32		CAPITAL PROJECT - Compact Shelving & Air Handling 		Install climate control HVAC to maintain temperature and humidity requirements for History Center collection and compact storage at 750 Brannan.   Brooks Hall collection to relocate to 750 Brannan to meet Real Estate mandate to vacate. 		One-Time		Capital				- 0		1,800,000				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5		5		3		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		MS 10.2.18: the FY 18 budget included $2M LPF for what became phase 1 of the project. The History Center was providing funding to make phase 1 whole. Christine will confirm the amount of the HC monies for phase 1. FY 19 included $600K for more shelving for the HC per the BP and the $1.8M for FY 20 was for the large room. MS 10.15.18: Since this is already budgeted, no need to include here.		Withdrawn		No		No		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Admin				Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-31		CAPITAL PROJECT - Civic Center Campus Master Planning		Allocate monies to begin capital improvements to the Civic Center Campus (Main Library & Support Services Facility) based on a pending facilities master plan		One-Time		Capital				- 0		1,000,000				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5		5		3		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		MS 10.2.18: A placeholder amount of $1M was already budgeted in FY 20. Note that this project will straddle the plan and emerging project concept since we really don't know what the scope will be. This $1M will allow for planning and maybe scheduling a project. Suspect long term this would require a bond sale given the likely scale of the program. MS 10.15.18: Since this is already budgeted, no need to include here.		Withdrawn		No		No		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Admin				Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-29		Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project 		Public Works estimated the Chinatown branch library renovation would cost between $24.1M  - $29.4M. Funding this renovation would occur over the next few fiscal years and use annual and fund balance monies, beginning with $5M in FY 20 & $20M in FY 21. Total allocation would equal $25M or 85% of the estimated project at $29.4M. Branch renovations are anticipated to address community needs, expand teen space, revamp program rooms, actualize innovations in service delivery and collections management, and include ADA improvements, preservation or restoration of historic features, and energy efficiency work		One-Time		Capital		567000 Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		- 0		5,000,000		5,000,000		5,000,000		20,000,000		20,000,000		20,000,000		5		5		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		MS 1.10.19: changed the FY 21 amount from $5M to $20M given the revenue available in FY 21. 		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		CM1.15.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-03		Adjust multi-year and project service budget for growing needs and cost inflation.		Adjust multi-year and project service budget for growing needs and cost inflation. Continuing cost increases for materials and services associated with the maintenance contracts for major equipment.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		528990 Other Bldg Maint Svcs		456,500		9,130		9,130		465,630		9,313		9,313		474,943		4		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		RL 09/28/2018: Projection at 2%, not final. MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? TR 10.9.18: True up to spend trend		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Admin		11/20/18		Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-34		Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs		Replace the current Chief of Branches 2007 Toyota Prius, which has reached the end of its service life. Cost estimate for new vehicle is $28.5K		One-Time		10026753-0001 
Facilities		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		28,500.00		28,500		28,500		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		3		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		VD 11.20.18: Quote from Towne Ford Sales (under "Equipment Forms, Quotes, and Methodology" folder) is $28,495 with additional $10,000 due to steel tariff for a total of $38,495. MS 11.28.18: does this replace the security expansion request?		Approved		Yes		Yes		TBD		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Admin				Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-29		Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects		Public Works estimated budget is $19.8M for Mission and $8.5M for Ocean View. Both projects were fully funded in prior budget cycles. This proposal would allocate an additional $1.5M in contingency funds for this projects for construction market conditions. If funds are not required they can be reallocated to other capital projects in future fiscal years		One-Time		Capital		567000 Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		- 0		1,500,000		1,500,000		1,500,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5		5		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		MS 1.10.19: added this as a contingency in FY 20 given market conditions in general. This is rougly 5% of the MIS & OVI total budgets. This dips us further into LPF FB in FY 20 but I suspect the revenue will increase for FY 20 & 21 by May.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		CM 1.15.19
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POS Pivot

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Division		Division BP#
(2-3 Ltr Code+BY+Seq. #)		Proposal Title
(Please use action-oriented words)		Proposal Description/Justification		PeopleSoft 
Project & Activity Codes
(formerly index code)		Classification		Classification Title		Comments
(Insert initials & date)		Sum of FY 20 Proposed FTE Change		Sum of FY 20 Original FTE Count		Sum of FY 20 Revised FTE Count		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Cost Change

		Approved		COB - Adult		COB20-04		Increase TEMP salaries		Increase amount in temp salaries budget to support branch public service service hours, which expanded in 2017. The temp salaries funds support extra hours coverage for planned and unplanned absences of permanent positions as well as staff training.		10026752-0001 
Branch Library Operations		3630		Temporary		RAV 10.5.2018 FIN to provide more data on 10.10.2018 to COB for possible adjustment in amount. 
CM10.10.18: COB Temp budget $181,500. FY18 actuals:$148K.  Overall FY18 YE balance for Salaries -Adult: ($396,190), Salaries -Youth: $669,962.  MS 10.24.18: realign b/w the cost centers		- 0						150,000.00

						COB20-04 Total														- 0						150,000.00

				COB - Adult Total																- 0						150,000.00

				COM - Youth		COM20-08		Media production support in the Mix		The Mix is not adequately staffed relative to need for expertise in digital media production.  We propose to TX 2 vacant Page positions from other Main departments.		10026755-0001 
Main Library Operations		3602		Library Page		TF 10.5.18
CM 10.9.18:Move two PT 3602 from Main Adult to Main Youth		(1.00)		51.00		50.00		(56,479.01)

												10001717-0002 
Main Youth Services		3602		Library Page		TF 10.5.18
CM 10.9.18:Move two PT 3602 from Main Adult to Main Youth		1.00		4.00		5.00		56,479.01

																		TF 10.5.18
CM 10.9.18:Substitute two 0.5 FTE 3602 to 1 FTE 1766 in Main Youth.		(1.00)		5.00		4.00		(56,479.01)

														1766		Media Production Technician		TF 10.5.18
CM 10.9.18: Substitute two 0.5 FTE 3602 to 1 FTE 1766 in Main Youth.		1.00		- 0		1.00		72,092.00

						COM20-08 Total														- 0		60.00		60.00		15,612.99

				COM - Youth Total																- 0		60.00		60.00		15,612.99

				FAC - Admin		FAC20-41		Substitute Stationary Engineer (7334)		Substitute one Stationary Engineer (7334) position for a Superintendent (7120) due to decreased availability of qualified Stationary Engineers and need for increased Engineering oversight for entire Library campus.    		10026751-0001 
Admin		7334		Stationary Engineer		(blank)		(1.00)		7.00		6.00		(98,273.14)

								Substitute Superintendent (7120)		Substitute one Stationary Engineer (7334) position for a Superintendent (7120) due to decreased availability of qualified Stationary Engineers and need for increased Engineering oversight for entire SFPL campus.    Improves Engineering operation, maintenance, and repair capabilities for department above and beyond the normal level of a Chief Engineer (7205).  		10026751-0001 
Admin		7120		Buildings & Grounds Maintenance Superintendent		(blank)		1.00		- 0		1.00		143,021.53

						FAC20-41 Total														- 0		7.00		7.00		44,748.39

				FAC - Admin Total																- 0		7.00		7.00		44,748.39

				CPP - Adult		CPP20-16		CPP Literacy and Learning Manager		TX 3632 Bridge manager position to 3634 to support systemwide tech and learning programs		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		3634		Librarian 3		MJ 10.05.18: Adding position placeholder for 2021
CM10.9.18: so this should be new instead of substitution? MJ 10.19.18 Revising to a substitution from 3632 to 3634		1.00		1.00		2.00		116,011.00

														3632		Librarian 2		MJ 10.05.18: Adding position placeholder for 2021
CM10.9.18: so this should be new instead of substitution? MJ 10.19.18 Revising to a substitution from 3632 to 3634		(1.00)		2.00		1.00		(105,218.50)

						CPP20-16 Total														- 0		3.00		3.00		10,792.50

				CPP - Adult Total																- 0		3.00		3.00		10,792.50

		Approved Total																		- 0		70.00		70.00		221,153.88

		Approved but in Base Budget		COM - Adult		COM20-07		Transitional Age Youth (TAY) program support and workforce development 		Hire two Temporary Exempt 9912s to support TAY programming and outreach at the Main.  Responds to City priorities to alleviate homelessness and create workforce development programs.		10026755-0001 
Main Library Operations		9912		Public Service Aid		TF 10.5.18. MS 10.14.18: reallocate the IPO monies.		1.00						35,804.00

						COM20-07 Total														1.00						35,804.00

				COM - Adult Total																1.00						35,804.00

		Approved but in Base Budget Total																		1.00						35,804.00

		Denied		ADM-HR		HR20-02		Increase talent acquisition expertise to align with City's DHR recruitment modernization related requirements, and onboarding programs		A new Class 1244 Senior Human Resources Analyst position will provide San Francisco Public Library (“SFPL”) with increased talent acquisition expertise, analysis, reporting, program development, and efficiency.  This Senior Human Resources Analyst will be responsible for talent acquisition including difficult and complex professional and technical work in examinations for a wide-range of classifications within the SFPL, including conducting job analyses in collaboration with subject matter experts; developing and administering Position Based Tests on behalf of the SFPL; preparing and posting job announcements; and overseeing the overall administration of exam processes.
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for managing the SFPL’s de-identification program of post-referral selection processes including overseeing the review and evaluation of job applications and other application materials for SFPL positions; and ensuring that certain information is redacted from job applications and other application materials pursuant to requirements by the Civil Service Rules and the City’s Department of Human Resources. 
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will oversee the SFPL’s onboarding program, including coordinating and overseeing for all SFPL recruitments: candidate reference checks and employment verification; issuing conditional offers of employment; the fingerprinting and background check processes in collaboration with the City’s Department of Human Resources; issuing final offers of employment; administering appointment processing of newly-hired SFPL employees; collaborating with the SFPL Training Officer around new employee orientation and other required trainings for newly-hired SFPL employees; making regular contacts with candidates, hiring managers, and other personnel to furnish and obtain information; and gathering, preparing, compiling, reviewing and maintaining important personnel information reports and records.
Effective October 15, 2018, the SFPL must comply with the City’s Civil Service Rules and requirements of the City’s Department of Human Resources related to de-identification of certain candidate information during the post-referral selection process.  As a result, it is anticipated that SFPL Human Resources will need additional capacity to administer Position Based Tests and to oversee the redaction of certain candidate information. Additionally, the SFPL Human Resources Division is developing a holistic employee onboarding program to enhance the candidate experience, promote early employee engagement, and streamline the hiring process. This employee onboarding program requires coordination and oversight beyond the current capacity of SFPL Human Resources.
		10026751-0001 
Admin		1244		Senior Human Resources Analyst		LR 10.5.2020		0.77		- 0		- 0		92,235.99

						HR20-02 Total														0.77		- 0		- 0		92,235.99

						HR20-03		Increase capacity to manage HR critical areas in organizational development, learning and performance management		A new Class 0922 Deputy Human Resources Director position will provide San Francisco Public Library (“SFPL”) with increased capacity to manage critical areas of human resources, including organizational development, learning and development, and performance management. 		10026751-0001 
Admin		0922		Deputy Human Resources Director		LR 10.5.2021		0.77		- 0		- 0		102,401.53

						HR20-03 Total														0.77		- 0		- 0		102,401.53

				ADM-HR Total																1.54		- 0		- 0		194,637.52

				FAC - Admin		FAC20-40		Expand analytic and administrative capacity		Improve division efficiency by hiring a full-time 1820 Junior Administrative Analyst to provide administrative and analytical services for Custodial and Security team. Currently, both units do not have sufficient administrative support. The 1820 will help with managing and administering Custodial and Security budgets and projects, such as the Security System camera, electronic Restroom Alert program of branches and restroom conditions. And will also help with generating reports for management team, as well as coordinating deliverable branch services. Monitor vacation tracking, sick leave balances as well as oversight of part time and as needed staff accumulated hours; along with data entry of daily time off records and leave of absence. Responsible for Custodial Inventory Management controls of supplies and equipment mandated by the 2014 Controllers Office Audit. 		10026751-0001 
Admin		1820		Junior Administrative Analyst		RT 10/02/2018: To increase administrative services for Custodial and Security		0.77						57,572.90

						FAC20-40 Total														0.77						57,572.90

				FAC - Admin Total																0.77						57,572.90

				CPP - Adult		CPP20-14		The Bridge tech and outreach support		Return 1840 position (Vice: VEAL) to Bridge for tutor/learner coordination efforts		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		1840		Junior Management Assistant		MJ 10.05.18 Recognize additional need for support in Bridge for tutors and learners due to growth of Fog Readers and other programs		0.77						61,387.48

						CPP20-14 Total														0.77						61,387.48

						CPP20-15		MOS Tech support		Return 3616 position to MOS 		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		3616		Library Technical Assistant 1		MJ 10.05.18: 3616 position (PT) removed from MOS to support a need at GGV with promise that FT 3616 would be returned to unit in following year.		0.77						62,872.20

						CPP20-15 Total														0.77						62,872.20

				CPP - Adult Total																1.54						124,259.68

				IT		IT20-10		IT Receiver and Inventory Staff		CON audit requires better asset management especially during receiving of equipment (hardware and software).  We currently do not have a position dedicated for this task.  In order for accountability, a designated person is needed.		10026754-0001 
IT		1092		IT Operations Support Administrator II		Mli 10.4.18: CON audit & IT really needs it for accountability. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		0.77						63,663.60

						IT20-10 Total														0.77						63,663.60

						IT20-11		IT Cybersecurity Manager		Growing need to support security requires more resources to meet security expectations.  Technology in this field is growing and becoming more complicated.  Also, backup and coverage is needed to have the expertise available 24/7.		10026754-0001 
IT		1044		IS Engineer-Principal		Mli 10.4.18: CON audit & cybersecurity is really scary.  We are not prepared. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		0.77						133,473.34

						IT20-11 Total														0.77						133,473.34

						IT20-12		IT System Engineer Staff		More systems are being introduced at the Library.  This means more vendors, cloud services, servers and storage.  To meet the growth, resources is needed to ensure efficient and effective operations.		10026754-0001 
IT		1042		IS Engineer-Journey		Mli 10.4.18: LIB is relying on systems more and more. Trying to keep systems from crashing keeps me up at night. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		0.77						103,948.46

						IT20-12 Total														0.77						103,948.46

						IT20-13		IT Support Admin Staff		There is an increase of support needs because of the complexity of computer usage.  Also, increase hours resulted in an increase of support requests.  This position could give us a split shift possibility if both 1092 were filled, which will result in extending IT hours to match LIB open hours.		10026754-0001 
IT		1092		IT Operations Support Administrator II		Mli 10.4.18: This will improve customer support by having more resources to cover hours and resolving issues. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		0.77						63,663.60

						IT20-13 Total														0.77						63,663.60

						IT20-14		Library Assistant		Media and AV unit would like to convert 3610PT to FT.  Increase demand of services systemwide.		10026754-0001 
IT		3610		Library Assistant		Mli 10.4.18: AV cannot meet demand or coverage. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		0.39						26,693.37

						IT20-14 Total														0.39						26,693.37

						IT20-15		Library Page		Media and AV unit would like to convert 3602PT to FT.  Increase demand of services systemwide.		10026754-0001 
IT		3602		Library Page		Mli 10.4.18: AV cannot meet demand or coverage. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		0.39						21,744.42

						IT20-15 Total														0.39						21,744.42

				IT Total																3.85						413,186.78

		Denied Total																		7.70		- 0		- 0		789,656.88

		Withdrawn		IT		IT20-16		IT Assistant Chief of Information Technology		LIB's reliance on IT systems has elevated the need for an Assistant CIO that will manage day-to-day operations of the IT department.		10026754-0001 
IT		923		Manager II		Mli 10.4.18: TX from 3634.
10.18.18 ML: Withdraw		1.00		- 0		- 0		- 0

										LIB's reliance on IT systems has elevated the need for an Assistant CIO that will manage day-to-day operations of the IT department.  Substitute 1FTE 3634 to 1 FTE 0923		10026754-0001 
IT		3634		Librarian III		Mli 10.4.18: TX from 3634.
10.18.18 ML: Withdraw		(1.00)		- 0		- 0		- 0

						IT20-16 Total														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				IT Total																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Withdrawn Total																		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Approved w/ Modified Amt		ADM-HR		HR20-01		Expand Human Resources subject matter expertise capacity to meet increasing workload of Employee and Labor Relations functions, and reduce potential legal risk of the Department		A new Class 1244, Senior Human Resources Analyst position will provide San Francisco Public Library (“SFPL”) with increased Equal Employment Opportunity, Reasonable Accommodation, Leaves, and Workers’ Compensation subject matter expertise, analysis, reporting, program development, administration, tracking and claim/liability mitigation capabilities.
This Senior Human Resources Analyst will be responsible for the intake, analysis, reporting of, and response to claims of discrimination, harassment and retaliation arising under the State and Federal anti-discrimination laws, and City and County of San Francisco (“City”) policies and Civil Service Commission Rules. 
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for intake, analysis, and administration of requests for reasonable accommodation under State and Federal laws; for facilitating the interactive process as required by State and Federal laws; and for ensuring that the SFPL complies with the City’s Reasonable Accommodation Procedures for Employment.
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for intake, analysis, and administration of requests for leave under the Federal Family and Medical Leave Act, the California Family Rights Act, and other applicable leave laws and City policies; for engaging with employees around their requests for leave; and for ensuring that the SFPL complies with the City’s policies and procedures for leaves of absence. 
SFPL has seen an increase in the number of complaints of discrimination reported to the City’s EEO unit and additional human resources capacity is needed to handle this work. Presently, SFPL lacks dedicated resources to provide comprehensive EEO/Reasonable Accommodation/Leaves/Workers’ Compensation response capabilities.  These responsibilities currently are shared by other Class 1244 Senior Human Resources Analysts, who also perform Employee and Labor Relations functions.  A dedicated resource will add value to the services provided by HR to the Department, and will allow SFPL HR to be better positioned to respond to and mitigate complaints of alleged harassment and discrimination and handle requests for reasonable accommodation and leave in compliance with State and Federal law without competing priorities and, ultimately, reduce legal risk to the Department. An additional Class 1244 position dedicated to performing EEO/Reasonable Accommodation/Leaves/Workers’ Compensation functions will also help alleviate potential claims of conflict of interest and unfair investigation, and potential additional legal liabilities that may arise when staff members are simultaneously involved in, for example, EEO and Employee relations matters involving the same employee.		10026751-0001 
Admin		1220		Payroll Clerk		LR 10.5.2018 MS 10.24.18: Sub to 1246 rather than 1244		(1.00)		2.00		1.00		(79,982.50)

										A new Class 1244, Senior Human Resources Analyst position will provide San Francisco Public Library (“SFPL”) with increased Equal Employment Opportunity, Reasonable Accommodation, Leaves, and Workers’ Compensation subject matter expertise, analysis, reporting, program development, administration, tracking and claim/liability mitigation capabilities.
This Senior Human Resources Analyst will be responsible for the intake, analysis, reporting of, and response to claims of discrimination, harassment and retaliation arising under the State and Federal anti-discrimination laws, and City and County of San Francisco (“City”) policies and Civil Service Commission Rules. 
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for intake, analysis, and administration of requests for reasonable accommodation under State and Federal laws; for facilitating the interactive process as required by State and Federal laws; and for ensuring that the SFPL complies with the City’s Reasonable Accommodation Procedures for Employment.
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for intake, analysis, and administration of requests for leave under the Federal Family and Medical Leave Act, the California Family Rights Act, and other applicable leave laws and City policies; for engaging with employees around their requests for leave; and for ensuring that the SFPL complies with the City’s policies and procedures for leaves of absence. 
SFPL has seen an increase in the number of complaints of discrimination reported to the City’s EEO unit and additional human resources capacity is needed to handle this work. Presently, SFPL lacks dedicated resources to provide comprehensive EEO/Reasonable Accommodation/Leaves/Workers’ Compensation response capabilities.  These responsibilities currently are shared by other Class 1244 Senior Human Resources Analysts, who also perform Employee and Labor Relations functions.  A dedicated resource will add value to the services provided by HR to the Department, and will allow SFPL HR to be better positioned to respond to and mitigate complaints of alleged harassment and discrimination and handle requests for reasonable accommodation and leave in compliance with State and Federal law without competing priorities and, ultimately, reduce legal risk to the Department. An additional Class 1244 position dedicated to performing EEO/Reasonable Accommodation/Leaves/Workers’ Compensation functions will also help alleviate potential claims of conflict of interest and unfair investigation, and potential additional legal liabilities that may arise when staff members are simultaneously involved in, for example, EEO and Employee relations matters involving the same employee.
		10026751-0001 
Admin		1244		Senior Human Resources Analyst		LR 10.5.2018 MS 10.24.18: Sub to 1246 rather than 1244 MS 10.30.18: at a 10.30 mtg LR agreed to 1246. Focus would still be Labor & EE relations + Org Dev. Bgt at Step 5. MS 12.31.18: switched back to 1244 from 1246		1.00		4.00		5.00		123,195.75

						HR20-01 Total														- 0		6.00		6.00		43,213.25

				ADM-HR Total																- 0		6.00		6.00		43,213.25

		Approved w/ Modified Amt Total																		- 0		6.00		6.00		43,213.25

		Grand Total																		8.70		76.00		76.00		1,089,828.01
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		Division

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
		Division Request Date		Division Requester		Division BP#
(2-3 Ltr Code+BY+Seq. #)

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
3 Ltr Code = Div or Unit Code, E.G. CTS, FIN
BY = Budget Year, E.G. 20

If your BP has both nonlabor & labor plz use the same BP Code		Proposal Title
(Please use action-oriented words)

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
(1) A Position BP will only have 1 line when asking for a new position.
(2) Position changes to reassign OR substitute will have 2 lines, one reducing and 1 adding. If reassigning a position from one Division to another Division the Division losing the position should create the BP. Reassigning within Division cost centers (e.g. adult to youth) should be documented here as well if it's not already been part of a Priority Vacancy Meeting discussion.
(3) For TEMP, OT, PREMIUM changes, please talk to FIN b/c FIN will coordinate those BPs/changes.
(4) FIN will do the TX cleanup entries, no BP needed.		Proposal Description/Justification		Action
(Reassign, Sub, New, Ltd Tenure)		PeopleSoft 
Project & Activity Codes
(formerly index code)

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
Choose TBD if you are not sure or call FIN		Classification		Classification Title		FY 20 Proposed 
FTE Change		FY 20 Original 
Budget FTE 
Class Total 
(FIN ONLY)		FY 20 Revised 
Budget FTE 
Class Total 
(FIN ONLY)		FY 20 Proposed 
Cost Change 
(FIN ONLY)

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
FIN will estimate the salary cost changes

		Urgency 
Scale
1 (less urgent) to 5 (urgent)		Importance 
Scale
1 (less important) to 5 (important)		Strategic Priority		Comments
(Insert initials & date)		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		If Approved is this 
a Cut Option 
(Yes/No)

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
Tell us if this proposal could be cut at any budget phase: Yes or No		

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
(1) A Position BP will only have 1 line when asking for a new position.
(2) Position changes to reassign OR substitute will have 2 lines, one reducing and 1 adding. If reassigning a position from one Division to another Division the Division losing the position should create the BP. Reassigning within Division cost centers (e.g. adult to youth) should be documented here as well if it's not already been part of a Priority Vacancy Meeting discussion.
(3) For TEMP, OT, PREMIUM changes, please talk to FIN b/c FIN will coordinate those BPs/changes.
(4) FIN will do the TX cleanup entries, no BP needed.						

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
Choose TBD if you are not sure or call FIN												

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
FIN will estimate the salary cost changes

														Position 
Reference Code 
(FIN ONLY)		Include in LC Pivot
(FIN ONLY)		BPMS Entry
(FIN ONLY)

		COM - Adult		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-07		Transitional Age Youth (TAY) program support and workforce development 		Hire two Temporary Exempt 9912s to support TAY programming and outreach at the Main.  Responds to City priorities to alleviate homelessness and create workforce development programs.		Limited Tenure		10026755-0001 
Main Library Operations		9912		Public Service Aid		1.00		1.62		1.62		35,804		2		4		Literacy & Learning		TF 10.5.18. MS 10.14.18: reallocate the IPO monies. CM I think TAY salaries should be in ADM, not CTS.		Approved but in Base Budget		Yes		N/A		N/A		TBD

		COM - Youth		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-08		Media production support in the Mix		The Mix is not adequately staffed relative to need for expertise in digital media production.  We propose to TX 2 vacant Page positions from other Main departments.		Reassign		10026755-0001 
Main Library Operations		3602		Library Page		(1.00)		51.00		50.00		(56,479)		4		4		Youth Engagement		TF 10.5.18
CM 10.9.18:Move two PT 3602 from Main Adult to Main Youth		Approved		Yes		LB20-14		No		1/2/19

		COM - Youth		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-08		Media production support in the Mix		The Mix is not adequately staffed relative to need for expertise in digital media production.  We propose to TX 2 vacant Page positions from other Main departments.		Reassign		10001717-0002 
Main Youth Services		3602		Library Page		1.00		4.00		5.00		56,479		4		4		Youth Engagement		TF 10.5.18
CM 10.9.18:Move two PT 3602 from Main Adult to Main Youth		Approved		Yes		LB20-14		No		1/2/19

		COM - Youth		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-08		Media production support in the Mix		The Mix is not adequately staffed relative to need for expertise in digital media production.  We propose to TX 2 vacant Page positions from other Main departments.		Substitute		10001717-0002 
Main Youth Services		3602		Library Page		(1.00)		5.00

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
Temp FY 20 figure with the reassignment.		4.00		(56,479)		4		4		Youth Engagement		TF 10.5.18
CM 10.9.18:Substitute two 0.5 FTE 3602 to 1 FTE 1766 in Main Youth.		Approved		Yes		LB20-14		No		1/2/19

		COM - Youth		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-08		Media production support in the Mix		The Mix is not adequately staffed relative to need for expertise in digital media production.  We propose to TX 2 vacant Page positions from other Main departments.		Substitute		10001717-0002 
Main Youth Services		1766		Media Production Technician		1.00		0.00		1.00		72,092		4		4		Youth Engagement		TF 10.5.18
CM 10.9.18: Substitute two 0.5 FTE 3602 to 1 FTE 1766 in Main Youth.		Approved		Yes		LB20-14		No		1/2/19

		COB - Adult		10/5/18		Cathy Delneo		COB20-04		Increase TEMP salaries		Increase amount in temp salaries budget to support branch public service service hours, which expanded in 2017. The temp salaries funds support extra hours coverage for planned and unplanned absences of permanent positions as well as staff training.		Other		10026752-0001 
Branch Library Operations		3630		Temporary		- 0						150,000		5		5		Organizational Excellence		RAV 10.5.2018 FIN to provide more data on 10.10.2018 to COB for possible adjustment in amount. 
CM10.10.18: COB Temp budget $181,500. FY18 actuals:$148K.  Overall FY18 YE balance for Salaries -Adult: ($396,190), Salaries -Youth: $669,962.  MS 10.24.18: realign b/w the cost centers		Approved				N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-10		IT Receiver and Inventory Staff		CON audit requires better asset management especially during receiving of equipment (hardware and software).  We currently do not have a position dedicated for this task.  In order for accountability, a designated person is needed.		New		10026754-0001 
IT		1092		IT Operations Support Administrator II		0.77						63,664		4		4		Organizational Excellence		Mli 10.4.18: CON audit & IT really needs it for accountability. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		Denied		No		N/A		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-11		IT Cybersecurity Manager		Growing need to support security requires more resources to meet security expectations.  Technology in this field is growing and becoming more complicated.  Also, backup and coverage is needed to have the expertise available 24/7.		New		10026754-0001 
IT		1044		IS Engineer-Principal		0.77						133,473		5		5		Organizational Excellence		Mli 10.4.18: CON audit & cybersecurity is really scary.  We are not prepared. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		Denied		No		N/A		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-12		IT System Engineer Staff		More systems are being introduced at the Library.  This means more vendors, cloud services, servers and storage.  To meet the growth, resources is needed to ensure efficient and effective operations.		New		10026754-0001 
IT		1042		IS Engineer-Journey		0.77						103,948		3		3		Organizational Excellence		Mli 10.4.18: LIB is relying on systems more and more. Trying to keep systems from crashing keeps me up at night. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		Denied		Yes		N/A		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-13		IT Support Admin Staff		There is an increase of support needs because of the complexity of computer usage.  Also, increase hours resulted in an increase of support requests.  This position could give us a split shift possibility if both 1092 were filled, which will result in extending IT hours to match LIB open hours.		New		10026754-0001 
IT		1092		IT Operations Support Administrator II		0.77						63,664		2		2		Organizational Excellence		Mli 10.4.18: This will improve customer support by having more resources to cover hours and resolving issues. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		Denied		Yes		N/A		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-14		Library Assistant		Media and AV unit would like to convert 3610PT to FT.  Increase demand of services systemwide.		New		10026754-0001 
IT		3610		Library Assistant		0.39						26,693		4		4		Organizational Excellence		Mli 10.4.18: AV cannot meet demand or coverage. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		Denied		No		N/A		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-15		Library Page		Media and AV unit would like to convert 3602PT to FT.  Increase demand of services systemwide.		New		10026754-0001 
IT		3602		Library Page		0.39						21,744		1		1		Organizational Excellence		Mli 10.4.18: AV cannot meet demand or coverage. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		Denied		Yes		N/A		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-16		IT Assistant Chief of Information Technology		LIB's reliance on IT systems has elevated the need for an Assistant CIO that will manage day-to-day operations of the IT department.		Substitute		10026754-0001 
IT		923		Manager II		1.00		N/A		N/A		N/A		4		4		Organizational Excellence		Mli 10.4.18: TX from 3634.
10.18.18 ML: Withdraw		Withdrawn		No		N/A		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-16		IT Assistant Chief of Information Technology		LIB's reliance on IT systems has elevated the need for an Assistant CIO that will manage day-to-day operations of the IT department.  Substitute 1FTE 3634 to 1 FTE 0923		Substitute		10026754-0001 
IT		3634		Librarian III		(1.00)		N/A		N/A		N/A		4		4		Organizational Excellence		Mli 10.4.18: TX from 3634.
10.18.18 ML: Withdraw		Withdrawn		No		N/A		N/A		N/A

		ADM-HR		10/5/18		Lori Regler		HR20-01		Expand Human Resources subject matter expertise capacity to meet increasing workload of Employee and Labor Relations functions, and reduce potential legal risk of the Department		A new Class 1244, Senior Human Resources Analyst position will provide San Francisco Public Library (“SFPL”) with increased Equal Employment Opportunity, Reasonable Accommodation, Leaves, and Workers’ Compensation subject matter expertise, analysis, reporting, program development, administration, tracking and claim/liability mitigation capabilities.
This Senior Human Resources Analyst will be responsible for the intake, analysis, reporting of, and response to claims of discrimination, harassment and retaliation arising under the State and Federal anti-discrimination laws, and City and County of San Francisco (“City”) policies and Civil Service Commission Rules. 
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for intake, analysis, and administration of requests for reasonable accommodation under State and Federal laws; for facilitating the interactive process as required by State and Federal laws; and for ensuring that the SFPL complies with the City’s Reasonable Accommodation Procedures for Employment.
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for intake, analysis, and administration of requests for leave under the Federal Family and Medical Leave Act, the California Family Rights Act, and other applicable leave laws and City policies; for engaging with employees around their requests for leave; and for ensuring that the SFPL complies with the City’s policies and procedures for leaves of absence. 
SFPL has seen an increase in the number of complaints of discrimination reported to the City’s EEO unit and additional human resources capacity is needed to handle this work. Presently, SFPL lacks dedicated resources to provide comprehensive EEO/Reasonable Accommodation/Leaves/Workers’ Compensation response capabilities.  These responsibilities currently are shared by other Class 1244 Senior Human Resources Analysts, who also perform Employee and Labor Relations functions.  A dedicated resource will add value to the services provided by HR to the Department, and will allow SFPL HR to be better positioned to respond to and mitigate complaints of alleged harassment and discrimination and handle requests for reasonable accommodation and leave in compliance with State and Federal law without competing priorities and, ultimately, reduce legal risk to the Department. An additional Class 1244 position dedicated to performing EEO/Reasonable Accommodation/Leaves/Workers’ Compensation functions will also help alleviate potential claims of conflict of interest and unfair investigation, and potential additional legal liabilities that may arise when staff members are simultaneously involved in, for example, EEO and Employee relations matters involving the same employee.		Substitute		10026751-0001 
Admin		1220		Payroll Clerk		(1.00)		2.00		1.00		(79,983)		5		4		Organizational Excellence		LR 10.5.2018 MS 10.24.18: Sub to 1246 rather than 1244		Approved w/ Modified Amt		No		LB20-12		No		1/2/19

		ADM-HR		10/5/18		Lori Regler		HR20-01		Expand Human Resources subject matter expertise capacity to meet increasing workload of Employee and Labor Relations functions, and reduce potential legal risk of the Department		A new Class 1244, Senior Human Resources Analyst position will provide San Francisco Public Library (“SFPL”) with increased Equal Employment Opportunity, Reasonable Accommodation, Leaves, and Workers’ Compensation subject matter expertise, analysis, reporting, program development, administration, tracking and claim/liability mitigation capabilities.
This Senior Human Resources Analyst will be responsible for the intake, analysis, reporting of, and response to claims of discrimination, harassment and retaliation arising under the State and Federal anti-discrimination laws, and City and County of San Francisco (“City”) policies and Civil Service Commission Rules. 
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for intake, analysis, and administration of requests for reasonable accommodation under State and Federal laws; for facilitating the interactive process as required by State and Federal laws; and for ensuring that the SFPL complies with the City’s Reasonable Accommodation Procedures for Employment.
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for intake, analysis, and administration of requests for leave under the Federal Family and Medical Leave Act, the California Family Rights Act, and other applicable leave laws and City policies; for engaging with employees around their requests for leave; and for ensuring that the SFPL complies with the City’s policies and procedures for leaves of absence. 
SFPL has seen an increase in the number of complaints of discrimination reported to the City’s EEO unit and additional human resources capacity is needed to handle this work. Presently, SFPL lacks dedicated resources to provide comprehensive EEO/Reasonable Accommodation/Leaves/Workers’ Compensation response capabilities.  These responsibilities currently are shared by other Class 1244 Senior Human Resources Analysts, who also perform Employee and Labor Relations functions.  A dedicated resource will add value to the services provided by HR to the Department, and will allow SFPL HR to be better positioned to respond to and mitigate complaints of alleged harassment and discrimination and handle requests for reasonable accommodation and leave in compliance with State and Federal law without competing priorities and, ultimately, reduce legal risk to the Department. An additional Class 1244 position dedicated to performing EEO/Reasonable Accommodation/Leaves/Workers’ Compensation functions will also help alleviate potential claims of conflict of interest and unfair investigation, and potential additional legal liabilities that may arise when staff members are simultaneously involved in, for example, EEO and Employee relations matters involving the same employee.
		Substitute		10026751-0001 
Admin		1244		Senior Human Resources Analyst		1.00		4.00		5.00		123,196		5		4		Organizational Excellence		LR 10.5.2018 MS 10.24.18: Sub to 1246 rather than 1244 MS 10.30.18: at a 10.30 mtg LR agreed to 1246. Focus would still be Labor & EE relations + Org Dev. Bgt at Step 5. MS 12.31.18: switched back to 1244 from 1246		Approved w/ Modified Amt		No		LB20-12		No		1/2/19

		ADM-HR		10/5/18		Lori Regler		HR20-02		Increase talent acquisition expertise to align with City's DHR recruitment modernization related requirements, and onboarding programs		A new Class 1244 Senior Human Resources Analyst position will provide San Francisco Public Library (“SFPL”) with increased talent acquisition expertise, analysis, reporting, program development, and efficiency.  This Senior Human Resources Analyst will be responsible for talent acquisition including difficult and complex professional and technical work in examinations for a wide-range of classifications within the SFPL, including conducting job analyses in collaboration with subject matter experts; developing and administering Position Based Tests on behalf of the SFPL; preparing and posting job announcements; and overseeing the overall administration of exam processes.
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for managing the SFPL’s de-identification program of post-referral selection processes including overseeing the review and evaluation of job applications and other application materials for SFPL positions; and ensuring that certain information is redacted from job applications and other application materials pursuant to requirements by the Civil Service Rules and the City’s Department of Human Resources. 
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will oversee the SFPL’s onboarding program, including coordinating and overseeing for all SFPL recruitments: candidate reference checks and employment verification; issuing conditional offers of employment; the fingerprinting and background check processes in collaboration with the City’s Department of Human Resources; issuing final offers of employment; administering appointment processing of newly-hired SFPL employees; collaborating with the SFPL Training Officer around new employee orientation and other required trainings for newly-hired SFPL employees; making regular contacts with candidates, hiring managers, and other personnel to furnish and obtain information; and gathering, preparing, compiling, reviewing and maintaining important personnel information reports and records.
Effective October 15, 2018, the SFPL must comply with the City’s Civil Service Rules and requirements of the City’s Department of Human Resources related to de-identification of certain candidate information during the post-referral selection process.  As a result, it is anticipated that SFPL Human Resources will need additional capacity to administer Position Based Tests and to oversee the redaction of certain candidate information. Additionally, the SFPL Human Resources Division is developing a holistic employee onboarding program to enhance the candidate experience, promote early employee engagement, and streamline the hiring process. This employee onboarding program requires coordination and oversight beyond the current capacity of SFPL Human Resources.
		New		10026751-0001 
Admin		1244		Senior Human Resources Analyst		0.77		N/A		N/A		92,236		5		4		Organizational Excellence		LR 10.5.2020		Denied		No		N/A		N/A		N/A

		ADM-HR		10/5/18		Lori Regler		HR20-03		Increase capacity to manage HR critical areas in organizational development, learning and performance management		A new Class 0922 Deputy Human Resources Director position will provide San Francisco Public Library (“SFPL”) with increased capacity to manage critical areas of human resources, including organizational development, learning and development, and performance management. 		New		10026751-0001 
Admin		0922		Deputy Human Resources Director		0.77		N/A		N/A		102,402		4		4		Organizational Excellence		LR 10.5.2021		Denied		No		N/A		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Admin		10/2/18		Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-40		Expand analytic and administrative capacity		Improve division efficiency by hiring a full-time 1820 Junior Administrative Analyst to provide administrative and analytical services for Custodial and Security team. Currently, both units do not have sufficient administrative support. The 1820 will help with managing and administering Custodial and Security budgets and projects, such as the Security System camera, electronic Restroom Alert program of branches and restroom conditions. And will also help with generating reports for management team, as well as coordinating deliverable branch services. Monitor vacation tracking, sick leave balances as well as oversight of part time and as needed staff accumulated hours; along with data entry of daily time off records and leave of absence. Responsible for Custodial Inventory Management controls of supplies and equipment mandated by the 2014 Controllers Office Audit. 		New		10026751-0001 
Admin		1820		Junior Administrative Analyst		0.77						57,573		5		5		Organizational Excellence		RT 10/02/2018: To increase administrative services for Custodial and Security		Denied		No		N/A		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Admin		10/2/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-41		Substitute Stationary Engineer (7334)		Substitute one Stationary Engineer (7334) position for a Superintendent (7120) due to decreased availability of qualified Stationary Engineers and need for increased Engineering oversight for entire Library campus.    		Substitute		10026751-0001 
Admin		7334		Stationary Engineer		(1.00)		7.00		6.00		(98,273)		4		5		Organizational Excellence				Approved		No		LB20-15		No		1/2/19

		FAC - Admin		10/2/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-41		Substitute Superintendent (7120)		Substitute one Stationary Engineer (7334) position for a Superintendent (7120) due to decreased availability of qualified Stationary Engineers and need for increased Engineering oversight for entire SFPL campus.    Improves Engineering operation, maintenance, and repair capabilities for department above and beyond the normal level of a Chief Engineer (7205).  		Substitute		10026751-0001 
Admin		7120		Buildings & Grounds Maintenance Superintendent		1.00		0.00		1.00		143,022		4		5		Organizational Excellence				Approved		No		LB20-15		No		1/2/19

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-14		The Bridge tech and outreach support		Return 1840 position (Vice: VEAL) to Bridge for tutor/learner coordination efforts		New		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		1840		Junior Management Assistant		0.77						61,387		4		3		Literacy & Learning		MJ 10.05.18 Recognize additional need for support in Bridge for tutors and learners due to growth of Fog Readers and other programs		Denied		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-15		MOS Tech support		Return 3616 position to MOS 		New		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		3616		Library Technical Assistant 1		0.77						62,872		4		3		Literacy & Learning		MJ 10.05.18: 3616 position (PT) removed from MOS to support a need at GGV with promise that FT 3616 would be returned to unit in following year.		Denied		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-16		CPP Literacy and Learning Manager		TX 3632 Bridge manager position to 3634 to support systemwide tech and learning programs		Substitute		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		3634		Librarian 3		1.00		1.00		2.00		116,011.00		4		5		Literacy & Learning		MJ 10.05.18: Adding position placeholder for 2021
CM10.9.18: so this should be new instead of substitution? MJ 10.19.18 Revising to a substitution from 3632 to 3634 MS 12.31.18: we'll wait on this & maybe use another position to be vacated.		Deferred		Yes		N/A		N/A		N/A

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-16		CPP Literacy and Learning Manager		TX 3632 Bridge manager position to 3634 to support systemwide tech and learning programs		Substitute		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		3632		Librarian 2		(1.00)		2.00		1.00		(105,218.50)		4		5		Literacy & Learning		MJ 10.05.18: Adding position placeholder for 2021
CM10.9.18: so this should be new instead of substitution? MJ 10.19.18 Revising to a substitution from 3632 to 3634 MS 12.31.18: we'll wait on this & maybe use another position to be vacated.		Deferred		Yes		N/A		N/A		N/A
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Sample POS Pivot

		Proposal Title
(Please use action-oriented words)		Proposal Description/Justification		Division		PeopleSoft 
Project & Activity Codes
(formerly index code)		Classification		Classification Title		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Proposed FTE Change		Sum of FY 20 Original FTE Count		Sum of FY 20 Revised FTE Count		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Cost Change
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FY 19 Per FTE Cost Salary Only

		Note: for questions or problems with the chart below please contact Maureen or Christine. If your classification isn't listed below please use the DHR comp search data base and chose the step 5 cost for the applicable period. Copy & paste this DHR link: http://sfdhr.org/classification-and-compensation-database												1092 
Step 10		82,680		1044 
Step 13		173,342		7120 
Step 1		139,126

		Account Lvl 5 Name		5010Salary

		Class		Job Class Title		FY 19 Board FTE		FY 19 Board Amt		 FY 19 Per FTE Salary Cost

		0922_C		Manager I		2		$   265,978		132,989

		0923_C		Manager II		3		$   428,292		142,764

		0931_C		Manager III		1		$   153,932		153,932

		0932_C		Manager IV		2		$   330,518		165,259

		0952_C		Deputy Director II		6		$   923,586		153,931

		0953_C		Deputy Director III		1		$   191,316		191,316

		0964_C		Department Head IV		1		$   250,179		250,179

		1042_C		IS Engineer-Journey		3		$   404,994		134,998

		1043_C		IS Engineer-Senior		2		$   299,186		149,593

		1052_C		IS Business Analyst		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		1053_C		IS Business Analyst-Senior		1		$   126,107		126,107

		1062_C		IS Programmer Analyst		3		$   282,154		94,051

		1063_C		IS Programmer Analyst-Senior		1		$   114,377		114,377

		1070_C		IS Project Director		1		$   160,948		160,948

		1093_C		IT Operations Support Administrator III		8		$   803,828		100,479

		1094_C		IT Operations Support Administrator IV		1		$   122,144		122,144

		1095_C		IT Operations Support Administrator V		1		$   131,463		131,463

		1202_C		Personnel Clerk		1		$   67,700		67,700

		1204_C		Senior Personnel Clerk		1		$   78,358		78,358

		1220_C		Payroll Clerk		2		$   155,538		77,769

		1222_C		Senior Payroll And Personnel Clerk		2		$   170,642		85,321

		1224_C		Principal Payroll And Personnel Clerk		1		$   94,051		94,051

		1232_C		Training Officer		1		$   103,505		103,505

		1241_C		Personnel Analyst		1		$   102,648		102,648

		1244_C		Senior Personnel Analyst		4		$   479,148		119,787

		1314_C		Public Relations Officer		1		$   108,164		108,164

		1404_C		Clerk		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		1406_C		Senior Clerk		1		$   63,094		63,094

		1436_C		Braillist		0.5		$   33,194		66,388

		1446_C		Secretary II		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		1452_C		Executive Secretary II		1		$   91,588		91,588

		1544_C		Secretary, Library Commission		1		$   109,155		109,155

		1630_C		Account Clerk		1		$   65,236		65,236

		1632_C		Senior Account Clerk		1		$   75,493		75,493

		1634_C		Principal Account Clerk		1		$   85,321		85,321

		1652_C		Accountant II		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		1654_C		Accountant III		1		$   110,280		110,280

		1657_C		Accountant IV		1		$   127,633		127,633

		1766_C		Media Production Technician		2		$   144,184		72,092

		1767_C		Media Programming Specialist		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		1771_C		Media Production Specialist		1		$   82,107		82,107

		1773_C		Media Training Specialist		1		$   105,540		105,540

		1820_C		Junior Administrative Analyst		2		$   149,540		74,770

		1822_C		Administrative Analyst		2		$   196,726		98,363

		1823_C		Senior Administrative Analyst		1		$   114,618		114,618

		1824_C		Principal Administrative Analyst		2		$   265,336		132,668

		1840_C		Junior Management Assistant		7		$   558,068		79,724

		1842_C		Management Assistant		3		$   271,548		90,516

		1844_C		Senior Management Assistant		1		$   103,719		103,719

		1926_C		Senior Materials And Supplies Supervisor		1		$   68,476		68,476

		2595_C		Senior Employee Assistance Counselor		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		2708_C		Custodian		46		$   2,922,019		63,522

		2716_C		Custodial Assistant Supervisor		5		$   349,345		69,869

		2718_C		Custodial Supervisor		1		$   77,046		77,046

		2720_C		Janitorial Services Supervisor		1		$   84,946		84,946

		3374_C		Volunteer/Outreach Coordinator		1		$   86,392		86,392

		3520_C		Museum Preparator		1		$   64,942		64,942

		3541_C		Curator I		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		3542_C		Curator II		2		$   176,480		88,240

		3602_C		Library Page		144		$   8,132,977		56,479

		3610_C		Library Assistant		68.5		$   4,749,339		69,333

		3616_C		Library Technical Assistant I		67.5		$   5,511,524		81,652

		3618_C		Library Technical Assistant II		47		$   4,171,200		88,749

		3630_C		Librarian I		150.5		$   14,303,852		95,042

		3632_C		Librarian II		60		$   6,313,117		105,219

		3634_C		Librarian III		17		$   1,972,187		116,011

		5320_C		Illustrator And Art Designer		1		$   93,435		93,435

		5322_C		Graphic Artist		2.5		$   179,760		71,904

		7120_C		Buildings And Grounds Maintenance Superi		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		7205_C		Chief Stationary Engineer		1		$   121,206		121,206

		7215_C		General Laborer Supervisor I		1		$   79,483		79,483

		7334_C		Stationary Engineer		7		$   668,857		95,551

		7335_C		Senior Stationary Engineer		2		$   216,596		108,298

		7344_C		Carpenter		1		$   97,292		97,292

		7345_C		Electrician		1		$   109,396		109,396

		7346_C		Painter		1		$   89,579		89,579

		7355_C		Truck Driver		5.5		$   506,530		92,096

		7416_C		Book Repairer		3		$   198,681		66,227

		7418_C		Senior Book Repairer		1		$   80,045		80,045

		7514_C		General Laborer		1		$   71,770		71,770

		8207_C		Building And Grounds Patrol Officer		21.5		$   1,524,639		70,913

		8211_C		Supervising Building and Grounds Patrol		3		$   228,728		76,243

		9251_C		Public Relations Manager		1		$   143,434		143,434

		9704_C		Employment & Training Specialist III		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		9912_C		Public Service Aide - Technical		0.5		$   17,902		35,804

		9976_C		Technology Expert I		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		9991M_Z		One Day Adjustment - Misc		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		9993M_Z		Attrition Savings - Miscellaneous		-59.58		$   (4,975,431)		83,508

		HOLIM_E		Holiday Pay - Miscellaneous		0		$   2,097		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		OVERM_E		Overtime - Miscellaneous		0		$   30,800		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		PREMM_E		Premium Pay - Miscellaneous		0		$   774,338		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		STEPM_Z		Step Adjustments, Miscellaneous		0		$   (649,078)		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		TEMPM_E		Temporary - Miscellaneous		7.89		$   795,780		100,859

		Grand Total				696.31		$   58,490,817		84,001





Validation List

		Division Name		1x/Ongoing		PS Project & Activity Codes Combined		PS Account		Approval Status		Position Action		Strategic Priority

		ADM-CLO		One-Time		10026753-0001 
Facilities		501010 Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular		Approved		Reassign		Premier Urban Library

		ADM-HR		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		501070 Holiday Pay - Misc		Denied		Substitute		Literacy & Learning

		ADM-FIN				10026751-0001 
Admin		509010 Premium Pay - Misc		Approved w/ Modified Amt		New		Youth Engagement

		ADM-RSA				10026751-0005 
Debt Payment Fund		511010 Overtime - Scheduled Misc		Approved w/ Alternate Source		Limited Tenure		Organizational Excellence

		ADM-COMM				10026751-0006 
Communications-Public Affairs		513010 Retire City Misc		Approved but in Base Budget		Position Cleanup		Digital Strategies

		COM - Adult				10026752-0001 
Branch Library Operations		514010 Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)		Approved but in Current Budget		Other		Partnerships for Excellence

		COM - Youth				10001714-0031 
Branch Youth Services		514020 Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)		Withdrawn				Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure

		CPP - Adult				10026755-0001 
Main Library Operations		515010 Health Service-City Match		Deferred

		CPP - Youth				10026755-0002 
Main Library DOE WO		515020 Retiree Health-Match-Prop B		Pending additional discussion

		COB - Adult				10001717-0002 
Main Youth Services		515030 RetireeHlthCare-CityMatchPropC

		COB - Youth				10023853-0001 
History Center		515610 Health Service-Retiree Subsidy

		CTS - Adult				10001718-0005 
CTS Adult		515710 Dependent Coverage

		CTS - Youth				10001718-0001 
Youth Collections		516010 Dental Coverage

		IT				10001718-0002 
Trasitional-Aged Youth		517010 Unemployment Insurance

		FAC - Admin				10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		519010 Fringe Adjustments-Budget

		FAC - Security				10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		519110 Flexible Benefit Package

		FAC - Engrg				10023856-0001 
Summer Reading GF		519120 Long Term Disability Insurance

		FAC - Custodial				Capital		519130 Life Insurance

						TBD		519990 Other Fringe Benefits

						10026753-0002		520010 Indirect Cost Reimbursement

						10026753-0003		521030 Air Travel - Employees

						10026753-0004		521050 Non-Air Travel - Employees

						10026753-0005		522010 Training Costs Paid To Emplye

								522020 Training Costs Paid To Vendors

								523010 Auto Mileage

								523020 Local Field Exp

								523050 Employee Recognition

								524010 Membership Fees

								525010 Promotional & Entertainmnt Exp

								526610 Interpreters

								527310 Legal Services

								527610 Systems Consulting Services

								527830 Stipends

								527990 Other Professional Services

								528010 Scavenger Services

								528020 Janitorial Services

								528030 Pest Control

								528990 Other Bldg Maint Svcs

								529110 Dp-Wp Equipment Maint

								529310 Office Equip Maint

								529510 Construction Equip Maint

								529990 Other Equip Maint

								530110 Property Rent

								530410 Base Rent-Debt Svc-Bldg-Struct

								531990 Other Equipment Rentals

								532410 Telephone Chrgs-Non Work Order

								535000 Other Current Expenses - Bdgt

								535110 Cleaning Laundry

								535210 Freight-Delivery

								535310 Graphics

								535510 Copy Machine

								535610 Postage

								535810 Advertising

								535960 Software Licensing Fees

								535990 Other Current Expenses

								540000 Materials & Supplies-Budget

								542110 Electrical

								542210 Hardware

								542310 Lighting

								542410 Lumber

								542510 Painters Supplies

								542610 Plumbing Supplies

								542810 Small Tools And Intruments

								542990 Other Bldg Maint Supplies

								543990 Other Equipment Maint Supplies

								545310 Uniforms

								545990 Other Safety Expenses

								546990 Food

								547990 Fuels & Lubricants

								549210 Data Processing Supplies

								549410 Minor Furnishings

								549500 Office Supply-Citywide Contrac

								549510 Other Office Supplies

								549700 Library Materials - Bdgt Only

								549710 Physical Collections-LIB Only

								549720 Electronic Collection-LIB Only

								549770 Audio-Visual Equipt&Suppl-5K&<

								549990 Other Materials & Supplies

								552110 Taxes

								552210 Fees Licenses Permits

								560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget

								567000 Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget

								581050 GF-Arts Commission

								581051 GF-PUC-Light Heat & Power

								581063 PUC Sewer Service Charges

								581064 Ef-PUC-Water Charges

								581065 Adm-Real Estate Special Svcs

								581066 Sr-DPW-Architecture

								581067 Sr-DPW-Building Repair

								581068 Sr-DPW-Street Cleaning

								581130 GF-Con-Internal Audits

								581140 Is-TIS-Isd Services

								581170 GF-Risk Management Svcs (AAO)

								581210 Is-TIS-Isd Svcs-Infrast Cost

								581245 GF-CON-Information System Ops

								581270 GF-City Attorney-Legal Service

								581280 TIS-Sfgtv Services (AAO)

								581290 Con-Fin Systems Replacement Pr

								581325 Enterprise Agreement

								581360 GF-TIS-Telephone(AAO)

								581410 GF-GSA-Facilities Mgmt Svcs

								581430 GF-HR-Equal Emplymnt Opportuni

								581440 GF-HR-Recruitment-Assessnt W-O

								581450 GF-HR-Mgmt Training

								581460 GF-HR-Workers' Comp Claims

								581470 GF-HR-Client Svc-Recrut-Assess

								581480 GF-HR-Employee Relations

								581500 GF-Human Rights Commission

								581520 Ef-SFGH-Medical Service

								581560 GF-HR-Tuition Reimbursemnt W-O

								581570 GF-Chs-Medical Service

								581580 GF-Chs-Toxic Waste&Haz Mat Svc

								581600 GF-HR-Tuition Reimbursment Aap

								581625 Gf-Homelessness Services

								581660 GF-Chf-Youth Works

								581670 GF-Mayor'S - Cdbg

								581710 Is-Purch-Centrl Shop-AutoMaint

								581730 Is-Purch-Vehicle Leasing (AAO)

								581740 Is-Purch-Centrl Shop-FuelStock

								581820 Is-Purch-Reproduction

								581830 GF-Police Security

								581870 GF-City Hall Fellows Program

								581880 GF-Rec & Park-Gardener

								581930 GF-Sheriff

								581980 GF-Tax Collector

								538010 Community Based Org Srvcs
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Option 1: 
• Approve budget investment proposals from January 17, 2019 with the adjusted cost 

for the Sheriff’s work order
Option 2: 

• Approve budget investment proposals from January 17, 2019 with the adjusted cost 
for the Sheriff’s work order and,

• Adjust as noted below:
Strategic Priority 
Category Proposal Change Description

One-time/ 
Ongoing

 FY 20 
Estimated 

Change Amt

Facilities Maintenance 
& Infrastructure

Eliminate the $1.5M branch capital project contingency proposal for Mission and 
Ocean View projects. The $1.5M contingency is approximately 5% of the total budget 
of $28.3M ($19.8M for Mission & $8.5M for Ocean View). Both projects were fully 
funded in prior budget cycles One-time         (1,500,000)

Digital Strategies
Cut the FY 20 Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program expansion in half from 
$190.5K to $92.25K, adding 150 Chromebooks rather than 300 One-time              (95,250)

Organizational 
Excellence

Postpone the Learning Management System (LMS) investment proposal pending 
additional analysis of the City's LMS planned upgrades Ongoing              (75,000)

Partnerships for 
Excellence

Add four additional Health and Safety Associates (HASAs) to SFPL's social services 
team to provide additional services in the branches for patrons. With this increase 
there would be a total of 10 HASAs systemwide Ongoing              100,000 

Premier Urban Library
Enhance the FY 20 proposed increase for marketing by $35K for a total increase of 
$100K and a revised ongoing budget of $180K. The additional monies would be used 
for additional outdoor advertising and banners Ongoing                35,000 

       (1,535,250)

Notes: (1) Option 2 would approve all January 17, 2019 budget proposals except the changes noted above; and, (2) ongoing FY 20 cost 
changes would be reflected in both the FY 20 & FY 21 total budgets.


LC Option 2 Table



		Option 2

		Strategic Priority Category		Proposal Change Description		One-time/ Ongoing		 FY 20 
Estimated Change Amt

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Eliminate the $1.5M branch capital project contingency proposal for Mission and Ocean View projects. The $1.5M contingency is approximately 5% of the total budget of $28.3M ($19.8M for Mission & $8.5M for Ocean View). Both projects were fully funded in prior budget cycles		One-time		(1,500,000)				28.3

		Digital Strategies		Cut the FY 20 Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program expansion in half from $190.5K to $92.25K, adding 150 Chromebooks rather than 300		One-time		(95,250)

		Organizational Excellence		Postpone the Learning Management System (LMS) investment proposal pending additional analysis of the City's LMS planned upgrades		Ongoing		(75,000)

		Partnerships for Excellence		Add four additional Health and Safety Associates (HASAs) to SFPL's social services team to provide additional services in the branches for patrons. With this increase there would be a total of 10 HASAs systemwide		Ongoing		100,000

		Premier Urban Library		Enhance the FY 20 proposed increase for marketing by $35K for a total increase of $100K and a revised ongoing budget of $180K. The additional monies would be used for additional outdoor advertising and banners		Ongoing		35,000

								(1,535,250)



		Notes: (1) Option 2 would approve all January 17, 2019 budget proposals except the changes noted above; and, (2) ongoing FY 20 cost changes would be reflected in both the FY 20 & FY 21 total budgets.
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Feb 2019 High Level LC Pivo

		Division		(All)										FY 20		FY 21

		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)								1x		$   8.39		$   20.95

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)								Ongoing		$   1.19		$   2.00

												TOTALS		$   9.59		$   22.95

		Strategic Priority		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount

		Premier Urban Library		One-Time		$   155,000		$   - 0

				Ongoing		$   71,000		$   - 0

		Premier Urban Library Total				$   226,000		$   - 0

		Literacy & Learning		One-Time		$   - 0		$   850,000

				Ongoing		$   - 0		$   1,992,995

		Literacy & Learning Total				$   - 0		$   2,842,995

		Youth Engagement		One-Time		$   20,000		$   - 0

				Ongoing		$   85,000		$   - 0

		Youth Engagement Total				$   105,000		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies		One-Time		$   1,165,500		$   100,000

				Ongoing		$   149,000		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total				$   1,314,500		$   100,000

		Partnerships for Excellence		Ongoing		$   371,000		$   - 0

		Partnerships for Excellence Total				$   371,000		$   - 0

		Organizational Excellence		Ongoing		$   295,760		$   - 0

		Organizational Excellence Total				$   295,760		$   - 0

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		One-Time		$   7,053,500		$   20,000,000

				Ongoing		$   219,400		$   2,020

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total				$   7,272,900		$   20,002,020

		Grand Total				$   9,585,160		$   22,945,015

		Strategic Priority		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount						FY 20		FY 21

		Premier Urban Library		One-Time		$   155,000		$   - 0				1x		$   8.39		$   20.95

				Ongoing		$   71,000		$   - 0				Ongoing		$   1.19		$   2.00

		Premier Urban Library Total				$   226,000		$   - 0				TOTALS		$   9.59		$   22.95

		Literacy & Learning		One-Time		$   - 0		$   850,000

				Ongoing		$   - 0		$   1,992,995

		Literacy & Learning Total				$   - 0		$   2,842,995

		Youth Engagement		One-Time		$   20,000		$   - 0

				Ongoing		$   85,000		$   - 0

		Youth Engagement Total				$   105,000		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies		One-Time		$   1,165,500		$   100,000

				Ongoing		$   149,000		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total				$   1,314,500		$   100,000

		Partnerships for Excellence		Ongoing		$   371,000		$   - 0

		Partnerships for Excellence Total				$   371,000		$   - 0

		Organizational Excellence		Ongoing		$   295,760		$   - 0

		Organizational Excellence Total				$   295,760		$   - 0

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		One-Time		$   7,053,500		$   20,000,000

				Ongoing		$   219,400		$   2,020

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total				$   7,272,900		$   20,002,020

		Grand Total				$   9,585,160		$   22,945,015
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Feb 2019 LC Pivot

		Division		(All)

		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Premier Urban Library		Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board		Create a five-member Transitional Aged Youth (TAY) program advisory board to assist the Library in developing programs targeted for the TAY community. The TAY board would receive $100 stipends for their participation and would meet for five hours monthly		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   6,000		$   6,000		$   - 0		$   6,000

				Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded Summer Stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		$   80,000		$   65,000		$   145,000		$   - 0		$   145,000

				Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers		Install two remote holds pick-up lockers to increase access to library card holders in and near the Financial District at the Public Knowledge Library in the SF MOMA, and in a Hope SF project site to be determined 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   125,000		$   125,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Premier Urban Library Total								$   80,000		$   226,000		$   306,000		$   - 0		$   151,000

		Literacy & Learning		Enhance eCollections		Increase the eCollections by another 25% in FY 21 to meet growing demand.  eMedia circulation grew by 23.8% FY 18.  An increase is needed to continue providing the service at our current level for eBook & eMedia platforms Overdrive, Axis360, Hoopla and Kanopy		Ongoing		$   7,971,981		$   - 0		$   7,971,981		$   1,992,995		$   9,964,976

				Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Opening Day Adult Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 25,000 new books and AV material for the refreshment of the adult collection. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		$   6,663,054		$   - 0		$   6,663,054		$   550,000		$   7,213,054

						Opening Day Youth Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 17,000 new children and teen items for during the refreshment. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		$   2,816,474		$   - 0		$   2,816,474		$   300,000		$   3,116,474

		Literacy & Learning Total								$   17,451,509		$   - 0		$   17,451,509		$   2,842,995		$   20,294,504

		Youth Engagement		Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program		Grow the YELL program by another 20 slots for a total count of 60 system wide. YELL is a youth workforce development program paired with Summer Stride. YELL participants who complete the program receive a $500 allocation to a 529 college savings account		Ongoing		$   20,000		$   10,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Support engaging youth programs system wide		Enhance the allocation for youth programming and performers system wide including Summer Stride, STEAM programming, tricycle music fest, and The Mix teen programming		Ongoing		$   15,000		$   75,000		$   90,000		$   - 0		$   90,000

				Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials		Increase youth print budget to cover multilingual My Little Rhyme Books that are reprinted every five years as part of the Library's early literacy services and print materials to promote programs such as  Scholar Card		One-Time		$   64,000		$   20,000		$   84,000		$   - 0		$   64,000

		Youth Engagement Total								$   99,000		$   105,000		$   204,000		$   - 0		$   184,000

		Digital Strategies		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		$   - 0		$   190,500		$   190,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros		Refresh 30 public use Apple MacBook Pros at The Mix based on technology life cycles		One-Time		$   - 0		$   150,000		$   150,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix to optimize Apple product asset management and permit SFPL IT to focus on core institutional IT initiatives and projects and PC asset management		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access		Replace the existing patron telephone account management system, which is at its end of life, with current talking technology. This investment would transition this service from hardware to a subscription-based cloud service allowing the Library to continue to provide accessible telephone service for patrons to renew their materials		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   19,000		$   19,000		$   - 0		$   19,000

				Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website		Use a cloud-based web hosting solution for the Library's public website once the upgrade is completed in FY 19		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		$   - 0		$   500,000		$   500,000		$   100,000		$   100,000

				Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan 		The Library began its AV refresh plan in FY 18 at $180K/FY for up to four locations each fiscal year system wide based on need. This proposal would finalize the AV master plan to refresh and/or update all AV in community spaces with current audio, visual, and technological needs and budget the remaining funds upfront to allow for more flexible project management		One-Time		$   180,000		$   325,000		$   505,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total								$   180,000		$   1,314,500		$   1,494,500		$   100,000		$   249,000

		Partnerships for Excellence		Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main		In January 2019, the Library will pilot a restroom monitoring program with Hunters Point Family, a nonprofit, to monitor Main Library public restrooms on the weekends during operating hours. The program is based on the Public Works Pit Stop restroom monitoring program, which is part of Hunters Point Family's workforce development services. The Library's program goal is to enhance patron safety at the Main, improve the customer experience, and create a new workforce development opportunity at the Main		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main		Increase Sheriff Department's work order to reflect the revised staffing deployment at the Main, which shifted the model from a one cadet and one deputy to a two deputy model		Ongoing		$   500,000		$   271,000		$   771,000		$   - 0		$   771,000

		Partnerships for Excellence Total								$   500,000		$   371,000		$   871,000		$   - 0		$   871,000

		Organizational Excellence		Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs		Increase the Library's training budget with DHR to meet our staff's
training needs and requirements		Ongoing		$   34,000		$   26,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   75,000		$   75,000		$   - 0		$   75,000

				Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL		Enhance the analytic capacity of the Research, Strategy & Analytics team by adding a new San Francisco Fellow to the SFPL cohort for a total of two Fellows for the Library		Ongoing		$   94,760		$   94,760		$   189,520		$   - 0		$   189,520

				Implement automated IT asset inventory system		Purchase an automated IT asset inventory in order to comply with the Controller's recommendation.  This system will account for high value IT hardware and software, and will be use to manage and support its lifetime use		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Increase IT training budget		Increase IT professional training and conferences budget to meet a growing skill set demand in technology, governance, redundancy, resiliency, and security.  Staff workforce development is needed to address the increasing complexity today's IT infrastructure and to ensure reliability		Ongoing		$   40,000		$   40,000		$   80,000		$   - 0		$   80,000

		Organizational Excellence Total								$   168,760		$   295,760		$   464,520		$   - 0		$   464,520

		Grand Total								$   18,479,269		$   2,312,260		$   20,791,529		$   2,942,995		$   22,214,024				$   9,585,160		$   22,945,015

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Premier Urban Library		Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board		Create a five-member Transitional Aged Youth (TAY) program advisory board to assist the Library in developing programs targeted for the TAY community. The TAY board would receive $100 stipends for their participation and would meet for five hours monthly		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   6,000		$   6,000		$   - 0		$   6,000

				Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded Summer Stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		$   80,000		$   65,000		$   145,000		$   - 0		$   145,000

				Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers		Install two remote holds pick-up lockers to increase access to library card holders in and near the Financial District at the Public Knowledge Library in the SF MOMA, and in a Hope SF project site to be determined 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   125,000		$   125,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Premier Urban Library Total								$   80,000		$   226,000		$   306,000		$   - 0		$   151,000

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Literacy & Learning		Enhance eCollections		Increase the eCollections by another 25% in FY 21 to meet growing demand.  eMedia circulation grew by 23.8% FY 18.  An increase is needed to continue providing the service at our current level for eBook & eMedia platforms Overdrive, Axis360, Hoopla and Kanopy		Ongoing		$   7,971,981		$   - 0		$   7,971,981		$   1,992,995		$   9,964,976

				Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Opening Day Adult Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 25,000 new books and AV material for the refreshment of the adult collection. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		$   6,663,054		$   - 0		$   6,663,054		$   550,000		$   7,213,054

						Opening Day Youth Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 17,000 new children and teen items for during the refreshment. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		$   2,816,474		$   - 0		$   2,816,474		$   300,000		$   3,116,474

		Literacy & Learning Total								$   17,451,509		$   - 0		$   17,451,509		$   2,842,995		$   20,294,504

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Youth Engagement		Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program		Grow the YELL program by another 20 slots for a total count of 60 system wide. YELL is a youth workforce development program paired with Summer Stride. YELL participants who complete the program receive a $500 allocation to a 529 college savings account		Ongoing		$   20,000		$   10,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Support engaging youth programs system wide		Enhance the allocation for youth programming and performers system wide including Summer Stride, STEAM programming, tricycle music fest, and The Mix teen programming		Ongoing		$   15,000		$   75,000		$   90,000		$   - 0		$   90,000

				Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials		Increase youth print budget to cover multilingual My Little Rhyme Books that are reprinted every five years as part of the Library's early literacy services and print materials to promote programs such as  Scholar Card		One-Time		$   64,000		$   20,000		$   84,000		$   - 0		$   64,000

		Youth Engagement Total								$   99,000		$   105,000		$   204,000		$   - 0		$   184,000

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Digital Strategies		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		$   - 0		$   190,500		$   190,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros		Refresh 30 public use Apple MacBook Pros at The Mix based on technology life cycles		One-Time		$   - 0		$   150,000		$   150,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix to optimize Apple product asset management and permit SFPL IT to focus on core institutional IT initiatives and projects and PC asset management		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access		Replace the existing patron telephone account management system, which is at its end of life, with current talking technology. This investment would transition this service from hardware to a subscription-based cloud service allowing the Library to continue to provide accessible telephone service for patrons to renew their materials		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   19,000		$   19,000		$   - 0		$   19,000

				Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website		Use a cloud-based web hosting solution for the Library's public website once the upgrade is completed in FY 19		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		$   - 0		$   500,000		$   500,000		$   100,000		$   100,000

				Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan 		The Library began its AV refresh plan in FY 18 at $180K/FY for up to four locations each fiscal year system wide based on need. This proposal would finalize the AV master plan to refresh and/or update all AV in community spaces with current audio, visual, and technological needs and budget the remaining funds upfront to allow for more flexible project management		One-Time		$   180,000		$   325,000		$   505,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total								$   180,000		$   1,314,500		$   1,494,500		$   100,000		$   249,000

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Partnerships for Excellence		Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main		In January 2019, the Library will pilot a restroom monitoring program with Hunters Point Family, a nonprofit, to monitor Main Library public restrooms on the weekends during operating hours. The program is based on the Public Works Pit Stop restroom monitoring program, which is part of Hunters Point Family's workforce development services. The Library's program goal is to enhance patron safety at the Main, improve the customer experience, and create a new workforce development opportunity at the Main		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main		Increase Sheriff Department's work order to reflect the revised staffing deployment at the Main, which shifted the model from a one cadet and one deputy to a two deputy model		Ongoing		$   500,000		$   271,000		$   771,000		$   - 0		$   771,000

		Partnerships for Excellence Total								$   500,000		$   371,000		$   871,000		$   - 0		$   871,000

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Organizational Excellence		Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs		Increase the Library's training budget with DHR to meet our staff's
training needs and requirements		Ongoing		$   34,000		$   26,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   75,000		$   75,000		$   - 0		$   75,000

				Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL		Enhance the analytic capacity of the Research, Strategy & Analytics team by adding a new San Francisco Fellow to the SFPL cohort for a total of two Fellows for the Library		Ongoing		$   94,760		$   94,760		$   189,520		$   - 0		$   189,520

				Implement automated IT asset inventory system		Purchase an automated IT asset inventory in order to comply with the Controller's recommendation.  This system will account for high value IT hardware and software, and will be use to manage and support its lifetime use		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Increase IT training budget		Increase IT professional training and conferences budget to meet a growing skill set demand in technology, governance, redundancy, resiliency, and security.  Staff workforce development is needed to address the increasing complexity today's IT infrastructure and to ensure reliability		Ongoing		$   40,000		$   40,000		$   80,000		$   - 0		$   80,000

		Organizational Excellence Total								$   168,760		$   295,760		$   464,520		$   - 0		$   464,520

						GRAND TOTALS				$   18,479,269		$   2,312,260		$   20,791,529		$   2,942,995		$   22,214,024
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Feb 2019 FAC LC Pivot

		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)

		Division		(Multiple Items)

		PeopleSoft 
Project & Activity Codes 
(formerly index code)		(All)

		PeopleSoft 
Account 
(formerly subobjects)		(All)

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)

		Capital Funding Principles: 
1. Mandate 
2. Safety 
3. Preservation 
4. Programmatic 
5. Economic		Urgency 
Scale 
1 (less urgent) to 5 (urgent)		Importance 
Scale 
1 (less important) to 5 (important)		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 Original Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		1. Mandate		5		5		Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		Transition from a uniform lease service model for custodial services to a uniform purchase model to meet current and new staffing and align budget to actuals for security and engineering to meet minimum requirement in the labor union agreements plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

								Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs Total						$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		1. Mandate Total												$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		2. Safety		5		5		Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs		Expand the security vehicle fleet by two for a total of four vehicles to meet security service response needs system wide. Security currently has two Nissan Leaf cars but they do not adequately meet the needs to patrol all 29 Library locations effectively. Estimated cost is $45K each with an additional $10K per vehicle set aside for the potential impact of steel tariffs		One-Time		$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs Total						$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		Increase the allocation of security safety supplies and equipment to meet minimum requirement in the labor agreement (radios, body armor and other essential equipment worn as a part of the uniform) plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs Total						$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

				3		4		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		One-Time		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   155,000		$   100,000		$   255,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

								Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide Total						$   155,000		$   200,000		$   355,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

						3		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		One-Time				$   15,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   - 0		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

								Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory Total						$   - 0		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

		2. Safety Total												$   161,600		$   390,400		$   552,000		$   740		$   327,740

		3. Preservation		5		5		Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project 		Public Works estimated the Chinatown branch library renovation would cost between $24.1M  - $29.4M. Funding this renovation would occur over the next few fiscal years and use annual and fund balance monies, beginning with $5M in FY 20 & $20M in FY 21. Total allocation would equal $25M or 85% of the estimated project at $29.4M. Branch renovations are anticipated to address community needs, expand teen space, revamp program rooms, actualize innovations in service delivery and collections management, and include ADA improvements, preservation or restoration of historic features, and energy efficiency work		One-Time		$   - 0		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

								Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project  Total						$   - 0		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

								Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects		Public Works estimated budget is $19.8M for Mission and $8.5M for Ocean View. Both projects were fully funded in prior budget cycles. This proposal would allocate an additional $1.5M in contingency funds for this projects for construction market conditions. If funds are not required they can be reallocated to other capital projects in future fiscal years		One-Time		$   - 0		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects Total						$   - 0		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				3		3		Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs		Replace the current Chief of Branches 2007 Toyota Prius, which has reached the end of its service life. Cost estimate for new vehicle is $28.5K		One-Time		$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs Total						$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

		3. Preservation Total												$   - 0		$   6,528,500		$   6,528,500		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

		4. Programmatic		3		4		Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan		Generate a comprehensive FF&E asset management tool to properly maintain, manage, and project purchases for the branches. This project would create a database and report for 26 branch libraries (Sunset already completed as a pilot) 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan Total						$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		4. Programmatic Total												$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Grand Total												$   171,600		$   7,272,900		$   7,444,500		$   20,002,020		$   20,393,020

		Capital Funding Principles: 
1. Mandate 
2. Safety 
3. Preservation 
4. Programmatic 
5. Economic		Urgency 
Scale 
1 (less urgent) to 5 (urgent)		Importance 
Scale 
1 (less important) to 5 (important)		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 Original Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		1. Mandate		5		5		Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		Transition from a uniform lease service model for custodial services to a uniform purchase model to meet current and new staffing and align budget to actuals for security and engineering to meet minimum requirement in the labor union agreements plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

								Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs Total						$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		1. Mandate Total												$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		2. Safety		5		5		Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs		Expand the security vehicle fleet by two for a total of four vehicles to meet security service response needs system wide. Security currently has two Nissan Leaf cars but they do not adequately meet the needs to patrol all 29 Library locations effectively. Estimated cost is $45K each with an additional $10K per vehicle set aside for the potential impact of steel tariffs		One-Time		$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs Total						$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		Increase the allocation of security safety supplies and equipment to meet minimum requirement in the labor agreement (radios, body armor and other essential equipment worn as a part of the uniform) plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs Total						$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

				3		4		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		One-Time		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   155,000		$   100,000		$   255,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

								Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide Total						$   155,000		$   200,000		$   355,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

						3		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		One-Time				$   15,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   - 0		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

								Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory Total						$   - 0		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

		2. Safety Total												$   161,600		$   390,400		$   552,000		$   740		$   327,740

		3. Preservation		5		5		Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project 		Public Works estimated the Chinatown branch library renovation would cost between $24.1M  - $29.4M. Funding this renovation would occur over the next few fiscal years and use annual and fund balance monies, beginning with $5M in FY 20 & $20M in FY 21. Total allocation would equal $25M or 85% of the estimated project at $29.4M. Branch renovations are anticipated to address community needs, expand teen space, revamp program rooms, actualize innovations in service delivery and collections management, and include ADA improvements, preservation or restoration of historic features, and energy efficiency work		One-Time		$   - 0		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

								Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project Total						$   - 0		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

								Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects		Public Works estimated budget is $19.8M for Mission and $8.5M for Ocean View. Both projects were fully funded in prior budget cycles. This proposal would allocate an additional $1.5M in contingency funds for this projects for construction market conditions. If funds are not required they can be reallocated to other capital projects in future fiscal years		One-Time		$   - 0		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects Total						$   - 0		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				3		3		Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs		Replace the current Chief of Branches 2007 Toyota Prius, which has reached the end of its service life. Cost estimate for new vehicle is $28.5K		One-Time		$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs Total						$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

		3. Preservation Total												$   - 0		$   6,528,500		$   6,528,500		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

		4. Programmatic		3		4		Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan		Generate a comprehensive FF&E asset management tool to properly maintain, manage, and project purchases for the branches. This project would create a database and report for 26 branch libraries (Sunset already completed as a pilot) 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan Total						$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		4. Programmatic Total												$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Grand Total												$   171,600		$   7,272,900		$   7,444,500		$   20,002,020		$   20,393,020
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Pivot by ADM EXP Cat

		Division		(All)

		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)



		PeopleSoft 
Account 
(formerly subobjects)		Strategic Priority		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Proposal Title 		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount

		Grand Total
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Pivot by LC EXP Cat

		Division		(All)

		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)



		PeopleSoft 
Account 
(formerly subobjects)		Strategic Priority		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Proposal Title 		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount

		549210 Data Processing Supplies		Digital Strategies		One-Time		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		$   180,000

		549210 Data Processing Supplies Total								$   180,000

		549720 Electronic Collection-LIB Only		Literacy & Learning		Ongoing		Enhance eCollections		$   - 0		$   1,992,995

		549720 Electronic Collection-LIB Only Total								$   - 0		$   1,992,995

		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		Premier Urban Library		One-Time		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		$   10,000		$   - 0

						Ongoing		Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		$   65,000		$   - 0

				Digital Strategies		One-Time		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		$   10,500		$   - 0

				Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Ongoing		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		$   35,000		$   - 0

		549990 Other Materials & Supplies Total								$   120,500		$   - 0

		549710 Physical Collections-LIB Only		Literacy & Learning		One-Time		Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		$   - 0		$   850,000

		549710 Physical Collections-LIB Only Total								$   - 0		$   850,000

		549410 Minor Furnishings		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		One-Time		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		$   100,000		$   - 0

						Ongoing		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		$   100,000		$   - 0

		549410 Minor Furnishings Total								$   200,000		$   - 0

		545310 Uniforms		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Ongoing		Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		$   54,000		$   1,280

		545310 Uniforms Total								$   54,000		$   1,280

		545990 Other Safety Expenses		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Ongoing		Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		$   30,400		$   740

		545990 Other Safety Expenses Total								$   30,400		$   740

		Grand Total								$   584,900		$   2,845,015
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Dec 2018 High Level LC Pivot

		Division		(All)										FY 20		FY 21

		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)								1x		$   8.39		$   20.95

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)								Ongoing		$   1.19		$   2.00

												TOTALS		$   9.59		$   22.95

		Strategic Priority		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount

		Premier Urban Library		One-Time		$   155,000		$   - 0

				Ongoing		$   71,000		$   - 0

		Premier Urban Library Total				$   226,000		$   - 0

		Literacy & Learning		One-Time		$   - 0		$   850,000

				Ongoing		$   - 0		$   1,992,995

		Literacy & Learning Total				$   - 0		$   2,842,995

		Youth Engagement		One-Time		$   20,000		$   - 0

				Ongoing		$   85,000		$   - 0

		Youth Engagement Total				$   105,000		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies		One-Time		$   1,165,500		$   100,000

				Ongoing		$   149,000		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total				$   1,314,500		$   100,000

		Partnerships for Excellence		Ongoing		$   371,000		$   - 0

		Partnerships for Excellence Total				$   371,000		$   - 0

		Organizational Excellence		Ongoing		$   295,760		$   - 0

		Organizational Excellence Total				$   295,760		$   - 0

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		One-Time		$   7,053,500		$   20,000,000

				Ongoing		$   219,400		$   2,020

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total				$   7,272,900		$   20,002,020

		Grand Total				$   9,585,160		$   22,945,015



												JAN 2017 Table

		Strategic Priority		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount						FY 20		FY 21

		Premier Urban Library		One-Time		$   155,000		$   - 0				1x		$   8.39		$   20.95

				Ongoing		$   71,000		$   - 0				Ongoing		$   1.12		$   2.00

		Premier Urban Library Total				$   226,000		$   - 0				TOTALS		$   9.51		$   22.95

		Literacy & Learning		One-Time		$   - 0		$   850,000				Feb Amt		$   9.59

				Ongoing		$   - 0		$   1,992,995				Variance		$   0.07

		Literacy & Learning Total				$   - 0		$   2,842,995				Var due to SHF		$   71,000.00

		Youth Engagement		One-Time		$   20,000		$   - 0

				Ongoing		$   85,000		$   - 0

		Youth Engagement Total				$   105,000		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies		One-Time		$   1,165,500		$   100,000

				Ongoing		$   149,000		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total				$   1,314,500		$   100,000

		Partnerships for Excellence		Ongoing		$   300,000		$   - 0

		Partnerships for Excellence Total				$   300,000		$   - 0

		Organizational Excellence		Ongoing		$   295,760		$   - 0

		Organizational Excellence Total				$   295,760		$   - 0

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		One-Time		$   7,053,500		$   20,000,000

				Ongoing		$   219,400		$   2,020

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total				$   7,272,900		$   20,002,020

		Grand Total				$   9,514,160		$   22,945,015
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Dec 2018 FAC LC Pivot (2)

		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)

		Division		(Multiple Items)

		PeopleSoft 
Project & Activity Codes 
(formerly index code)		(All)

		PeopleSoft 
Account 
(formerly subobjects)		(All)

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		(Multiple Items)

		Capital Funding Principles: 
1. Mandate 
2. Safety 
3. Preservation 
4. Programmatic 
5. Economic		Urgency 
Scale 
1 (less urgent) to 5 (urgent)		Importance 
Scale 
1 (less important) to 5 (important)		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 Original Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		1. Mandate		5		5		Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		Transition from a uniform lease service model for custodial services to a uniform purchase model to meet current and new staffing and align budget to actuals for security and engineering to meet minimum requirement in the labor union agreements plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

								Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs Total						$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		1. Mandate Total												$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		2. Safety		5		5		Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs		Expand the security vehicle fleet by two for a total of four vehicles to meet security service response needs system wide. Security currently has two Nissan Leaf cars but they do not adequately meet the needs to patrol all 29 Library locations effectively. Estimated cost is $45K each with an additional $10K per vehicle set aside for the potential impact of steel tariffs		One-Time		$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs Total						$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		Increase the allocation of security safety supplies and equipment to meet minimum requirement in the labor agreement (radios, body armor and other essential equipment worn as a part of the uniform) plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs Total						$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

				3		4		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		One-Time		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   155,000		$   100,000		$   255,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

								Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide Total						$   155,000		$   200,000		$   355,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

						3		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		One-Time				$   15,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   - 0		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

								Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory Total						$   - 0		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

		2. Safety Total												$   161,600		$   390,400		$   552,000		$   740		$   327,740

		3. Preservation		3		3		Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs		Replace the current Chief of Branches 2007 Toyota Prius, which has reached the end of its service life. Cost estimate for new vehicle is $28.5K		One-Time		$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs Total						$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

		3. Preservation Total												$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

		4. Programmatic		3		4		Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan		Generate a comprehensive FF&E asset management tool to properly maintain, manage, and project purchases for the branches. This project would create a database and report for 26 branch libraries (Sunset already completed as a pilot) 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan Total						$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		4. Programmatic Total												$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Grand Total												$   171,600		$   772,900		$   944,500		$   2,020		$   393,020





		Capital Funding Principles: 
1. Mandate 
2. Safety 
3. Preservation 
4. Programmatic 
5. Economic		Urgency 
Scale 
1 (less urgent) to 5 (urgent)		Importance 
Scale 
1 (less important) to 5 (important)		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 Original Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		1. Mandate		5		5		Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		Transition from a uniform lease service model for custodial services to a uniform purchase model to meet current and new staffing and align budget to actuals for security and engineering to meet minimum requirement in the labor union agreements plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

								Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs Total						$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		1. Mandate Total												$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		2. Safety		5		5		Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs		Expand the security vehicle fleet by two for a total of four vehicles to meet security service response needs system wide. Security currently has two Nissan Leaf cars but they do not adequately meet the needs to patrol all 29 Library locations effectively. Estimated cost is $45K each with an additional $10K per vehicle set aside for the potential impact of steel tariffs		One-Time		$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs Total						$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		Increase the allocation of security safety supplies and equipment to meet minimum requirement in the labor agreement (radios, body armor and other essential equipment worn as a part of the uniform) plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs Total						$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

				3		4		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		One-Time		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   155,000		$   100,000		$   255,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

								Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide Total						$   155,000		$   200,000		$   355,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

						3		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		One-Time				$   15,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   - 0		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

								Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory Total						$   - 0		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

		2. Safety Total												$   161,600		$   390,400		$   552,000		$   740		$   327,740

		3. Preservation		5		5		Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project 		Public Works estimated the Chinatown branch library renovation would cost between $24.1M  - $29.4M. Funding this renovation would occur over the next few fiscal years and use annual and fund balance monies, beginning with $5M in FY 20 & $20M in FY 21. Total allocation would equal $25M or 85% of the estimated project at $29.4M. Branch renovations are anticipated to address community needs, expand teen space, revamp program rooms, actualize innovations in service delivery and collections management, and include ADA improvements, preservation or restoration of historic features, and energy efficiency work		One-Time		$   - 0		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

								Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project Total						$   - 0		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

								Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects		Public Works estimated budget is $19.8M for Mission and $8.5M for Ocean View. Both projects were fully funded in prior budget cycles. This proposal would allocate an additional $1.5M in contingency funds for this projects for construction market conditions. If funds are not required they can be reallocated to other capital projects in future fiscal years		One-Time		$   - 0		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects Total						$   - 0		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				3		3		Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs		Replace the current Chief of Branches 2007 Toyota Prius, which has reached the end of its service life. Cost estimate for new vehicle is $28.5K		One-Time		$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs Total						$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

		3. Preservation Total												$   - 0		$   6,528,500		$   6,528,500		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

		4. Programmatic		3		4		Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan		Generate a comprehensive FF&E asset management tool to properly maintain, manage, and project purchases for the branches. This project would create a database and report for 26 branch libraries (Sunset already completed as a pilot) 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan Total						$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		4. Programmatic Total												$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Grand Total												$   171,600		$   7,272,900		$   7,444,500		$   20,002,020		$   20,393,020
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		Capital Funding Principles: 
1. Mandate 
2. Safety 
3. Preservation 
4. Programmatic 
5. Economic		Urgency 
Scale 
1 (less urgent) to 5 (urgent)		Importance 
Scale 
1 (less important) to 5 (important)		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 Original Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		1. Mandate		5		5		Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		Transition from a uniform lease service model for custodial services to a uniform purchase model to meet current and new staffing and align budget to actuals for security and engineering to meet minimum requirement in the labor union agreements plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

								Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs Total						$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		1. Mandate Total												$   10,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   65,280

		2. Safety		5		5		Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs		Expand the security vehicle fleet by two for a total of four vehicles to meet security service response needs system wide. Security currently has two Nissan Leaf cars but they do not adequately meet the needs to patrol all 29 Library locations effectively. Estimated cost is $45K each with an additional $10K per vehicle set aside for the potential impact of steel tariffs		One-Time		$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs Total						$   - 0		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		Increase the allocation of security safety supplies and equipment to meet minimum requirement in the labor agreement (radios, body armor and other essential equipment worn as a part of the uniform) plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs Total						$   6,600		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   37,740

				3		4		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		One-Time		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   155,000		$   100,000		$   255,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

								Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide Total						$   155,000		$   200,000		$   355,000		$   - 0		$   255,000

						3		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		One-Time				$   15,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

												Ongoing		$   - 0		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

								Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory Total						$   - 0		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   - 0		$   35,000

		2. Safety Total												$   161,600		$   390,400		$   552,000		$   740		$   327,740

		3. Preservation		3		3		Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs		Replace the current Chief of Branches 2007 Toyota Prius, which has reached the end of its service life. Cost estimate for new vehicle is $28.5K		One-Time		$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs Total						$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

		3. Preservation Total												$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

		4. Programmatic		3		4		Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan		Generate a comprehensive FF&E asset management tool to properly maintain, manage, and project purchases for the branches. This project would create a database and report for 26 branch libraries (Sunset already completed as a pilot) 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan Total						$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		4. Programmatic Total												$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Grand Total												$   171,600		$   772,900		$   944,500		$   2,020		$   393,020
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		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Premier Urban Library		Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board		Create a five-member Transitional Aged Youth (TAY) program advisory board to assist the Library in developing programs targeted for the TAY community. The TAY board would receive $100 stipends for their participation and would meet for five hours monthly		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   6,000		$   6,000		$   - 0		$   6,000

				Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded Summer Stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		$   80,000		$   65,000		$   145,000		$   - 0		$   145,000

				Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers		Install two remote holds pick-up lockers to increase access to library card holders in and near the Financial District at the Public Knowledge Library in the SF MOMA, and in a Hope SF project site to be determined 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   125,000		$   125,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Premier Urban Library Total								$   80,000		$   226,000		$   306,000		$   - 0		$   151,000

		Literacy & Learning		Enhance eCollections		Increase the eCollections by another 25% in FY 21 to meet growing demand.  eMedia circulation grew by 23.8% FY 18.  An increase is needed to continue providing the service at our current level for eBook & eMedia platforms Overdrive, Axis360, Hoopla and Kanopy		Ongoing		$   7,971,981		$   - 0		$   7,971,981		$   1,992,995		$   9,964,976

				Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Opening Day Adult Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 25,000 new books and AV material for the refreshment of the adult collection. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		$   6,663,054		$   - 0		$   6,663,054		$   550,000		$   7,213,054

						Opening Day Youth Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 17,000 new children and teen items for during the refreshment. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		$   2,816,474		$   - 0		$   2,816,474		$   300,000		$   3,116,474

		Literacy & Learning Total								$   17,451,509		$   - 0		$   17,451,509		$   2,842,995		$   20,294,504

		Youth Engagement		Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program		Grow the YELL program by another 20 slots for a total count of 60 system wide. YELL is a youth workforce development program paired with Summer Stride. YELL participants who complete the program receive a $500 allocation to a 529 college savings account		Ongoing		$   20,000		$   10,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Support engaging youth programs system wide		Enhance the allocation for youth programming and performers system wide including Summer Stride, STEAM programming, tricycle music fest, and The Mix teen programming		Ongoing		$   15,000		$   75,000		$   90,000		$   - 0		$   90,000

				Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials		Increase youth print budget to cover multilingual My Little Rhyme Books that are reprinted every five years as part of the Library's early literacy services and print materials to promote programs such as  Scholar Card		One-Time		$   64,000		$   20,000		$   84,000		$   - 0		$   64,000

		Youth Engagement Total								$   99,000		$   105,000		$   204,000		$   - 0		$   184,000

		Digital Strategies		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		$   - 0		$   190,500		$   190,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros		Refresh 30 public use Apple MacBook Pros at The Mix based on technology life cycles		One-Time		$   - 0		$   150,000		$   150,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix to optimize Apple product asset management and permit SFPL IT to focus on core institutional IT initiatives and projects and PC asset management		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access		Replace the existing patron telephone account management system, which is at its end of life, with current talking technology. This investment would transition this service from hardware to a subscription-based cloud service allowing the Library to continue to provide accessible telephone service for patrons to renew their materials		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   19,000		$   19,000		$   - 0		$   19,000

				Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website		Use a cloud-based web hosting solution for the Library's public website once the upgrade is completed in FY 19		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		$   - 0		$   500,000		$   500,000		$   100,000		$   100,000

				Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan 		The Library began its AV refresh plan in FY 18 at $180K/FY for up to four locations each fiscal year system wide based on need. This proposal would finalize the AV master plan to refresh and/or update all AV in community spaces with current audio, visual, and technological needs and budget the remaining funds upfront to allow for more flexible project management		One-Time		$   180,000		$   325,000		$   505,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total								$   180,000		$   1,314,500		$   1,494,500		$   100,000		$   249,000

		Partnerships for Excellence		Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main		In January 2019, the Library will pilot a restroom monitoring program with Hunters Point Family, a nonprofit, to monitor Main Library public restrooms on the weekends during operating hours. The program is based on the Public Works Pit Stop restroom monitoring program, which is part of Hunters Point Family's workforce development services. The Library's program goal is to enhance patron safety at the Main, improve the customer experience, and create a new workforce development opportunity at the Main		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main		Increase Sheriff Department's work order to reflect the revised staffing deployment at the Main, which shifted the model from a one cadet and one deputy to a two deputy model		Ongoing		$   500,000		$   271,000		$   771,000		$   - 0		$   771,000

		Partnerships for Excellence Total								$   500,000		$   371,000		$   871,000		$   - 0		$   871,000

		Organizational Excellence		Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs		Increase the Library's training budget with DHR to meet our staff's
training needs and requirements		Ongoing		$   34,000		$   26,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   75,000		$   75,000		$   - 0		$   75,000

				Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL		Enhance the analytic capacity of the Research, Strategy & Analytics team by adding a new San Francisco Fellow to the SFPL cohort for a total of two Fellows for the Library		Ongoing		$   94,760		$   94,760		$   189,520		$   - 0		$   189,520

				Implement automated IT asset inventory system		Purchase an automated IT asset inventory in order to comply with the Controller's recommendation.  This system will account for high value IT hardware and software, and will be use to manage and support its lifetime use		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Increase IT training budget		Increase IT professional training and conferences budget to meet a growing skill set demand in technology, governance, redundancy, resiliency, and security.  Staff workforce development is needed to address the increasing complexity today's IT infrastructure and to ensure reliability		Ongoing		$   40,000		$   40,000		$   80,000		$   - 0		$   80,000

		Organizational Excellence Total								$   168,760		$   295,760		$   464,520		$   - 0		$   464,520

		Grand Total								$   18,479,269		$   2,312,260		$   20,791,529		$   2,942,995		$   22,214,024



































		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Premier Urban Library		Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board		Create a five-member Transitional Aged Youth (TAY) program advisory board to assist the Library in developing programs targeted for the TAY community. The TAY board would receive $100 stipends for their participation and would meet for five hours monthly		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   6,000		$   6,000		$   - 0		$   6,000

				Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded Summer Stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		$   80,000		$   65,000		$   145,000		$   - 0		$   145,000

				Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers		Install two remote holds pick-up lockers to increase access to library card holders in and near the Financial District at the Public Knowledge Library in the SF MOMA, and in a Hope SF project site to be determined 		One-Time		$   - 0		$   125,000		$   125,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Premier Urban Library Total								$   80,000		$   226,000		$   306,000		$   - 0		$   151,000

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Literacy & Learning		Enhance eCollections		Increase the eCollections by another 25% in FY 21 to meet growing demand.  eMedia circulation grew by 23.8% FY 18.  An increase is needed to continue providing the service at our current level for eBook & eMedia platforms Overdrive, Axis360, Hoopla and Kanopy		Ongoing		$   7,971,981		$   - 0		$   7,971,981		$   1,992,995		$   9,964,976

				Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Opening Day Adult Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 25,000 new books and AV material for the refreshment of the adult collection. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		$   6,663,054		$   - 0		$   6,663,054		$   550,000		$   7,213,054

						Opening Day Youth Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 17,000 new children and teen items for during the refreshment. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		$   2,816,474		$   - 0		$   2,816,474		$   300,000		$   3,116,474

		Literacy & Learning Total								$   17,451,509		$   - 0		$   17,451,509		$   2,842,995		$   20,294,504

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Youth Engagement		Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program		Grow the YELL program by another 20 slots for a total count of 60 system wide. YELL is a youth workforce development program paired with Summer Stride. YELL participants who complete the program receive a $500 allocation to a 529 college savings account		Ongoing		$   20,000		$   10,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Support engaging youth programs system wide		Enhance the allocation for youth programming and performers system wide including Summer Stride, STEAM programming, tricycle music fest, and The Mix teen programming		Ongoing		$   15,000		$   75,000		$   90,000		$   - 0		$   90,000

				Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials		Increase youth print budget to cover multilingual My Little Rhyme Books that are reprinted every five years as part of the Library's early literacy services and print materials to promote programs such as  Scholar Card		One-Time		$   64,000		$   20,000		$   84,000		$   - 0		$   64,000

		Youth Engagement Total								$   99,000		$   105,000		$   204,000		$   - 0		$   184,000

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Digital Strategies		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		$   - 0		$   190,500		$   190,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros		Refresh 30 public use Apple MacBook Pros at The Mix based on technology life cycles		One-Time		$   - 0		$   150,000		$   150,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix to optimize Apple product asset management and permit SFPL IT to focus on core institutional IT initiatives and projects and PC asset management		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access		Replace the existing patron telephone account management system, which is at its end of life, with current talking technology. This investment would transition this service from hardware to a subscription-based cloud service allowing the Library to continue to provide accessible telephone service for patrons to renew their materials		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   19,000		$   19,000		$   - 0		$   19,000

				Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website		Use a cloud-based web hosting solution for the Library's public website once the upgrade is completed in FY 19		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		$   - 0		$   500,000		$   500,000		$   100,000		$   100,000

				Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan 		The Library began its AV refresh plan in FY 18 at $180K/FY for up to four locations each fiscal year system wide based on need. This proposal would finalize the AV master plan to refresh and/or update all AV in community spaces with current audio, visual, and technological needs and budget the remaining funds upfront to allow for more flexible project management		One-Time		$   180,000		$   325,000		$   505,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total								$   180,000		$   1,314,500		$   1,494,500		$   100,000		$   249,000

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Partnerships for Excellence		Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main		In January 2019, the Library will pilot a restroom monitoring program with Hunters Point Family, a nonprofit, to monitor Main Library public restrooms on the weekends during operating hours. The program is based on the Public Works Pit Stop restroom monitoring program, which is part of Hunters Point Family's workforce development services. The Library's program goal is to enhance patron safety at the Main, improve the customer experience, and create a new workforce development opportunity at the Main		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main		Increase Sheriff Department's work order to reflect the revised staffing deployment at the Main, which shifted the model from a one cadet and one deputy to a two deputy model		Ongoing		$   500,000		$   200,000		$   700,000		$   - 0		$   700,000

		Partnerships for Excellence Total								$   500,000		$   300,000		$   800,000		$   - 0		$   800,000

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		 FY 20 
Original 
Budget		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 20 
Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Investment Amount		 FY 21 
Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Organizational Excellence		Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs		Increase the Library's training budget with DHR to meet our staff's
training needs and requirements		Ongoing		$   34,000		$   26,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   75,000		$   75,000		$   - 0		$   75,000

				Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL		Enhance the analytic capacity of the Research, Strategy & Analytics team by adding a new San Francisco Fellow to the SFPL cohort for a total of two Fellows for the Library		Ongoing		$   94,760		$   94,760		$   189,520		$   - 0		$   189,520

				Implement automated IT asset inventory system		Purchase an automated IT asset inventory in order to comply with the Controller's recommendation.  This system will account for high value IT hardware and software, and will be use to manage and support its lifetime use		Ongoing		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Increase IT training budget		Increase IT professional training and conferences budget to meet a growing skill set demand in technology, governance, redundancy, resiliency, and security.  Staff workforce development is needed to address the increasing complexity today's IT infrastructure and to ensure reliability		Ongoing		$   40,000		$   40,000		$   80,000		$   - 0		$   80,000

		Organizational Excellence Total								$   168,760		$   295,760		$   464,520		$   - 0		$   464,520
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HR & RSA Pivot



		Division		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Comments 
[Pertinent Info; how did you get the cost estimates]
(Insert initials & date)		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original 
Budget		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		HR - Training		Organizational Excellence		Expand employee engagement opportunities		Enhance budget for staff activates to increase employee engagement. 		Ongoing		E.S 10.5.2018
MS 10.30.18: I would fund internally from other underspent monies.		Approved but in Base Budget		No		$500		$1,500		$1,500		$2,000		$0		$0		$2,000

						Expand employee engagement opportunities Total												$500		$1,500		$1,500		$2,000		$0		$0		$2,000

						Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs		Increase the Library's training budget with DHR to meet our staff's
training needs and requirements		Ongoing		E.S 10.5.2018, MS 10.12.18: Let's propose $60K bgt but be willing to cut $5K in BOS phase		Approved w/ Modified Amt		Yes		$34,000		$21,000		$26,000		$60,000		$0		$0		$60,000

						Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs Total												$34,000		$21,000		$26,000		$60,000		$0		$0		$60,000

				Organizational Excellence Total														$34,500		$22,500		$27,500		$62,000		$0		$0		$62,000

		HR - Training Total																$34,500		$22,500		$27,500		$62,000		$0		$0		$62,000

		RSA		Organizational Excellence		Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL		Enhance the analytic capacity of the Research, Strategy & Analytics team by adding a new San Francisco Fellow to the SFPL cohort for a total of two Fellows for the Library		Ongoing		RM: 10.03.18 - now that the team is fully embedded and will have had a year to work together, adding a fellow to supplement our analytical work makes good sense. Fellows traditionally have been very quick learners and as capable as higher-cost analytical staff, in many instances.
MS 10.30.18: this would grow our SF Fellow program by 1 for a total of 2; 1 in RSA & 1 in FAC.		Approved		Yes		$94,760		$94,760		$94,760		$189,520		$0		$0		$189,520

						Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL Total												$94,760		$94,760		$94,760		$189,520		$0		$0		$189,520

				Organizational Excellence Total														$94,760		$94,760		$94,760		$189,520		$0		$0		$189,520

		RSA Total																$94,760		$94,760		$94,760		$189,520		$0		$0		$189,520

		Grand Total																$129,260		$117,260		$122,260		$251,520		$0		$0		$251,520
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COB Pivot

		Division		COB

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Comments 
[Pertinent Info; how did you get the cost estimates]
(Insert initials & date)		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original 
Budget		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Premier Urban Library		Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers		Install two remote holds pick-up lockers to increase access to library card holders in and near the Financial District at the Public Knowledge Library in the SF MOMA, and in a Hope SF project site to be determined 		One-Time		RAV 10.5.18: requesting quote from bibliotheca 10.5.2018
MS 10.12.18: CPP also submitted this request. Who's the lead? Are you coordinating with IT?
CM10.18.18: confirmed with Rebecca:"2. I wasn’t aware that CPP had submitted a similar request. I can reach out to them and see where they are and how we want to coordinate."
MS 10.31.18: we'll withdraw the CPP and then track this as a COB proposal. Used the $96,762 cost estimate from RAF 10.26.18 email + 3.5% CPI + money for IT (wiring, licenses). I recommend this is an add alternate so we have more time to vet this idea & are comfortable with the IT needs, especially at SFMOMA.
MS 11.12.18: what other site do  you want me to call out. Placeholder is Hope SF.		Approved		Yes		$0		$96,762		$125,000		$125,000		$0		$0		$0

				Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers Total												$0		$96,762		$125,000		$125,000		$0		$0		$0

		Premier Urban Library Total														$0		$96,762		$125,000		$125,000		$0		$0		$0

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Install skateboard racks for the public to secure personal skateboards. 		This will enhance and support the City and County's commitment to reducing our carbon foot print and provides library users with a secure location to store skateboards they use to commute in the city. This proposal could reduce the number of security concerns and issues around skateboard use in the library. 		One-Time		RAV Submitted 10.5.18
CM10.10.18: COB20-01 &02 can be combined. MS 10.12.18: What locations? We should do in FY 19.
CM 10.18.18: confirmed with Rebecca and Cathy: "We are interested in purchasing 4 racks and 28 locks for skateboards." "We will need to check in with Roberto on how we should plan the implementation since this impacts buildings and his team will be needed to install the racks."		Approved but in Current Budget		No		$0		$4,148		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Install skateboard racks for the public to secure personal skateboards.  Total												$0		$4,148		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Lend key padlocks for patrons securing their personal skateboards. 		Patrons without their own personal lock could borrow a padlock from the circulation desk and use it to secure their skateboard in the rack. 		One-Time		RAV Submitted 10.5.18
CM10.10.18: COB20-01 &02 can be combined. MS 10.12.18: What locations? We should do in FY 19.
		Approved but in Current Budget		No		$0		$982		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Lend key padlocks for patrons securing their personal skateboards.  Total												$0		$982		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total														$0		$5,130		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Grand Total														$0		$101,892		$125,000		$125,000		$0		$0		$0
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COM Pivot

		Division		COM

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Comments 
[Pertinent Info; how did you get the cost estimates]
(Insert initials & date)		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original 
Budget		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Premier Urban Library		Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board		Create a five-member Transitional Aged Youth (TAY) program advisory board to assist the Library in developing programs targeted for the TAY community. The TAY board would receive $100 stipends for their participation and would meet for five hours monthly.		Ongoing		MS 11.12.18: adding this to the list per meeting on 11.8 with Tom Fortin. Per Shirley anything over $600 requires the person to complete a 1099. They'd pay taxes if their income is > $10.4K. We could limit the amount to $600/member. NEED MORE PROGRAM INFORMATION. $10K might be high. MS is assuming only 6 hours/month/member and a rate of $20/hour MS 11.12.18: Per TF f/u email he said he'd prefer to stay at $600/yr/participant so it'll be 2 6-month stints for 5 member boards & they will earn $100/month each --> ($100*5*6)*2		Approved		Yes		$0		$6,000		$6,000		$6,000		$0		$0		$6,000

				Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board Total												$0		$6,000		$6,000		$6,000		$0		$0		$6,000

				Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: $30K with City Repro for printing jobs & $20K for M&S. MS 10.12.18: I need to better understand this proposal. Union impact?
CM10.17.18: confirmed with Tom: "we will work with Fran in the Bridge on volunteer recruitment and will steer clear of union impact."
MS 11.1.18: CPP design assistance; stick & peel graphics; survey pre-post effort (talk with RSA); M&S branding for gear, etc. since this is a new effort.
MS 11.12.18:  we really need to review the Civic Bridge report for strong talking points and I need to confirm this is 1X vs. ongoing
MS 11.16.18: Tom please discuss this with FIN and CPP to see how we can work together and if there are funds to support this already or how to defend your figures. MS 12.4.18: per TF on 12.4.18 the Mktg & Promo = $20K & M&S = $10K. See breakdown.		Approved		Yes		$0		$30,000		$20,000		$20,000		$0		$0		$0

										TF 10.4.18
MS 12.4.18: TF breakdown: 
marketing and promotional
+ large exterior banners – $1,500 per item with quarterly rotation = $6,000
+ interior banners - $250 per item, 6 items with quarterly rotation = $6,000 
+ t-shirts - $5,000 for main staff t-shirts
+ wayfinding signage and posters  - mostly funded through city repro and ARC = $2000
+ staff buttons - $1,000
Total = $20,000
 
programming and material support
+ support for pop up events in the atrium and program centers $750 per event/12 events + $1K contingency = $10,000
 		Approved		Yes		$0		$20,000		$10,000		$10,000		$0		$0		$0

				Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main Total												$0		$50,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0		$0		$0

		Premier Urban Library Total														$0		$56,000		$36,000		$36,000		$0		$0		$6,000

		Literacy & Learning		Clean collections that will be moved from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan 		Materials moving from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan will need to be cleaned		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: This shouldn't be professional svcs.  Should this be included in 750 Brannan capital project? Belfor svc. MS 10.12.18: agreed, this should be part of the 750 capital project.
MS 11.1.18: can we use this source for extra hours for staff b/c the vendor cost may be hire could be costly. MS to check with LL and CM.  TF: 11.21.18 COM preference is to build this cost as an extra hours activity for staff; although I cannot estimate work hours needed for scope of work due to incomplete information at this time (cleaning process is under review by Nancy Terranova).		Approved w/ Alternate Source		No		$0		$125,000				$0		$0				$0

				Clean collections that will be moved from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan  Total												$0		$125,000				$0		$0				$0

				Support pop-up programs at the Main		Install two mobile large screen, internet-ready TV/monitors to support engaging pop-up programming in the Main.		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: Need to confirm that this is not included in IT AV refresh proposal and IT is aware that this will go to their budget.
CM10.16.18: confirmed with IT: it's not part of the IT AV refresh proposal.
CM 10.17.18: Confirmed with Tom: "these will be mobile screens that could be used throughout the Main and are not affixed to a wall, they will be used for adult programming"
MS 11.1.18: to conduct programming. Not vetted through TEF.  Like what's next to the cafe. Expanding the AV inventory. The costs include the screens, cart. Laptops not needed. FIN to check with IT to see what it estimates the costs are & if IT can purchase with its current or base budget.
MS 11.12.18: we will budget this in equipment to ensure sufficient equipment monies. If at the time of purchase the unit costs a <$5K then IT knows it needs to absorb the cost. The costs will be grouped with servers below b/c of the impact & IT may be able to purchase it with existing monies.		Approved		No		$0		$25,000		$25,000		$25,000		$0				$0

				Support pop-up programs at the Main Total												$0		$25,000		$25,000		$25,000		$0				$0

		Literacy & Learning Total														$0		$150,000		$25,000		$25,000		$0				$0

		Digital Strategies		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix to optimize Apple product asset management and permit SFPL IT to focus on core institutional IT initiatives and projects and PC asset management. 		Ongoing		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: not sure if this is considered as professional Svc.  Or just regular maintenance svc. MS 10.12.18: how did you determine the $100K request?
CM10.16.18: changed the project code to Youth Program  for the Mix.
CM 10.17.18: Confirmed with Tom: "Michael Liang gave me this ballpark figure; it could be cheaper – we are seeking a quote from a city vendor."
MS 10.30.18: Is the SP correct as L&L or should it be Digital Strategy? Do we want to call attention to IT's inability to support this need? I'm concerned about how we'd get this purchase through given union requirements. Probably should chat with IT and Anna.
MS 11.1.18: for Mix to evolve we need some Apple capacity. Editing/Production. IT is aware of the need. RPD Randall Museum has a split environment & has a City vendor. Jason Blandon --> check PeopleSoft to see how & who. TF thinks the $100K is too high. We'll get a real quote.
MS 11.12.18: Tom will as for a quote or estimate from the vendor to solidify this figure. TF: 11.21.18 I am in communication with vendor spec'ing a quote. MS 12.3.18:  moved from Literacy & Learning SP to Digital Strategy.		Approved		Yes		$0		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$100,000

				Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL Total												$0		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$100,000

		Digital Strategies Total														$0		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$100,000

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Institute UX service design space improvements and furnishing in the Main's 5th floor Reading Room		Enhance the customer experience in the Main's 5th floor Reading Room by instituting the UX design recommendations, including replacing furniture and shelving and redesigning the Reading Room configuration.		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: FAC needs to know about this BP. MS 10.12.18: This is 1x for now but FAC needs to filter this into its ongoing refresh. MS 10.30.18: We should add a statement about how the UX process allowed us to identify the correct furniture & configuration. It may feel like a lot of money for one area (with how many square feet?) FAC has FF&E going up and also references UX but at $100K. What communication has there been with FAC? MS 11.1.18: there's a quote; replacing all the FF&E in the RR. New layout. TF will send FIN the quote.
MS 11.12.18: Tom's quotes run from $99K to $112K. A budget of $125K provides cushion or could be a reduction option in the BOS phase. FAC's BP included this so I will mark this as withdrawn.		Withdrawn		Yes		$0		$125,000		$125,000		$125,000		$0				$0

				Institute UX service design space improvements and furnishing in the Main's 5th floor Reading Room Total												$0		$125,000		$125,000		$125,000		$0				$0

		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total														$0		$125,000		$125,000		$125,000		$0				$0

		Partnerships for Excellence		Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main		In January 2019, the Library will pilot a restroom monitoring program with Hunters Point Family, a nonprofit, to monitor Main Library public restrooms on the weekends during operating hours. The program is based on the Public Works Pit Stop restroom monitoring program, which is part of Hunters Point Family's workforce development services. The Library's program goal is to enhance patron safety at the Main, improve the customer experience, and create a new workforce development opportunity at the Main		Ongoing		TF 10.4.18. MS 10.12.18: this is a COM proposal but a FAC WO bgt
CM 10.16.18: this is going to be budgeted in Main account 538010.  PW will provide the budget number based on project scope. 
CM10.17.18: confirmed with Tom: the new hours will start January 13,2019.  Total hours: 62. 
MS 10.29.18: PW FIN DIR thinks the figure would be closer to $170K. We should confirm the amount. It should be in the FAC budget, right?
MS 11.1.18: PW needs to know the schedule to estimate the true annual cost based on a staffing proposal & # of floors/location - would the work scope change? Per Aaron Wu at PW the CAT said we could have our own contract via their Grant Award/RFQ grantee pool with 6 categories with monitoring ambassadorship with a workforce development component. Aaron is willing to work with Anna to help us do a contract ourselves & reduce admin costs in an IDS. 
MS 11.12.18: meet with PW. We have the information on how to run this as our own grant agreement rather than a WO/IDS. We'll still need to work on the cost estimates but $170K might still be ok. CM please reach out to Aaron Wu to determine how to estimate.TF: 11.21.18: TF extrapolates full-year workorder with PW for 62 hours of service at $408,000; confirming with Aaron at PW.  11.21.18 TF: number from Aaron Wu at PW is a bit higher at $428,000 to include materials and supplies, and admin support at HPF. MS 12.3.18: Aaron Wu at PW said ~ $89.5K/yr. I'll round up b/c of that might be based on the old model.		Approved w/ Modified Amt		Yes		$0		$138,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$100,000

				Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main Total												$0		$138,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$100,000

		Partnerships for Excellence Total														$0		$138,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$100,000

		Grand Total														$0		$569,000		$386,000		$386,000		$0		$0		$206,000
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CTS Pivot

		Division		(Multiple Items)

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Comments 
[Pertinent Info; how did you get the cost estimates]
(Insert initials & date)		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original 
Budget		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Literacy & Learning		Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 17,000 new children and teen items for during the refreshment. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase. 		One-Time		MS 11.5.18: 2/3 of collection brand new. Confirmed this is 1x. Don't need a physical collection increase right now.		Approved		Yes		$2,816,474		$0		$0		$2,816,474		$300,000		$300,000		$3,116,474

						Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 25,000 new books and AV material for the refreshment of the adult collection. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase. 		One-Time		MS 11.5.18: 2/3 of collection brand new. Confirmed this is 1x. Don't need a physical collection increase right now. Talking points for possible questions.  Why no increase to physical budget?  1. Prices have been flat. 2. Need slightly fewer copies of non-bestseller, which allows us to order more titles with the same budget.  (51,779 titles added last year, up 1,604) Why no cut, if circ is down? 1. Still a need to refresh collection and meet demand for high interest titles (Woodward’s Fear 348 print books purchase, Obama’s Becoming 330 copies purchase[1012 holds as I type])  2. New or recently new collection projects: Blu-ray; vinyl collection; adult jails collection; Lucky Day (high demand books that do not a allow holds) planned for summer. 3. RFID project will help us find grubby books that need replacing (not sure if we want to try spinning that project as a positive collection helper or not).		Approved		Yes		$6,663,054		$0		$0		$6,663,054		$550,000		$550,000		$7,213,054

				Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch Total												$9,479,528		$0		$0		$9,479,528		$850,000		$850,000		$10,329,528

				Enhance eCollections		Increase the eCollections by another 25% in FY 21 to meet growing demand.  eMedia circulation grew by 23.8% FY 18.  An increase is needed to continue providing the service at our current level for eBook & eMedia platforms Overdrive, Axis360, Hoopla and Kanopy		Ongoing		Talking points for possible questions eCollections – support continued demand on existing platforms without impacting physical collections.  23.8% increase in circ last year.  Adding new platforms, including the digitized historic SF Examiner, Kono (Japanese and Chinese magazines), Popup digi libraries to market libraries ebooks to new customers in areas they may already be spending time waiting (hospitals, museums, street fairs)		Approved		Yes		$7,802,986		$0		$0		$7,802,986		$1,950,747		$1,950,747		$9,753,733

				Enhance eCollections Total												$7,802,986		$0		$0		$7,802,986		$1,950,747		$1,950,747		$9,753,733

		Literacy & Learning Total														$17,282,514		$0		$0		$17,282,514		$2,800,747		$2,800,747		$20,083,261

		Digital Strategies		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to these socioeconomic groups and help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		SC 10.5.18: A one time budget to cover supplies for processing 300 Chromebooks for circulation. Among San Francisco residents who use Internet at home, nearly all (92%) access the Internet at home using a laptop or desktop computer. 
Low-income residents, Latinos, and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop.  These groups mainly access the internet via smart phone. For residents who make between $25,000 and $50,000, only 88% have access to a laptop/desktop.  Once income levels drop under $25,000, access drops to only 69%.  A similar lack of access can be found when looking at individuals whose primary language spoken at home is something other than English.  Access to laptops/desktops for these individuals drops to 80%.   The goal of the Chromebook project is our second attempt to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to these socioeconomic groups, in hope to help level the playing field.  MS 11.12.18: combined the CTS supplies BP with the IT BP for the Chromebooks. Showed the base budget as $0 since none of the CTS M&S budget was allocated for this specific purpose. MS 12.3.18:  Shifting from a laptop model to a more cost-effective CB model		Approved		Yes		$0		$10,500		$10,500		$10,500		$0		$0		$0

				Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program Total												$0		$10,500		$10,500		$10,500		$0		$0		$0

		Digital Strategies Total														$0		$10,500		$10,500		$10,500		$0		$0		$0

		Grand Total														$17,282,514		$10,500		$10,500		$17,293,014		$2,800,747		$2,800,747		$20,083,261
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CPP Pivot

		Division		(Multiple Items)

		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Comments 
[Pertinent Info; how did you get the cost estimates]
(Insert initials & date)		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original 
Budget		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Premier Urban Library		Enhance exhibitions graphics budget		Increase graphics budget for exhibits to align expenditure trends with budget		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: True up costs for exhibition output and other signage materials. MS 10.24.18: CM what's the spend rate & therefore the true-up amount.		Approved		No		$30,000		$15,000		$15,000		$45,000		$0		$0		$45,000

				Enhance exhibitions graphics budget Total												$30,000		$15,000		$15,000		$45,000		$0		$0		$45,000

				Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded summer stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		LS 10.04.18: For the purchase of Summer Stride Tote Bags and other branded materials
CM10.9.18: Using CPP instead od Youth to pay for the Tote bags.  Need $75K for bags and $30K for adult engaging programming.  Total budget would be $105K in 549990.
MS 11.2.18: CPP must work with AP on purchasing strategy.
MS 11.29.18: CPP & CM please connect to ensure we put this in the correct PS project codes and account codes		Approved		Yes		$50,000		$55,000		$55,000		$105,000		$0		$0		$105,000

										MJ 10.05.18: Additional branded library card needs are expected (Giants!) and more office supplies for growing CPP staff
CM10.9.18: change the account from 549510 to 549990 since FY18 YE big deficit is in 549990.
MS 10.24.18: highlight the card plans for FY 20.
MS 11.29.18: CPP & CM please connect to ensure we put this in the correct PS project codes and account codes		Approved		Yes		$30,000		$10,000		$10,000		$40,000		$0		$0		$40,000

				Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services Total												$80,000		$65,000		$65,000		$145,000		$0		$0		$145,000

		Premier Urban Library Total														$110,000		$80,000		$80,000		$190,000		$0		$0		$190,000

		Literacy & Learning		Increase Creative Software licenses for public use		Increase Adobe creative cloud software licenses public use		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: Add more Adobe software licenses
CM10.9.18: should this be covered by IT budget?
CM10.23.18: ML responded: "3. Eventually, the purchase will be with DT's EA, so it will just increase our DT WO, so it is up to FIN how to reconcile this in the BP process." MS 11.2.18: Let's put this in the DT work order. CPP should give the count to IT & they can inform DT. 11.10.18: Per MLiang this would be part of the DT work order. CHRISTINE, please ensure this is added to the correct IT DT work order.		Approved but in Base Budget		No		$0		$7,200		$7,200		$7,200		$0		$0		$7,200

				Increase Creative Software licenses for public use Total												$0		$7,200		$7,200		$7,200		$0		$0		$7,200

				Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: Add programming funds in field where it can be spent on paid performers and teachers ($15K each for COM and COB). MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18: this is just a budget cleanup to move to Youth M&S programming to adult programming		Approved		No		$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0				$30,000

				Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult Total												$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0				$30,000

		Literacy & Learning Total														$0		$37,200		$37,200		$37,200		$0		$0		$37,200

		Youth Engagement		Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program		Grow the YELL program by another 20 slots for a total count of 60 system wide. YELL is a youth workforce development program paired with Summer Stride. YELL participants who complete the program receive a $500 allocation to a 529 college savings account		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: Seeking to increase branch participation in this youth leadership program for a total of $30K, plus placeholder of $10K for MLIS outreach internship? MS 10.12.18: What's the plan? How can we show program success before expanding OR is this to help meet MYR's goal for youth wkforce development?
CM 10.17.18: Michelle responded: "By the time this budget item is funded it will be either the 3rd or 4th year of this program. We have great testimonials and work projects from the Teens to show success, even though it has only occurred at 5 branches each year. We are hoping to scale it, based on its success, to more branches next year."
MS 11.2.18: SFPL FIN needs the data for the December budget discussion. Plz insert into the CPP folder. MS 11.12.18: original CPP write-up also said, " + funds for outreach MLIS interns" but I don't know what you meant by that. I've removed it for now from the description. CPP please let me know if I should add it back. ALSO I need to verify the YELL budget b/c I thought we grew it to $40K in FY 19?
CM11.30.18: Move $5K from stipends to supplies because the number of slots went down from 70 to 60 because of supplies based on emails between Michelle and Maureen on 11.30.18.		Approved		Yes		$25,000		$5,000		$5,000		$30,000		$0		$0		$30,000

				Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program Total												$25,000		$5,000		$5,000		$30,000		$0		$0		$30,000

				Providing educational opportunities for all youth		Increase the SAT Workshop budget per the agreement with Study Smart Tutors		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: The 2020 year's SAT prep contract is $89,401
CM10.9.18: Is this one-time increase for 2020?  The contract is not on-going for several years?
10.19.18CM: ongoing, confirmed with Michelle.		Approved		No		$75,000		$14,001		$14,001		$89,001		$0		$0		$89,001

				Providing educational opportunities for all youth Total												$75,000		$14,001		$14,001		$89,001		$0		$0		$89,001

				Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Ongoing		LS 10.04.18: For securing more city funded programming resources
CM10.9.18: move $30K from 549990 to 525010 to support Engaging Programming project on the program side.  Base budget $30K, increased $45K during last budget cycle for Engaging Programming ($22.5K each for COB and COM youth). Leave $15K for Engaging Programming M&S. MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18:  this is just a budget cleanup to move to Youth M&S programming to adult programming
CM11.30.18: Move $5K from stipends to supplies because the number of slots went down from 70 to 60 because of supplies based on emails between Michelle and Maureen on 11.30.18.		Approved		No		$75,000		($25,000)		($25,000)		$50,000		$0		$0		$50,000

				Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult Total												$75,000		($25,000)		($25,000)		$50,000		$0		$0		$50,000

				Resize the Play-to-Learn budget		Resize the refresh budget for Play-to-Learn structures system wide		Ongoing		Mj 10.05.18: Right size the costs of burgeon play to learn replacements in 2020 (estimated at $62K)		Approved		No		$82,142		($17,000)		($17,142)		$65,000		$0		$0		$65,000

				Resize the Play-to-Learn budget Total												$82,142		($17,000)		($17,142)		$65,000		$0		$0		$65,000

				Support engaging youth programs system wide		Enhance the allocation for youth programming and performers system wide including summer stride, STEAM programming, tricycle music fest, and The Mix teen programming		Ongoing		LS 10.04.18: For securing more city funded programming resources. MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18: updated the description to showcase the programming plans. CM --> double check the account & project codes to ensure we have the allocation correct b/w adult & youth and promotional & M&S		Approved		Yes		$15,000		$75,000		$75,000		$90,000		$0		$0		$90,000

				Support engaging youth programs system wide Total												$15,000		$75,000		$75,000		$90,000		$0		$0		$90,000

				Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials		Increase youth print budget to cover multilingual My Little Rhyme Books that are reprinted every five years as part of the Library's early literacy services and print materials to promote programs such as  Scholar Card		One-Time		MJ 10.05.18: Increasing budget to pay for one-time (every 5 years) reprinting of My Little Rhyme booklets. MS 11.29.18: CPP & CM please confirm that the entire $20K is only 1X. 		Approved		Yes		$64,000		$20,000		$20,000		$84,000		$0		$0		$64,000

				Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials Total												$64,000		$20,000		$20,000		$84,000		$0		$0		$64,000

		Youth Engagement Total														$336,142		$72,001		$71,859		$408,001		$0		$0		$388,001

		Digital Strategies		Refresh Tech-Lab chairs and smartboard		Refresh tech lab chairs and new smart board for Bridge Learning Studio at the Main Library		One-Time		MJ 10.04.18: Refresh worn chairs in Tech Lab and replace glitchy smartboard. Quote available for chair replacement. MJ 10.11.18: Added quote for SmartBoard in the folder $8,300. MS 10.12.18: Why isn't this part of the IT and FAC refresh efforts?
CM10.17.18: Michelle responded: "Could be part of the IT and Fac budget, but do not think they are watching for these individual, division level needs, so included in my budget. Happy to have it absorbed in their budget if that makes the most sense."		Approved but in Current Budget		No		$2,500		$5,700		$1,357		$3,857		$0		$0		$2,500

										MS 11.2.18: see notes above about the proposal in general. This one would need to be budgeted given the unit cost OR let's see if we can realize 560000 savings in FY 19 to cover this. CHRISTINE: please work with CPP & IT to see if we can purchase in FY 19. Otherwise let's add this as an addback item in the Mayor's Phase.		Approved but in Current Budget		No		$0		$8,300		$9,092		$9,092		$0		$0		$0

				Refresh Tech-Lab chairs and smartboard Total												$2,500		$14,000		$10,448		$12,948		$0		$0		$2,500

		Digital Strategies Total														$2,500		$14,000		$10,448		$12,948		$0		$0		$2,500

		Partnerships for Excellence		Create holds unit pickup partnership		Create automated system for hold pickup location at SFMOMA Public Knowledge branch		One-Time		MJ10.05.18: Seeking quote now - for holds pickup locker costs for SFMOMA location
CM10.9.18: This is included in COB BP. MS 10.12.18: COB also submitted this request. Who's the lead? Are you coordinating with IT?
MS 10.24.18: CM check with COB for quote; MLA: double the request for 2 locations.
CM10.17.18: Michelle responded: "I think COB’s proposal had more details, so I am fine with them taking the lead. Have not coordinated yet with IT or Facilities, but CL was discussing budgeting for more than one of these hold pickup kiosks, for a few other locations around the city."		Withdrawn		No		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Create holds unit pickup partnership Total												$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Partnerships for Excellence Total														$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Grand Total														$448,642		$203,201		$199,507		$648,149		$0		$0		$617,701
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Ongoing		Comments 
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		Digital Strategies		Create new public website redesign		Replace existing website that no longer meets staff and public expectations.  New website will be built with industry standards, and meet the City's, DT's, and ADA requirements.		One-Time		ML 10.4.18: We will ask a vendor to develop the new website and then bring it back inhouse. MS 10.12.18: depending on the updated cost information we may be able to fund in FY 19 from the LRB refunding savings.
CM10.23.18: confirmed with ML: "1. With Maureen and Lambert's recent approval.  IT will try to start the project this FY.  The procurement process will begin next week.  I hope to get a packet to FIN by mid to end of Nov.  We believe the City and DT have already approved the two vendors through an RFP process, which we hope to leverage.  This means we can procure faster...web development is Kanopy and hosting service is Pantheon."		Approved but in Current Budget		No		$35,000		$265,000		$0		$35,000		$0		$0		$35,000

				Create new public website redesign Total												$35,000		$265,000		$0		$35,000		$0		$0		$35,000

				Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to these socioeconomic groups and help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Requested 300 units at $600/per. MS 10.12.18: How will this filter into your fresh budget? What specs or Perf Measures do you have to estimate program success?
MS 11.12.18: we should show a base cost for the 30 laptops that you would have refreshed, right? If we assume $1.5K then wouldn't you have $45K in your refresh budget already?		Approved		Yes		$0		$180,000		$180,000		$180,000		$0				$0

				Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program Total												$0		$180,000		$180,000		$180,000		$0				$0

				Expand the laptop lending kiosk program		Continue the expansion of the laptop lending kiosk program by adding two kiosks system wide for a total allocation of 21 by FY 21		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing to deploy kiosk to all branches. MS 10.12.18: what's the use data? How can we justify expansion? MS 11.16.18: CHRISTINE & IT --> in the last BP cycle we stated by the end of FY 19 there would be 17 kiosks and by FY 20 there's be 19 kiosks. This would mean by the end of FY 21 we'd have 21. The list I saw in the email only had 14 through FY 18 with 2 more in FY 19 that'd be 16. PLEASE check the figures. I don't like giving out different figures from one cycle to the next!		Approved		No		$55,000		$0		$0		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000

				Expand the laptop lending kiosk program Total												$55,000		$0		$0		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000

				Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access		Replace the existing patron telephone account management system, which is at its end of life, with current talking technology. This investment would transition this service from hardware to a subscription-based cloud service allowing the Library to continue to provide accessible telephone service for patrons to renew their materials		Ongoing		MLi 10.9.18: This is expensive and a subscription model. Still gathering info, but want to put this in as a placeholder as we investigate further.
CM10.23.18: clarification from ML: "Current phone system included in III services, but not the hardware.  The hardware is why the service is the end of life.  III stopped supporting the hardware years ago, so we were on borrowed time.  We can keep the status quo, but just know if the hardware dies the service will stop.  They no longer make the hardware, so a true replacement is to buy the i-tiva service which is now a subscription and not in the contract of service.  However, as a business decision...IT is saving an old computer and has/is buying parts in case the current computer dies.  There is no guarantee on used equipment...just hope.  This is the reimbursement I will be submitting that I made on eBay." MS 11.6.018: is there any part of the III contract you can associate with this cost annually OR should we state the cost at $0. MS 11.16.18: completed the edits. I think it's ok to state $0 base investment given it's going from hardware to software. Christine, please still look at the III contract for this cost to provide more information. MS 12.3.18: moved from Premier Urban Library to Digi Strategy.		Approved		Yes		$0		$19,000		$19,000		$19,000		$0		$0		$19,000

				Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access Total												$0		$19,000		$19,000		$19,000		$0		$0		$19,000

				Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website		Use a cloud-based web hosting solution for the Library's public website once the upgrade is completed in FY 19		Ongoing		MLi 10.11.18: Found out new website needs to be hosted by City approved cloud service. MS 11.29.18:  Still need a statement on the benefit of hosting vs. SFPL IT doing it.		Approved		Yes		$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0		$0		$30,000

				Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website Total												$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0		$0		$30,000

				Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		ML 10.4.18: We need more storage, AND it needs to be fast and reliable. MS 10.12.18: what's the life cycle & therefore the refresh plan?
CM10.16.18: MLi responded: "If utilizing the existing technology (which I do not believe this is the future), 5-6 years.  But, depending on growth scaling will happen depending on business need.  Because of the uncertainty, I asked for one-time.  FYI, this might be like the Core Switch which happens every 5-6 years."		Approved		Yes		$0		$500,000		$500,000		$500,000		$0		$0		$0

										MLi 10.4.18: This will be needed as expected digital growth is expected…besides DAMS, there might be camera footage needs. MS 10.12.18: so 1x in FY 20 at $500K and then $100K each FY after that?
CM 10.16.18: MLi responded: "Yes, e-storage budget planning is uncertain because of future tech advancements (like utilizing SF/DT Cloud, Microsoft Azure, Amazon AWS, versus on-prem HP Nimble, etc.)  The FY21-05 is an educated guess knowing projects coming up like Cameras and DAMS...which I do not have very much information but want to be prepared.  It is two years out, so next cycle we should know more about the need." MS 11.12.18: per discussion with Liang on 11.8.18 we'll group the initial investment and ongoing together into 1 BP concept. Per Liang we need to add $100K/FY. Confirm that assumption in the FY 21 & 22 cycle.		Approved		Yes		$0		$0		$0		$0		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000

				Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system Total												$0		$500,000		$500,000		$500,000		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000

				Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros		Refresh 30 public use Apple MacBook Pros at The Mix based on technology life cycles		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Requested 30 units at $5,000/per.
CM10.16.18: changed project to Youth Program for the Mix.
MS 11.12.18: verified the unit cost is $5K per CM. I suspect that is inclusive of software. If the actual quote is < $5K then IT will need to absorb in IT M&S bgt.		Approved		Yes				$150,000		$150,000		$150,000		$0				$0

				Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros Total														$150,000		$150,000		$150,000		$0				$0

				Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan 		The Library began its AV refresh plan in FY 18 at $180K/FY for up to four locations each fiscal year system wide based on need. This proposal would finalize the AV master plan to refresh and/or update all AV in community spaces with current audio, visual, and technological needs and budget the remaining funds upfront to allow for more flexible project management.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: No guess on scope or cost. MS 10.12.18: let's discuss with Schwabe, IT, FIN b/c there's an annual refresh bgtd at $180K. Need to see plan and scope.
CM10.25.18: scheduled meeting: ML, MS, CM & DS on 10.29. MS 11.5.18: IT/FIN met we will try to fund all up front rather than over time. CM to check with CON on this approach. We have $180K annually that we'll strip out if we fund up front. Future budget will consider Koret, but that will be construction & require coordination with FAC. IT will work with FAC from November through Feb to get more details so this could be an addback option for LC or in the Mayor's phase. MS 11.12.18: confirmed that we built the AV refresh into the FY 18 & 19 budget cycle, beginning with FY 18. In that discussion we did state we'd only need $180K/FY for 3 FYs so I'll need talking points.		Approved		Yes		$180,000		$1,500,000		$323,000		$503,000		$0		$0		$0

				Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan  Total												$180,000		$1,500,000		$323,000		$503,000		$0		$0		$0

		Digital Strategies Total														$270,000		$2,644,000		$1,202,000		$1,472,000		$155,000		$155,000		$239,000

		Organizational Excellence		Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		One-Time		MLi 10.18.18: This is for HR…they seem to always ask for this. Moodle was suggested by Elise, and SumTotal was researched by Kate and MLi.  These two vendors have not been vetted.
MLi 10.23.18: Increase from 10k to 100k.
MS 11.16.18: HR, IT please meet to discuss what the needs are and what the 1x and ongoing costs should be. MS 12.4.18: IT shared the PUC PO that was $75K/yr ongoing only. Updated the proposal to show just $75K annually & no 1x costs. Our actuals could be less given the volume, but the PUC might be getting a volume discount.		Withdrawn		Yes		$0		$20,000		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								Ongoing		MLi 10.18.18: This is for HR…they seem to always ask for this. Moodle was suggested by Elise, and SumTotal was researched by Kate and MLi.  These two vendors have not been vetted.
MLi 10.23.18: Increase from 10k to 100k.
MS 11.16.18: HR, IT please meet to discuss what the needs are and what the 1x and ongoing costs should be. MS 12.4.18: IT shared the PUC PO that was $75K/yr ongoing only. Updated the proposal to show just $75K annually & no 1x costs. Our actuals could be less given the volume, but the PUC might be getting a volume discount.		Approved		Yes		$0		$100,000		$75,000		$75,000		$0		$0		$75,000

				Implement an HR learning management system Total												$0		$120,000		$75,000		$75,000		$0		$0		$75,000

				Implement automated IT asset inventory system		Purchase an automated IT asset inventory in order to comply with the Controller's recommendation.  This system will account for high value IT hardware and software, and will be use to manage and support its lifetime use		Ongoing		ML 10.4.18: Inventory system to comply with CON audit. MS 10.12.18: FIN will find a way to fund in FY 19.
CM10.16.18: MLi responded: "Great about the IT asset but I do not know right now if this is really needed.  We are testing a much cheaper solution and will know if this meets our business needs (and satisfies the CON audit) around Q3."
MS 11.29.18: we were using open source but it's not meeting our needs & isn't automated.		Approved		Yes		$0		$60,000		$60,000		$60,000		$0		$0		$60,000

				Implement automated IT asset inventory system Total												$0		$60,000		$60,000		$60,000		$0		$0		$60,000

				Increase IT training & travel		Increase IT professional training and conferences to meet a growing skill set demand in technology, governance, redundancy, resiliency, and security.  Staff workforce development is needed to address the increasing complexity today's IT infrastructure and to ensure reliability		Ongoing		ML 10.4.18: Need to increase to $80k. With no FTEs, IT needs to better the existing resources. Also, ITIL, COBIT, NIST is an added pressure. MS 10.12.18: need to be able to show improved services for all of the training.		Approved		Yes		$40,000		$40,000		$40,000		$80,000		$0		$0		$80,000

				Increase IT training & travel Total												$40,000		$40,000		$40,000		$80,000		$0		$0		$80,000

				Refresh network firewall per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of network equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		$151,900		$0		$0		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900

				Refresh network firewall per 4 year refresh cycle Total												$151,900		$0		$0		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900

				Refresh network switches per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of network equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		$135,000		$0		$0		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000

				Refresh network switches per 4 year refresh cycle Total												$135,000		$0		$0		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000

				Refresh Server per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of systems equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		$250,000		$0		$0		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000

				Refresh Server per 4 year refresh cycle Total												$250,000		$0		$0		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000

				True-up Software Funds 		Realign the software budget based on cyclical nature of some software purchases that require upfront, multi-year purchases. Estimated encumbrance need is $1,336,098.		Ongoing		MLi 10.4.18: Ran out of money in FY18…just making sure we have enough moving forward. MS 10.12.18: we will true up based but IT needs to update its spend plans. Should get the figure to a flat dollar amount.		Approved		No		$1,072,737		$263,361		$263,363		$1,336,100		$0		$0		$1,336,100

				True-up Software Funds  Total												$1,072,737		$263,361		$263,363		$1,336,100		$0		$0		$1,336,100

		Organizational Excellence Total														$1,649,637		$483,361		$438,363		$2,088,000		$536,900		$536,900		$2,088,000

		Grand Total														$1,919,637		$3,127,361		$1,640,363		$3,560,000		$691,900		$691,900		$2,327,000
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FAC Pivot

		Capital Funding Principles: 
1. Mandate 
2. Safety 
3. Preservation 
4. Programmatic 
5. Economic		Urgency 
Scale 
1 (less urgent) to 5 (urgent)		Importance 
Scale 
1 (less important) to 5 (important)		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		Division		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		One-time/ 
Ongoing		PeopleSoft 
Project & Activity Codes 
(formerly index code)		PeopleSoft 
Account 
(formerly subobjects)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original Budget		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		1. Mandate		5		5		Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		Transition from a uniform lease service model for custodial services to a uniform purchase model to meet current and new staffing and align budget to actuals for security and engineering to meet minimum requirement in the labor union agreements plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		FAC - Admin		Approved		Ongoing		10026753-0001		545310 Uniforms		Yes		$   10,000		$   54,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   1,280		$   65,280

								Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs Total																$   10,000		$   54,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   1,280		$   65,280

		1. Mandate Total																						$   10,000		$   54,000		$   54,000		$   64,000		$   1,280		$   1,280		$   65,280

		2. Safety		5		5		Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs		Expand the security vehicle fleet by two for a total of four vehicles to meet security service response needs system wide. Security currently has two Nissan Leaf cars but they do not adequately meet the needs to patrol all 29 Library locations effectively. Estimated cost is $45K each with an additional $10K per vehicle set aside for the potential impact of steel tariffs		FAC - Security		Approved		One-Time		10026753-0004		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		Yes		$   - 0		$   112,000		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs Total																$   - 0		$   112,000		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		Increase the allocation of security safety supplies and equipment to meet minimum requirement in the labor agreement (radios, body armor and other essential equipment worn as a part of the uniform) plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		FAC - Security		Approved		Ongoing		10026753-0002		545990 Other Safety Expenses		Yes		$   6,600		$   30,400		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   740		$   37,740

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs Total																$   6,600		$   30,400		$   30,400		$   37,000		$   740		$   740		$   37,740

								Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main		Increase Sheriff Department's work order to reflect the revised staffing deployment at the Main, which shifted the model from a one cadet and one deputy to a two deputy model		FAC - Security		Approved		Ongoing		10026753-0004		581930 GF-Sheriff		Yes		$   500,000		$   200,000		$   270,964		$   770,964		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   770,964

								Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main Total																$   500,000		$   200,000		$   270,964		$   770,964		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   770,964

				3		3		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		FAC - Custodial		Approved		One-Time		10026753-0003		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		Yes				$   15,000		$   15,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

																Ongoing		10026753-0003		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		Yes		$   - 0		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   35,000

								Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory Total																$   - 0		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   35,000

						4		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		FAC - Admin		Approved		One-Time		10026753-0001		549410 Minor Furnishings		Yes		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

																Ongoing		10026753-0001		549410 Minor Furnishings		Yes		$   155,000		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   255,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   255,000

								Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide Total																$   155,000		$   200,000		$   200,000		$   355,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   255,000

		2. Safety Total																						$   661,600		$   592,400		$   661,364		$   1,322,964		$   740		$   740		$   1,098,704

		3. Preservation		5		5		Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project 		Public Works estimated the Chinatown branch library renovation would cost between $24.1M  - $29.4M. Funding this renovation would occur over the next few fiscal years and use annual and fund balance monies, beginning with $5M in FY 20 & $20M in FY 21. Total allocation would equal $25M or 85% of the estimated project at $29.4M. Branch renovations are anticipated to address community needs, expand teen space, revamp program rooms, actualize innovations in service delivery and collections management, and include ADA improvements, preservation or restoration of historic features, and energy efficiency work		FAC - Admin		Approved		One-Time		Capital		567000 Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		Yes		$   - 0		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

								Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project  Total																$   - 0		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

								Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects		Public Works estimated budget is $19.8M for Mission and $8.5M for Ocean View. Both projects were fully funded in prior budget cycles. This proposal would allocate an additional $1.5M in contingency funds for this projects for construction market conditions. If funds are not required they can be reallocated to other capital projects in future fiscal years		FAC - Admin		Approved		One-Time		Capital		567000 Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		Yes		$   - 0		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects Total																$   - 0		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   1,500,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

				3		3		Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs		Replace the current Chief of Branches 2007 Toyota Prius, which has reached the end of its service life. Cost estimate for new vehicle is $28.5K		FAC - Admin		Approved		One-Time		10026753-0001 
Facilities		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		Yes		$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs Total																$   - 0		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   28,500		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		3. Preservation Total																						$   - 0		$   6,528,500		$   6,528,500		$   6,528,500		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000		$   20,000,000

		4. Programmatic		3		4		Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan		Generate a comprehensive FF&E asset management tool to properly maintain, manage, and project purchases for the branches. This project would create a database and report for 26 branch libraries (Sunset already completed as a pilot) 		FAC - Admin		Approved		One-Time		TBD		(blank)		Yes		$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

								Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan Total																$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		4. Programmatic Total																						$   - 0		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   300,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Grand Total																						$   671,600		$   7,474,900		$   7,543,864		$   8,215,464		$   20,002,020		$   20,002,020		$   21,163,984
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Cust Equip

		Item		Staff		Quantity		Purchased Year		Quanity In Service		Quanity Out Of Service		Location

		Vacuums		All Staff Use		30		2014						All Branches

		Vacuums		All Staff Use		10		2016						All Branches

		Vacuums		All Staff Use		7		2017						All Branches

		Vacuums		All Staff Use		28		Unknown						All Branches

		Vacuums		All Staff Use		75 Total		14/16/17 -& Before		50		25		All Branches





		Carpet Extractors		All Staff Use		21 Total		Unknown		20		1		Main Library





		Low Speed Buffers		All Staff Use		10 Total		Unknown		7		3		Main Library





		Auto Scrubbers		Selected Staff		5 Total		Unknown		4		1		Main Library





		High Speed Machine		Selected Staff		6		Unknown		6		0		Main Library

		1) Total of 30 Items of Equipment are OUT OF SERVICE

		2)Out of the 87 Items of Equpment in Service, some are aged from use and need to be updated

		3) Vacuums need upgrading to current filter specifications 

		4) Ergonomic Upgrades to prevent repeitive motion injuries





Base Bgt Pivot



		Division		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		One-time/ 
Ongoing		PeopleSoft 
Project & Activity Codes 
(formerly index code)		PeopleSoft 
Account 
(formerly subobjects)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original Budget

		HR - Training		Expand employee engagement opportunities		Enhance budget for staff activates to increase employee engagement. 		Approved but in Base Budget		Ongoing		10026751-0001		546990 Food		No		$   500

				Expand employee engagement opportunities Total														$   500

		HR - Training Total																$   500

		CPP - Adult		Increase Creative Software licenses for public use		Increase Adobe creative cloud software licenses public use		Approved but in Base Budget		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		581140 Is-TIS-Isd Services		No		$   - 0

				Increase Creative Software licenses for public use Total														$   - 0

		CPP - Adult Total																$   - 0

		Grand Total																$   500































































































































																						Est. LPF Growth		5,000,000.00				Est. LPF Growth		5,000,000.00

																						Variance		ERROR:#REF!				Variance		ERROR:#REF!
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Current Yr & Alt Source Pivot



		Division		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		One-time/ 
Ongoing		PeopleSoft 
Project & Activity Codes 
(formerly index code)		PeopleSoft 
Account 
(formerly subobjects)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original Budget

		IT		Create new public website redesign		Replace existing website that no longer meets staff and public expectations.  New website will be built with industry standards, and meet the City's, DT's, and ADA requirements.		Approved but in Current Budget		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		527610 Systems Consulting Services		No		$   35,000

				Create new public website redesign Total														$   35,000

		IT Total																$   35,000

		COM		Clean collections that will be moved from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan 		Materials moving from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan will need to be cleaned		Approved w/ Alternate Source		One-Time		Capital		535000 Other Current Expenses - Bdgt		No		$   - 0

				Clean collections that will be moved from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan  Total														$   - 0

		COM Total																$   - 0

		COB		Install skateboard racks for the public to secure personal skateboards. 		This will enhance and support the City and County's commitment to reducing our carbon foot print and provides library users with a secure location to store skateboards they use to commute in the city. This proposal could reduce the number of security concerns and issues around skateboard use in the library. 		Approved but in Current Budget		One-Time		10026752-0001 
Branch Library Operations		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		No		$   - 0

				Install skateboard racks for the public to secure personal skateboards.  Total														$   - 0

				Lend key padlocks for patrons securing their personal skateboards. 		Patrons without their own personal lock could borrow a padlock from the circulation desk and use it to secure their skateboard in the rack. 		Approved but in Current Budget		One-Time		10026752-0001 
Branch Library Operations		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		No		$   - 0

				Lend key padlocks for patrons securing their personal skateboards.  Total														$   - 0

		COB Total																$   - 0

		FAC - Security		Install security cameras across the system		Increase the base allocation for installing security cameras system wide from $50K/fiscal year over a three-year period to fund the project fully in FY 20 and also allocate monies for a dedicated server and wiring services from the Department of Technology. The project will enhance safety by installing 40 additional cameras in five branches and 10 additional cameras at the Main Library beginning in FY 20		Approved but in Current Budget		One-Time		10026753-0004		(blank)		No		$   50,000

				Install security cameras across the system Total														$   50,000

		FAC - Security Total																$   50,000

		FAC - Engrg		Replace Hyde Street/Loading Dock rollup gate and operator		CAPITAL EXPENDITURE-Replace roll up gate and operator for Hyde Street ramp to Loading Dock.  Addition of a service door to alleviate the excessive use of the gate and operator for staff pedestrian access to the loading dock.		Approved but in Current Budget		One Time		10026753-0002		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		No		$   - 0

				Replace Hyde Street/Loading Dock rollup gate and operator Total														$   - 0

				Update existing Main Library PA System		Update and upgrade 15 year old PA System at the Main for staff and patron notification		Approved but in Current Budget		One Time		10026753-0002		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		No		$   - 0

				Update existing Main Library PA System Total														$   - 0

		FAC - Engrg Total																$   - 0

		CPP - Adult		Refresh Tech-Lab chairs and smartboard		Refresh tech lab chairs and new smart board for Bridge Learning Studio at the Main Library		Approved but in Current Budget		One-Time		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		No		$   - 0

														549410 Minor Furnishings		No		$   2,500

				Refresh Tech-Lab chairs and smartboard Total														$   2,500

		CPP - Adult Total																$   2,500

		Grand Total																$   87,500
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Approved by DIV Pivot

		Division		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Comments 
[Pertinent Info; how did you get the cost estimates]
(Insert initials & date)		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original 
Budget		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		COM		Literacy & Learning		Support pop-up programs at the Main		Install two mobile large screen, internet-ready TV/monitors to support engaging pop-up programming in the Main.		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: Need to confirm that this is not included in IT AV refresh proposal and IT is aware that this will go to their budget.
CM10.16.18: confirmed with IT: it's not part of the IT AV refresh proposal.
CM 10.17.18: Confirmed with Tom: "these will be mobile screens that could be used throughout the Main and are not affixed to a wall, they will be used for adult programming"
MS 11.1.18: to conduct programming. Not vetted through TEF.  Like what's next to the cafe. Expanding the AV inventory. The costs include the screens, cart. Laptops not needed. FIN to check with IT to see what it estimates the costs are & if IT can purchase with its current or base budget.
MS 11.12.18: we will budget this in equipment to ensure sufficient equipment monies. If at the time of purchase the unit costs a <$5K then IT knows it needs to absorb the cost. The costs will be grouped with servers below b/c of the impact & IT may be able to purchase it with existing monies.		Approved		No		$0		$25,000		$25,000		$25,000		$0				$0

						Support pop-up programs at the Main Total												$0		$25,000		$25,000		$25,000		$0				$0

				Literacy & Learning Total														$0		$25,000		$25,000		$25,000		$0				$0

		COM Total																$0		$25,000		$25,000		$25,000		$0				$0

		CPP - Adult		Premier Urban Library		Enhance exhibitions graphics budget		Increase graphics budget for exhibits to align expenditure trends with budget		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: True up costs for exhibition output and other signage materials. MS 10.24.18: CM what's the spend rate & therefore the true-up amount.		Approved		No		$30,000		$15,000		$15,000		$45,000		$0		$0		$45,000

						Enhance exhibitions graphics budget Total												$30,000		$15,000		$15,000		$45,000		$0		$0		$45,000

				Premier Urban Library Total														$30,000		$15,000		$15,000		$45,000		$0		$0		$45,000

				Literacy & Learning		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: Add programming funds in field where it can be spent on paid performers and teachers ($15K each for COM and COB). MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18: this is just a budget cleanup to move to Youth M&S programming to adult programming		Approved		No		$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0				$30,000

						Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult Total												$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0				$30,000

				Literacy & Learning Total														$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0				$30,000

		CPP - Adult Total																$30,000		$45,000		$45,000		$75,000		$0		$0		$75,000

		CPP - Youth		Youth Engagement		Providing educational opportunities for all youth		Increase the SAT Workshop budget per the agreement with Study Smart Tutors		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: The 2020 year's SAT prep contract is $89,401
CM10.9.18: Is this one-time increase for 2020?  The contract is not on-going for several years?
10.19.18CM: ongoing, confirmed with Michelle.		Approved		No		$75,000		$14,001		$14,001		$89,001		$0		$0		$89,001

						Providing educational opportunities for all youth Total												$75,000		$14,001		$14,001		$89,001		$0		$0		$89,001

						Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Ongoing		LS 10.04.18: For securing more city funded programming resources
CM10.9.18: move $30K from 549990 to 525010 to support Engaging Programming project on the program side.  Base budget $30K, increased $45K during last budget cycle for Engaging Programming ($22.5K each for COB and COM youth). Leave $15K for Engaging Programming M&S. MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18:  this is just a budget cleanup to move to Youth M&S programming to adult programming
CM11.30.18: Move $5K from stipends to supplies because the number of slots went down from 70 to 60 because of supplies based on emails between Michelle and Maureen on 11.30.18.		Approved		No		$75,000		($25,000)		($25,000)		$50,000		$0		$0		$50,000

						Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult Total												$75,000		($25,000)		($25,000)		$50,000		$0		$0		$50,000

						Resize the Play-to-Learn budget		Resize the refresh budget for Play-to-Learn structures system wide		Ongoing		Mj 10.05.18: Right size the costs of burgeon play to learn replacements in 2020 (estimated at $62K)		Approved		No		$82,142		($17,000)		($17,142)		$65,000		$0		$0		$65,000

						Resize the Play-to-Learn budget Total												$82,142		($17,000)		($17,142)		$65,000		$0		$0		$65,000

				Youth Engagement Total														$232,142		($27,999)		($28,141)		$204,001		$0		$0		$204,001

		CPP - Youth Total																$232,142		($27,999)		($28,141)		$204,001		$0		$0		$204,001

		FAC - Custodial		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Expand pest control program		Continue current pest control services and expand to include pigeon proofing system wide		Ongoing		MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? VD 10.9.18: Expand MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 4&5 to 3&3		Approved		No		$70,000		$30,000		$30,000		$100,000		$2,000		$2,000		$102,000

						Expand pest control program Total												$70,000		$30,000		$30,000		$100,000		$2,000		$2,000		$102,000

						Increase budget for compost, recycling, and trash programs to meet current cost projection 		Increase budget for compost, recycling, and trash programs to meet current cost projection and demand for Recology services		Ongoing		CC 09/28/2018: To meet the increased cost for Recology services. MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? VD 10.9.18: True up to spend trend. MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 5&5 to 3&3		Approved		No		$93,000		$32,000		$32,000		$125,000		$2,500		$2,500		$127,500

						Increase budget for compost, recycling, and trash programs to meet current cost projection  Total												$93,000		$32,000		$32,000		$125,000		$2,500		$2,500		$127,500

						Increase budget for ongoing equipment maintenance		Increase budget for ongoing Facilities equipment maintenance to include custodial equipment maintenance, plus adjustment for inflation of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		CC 09/28/2018: Add $75,000 cost for custodial equipment maintenance. MS 10.31.18:  what's the annual actual?
MS 11.13.18: no dedicated bgt but via Prop Qs. This is to dedicate to Custodial. Will need a contract long term. Discuss with Anna after Feb 2019. MS 12.4.18: this is to true up the equipment maintenance to actuals, not really grow or expand efforts.		Approved		No		$412,415		$75,000		$75,000		$487,415		$9,748		$9,748		$497,163

						Increase budget for ongoing equipment maintenance Total												$412,415		$75,000		$75,000		$487,415		$9,748		$9,748		$497,163

				Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total														$575,415		$137,000		$137,000		$712,415		$14,248		$14,248		$726,663

		FAC - Custodial Total																$575,415		$137,000		$137,000		$712,415		$14,248		$14,248		$726,663

		FAC - Engrg		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Adjust multi-year and project service budget for growing needs and cost inflation.		Adjust multi-year and project service budget for growing needs and cost inflation. Continuing cost increases for materials and services associated with the maintenance contracts for major equipment.		Ongoing		RL 09/28/2018: Projection at 2%, not final. MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? TR 10.9.18: True up to spend trend		Approved		No		$456,500		$9,130		$9,130		$465,630		$9,313		$9,313		$474,943

						Adjust multi-year and project service budget for growing needs and cost inflation. Total												$456,500		$9,130		$9,130		$465,630		$9,313		$9,313		$474,943

						CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		$288,400		$5,768		$5,768		$294,168		$5,883		$5,883		$300,051

												TR 09/28/2018: Filter changes are required to maintain Main's LEED rating 		Approved		No		$41,100		$822		$822		$41,922		$838		$838		$42,760

						CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs Total												$329,500		$6,590		$6,590		$336,090		$6,722		$6,722		$342,812

						CPI adjustment for purchase of office supplies annually increase by 2% 		CPI adjustment for purchase of office supplies annually increase by 2% to maintain current level of service in the Stockroom. 		Ongoing		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		$15,500		$310		$310		$15,810		$316		$316		$16,126

						CPI adjustment for purchase of office supplies annually increase by 2%  Total												$15,500		$310		$310		$15,810		$316		$316		$16,126

						Digitize Library construction documents and plans 		Digitize Library construction documents and plans for electronic storage and increased user accessibility. One time increase in budget for conversion of paper documents to electronic format.		One Time		TR 09/28/2018: Digitization of drawings
MS 10.30.18: Is this something PW could do for us? What's the ongoing process to require digitized drawings from PW for all future projects? RL: 11/1/18: Inquiry sent to Lourdes Garcia and Andy Sohn. RL 11/9/2018: Reduced because we can use Public Works' printing service to digitize paying for it with our work order. The small increase we are asking for is for emergencies where we need to go directly to the printers.MS 11.13.18: use the FY 19 BDC monies for the current backlog.		Approved		No		$500		$4,500		$4,500		$5,000		$0		$0		$500

						Digitize Library construction documents and plans  Total												$500		$4,500		$4,500		$5,000		$0		$0		$500

				Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure Total														$802,000		$20,530		$20,530		$822,530		$16,351		$16,351		$834,381

		FAC - Engrg Total																$802,000		$20,530		$20,530		$822,530		$16,351		$16,351		$834,381

		IT		Digital Strategies		Expand the laptop lending kiosk program		Continue the expansion of the laptop lending kiosk program by adding two kiosks system wide for a total allocation of 21 by FY 21		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing to deploy kiosk to all branches. MS 10.12.18: what's the use data? How can we justify expansion? MS 11.16.18: CHRISTINE & IT --> in the last BP cycle we stated by the end of FY 19 there would be 17 kiosks and by FY 20 there's be 19 kiosks. This would mean by the end of FY 21 we'd have 21. The list I saw in the email only had 14 through FY 18 with 2 more in FY 19 that'd be 16. PLEASE check the figures. I don't like giving out different figures from one cycle to the next!		Approved		No		$55,000		$0		$0		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000

						Expand the laptop lending kiosk program Total												$55,000		$0		$0		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000

				Digital Strategies Total														$55,000		$0		$0		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000

				Organizational Excellence		Refresh network firewall per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of network equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		$151,900		$0		$0		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900

						Refresh network firewall per 4 year refresh cycle Total												$151,900		$0		$0		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900

						Refresh network switches per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of network equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		$135,000		$0		$0		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000

						Refresh network switches per 4 year refresh cycle Total												$135,000		$0		$0		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000

						Refresh Server per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of systems equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		$250,000		$0		$0		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000

						Refresh Server per 4 year refresh cycle Total												$250,000		$0		$0		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000

						True-up Software Funds 		Realign the software budget based on cyclical nature of some software purchases that require upfront, multi-year purchases. Estimated encumbrance need is $1,336,098.		Ongoing		MLi 10.4.18: Ran out of money in FY18…just making sure we have enough moving forward. MS 10.12.18: we will true up based but IT needs to update its spend plans. Should get the figure to a flat dollar amount.		Approved		No		$1,072,737		$263,361		$263,363		$1,336,100		$0		$0		$1,336,100

						True-up Software Funds  Total												$1,072,737		$263,361		$263,363		$1,336,100		$0		$0		$1,336,100

				Organizational Excellence Total														$1,609,637		$263,361		$263,363		$1,873,000		$536,900		$536,900		$1,873,000

		IT Total																$1,664,637		$263,361		$263,363		$1,928,000		$591,900		$591,900		$1,928,000

		Grand Total																$3,304,194		$462,892		$462,752		$3,766,946		$622,499		$622,499		$3,768,045
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Approval Status Pivot

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Division		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Comments 
[Pertinent Info; how did you get the cost estimates]
(Insert initials & date)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Original 
Budget		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Change Amount
[Division]		Sum of FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		Sum of FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Approved		COB		Premier Urban Library		Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers		Install two remote holds pick-up lockers to increase access to library card holders in and near the Financial District at the Public Knowledge Library in the SF MOMA, and in a Hope SF project site to be determined 		One-Time		RAV 10.5.18: requesting quote from bibliotheca 10.5.2018
MS 10.12.18: CPP also submitted this request. Who's the lead? Are you coordinating with IT?
CM10.18.18: confirmed with Rebecca:"2. I wasn’t aware that CPP had submitted a similar request. I can rea		Yes		$0		$96,762		$125,000		$125,000		$0		$0		$0

				COM		Premier Urban Library		Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board		Create a five-member Transitional Aged Youth (TAY) program advisory board to assist the Library in developing programs targeted for the TAY community. The TAY board would receive $100 stipends for their participation and would meet for five hours monthly.		Ongoing		MS 11.12.18: adding this to the list per meeting on 11.8 with Tom Fortin. Per Shirley anything over $600 requires the person to complete a 1099. They'd pay taxes if their income is > $10.4K. We could limit the amount to $600/member. NEED MORE PROGRAM INF		Yes		$0		$6,000		$6,000		$6,000		$0		$0		$6,000

								Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: $30K with City Repro for printing jobs & $20K for M&S. MS 10.12.18: I need to better understand this proposal. Union impact?
CM10.17.18: confirmed with Tom: "we will work with Fran in the Bridge on volunteer recruitment and will steer clear of union impact."
MS 11.1.18: CPP design assistance; stick & peel graphics; survey pre-post effort (talk with RSA); M&S branding for gear, etc. since this is a new effort.
MS 11.12.18:  we really need to review the Civic Bridge report for strong talking points and I need to confirm this is 1X vs. ongoing
MS 11.16.18: Tom please discuss this with FIN and CPP to see how we can work together and if there are funds to support this already or how to defend your figures. MS 12.4.18: per TF on 12.4.18 the Mktg & Promo = $20K & M&S = $10K. See breakdown.		Yes		$0		$30,000		$20,000		$20,000		$0		$0		$0

														TF 10.4.18
MS 12.4.18: TF breakdown: 
marketing and promotional
+ large exterior banners – $1,500 per item with quarterly rotation = $6,000
+ interior banners - $250 per item, 6 items with quarterly rotation = $6,000 
+ t-shirts - $5,000 for main staff t-shirts
+ wayfinding signage and posters  - mostly funded through city repro and ARC = $2000
+ staff buttons - $1,000
Total = $20,000
 
programming and material support
+ support for pop up events in the atrium and program centers $750 per event/12 events + $1K contingency = $10,000
 		Yes		$0		$20,000		$10,000		$10,000		$0		$0		$0

						Literacy & Learning		Support pop-up programs at the Main		Install two mobile large screen, internet-ready TV/monitors to support engaging pop-up programming in the Main.		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: Need to confirm that this is not included in IT AV refresh proposal and IT is aware that this will go to their budget.
CM10.16.18: confirmed with IT: it's not part of the IT AV refresh proposal.
CM 10.17.18: Confirmed with Tom: "the		No		$0		$25,000		$25,000		$25,000		$0				$0

						Digital Strategies		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix to optimize Apple product asset management and permit SFPL IT to focus on core institutional IT initiatives and projects and PC asset management. 		Ongoing		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: not sure if this is considered as professional Svc.  Or just regular maintenance svc. MS 10.12.18: how did you determine the $100K request?
CM10.16.18: changed the project code to Youth Program  for the Mix.
CM 10.17.18: Confirmed with Tom: "Michael Liang gave me this ballpark figure; it could be cheaper – we are seeking a quote from a city vendor."
MS 10.30.18: Is the SP correct as L&L or should it be Digital Strategy? Do we want to call attention to IT's inability to support this need? I'm concerned about how we'd get this purchase through given union requirements. Probably should chat with IT and Anna.
MS 11.1.18: for Mix to evolve we need some Apple capacity. Editing/Production. IT is aware of the need. RPD Randall Museum has a split environment & has a City vendor. Jason Blandon --> check PeopleSoft to see how & who. TF thinks the $100K is too high. We'll get a real quote.
MS 11.12.18: Tom will as for a quote or estimate from the vendor to solidify this figure. TF: 11.21.18 I am in communication with vendor spec'ing a quote. MS 12.3.18:  moved from Literacy & Learning SP to Digital Strategy.		Yes		$0		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$100,000

				CPP - Adult		Premier Urban Library		Enhance exhibitions graphics budget		Increase graphics budget for exhibits to align expenditure trends with budget		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: True up costs for exhibition output and other signage materials. MS 10.24.18: CM what's the spend rate & therefore the true-up amount.		No		$30,000		$15,000		$15,000		$45,000		$0		$0		$45,000

								Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded summer stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		LS 10.04.18: For the purchase of Summer Stride Tote Bags and other branded materials
CM10.9.18: Using CPP instead od Youth to pay for the Tote bags.  Need $75K for bags and $30K for adult engaging programming.  Total budget would be $105K in 549990.
MS 1		Yes		$50,000		$55,000		$55,000		$105,000		$0		$0		$105,000

														MJ 10.05.18: Additional branded library card needs are expected (Giants!) and more office supplies for growing CPP staff
CM10.9.18: change the account from 549510 to 549990 since FY18 YE big deficit is in 549990.
MS 10.24.18: highlight the card plans for		Yes		$30,000		$10,000		$10,000		$40,000		$0		$0		$40,000

						Literacy & Learning		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: Add programming funds in field where it can be spent on paid performers and teachers ($15K each for COM and COB). MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 1		No		$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0				$30,000

				CPP - Youth		Youth Engagement		Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program		Grow the YELL program by another 20 slots for a total count of 60 system wide. YELL is a youth workforce development program paired with Summer Stride. YELL participants who complete the program receive a $500 allocation to a 529 college savings account		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: Seeking to increase branch participation in this youth leadership program for a total of $30K, plus placeholder of $10K for MLIS outreach internship? MS 10.12.18: What's the plan? How can we show program success before expanding OR is this t		Yes		$25,000		$5,000		$5,000		$30,000		$0		$0		$30,000

								Providing educational opportunities for all youth		Increase the SAT Workshop budget per the agreement with Study Smart Tutors		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: The 2020 year's SAT prep contract is $89,401
CM10.9.18: Is this one-time increase for 2020?  The contract is not on-going for several years?
10.19.18CM: ongoing, confirmed with Michelle.		No		$75,000		$14,001		$14,001		$89,001		$0		$0		$89,001

								Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Ongoing		LS 10.04.18: For securing more city funded programming resources
CM10.9.18: move $30K from 549990 to 525010 to support Engaging Programming project on the program side.  Base budget $30K, increased $45K during last budget cycle for Engaging Programming (		No		$75,000		($25,000)		($25,000)		$50,000		$0		$0		$50,000

								Resize the Play-to-Learn budget		Resize the refresh budget for Play-to-Learn structures system wide		Ongoing		Mj 10.05.18: Right size the costs of burgeon play to learn replacements in 2020 (estimated at $62K)		No		$82,142		($17,000)		($17,142)		$65,000		$0		$0		$65,000

								Support engaging youth programs system wide		Enhance the allocation for youth programming and performers system wide including summer stride, STEAM programming, tricycle music fest, and The Mix teen programming		Ongoing		LS 10.04.18: For securing more city funded programming resources. MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18: updated the description to showcase the programming plans. CM --> double check the account & project codes to ensure we have the allocation correct b/w adult & youth and promotional & M&S		Yes		$15,000		$75,000		$75,000		$90,000		$0		$0		$90,000

								Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials		Increase youth print budget to cover multilingual My Little Rhyme Books that are reprinted every five years as part of the Library's early literacy services and print materials to promote programs such as  Scholar Card		One-Time		MJ 10.05.18: Increasing budget to pay for one-time (every 5 years) reprinting of My Little Rhyme booklets. MS 11.29.18: CPP & CM please confirm that the entire $20K is only 1X. 		Yes		$64,000		$20,000		$20,000		$84,000		$0		$0		$64,000

				CTS		Literacy & Learning		Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 25,000 new books and AV material for the refreshment of the adult collection. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase. 		One-Time		MS 11.5.18: 2/3 of collection brand new. Confirmed this is 1x. Don't need a physical collection increase right now. Talking points for possible questions.  Why no increase to physical budget?  1. Prices have been flat. 2. Need slightly fewer copies of no		Yes		$6,663,054		$0		$0		$6,663,054		$550,000		$550,000		$7,213,054

								Enhance eCollections		Increase the eCollections by another 25% in FY 21 to meet growing demand.  eMedia circulation grew by 23.8% FY 18.  An increase is needed to continue providing the service at our current level for eBook & eMedia platforms Overdrive, Axis360, Hoopla and Kanopy		Ongoing		Talking points for possible questions eCollections – support continued demand on existing platforms without impacting physical collections.  23.8% increase in circ last year.  Adding new platforms, including the digitized historic SF Examiner, Kono (Japanese and Chinese magazines), Popup digi libraries to market libraries ebooks to new customers in areas they may already be spending time waiting (hospitals, museums, street fairs)		Yes		$7,802,986		$0		$0		$7,802,986		$1,950,747		$1,950,747		$9,753,733

						Digital Strategies		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to these socioeconomic groups and help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		SC 10.5.18: A one time budget to cover supplies for processing 300 Chromebooks for circulation. Among San Francisco residents who use Internet at home, nearly all (92%) access the Internet at home using a laptop or desktop computer. 
Low-income residents		Yes		$0		$10,500		$10,500		$10,500		$0		$0		$0

				CTS - Youth		Literacy & Learning		Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 17,000 new children and teen items for during the refreshment. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase. 		One-Time		MS 11.5.18: 2/3 of collection brand new. Confirmed this is 1x. Don't need a physical collection increase right now.		Yes		$2,816,474		$0		$0		$2,816,474		$300,000		$300,000		$3,116,474

				FAC - Admin		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project at $5M		Public Works estimated the Chinatown branch library renovation would cost between $24.1M  - $29.4M. Funding this renovation would occur over the next few fiscal years and use annual and fund balance monies, beginning with $5M in FY 20. Branch renovations are anticipated to address community needs, expand teen space, revamp program rooms, actualize innovations in service delivery and collections management, and include ADA improvements, preservation or restoration of historic features, and energy efficiency work		One-Time		(blank)		Yes		$0		$5,000,000		$5,000,000		$5,000,000		$5,000,000		$5,000,000		$5,000,000

								Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan		Generate a comprehensive FF&E asset management tool to properly maintain, manage, and project purchases for the branches. This project would create a database and report for 26 branch libraries (Sunset already completed as a pilot) 		One-Time		MS 10.5.18: Where's the FF&E inventory & projection project? MS 10.30.18: how did you come up with $300K & why not state system-wide? What about ongoing costs? Are we buying a service and then cloud software?
RL 11.1.18:  The $300K is based upon multiply		Yes		$0		$300,000		$300,000		$300,000		$0		$0		$0

								Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		Transition from a uniform lease service model for custodial services to a uniform purchase model to meet current and new staffing and align budget to actuals for security and engineering to meet minimum requirement in the labor union agreements plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		RL 09/28/2018: $25,000 Security; $14,000 Engineering; $25,000 Custodial
MS 10.30.18: this is a significant increase. Is this part of the true-up to meet actuals & b/c it hasn't been adjusted for inflation? Also, do you anticipate spending $64K/FY on unif		Yes		$10,000		$54,000		$54,000		$64,000		$1,280		$1,280		$65,280

								Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		One-Time		RL 09/28/2018: $100,000 request to replace 20 year old LIB furniture, $100,000 UX project at the Main .
MS 10.30.18: COM has $125K in its proposal I would remove COM but what's the correct amount.  
RL 11.1.18: Given what we have seen in costs, and to pr		Yes		$0		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$0

												Ongoing		RL 09/28/2018: $100,000 request to replace 20 year old LIB furniture, $100,000 UX project at the Main .
MS 10.30.18: COM has $125K in its proposal I would remove COM but what's the correct amount.  
RL 11.1.18: Given what we have seen in costs, and to pr		Yes		$155,000		$100,000		$100,000		$255,000		$0		$0		$255,000

								Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs		Replace the current Chief of Branches 2007 Toyota Prius, which has reached the end of its service life. Cost estimate for new vehicle is $28.5K, with an additional $10K set aside for potential impact of steel tariffs		One-Time		VD 11.20.18: Quote from Towne Ford Sales (under "Equipment Forms, Quotes, and Methodology" folder) is $28,495 with additional $10,000 due to steel tariff for a total of $38,495. MS 11.28.18: does this replace the security expansion request?		Yes		$0		$28,500		$28,500		$28,500		$0		$0		$0

				FAC - Custodial		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Expand pest control program		Continue current pest control services and expand to include pigeon proofing system wide		Ongoing		MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? VD 10.9.18: Expand MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 4&5 to 3&3		No		$70,000		$30,000		$30,000		$100,000		$2,000		$2,000		$102,000

								Increase budget for compost, recycling, and trash programs to meet current cost projection 		Increase budget for compost, recycling, and trash programs to meet current cost projection and demand for Recology services		Ongoing		CC 09/28/2018: To meet the increased cost for Recology services. MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? VD 10.9.18: True up to spend trend. MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 5&5 to 3&3		No		$93,000		$32,000		$32,000		$125,000		$2,500		$2,500		$127,500

								Increase budget for ongoing equipment maintenance		Increase budget for ongoing Facilities equipment maintenance to include custodial equipment maintenance, plus adjustment for inflation of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		CC 09/28/2018: Add $75,000 cost for custodial equipment maintenance. MS 10.31.18:  what's the annual actual?
MS 11.13.18: no dedicated bgt but via Prop Qs. This is to dedicate to Custodial. Will need a contract long term. Discuss with Anna after Feb 2019. MS 12.4.18: this is to true up the equipment maintenance to actuals, not really grow or expand efforts.		No		$412,415		$75,000		$75,000		$487,415		$9,748		$9,748		$497,163

								Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		One-Time		CM11.14.18: This line is to fund 2 auto scrubbers which is separated from other equipment b/c it's < $5K/unit.  MS 11.28.18: This will bring the count to 7. We should know the life cycle and plan for this every X # of years. MS 12.3.18: changed rating fr		Yes				$15,000		$15,000		$15,000		$0		$0		$0

												Ongoing		CC 09/28/2018: See Equipment Tab. New and Replacement of Custodial Equipment. MS 10.5.18: where's the equipment tab? If the unit cost is < $5K each, including tax & freight then it's M&S. RT 10.10.18: CR2 unit is approximately $4,000 per unit, vacuum cle		Yes		$0		$35,000		$35,000		$35,000		$0		$0		$35,000

				FAC - Engrg		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Adjust multi-year and project service budget for growing needs and cost inflation.		Adjust multi-year and project service budget for growing needs and cost inflation. Continuing cost increases for materials and services associated with the maintenance contracts for major equipment.		Ongoing		RL 09/28/2018: Projection at 2%, not final. MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? TR 10.9.18: True up to spend trend		No		$456,500		$9,130		$9,130		$465,630		$9,313		$9,313		$474,943

								CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		No		$288,400		$5,768		$5,768		$294,168		$5,883		$5,883		$300,051

														TR 09/28/2018: Filter changes are required to maintain Main's LEED rating 		No		$41,100		$822		$822		$41,922		$838		$838		$42,760

								CPI adjustment for purchase of office supplies annually increase by 2% 		CPI adjustment for purchase of office supplies annually increase by 2% to maintain current level of service in the Stockroom. 		Ongoing		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		No		$15,500		$310		$310		$15,810		$316		$316		$16,126

								Digitize Library construction documents and plans 		Digitize Library construction documents and plans for electronic storage and increased user accessibility. One time increase in budget for conversion of paper documents to electronic format.		One Time		TR 09/28/2018: Digitization of drawings
MS 10.30.18: Is this something PW could do for us? What's the ongoing process to require digitized drawings from PW for all future projects? RL: 11/1/18: Inquiry sent to Lourdes Garcia and Andy Sohn. RL 11/9/2018: 		No		$500		$4,500		$4,500		$5,000		$0		$0		$500

				FAC - Security		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs		Expand the security vehicle fleet by two for a total of four vehicles to meet security service response needs system wide. Security currently has two Nissan Leaf cars but they do not adequately meet the needs to patrol all 29 Library locations effectively. Estimated cost is $45K each with additional $10K set aside for potential impact of steel tariffs		One-Time		OC 09/28/2018: Increase Security Mobile Unit with 2 Vehicle.  Currently have 2 Nissan Leaf MS 10.5.18: Are we expanding or replacing? If we're expanding what are we doing with the existing, insufficient vehicles? FAC must include documents to justify the		Yes		$0		$112,000		$110,000		$110,000		$0		$0		$0

								Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		Increase the allocation of security safety supplies and equipment to meet minimum requirement in the labor agreement (radios, body armor and other essential equipment worn as a part of the uniform) plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		RL 09/28/2018: $22,000 Security; $10,000 Engineering; $10,000 Custodial PPE
MS 10.30.18: this is a significant increase. Is this part of the true-up to meet actuals & b/c it hasn't been adjusted for inflation? Are you saying annually you need $35K? MS 11		Yes		$6,600		$30,400		$30,400		$37,000		$740		$740		$37,740

						Partnerships for Excellence		Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main		Increase Sheriff Department's work order to reflect the revised staffing deployment at the Main, which shifted the model from a one cadet and one deputy to a two deputy model		Ongoing		OC 09/28/2018: 2 Deputy Model during business hours at the Main
MS 10.31.18:  we need to check & verify that this matches the SHF quote. I think it's higher than a total of $700K. MS 11.12.18: also we should just let the performing depts tell us the annu		Yes		$500,000		$200,000		$200,000		$700,000		$0		$0		$0

				IT		Digital Strategies		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to these socioeconomic groups and help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Requested 300 units at $600/per. MS 10.12.18: How will this filter into your fresh budget? What specs or Perf Measures do you have to estimate program success?
MS 11.12.18: we should show a base cost for the 30 laptops that you would have re		Yes		$0		$180,000		$180,000		$180,000		$0				$0

								Expand the laptop lending kiosk program		Continue the expansion of the laptop lending kiosk program by adding two kiosks system wide for a total allocation of 21 by FY 21		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing to deploy kiosk to all branches. MS 10.12.18: what's the use data? How can we justify expansion? MS 11.16.18: CHRISTINE & IT --> in the last BP cycle we stated by the end of FY 19 there would be 17 kiosks and by FY 20 there's be 1		No		$55,000		$0		$0		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000		$55,000

								Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access		Replace the existing patron telephone account management system, which is at its end of life, with current talking technology. This investment would transition this service from hardware to a subscription-based cloud service allowing the Library to continue to provide accessible telephone service for patrons to renew their materials		Ongoing		MLi 10.9.18: This is expensive and a subscription model. Still gathering info, but want to put this in as a placeholder as we investigate further.
CM10.23.18: clarification from ML: "Current phone system included in III services, but not the hardware.  T		Yes		$0		$19,000		$19,000		$19,000		$0		$0		$19,000

								Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website		Use a cloud-based web hosting solution for the Library's public website once the upgrade is completed in FY 19		Ongoing		MLi 10.11.18: Found out new website needs to be hosted by City approved cloud service. MS 11.29.18:  Still need a statement on the benefit of hosting vs. SFPL IT doing it.		Yes		$0		$30,000		$30,000		$30,000		$0		$0		$30,000

								Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		ML 10.4.18: We need more storage, AND it needs to be fast and reliable. MS 10.12.18: what's the life cycle & therefore the refresh plan?
CM10.16.18: MLi responded: "If utilizing the existing technology (which I do not believe this is the future), 5-6 yea		Yes		$0		$500,000		$500,000		$500,000		$0		$0		$0

														MLi 10.4.18: This will be needed as expected digital growth is expected…besides DAMS, there might be camera footage needs. MS 10.12.18: so 1x in FY 20 at $500K and then $100K each FY after that?
CM 10.16.18: MLi responded: "Yes, e-storage budget planning		Yes		$0		$0		$0		$0		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000

								Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros		Refresh 30 public use Apple MacBook Pros at The Mix based on technology life cycles		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Requested 30 units at $5,000/per.
CM10.16.18: changed project to Youth Program for the Mix.
MS 11.12.18: verified the unit cost is $5K per CM. I suspect that is inclusive of software. If the actual quote is < $5K then IT will need to absorb 		Yes				$150,000		$150,000		$150,000		$0				$0

								Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan 		The Library began its AV refresh plan in FY 18 at $180K/FY for up to four locations each fiscal year system wide based on need. This proposal would finalize the AV master plan to refresh and/or update all AV in community spaces with current audio, visual, and technological needs and budget the remaining funds upfront to allow for more flexible project management.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: No guess on scope or cost. MS 10.12.18: let's discuss with Schwabe, IT, FIN b/c there's an annual refresh bgtd at $180K. Need to see plan and scope.
CM10.25.18: scheduled meeting: ML, MS, CM & DS on 10.29. MS 11.5.18: IT/FIN met we will try 		Yes		$180,000		$1,500,000		$323,000		$503,000		$0		$0		$0

						Organizational Excellence		Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		Ongoing		MLi 10.18.18: This is for HR…they seem to always ask for this. Moodle was suggested by Elise, and SumTotal was researched by Kate and MLi.  These two vendors have not been vetted.
MLi 10.23.18: Increase from 10k to 100k.
MS 11.16.18: HR, IT please meet to discuss what the needs are and what the 1x and ongoing costs should be. MS 12.4.18: IT shared the PUC PO that was $75K/yr ongoing only. Updated the proposal to show just $75K annually & no 1x costs. Our actuals could be less given the volume, but the PUC might be getting a volume discount.		Yes		$0		$100,000		$75,000		$75,000		$0		$0		$75,000

								Implement automated IT asset inventory system		Purchase an automated IT asset inventory in order to comply with the Controller's recommendation.  This system will account for high value IT hardware and software, and will be use to manage and support its lifetime use		Ongoing		ML 10.4.18: Inventory system to comply with CON audit. MS 10.12.18: FIN will find a way to fund in FY 19.
CM10.16.18: MLi responded: "Great about the IT asset but I do not know right now if this is really needed.  We are testing a much cheaper solution a		Yes		$0		$60,000		$60,000		$60,000		$0		$0		$60,000

								Increase IT training & travel		Increase IT professional training and conferences to meet a growing skill set demand in technology, governance, redundancy, resiliency, and security.  Staff workforce development is needed to address the increasing complexity today's IT infrastructure and to ensure reliability		Ongoing		ML 10.4.18: Need to increase to $80k. With no FTEs, IT needs to better the existing resources. Also, ITIL, COBIT, NIST is an added pressure. MS 10.12.18: need to be able to show improved services for all of the training.		Yes		$40,000		$40,000		$40,000		$80,000		$0		$0		$80,000

								Refresh network firewall per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of network equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		No		$151,900		$0		$0		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900		$151,900

								Refresh network switches per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of network equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		No		$135,000		$0		$0		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000		$135,000

								Refresh Server per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of systems equipment.		One-Time		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		No		$250,000		$0		$0		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000		$250,000

								True-up Software Funds 		Realign the software budget based on cyclical nature of some software purchases that require upfront, multi-year purchases. Estimated encumbrance need is $1,336,098.		Ongoing		MLi 10.4.18: Ran out of money in FY18…just making sure we have enough moving forward. MS 10.12.18: we will true up based but IT needs to update its spend plans. Should get the figure to a flat dollar amount.		No		$1,072,737		$263,361		$263,363		$1,336,100		$0		$0		$1,336,100

				RSA		Organizational Excellence		Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL		Enhance the analytic capacity of the Research, Strategy & Analytics team by adding a new San Francisco Fellow to the SFPL cohort for a total of two Fellows for the Library		Ongoing		RM: 10.03.18 - now that the team is fully embedded and will have had a year to work together, adding a fellow to supplement our analytical work makes good sense. Fellows traditionally have been very quick learners and as capable as higher-cost analytical staff, in many instances.
MS 10.30.18: this would grow our SF Fellow program by 1 for a total of 2; 1 in RSA & 1 in FAC.		Yes		$94,760		$94,760		$94,760		$189,520		$0		$0		$189,520

		Approved Total																$21,757,068		$9,539,814		$8,343,912		$30,100,980		$8,525,265		$8,525,265		$30,232,845

		Approved but in Base Budget		CPP - Adult		Literacy & Learning		Increase Creative Software licenses for public use		Increase Adobe creative cloud software licenses public use		Ongoing		MJ 10.05.18: Add more Adobe software licenses
CM10.9.18: should this be covered by IT budget?
CM10.23.18: ML responded: "3. Eventually, the purchase will be with DT's EA, so it will just increase our DT WO, so it is up to FIN how to reconcile this in the BP process." MS 11.2.18: Let's put this in the DT work order. CPP should give the count to IT & they can inform DT. 11.10.18: Per MLiang this would be part of the DT work order. CHRISTINE, please ensure this is added to the correct IT DT work order.		No		$0		$7,200		$7,200		$7,200		$0		$0		$7,200

				HR - Training		Organizational Excellence		Expand employee engagement opportunities		Enhance budget for staff activates to increase employee engagement. 		Ongoing		E.S 10.5.2018
MS 10.30.18: I would fund internally from other underspent monies.		No		$500		$1,500		$1,500		$2,000		$0		$0		$2,000

		Approved but in Base Budget Total																$500		$8,700		$8,700		$9,200		$0		$0		$9,200

		Approved but in Current Budget		COB		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Install skateboard racks for the public to secure personal skateboards. 		This will enhance and support the City and County's commitment to reducing our carbon foot print and provides library users with a secure location to store skateboards they use to commute in the city. This proposal could reduce the number of security concerns and issues around skateboard use in the library. 		One-Time		RAV Submitted 10.5.18
CM10.10.18: COB20-01 &02 can be combined. MS 10.12.18: What locations? We should do in FY 19.
CM 10.18.18: confirmed with Rebecca and Cathy: "We are interested in purchasing 4 racks and 28 locks for skateboards." "We will need to check in with Roberto on how we should plan the implementation since this impacts buildings and his team will be needed to install the racks."		No		$0		$4,148		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								Lend key padlocks for patrons securing their personal skateboards. 		Patrons without their own personal lock could borrow a padlock from the circulation desk and use it to secure their skateboard in the rack. 		One-Time		RAV Submitted 10.5.18
CM10.10.18: COB20-01 &02 can be combined. MS 10.12.18: What locations? We should do in FY 19.
		No		$0		$982		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				CPP - Adult		Digital Strategies		Refresh Tech-Lab chairs and smartboard		Refresh tech lab chairs and new smart board for Bridge Learning Studio at the Main Library		One-Time		MJ 10.04.18: Refresh worn chairs in Tech Lab and replace glitchy smartboard. Quote available for chair replacement. MJ 10.11.18: Added quote for SmartBoard in the folder $8,300. MS 10.12.18: Why isn't this part of the IT and FAC refresh efforts?
CM10.17.18: Michelle responded: "Could be part of the IT and Fac budget, but do not think they are watching for these individual, division level needs, so included in my budget. Happy to have it absorbed in their budget if that makes the most sense."		No		$2,500		$5,700		$1,357		$3,857		$0		$0		$2,500

														MS 11.2.18: see notes above about the proposal in general. This one would need to be budgeted given the unit cost OR let's see if we can realize 560000 savings in FY 19 to cover this. CHRISTINE: please work with CPP & IT to see if we can purchase in FY 19. Otherwise let's add this as an addback item in the Mayor's Phase.		No		$0		$8,300		$9,092		$9,092		$0		$0		$0

				FAC - Engrg		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Replace Hyde Street/Loading Dock rollup gate and operator		CAPITAL EXPENDITURE-Replace roll up gate and operator for Hyde Street ramp to Loading Dock.  Addition of a service door to alleviate the excessive use of the gate and operator for staff pedestrian access to the loading dock.		One Time		JS 10/01/2018: Due to increased usage caused by all hours janitors and UN plaza maintenance team, roll up gate is cycling at a rate that far exceeds the intended rate. MS 10.5.18: use FY 18 capital monies (undesignated capital monies). TR 10.9.18: Does this require an Equipment Form 4 entry? RT 10.11.18: Replace existing roll gate, and is not an equipment		No		$0		$100,000		$0				$0				$0

								Update existing Main Library PA System		Update and upgrade 15 year old PA System at the Main for staff and patron notification		One Time		TR 10/01/2018: Modernized aging system and expand on building coverage. MS 10.5.18: use FY 18 capital monies (undesignated capital monies).		No		$0		$250,000		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				FAC - Security		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Install security cameras across the system		Increase the base allocation for installing security cameras system wide from $50K/fiscal year over a three-year period to fund the project fully in FY 20 and also allocate monies for a dedicated server and wiring services from the Department of Technology. The project will enhance safety by installing 40 additional cameras in five branches and 10 additional cameras at the Main Library beginning in FY 20		One-Time		OC 09/28/2018: Security cameras for 5 branches and the Main; approximately 40 cameras. Currently budgeted $50,000 for FY19. 
RT 10/03/2018: $86,143 estimated cost of 2 servers, $300,000 estimated cost for cameras at 5 branches and the Main
MS 10.31.18: we told the LC we needed $50K/FY for 3 FYs. How could we have been so off and how reliable is this figure? Not approving the $50K increase for FY 21 since that's in the base bgt & could be used as a source for new maintenance costs. 
RL 11.1.18: The new figure is highly reliable because it is based on actual detailed estimates produced by JCI after extensive site visits.  Most of the increase above $150K is because at the time the original estimate was made, we were not informed by JCI that our servers were at the end of their service life.  Also the number above is not correct.  The camera estimate is $165K.  The server estimate is $86, 143, but that estimate was made in June of 2018 so there could be slight escalation.   That total is $251,143, we believe it is prudent to budget the project at $300K  TOTAL based on the information we have now.
RL 11/09/2018: Branch camera: $165,000. New servers at Main: $86,143. Ten new cameras at Main: $22,000. DTIS: $60,000 estimated cost based on past projects. Total cost is $333,143. Proposed change includes $50,000 previously budgeted.
MS 11.13.18: CM will create a project code. MS 11.28.18: I need branch locations, base & revised camera counts for branch & Main. I need to know what you are doing with the $50K in FY 19. MS 11.30.18: confirmed with CM & team that we should use the existing undedicated capital monies for this project rather than asking for new monies. FAC, please work with Christine after she sets up the accounting codes to start working on this project.		No		$50,000		$283,143		$300,000		$350,000		$0		($50,000)		$0

				IT		Digital Strategies		Create new public website redesign		Replace existing website that no longer meets staff and public expectations.  New website will be built with industry standards, and meet the City's, DT's, and ADA requirements.		One-Time		ML 10.4.18: We will ask a vendor to develop the new website and then bring it back inhouse. MS 10.12.18: depending on the updated cost information we may be able to fund in FY 19 from the LRB refunding savings.
CM10.23.18: confirmed with ML: "1. With Maureen and Lambert's recent approval.  IT will try to start the project this FY.  The procurement process will begin next week.  I hope to get a packet to FIN by mid to end of Nov.  We believe the City and DT have already approved the two vendors through an RFP process, which we hope to leverage.  This means we can procure faster...web development is Kanopy and hosting service is Pantheon."		No		$35,000		$265,000		$0		$35,000		$0		$0		$35,000

		Approved but in Current Budget Total																$87,500		$917,273		$310,448		$397,948		$0		($50,000)		$37,500

		Approved w/ Alternate Source		COM		Literacy & Learning		Clean collections that will be moved from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan 		Materials moving from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan will need to be cleaned		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: This shouldn't be professional svcs.  Should this be included in 750 Brannan capital project? Belfor svc. MS 10.12.18: agreed, this should be part of the 750 capital project.
MS 11.1.18: can we use this source for extra hours for staff b/c the vendor cost may be hire could be costly. MS to check with LL and CM.  TF: 11.21.18 COM preference is to build this cost as an extra hours activity for staff; although I cannot estimate work hours needed for scope of work due to incomplete information at this time (cleaning process is under review by Nancy Terranova).		No		$0		$125,000				$0		$0				$0

		Approved w/ Alternate Source Total																$0		$125,000				$0		$0				$0

		Approved w/ Modified Amt		COM		Partnerships for Excellence		Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main		In January 2019, the Library will pilot a restroom monitoring program with Hunters Point Family, a nonprofit, to monitor Main Library public restrooms on the weekends during operating hours. The program is based on the Public Works Pit Stop restroom monitoring program, which is part of Hunters Point Family's workforce development services. The Library's program goal is to enhance patron safety at the Main, improve the customer experience, and create a new workforce development opportunity at the Main		Ongoing		TF 10.4.18. MS 10.12.18: this is a COM proposal but a FAC WO bgt
CM 10.16.18: this is going to be budgeted in Main account 538010.  PW will provide the budget number based on project scope. 
CM10.17.18: confirmed with Tom: the new hours will start January 13,2019.  Total hours: 62. 
MS 10.29.18: PW FIN DIR thinks the figure would be closer to $170K. We should confirm the amount. It should be in the FAC budget, right?
MS 11.1.18: PW needs to know the schedule to estimate the true annual cost based on a staffing proposal & # of floors/location - would the work scope change? Per Aaron Wu at PW the CAT said we could have our own contract via their Grant Award/RFQ grantee pool with 6 categories with monitoring ambassadorship with a workforce development component. Aaron is willing to work with Anna to help us do a contract ourselves & reduce admin costs in an IDS. 
MS 11.12.18: meet with PW. We have the information on how to run this as our own grant agreement rather than a WO/IDS. We'll still need to work on the cost estimates but $170K might still be ok. CM please reach out to Aaron Wu to determine how to estimate.TF: 11.21.18: TF extrapolates full-year workorder with PW for 62 hours of service at $408,000; confirming with Aaron at PW.  11.21.18 TF: number from Aaron Wu at PW is a bit higher at $428,000 to include materials and supplies, and admin support at HPF. MS 12.3.18: Aaron Wu at PW said ~ $89.5K/yr. I'll round up b/c of that might be based on the old model.		Yes		$0		$138,000		$100,000		$100,000		$0		$0		$100,000

				HR - Training		Organizational Excellence		Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs		Increase the Library's training budget with DHR to meet our staff's
training needs and requirements		Ongoing		E.S 10.5.2018, MS 10.12.18: Let's propose $60K bgt but be willing to cut $5K in BOS phase		Yes		$34,000		$21,000		$26,000		$60,000		$0		$0		$60,000

		Approved w/ Modified Amt Total																$34,000		$159,000		$126,000		$160,000		$0		$0		$160,000

		Deferred		FAC - Admin		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Replace Engineering Carpentry vehicle to maintain robust Library fleet		Due to its decreasing reliability, the current Engineering Carpentry vehicle does not adequately support the Facilities' mission to effectively serve the maintenance needs of the Library's 30 buildings, and it has reached the end of its service life at 17 years of age. Cost of $46K is derived from a purchase order in July 2018 for the same exact vehicle, with an additional $10K set aside for potential impact of steel tariffs. The new vehicle would increase fuel efficiency, reduce carbon emissions, and allow our Engineering unit to more reliably maintain a state of good repair of our facilities for Library patrons and staff.		One-Time		VD 11.19.18: Cost for new Engineering carpenter truck is $46,117.13 based on previous purchase of the exact same vehicle in July 2018 (PO is under "Equipment Forms, Quotes, and Methodology" folder), and an additional $10,000 escalation estimate due to new steel tariffs for a total of $56,117.13. This new vehicle will be a replacement. MS 11.28.18: This is a NEW request as of mid-November. I need to know why this is so important & urgent. Please give me your Fleet spreadsheet & tell me if you have asked for this vehicle before but then swapped it for another vehicle. Per ML this needs to wait for the next budget cycle. Plus we need to see a fleet management plan to see inventory, maintenance costs, and odometer readings and use rate. Some vehicles could be old but aren't used much therefore replacement might not really be needed.		No		$0		$56,117		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Deferred Total																$0		$56,117		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Denied		FAC - Security		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Increase SFPD work order to meet the growing needs of the library		Increase SFPD work order to meet the growing perimeter safety needs of the library. Increase Q2 budget by 24 hours per week. 		Ongoing		OC 09/28/2018: Increase police patrol by 24 hours per week
MS 10.31.18: 24hrs/week at the Main? How do we get 10B to actually take a shift? MLA/RL let's not do this and use the SHF work order and b/c we are having a better response from SFPD in general for standing service that is at no cos. MS 11.12.18: also we should just let the performing depts tell us the annual cost increases.		No		$225,282		$150,000		$0		$225,282		$0		$0		$0

		Denied Total																$225,282		$150,000		$0		$225,282		$0		$0		$0

		Withdrawn		COM		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Institute UX service design space improvements and furnishing in the Main's 5th floor Reading Room		Enhance the customer experience in the Main's 5th floor Reading Room by instituting the UX design recommendations, including replacing furniture and shelving and redesigning the Reading Room configuration.		One-Time		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: FAC needs to know about this BP. MS 10.12.18: This is 1x for now but FAC needs to filter this into its ongoing refresh. MS 10.30.18: We should add a statement about how the UX process allowed us to identify the correct furniture & configuration. It may feel like a lot of money for one area (with how many square feet?) FAC has FF&E going up and also references UX but at $100K. What communication has there been with FAC? MS 11.1.18: there's a quote; replacing all the FF&E in the RR. New layout. TF will send FIN the quote.
MS 11.12.18: Tom's quotes run from $99K to $112K. A budget of $125K provides cushion or could be a reduction option in the BOS phase. FAC's BP included this so I will mark this as withdrawn.		Yes		$0		$125,000		$125,000		$125,000		$0				$0

				CPP - Adult		Partnerships for Excellence		Create holds unit pickup partnership		Create automated system for hold pickup location at SFMOMA Public Knowledge branch		One-Time		MJ10.05.18: Seeking quote now - for holds pickup locker costs for SFMOMA location
CM10.9.18: This is included in COB BP. MS 10.12.18: COB also submitted this request. Who's the lead? Are you coordinating with IT?
MS 10.24.18: CM check with COB for quote; MLA: double the request for 2 locations.
CM10.17.18: Michelle responded: "I think COB’s proposal had more details, so I am fine with them taking the lead. Have not coordinated yet with IT or Facilities, but CL was discussing budgeting for more than one of these hold pickup kiosks, for a few other locations around the city."		No		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				FAC - Admin		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		CAPITAL PROJECT - Civic Center Campus Master Planning		Allocate monies to begin capital improvements to the Civic Center Campus (Main Library & Support Services Facility) based on a pending facilities master plan		One-Time		MS 10.2.18: A placeholder amount of $1M was already budgeted in FY 20. Note that this project will straddle the plan and emerging project concept since we really don't know what the scope will be. This $1M will allow for planning and maybe scheduling a project. Suspect long term this would require a bond sale given the likely scale of the program. MS 10.15.18: Since this is already budgeted, no need to include here.		No		$0		$1,000,000				$0		$0		$0		$0

								CAPITAL PROJECT - Compact Shelving & Air Handling 		Install climate control HVAC to maintain temperature and humidity requirements for History Center collection and compact storage at 750 Brannan.   Brooks Hall collection to relocate to 750 Brannan to meet Real Estate mandate to vacate. 		One-Time		MS 10.2.18: the FY 18 budget included $2M LPF for what became phase 1 of the project. The History Center was providing funding to make phase 1 whole. Christine will confirm the amount of the HC monies for phase 1. FY 19 included $600K for more shelving for the HC per the BP and the $1.8M for FY 20 was for the large room. MS 10.15.18: Since this is already budgeted, no need to include here.		No		$0		$1,800,000				$0		$0		$0		$0

								CAPITAL PROJECT - Main Lighting		Improve overall security with new exterior pole lights and lighting on Library signage		One-Time		MS 10.2.18: This is already fully funded in FY 20. Actuals will occur in another FY and depend on the Civic Center Realm Plan. Hopefully there will be funding available through that effort vs. really needing to use LPF. If that's the case, then the $2M would be freed up for other capital work. MS 10.15.18: Since this is already budgeted, no need to include here.		No		$0		$2,000,000				$0		$0		$0		$0

								Fully fund the Ocean View renovation project at $8.5M		Public Works estimated the Ocean View branch library renovation would cost between $6.6M  - $8.5M. Fully funding the renovation at $8.5M would account for cost escalation. Branch renovations are anticipated to address community needs, expand teen space, revamp program rooms, actualize innovations in service delivery and collections management, and include ADA improvements, preservation or restoration of historic features, and energy efficiency work. 		One-Time		MS 10.15.18: Since this largely already budgeted we only need to include about $250K here. MS 10.30.18: double check the budget, we actually have $8.7M already in the FY 20 bgt, which fully covers the Ocean View budget. We don't need to budget here but we can note that when discussing the program at LC		No		$8,706,358		$8,350,000		$0		$8,706,358		$0		$0		$0

				FAC - Engrg		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		Update Main Library fire alarm panel		Replace Main Library fire panel with current and supported version.  Existing fire panel has reached the end of its service life.		One Time		TR 10/01/2018: Replacing an outdated fire panel that will soon not be supported.  Previous budget? MS 10.5.18: the $5M elevator budget included monies for Fire Life Safety, would that include the fire alarm panel? VD 10.9.18: Will confirm RT 10.11.18: Fire, Life and Safety is part of the Elevator Upgrade, fire alarm panel is part of the project. VD 10.12.18: Already included in elevator modernization scope of work.		No		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				IT		Organizational Excellence		Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		One-Time		MLi 10.18.18: This is for HR…they seem to always ask for this. Moodle was suggested by Elise, and SumTotal was researched by Kate and MLi.  These two vendors have not been vetted.
MLi 10.23.18: Increase from 10k to 100k.
MS 11.16.18: HR, IT please meet to discuss what the needs are and what the 1x and ongoing costs should be. MS 12.4.18: IT shared the PUC PO that was $75K/yr ongoing only. Updated the proposal to show just $75K annually & no 1x costs. Our actuals could be less given the volume, but the PUC might be getting a volume discount.		Yes		$0		$20,000		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Withdrawn Total																$8,706,358		$13,295,000		$125,000		$8,831,358		$0		$0		$0

		Grand Total																$30,810,708		$24,250,904		$8,914,060		$39,724,768		$8,525,265		$8,475,265		$30,439,545
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Strategic Priority NonPOS Pivot

		Division		(All)



		Strategic Priority		Proposal Title 		Proposal Summary Description		One-time/ 
Ongoing		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Include in LC Pivot 
(FIN ONLY)		 FY 20 Original Budget		 FY 20 Proposed Investment Amount		 FY 20 Proposed 
Budget Amount		 FY 21 Proposed Investment Amount		 FY 21 Proposed 
Budget Amount

		Premier Urban Library		Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board		Create a five-member Transitional Aged Youth (TAY) program advisory board to assist the Library in developing programs targeted for the TAY community. The TAY board would receive $100 stipends for their participation and would meet for five hours monthly		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   6,000		$   6,000		$   - 0		$   6,000

				Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded Summer Stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   80,000		$   65,000		$   145,000		$   - 0		$   145,000

				Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers		Install two remote holds pick-up lockers to increase access to library card holders in and near the Financial District at the Public Knowledge Library in the SF MOMA, and in a Hope SF project site to be determined 		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   125,000		$   125,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Premier Urban Library Total												$   80,000		$   226,000		$   306,000		$   - 0		$   151,000

		Literacy & Learning		Enhance eCollections		Increase the eCollections by another 25% in FY 21 to meet growing demand.  eMedia circulation grew by 23.8% FY 18.  An increase is needed to continue providing the service at our current level for eBook & eMedia platforms Overdrive, Axis360, Hoopla and Kanopy		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   7,971,981		$   - 0		$   7,971,981		$   1,992,995		$   9,964,976

				Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Opening Day Adult Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 25,000 new books and AV material for the refreshment of the adult collection. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   6,663,054		$   - 0		$   6,663,054		$   550,000		$   7,213,054

						Opening Day Youth Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 17,000 new children and teen items for during the refreshment. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   2,816,474		$   - 0		$   2,816,474		$   300,000		$   3,116,474

		Literacy & Learning Total												$   17,451,509		$   - 0		$   17,451,509		$   2,842,995		$   20,294,504

		Youth Engagement		Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program		Grow the YELL program by another 20 slots for a total count of 60 system wide. YELL is a youth workforce development program paired with Summer Stride. YELL participants who complete the program receive a $500 allocation to a 529 college savings account		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   20,000		$   10,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Support engaging youth programs system wide		Enhance the allocation for youth programming and performers system wide including Summer Stride, STEAM programming, tricycle music fest, and The Mix teen programming		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   15,000		$   75,000		$   90,000		$   - 0		$   90,000

				Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials		Increase youth print budget to cover multilingual My Little Rhyme Books that are reprinted every five years as part of the Library's early literacy services and print materials to promote programs such as  Scholar Card		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   64,000		$   20,000		$   84,000		$   - 0		$   64,000

		Youth Engagement Total												$   99,000		$   105,000		$   204,000		$   - 0		$   184,000

		Digital Strategies		Expand the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   190,500		$   190,500		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros		Refresh 30 public use Apple MacBook Pros at The Mix based on technology life cycles		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   150,000		$   150,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix to optimize Apple product asset management and permit SFPL IT to focus on core institutional IT initiatives and projects and PC asset management		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access		Replace the existing patron telephone account management system, which is at its end of life, with current talking technology. This investment would transition this service from hardware to a subscription-based cloud service allowing the Library to continue to provide accessible telephone service for patrons to renew their materials		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   19,000		$   19,000		$   - 0		$   19,000

				Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website		Use a cloud-based web hosting solution for the Library's public website once the upgrade is completed in FY 19		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   30,000

				Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   500,000		$   500,000		$   100,000		$   100,000

				Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan 		The Library began its AV refresh plan in FY 18 at $180K/FY for up to four locations each fiscal year system wide based on need. This proposal would finalize the AV master plan to refresh and/or update all AV in community spaces with current audio, visual, and technological needs and budget the remaining funds upfront to allow for more flexible project management		One-Time		Approved		Yes		$   180,000		$   325,000		$   505,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Digital Strategies Total												$   180,000		$   1,314,500		$   1,494,500		$   100,000		$   249,000

		Partnerships for Excellence		Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main		In January 2019, the Library will pilot a restroom monitoring program with Hunters Point Family, a nonprofit, to monitor Main Library public restrooms on the weekends during operating hours. The program is based on the Public Works Pit Stop restroom monitoring program, which is part of Hunters Point Family's workforce development services. The Library's program goal is to enhance patron safety at the Main, improve the customer experience, and create a new workforce development opportunity at the Main		Ongoing		Approved w/ Modified Amt		Yes		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main		Increase Sheriff Department's work order to reflect the revised staffing deployment at the Main, which shifted the model from a one cadet and one deputy to a two deputy model		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   500,000		$   271,000		$   771,000		$   - 0		$   771,000

		Partnerships for Excellence Total												$   500,000		$   371,000		$   871,000		$   - 0		$   871,000

		Organizational Excellence		Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs		Increase the Library's training budget with DHR to meet our staff's
training needs and requirements		Ongoing		Approved w/ Modified Amt		Yes		$   34,000		$   26,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   75,000		$   75,000		$   - 0		$   75,000

				Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL		Enhance the analytic capacity of the Research, Strategy & Analytics team by adding a new San Francisco Fellow to the SFPL cohort for a total of two Fellows for the Library		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   94,760		$   94,760		$   189,520		$   - 0		$   189,520

				Implement automated IT asset inventory system		Purchase an automated IT asset inventory in order to comply with the Controller's recommendation.  This system will account for high value IT hardware and software, and will be use to manage and support its lifetime use		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   60,000		$   - 0		$   60,000

				Increase IT training budget		Increase IT professional training and conferences budget to meet a growing skill set demand in technology, governance, redundancy, resiliency, and security.  Staff workforce development is needed to address the increasing complexity today's IT infrastructure and to ensure reliability		Ongoing		Approved		Yes		$   40,000		$   40,000		$   80,000		$   - 0		$   80,000

		Organizational Excellence Total												$   168,760		$   295,760		$   464,520		$   - 0		$   464,520

		Grand Total												$   18,479,269		$   2,312,260		$   20,791,529		$   2,942,995		$   22,214,024
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		FAC - Engrg		10/1/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-26		Update Main Library fire alarm panel		Replace Main Library fire panel with current and supported version.  Existing fire panel has reached the end of its service life.		One Time		10026753-0002		567000 Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5		5		2		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 10/01/2018: Replacing an outdated fire panel that will soon not be supported.  Previous budget? MS 10.5.18: the $5M elevator budget included monies for Fire Life Safety, would that include the fire alarm panel? VD 10.9.18: Will confirm RT 10.11.18: Fire, Life and Safety is part of the Elevator Upgrade, fire alarm panel is part of the project. VD 10.12.18: Already included in elevator modernization scope of work.		Withdrawn		No		No		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Engrg		10/1/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-25		Update existing Main Library PA System		Update and upgrade 15 year old PA System at the Main for staff and patron notification		One Time		10026753-0002		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		250,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2		4		2		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 10/01/2018: Modernized aging system and expand on building coverage. MS 10.5.18: use FY 18 capital monies (undesignated capital monies).		Approved but in Current Budget		Yes		No		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-08		True-up Software Funds 		Realign the software budget based on cyclical nature of some software purchases that require upfront, multi-year purchases. Estimated encumbrance need is $1,336,098.		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		535960 Software Licensing Fees		1,072,737		263,361		263,363		1,336,100		- 0		- 0		1,336,100		3		3		4		Organizational Excellence		MLi 10.4.18: Ran out of money in FY18…just making sure we have enough moving forward. MS 10.12.18: we will true up based but IT needs to update its spend plans. Should get the figure to a flat dollar amount.		Approved		No		No		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		COM		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-02		Support pop-up programs at the Main		Install two mobile large screen, internet-ready TV/monitors to support engaging pop-up programming in the Main.		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		25,000.00		25,000		25,000		- 0				- 0		3		3		Programmatic		Literacy & Learning		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: Need to confirm that this is not included in IT AV refresh proposal and IT is aware that this will go to their budget.
CM10.16.18: confirmed with IT: it's not part of the IT AV refresh proposal.
CM 10.17.18: Confirmed with Tom: "these will be mobile screens that could be used throughout the Main and are not affixed to a wall, they will be used for adult programming"
MS 11.1.18: to conduct programming. Not vetted through TEF.  Like what's next to the cafe. Expanding the AV inventory. The costs include the screens, cart. Laptops not needed. FIN to check with IT to see what it estimates the costs are & if IT can purchase with its current or base budget.
MS 11.12.18: we will budget this in equipment to ensure sufficient equipment monies. If at the time of purchase the unit costs a <$5K then IT knows it needs to absorb the cost. The costs will be grouped with servers below b/c of the impact & IT may be able to purchase it with existing monies.		Approved		Yes		No		N/A		CM1.15.19

		CPP - Youth		10/4/18		Lilimae Santander		CPP20-01		Support engaging youth programs system wide		Enhance the allocation for youth programming and performers system wide including Summer Stride, STEAM programming, tricycle music fest, and The Mix teen programming		Ongoing		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		525010 Promotional & Entertainment Exp		15,000		75,000		75,000		90,000		- 0		- 0		90,000		3		4		N/A		Youth Engagement		LS 10.04.18: For securing more city funded programming resources. MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18: updated the description to showcase the programming plans. CM --> double check the account & project codes to ensure we have the allocation correct b/w adult & youth and promotional & M&S		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		CPP - Youth		10/4/18		Lilimae Santander		CPP20-10		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Ongoing		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		30,000		(25,000)		(25,000)		5,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		3		4		N/A		Youth Engagement		LS 10.04.18: For securing more city funded programming resources
CM10.9.18: move $30K from 549990 to 525010 to support Engaging Programming project on the program side.  Base budget $30K, increased $45K during last budget cycle for Engaging Programming ($22.5K each for COB and COM youth). Leave $15K for Engaging Programming M&S. MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18:  this is just a budget cleanup to move to Youth M&S programming to adult programming
CM11.30.18: Move $5K from stipends to supplies because the number of slots went down from 70 to 60 because of supplies based on emails between Michelle and Maureen on 11.30.18.		Approved		No		No		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-10		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Realign the engaging programming monies between youth and adult		Ongoing		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		525010 Promotional & Entertainment Exp		- 0		30,000		30,000		30,000		- 0				30,000		4		4		N/A		Literacy & Learning		MJ 10.05.18: Add programming funds in field where it can be spent on paid performers and teachers ($15K each for COM and COB). MS 11.2.18: I need to understand the allocation b/w Adult & Youth for programming and what we need to move to COM and COB. MS 11.29.18: this is just a budget cleanup to move to Youth M&S programming to adult programming		Approved		No		No		N/A		QC 1/18/19

		CPP - Youth		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-07		Resize the Play-to-Learn budget		Resize the refresh budget for Play-to-Learn structures system wide		Ongoing		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		549410 Minor Furnishings		82,142		(17,000)		(17,142)		65,000		- 0		- 0		65,000		3		1		N/A		Youth Engagement		Mj 10.05.18: Right size the costs of burgeon play to learn replacements in 2020 (estimated at $62K)		Approved		No		No		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		FAC - Engrg		10/1/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-24		Replace Hyde Street/Loading Dock rollup gate and operator		CAPITAL EXPENDITURE-Replace roll up gate and operator for Hyde Street ramp to Loading Dock.  Addition of a service door to alleviate the excessive use of the gate and operator for staff pedestrian access to the loading dock.		One Time		10026753-0002		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		100,000		- 0				- 0				- 0		4		4		2		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		JS 10/01/2018: Due to increased usage caused by all hours janitors and UN plaza maintenance team, roll up gate is cycling at a rate that far exceeds the intended rate. MS 10.5.18: use FY 18 capital monies (undesignated capital monies). TR 10.9.18: Does this require an Equipment Form 4 entry? RT 10.11.18: Replace existing roll gate, and is not an equipment		Approved but in Current Budget		No		No		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Admin				Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-33		Replace Engineering Carpentry vehicle to maintain robust Library fleet		Due to its decreasing reliability, the current Engineering Carpentry vehicle does not adequately support the Facilities' mission to effectively serve the maintenance needs of the Library's 30 buildings, and it has reached the end of its service life at 17 years of age. Cost of $46K is derived from a purchase order in July 2018 for the same exact vehicle, with an additional $10K set aside for potential impact of steel tariffs. The new vehicle would increase fuel efficiency, reduce carbon emissions, and allow our Engineering unit to more reliably maintain a state of good repair of our facilities for Library patrons and staff.		One-Time		10026753-0001 
Facilities				- 0		56,117		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		4		5				Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		VD 11.19.18: Cost for new Engineering carpenter truck is $46,117.13 based on previous purchase of the exact same vehicle in July 2018 (PO is under "Equipment Forms, Quotes, and Methodology" folder), and an additional $10,000 escalation estimate due to new steel tariffs for a total of $56,117.13. This new vehicle will be a replacement. MS 11.28.18: This is a NEW request as of mid-November. I need to know why this is so important & urgent. Please give me your Fleet spreadsheet & tell me if you have asked for this vehicle before but then swapped it for another vehicle. Per ML this needs to wait for the next budget cycle. Plus we need to see a fleet management plan to see inventory, maintenance costs, and odometer readings and use rate. Some vehicles could be old but aren't used much therefore replacement might not really be needed.		Deferred		N/A		No		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-07		Refresh The Mix - MacBook Pros		Refresh 30 public use Apple MacBook Pros at The Mix based on technology life cycles		One-Time		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		150,000		150,000		150,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1		1		4		Digital Strategies		MLi 10.4.18: Requested 30 units at $5,000/per.
CM10.16.18: changed project to Youth Program for the Mix.
MS 11.12.18: verified the unit cost is $5K per CM. I suspect that is inclusive of software. If the actual quote is < $5K then IT will need to absorb in IT M&S bgt.		Approved		Yes		Yes		TBD		CM 1.15.19

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-08		Refresh Tech-Lab chairs and smartboard		Refresh tech lab chairs and new smart board for Bridge Learning Studio at the Main Library		One-Time		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		549410 Minor Furnishings		2,500		5,700		1,357		3,857		- 0		- 0		2,500		4		3		N/A		Digital Strategies		MJ 10.04.18: Refresh worn chairs in Tech Lab and replace glitchy smartboard. Quote available for chair replacement. MJ 10.11.18: Added quote for SmartBoard in the folder $8,300. MS 10.12.18: Why isn't this part of the IT and FAC refresh efforts?
CM10.17.18: Michelle responded: "Could be part of the IT and Fac budget, but do not think they are watching for these individual, division level needs, so included in my budget. Happy to have it absorbed in their budget if that makes the most sense."		Approved but in Current Budget		No		No		N/A		N/A		QC 1/18: Do I enter?

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-08		Refresh Tech-Lab chairs and smartboard		Refresh tech lab chairs and new smart board for Bridge Learning Studio at the Main Library		One-Time		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		8,300		9,092		9,092		- 0		- 0		- 0						N/A		Digital Strategies		MS 11.2.18: see notes above about the proposal in general. This one would need to be budgeted given the unit cost OR let's see if we can realize 560000 savings in FY 19 to cover this. CHRISTINE: please work with CPP & IT to see if we can purchase in FY 19. Otherwise let's add this as an addback item in the Mayor's Phase.		Approved but in Current Budget		No		No		TBD		N/A		QC 1/18: Do I enter?

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT21-04		Refresh Server per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of systems equipment.		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		250,000		- 0		- 0		250,000		250,000		250,000		250,000		4		4		1 4		Organizational Excellence		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		No		TBD		CM 1.15.19

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT21-02		Refresh network switches per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of network equipment.		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		135,000		- 0		- 0		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		4		4		1 4		Organizational Excellence		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		No		TBD		CM 1.15.19

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT21-03		Refresh network firewall per 4 year refresh cycle		Continuing with the ongoing refresh of network equipment.		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		151,900		- 0		- 0		151,900		151,900		151,900		151,900		4		4		1 4		Organizational Excellence		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing refresh of old equipment. MS 11.6.18: add the language from prior BP about X units/FY and the total count.		Approved		No		No		TBD		CM 1.15.19

		FAC - Admin		9/28/18		Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-18		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		One-Time		10026753-0001		549410 Minor Furnishings		- 0		100,000		100,000		100,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		4		2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		RL 09/28/2018: $100,000 request to replace 20 year old LIB furniture, $100,000 UX project at the Main .
MS 10.30.18: COM has $125K in its proposal I would remove COM but what's the correct amount.  
RL 11.1.18: Given what we have seen in costs, and to provide maximum flexibility for experimentation, I'd recommend keeping the $125K 
MS 11.12.18: so after the $355K bgt for FY 20 you need the FY 21 bgt to be $255K, right?
MS 11.13.18: need talking points on spend trends, spend plans. CM pull the data on actuals. FAC-ADMIN should be ergo. MS 11.28.18: still waiting on talking points and information! 		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A		CM 1.11.19		x

		FAC - Admin		9/28/18		Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-18		Refresh furniture, fixture &
equipment (FF&E) system wide		Increase the FF&E allocation to include a one-time allocation of $100K for the user experience design recommendations in the Main's Magazine and Newspaper unit for FY 20 plus $100K ongoing increase to address the aging FF&E inventory and inflation system wide		Ongoing		10026753-0001		549410 Minor Furnishings		155,000		100,000		100,000		255,000		- 0		- 0		255,000		3		4		2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		RL 09/28/2018: $100,000 request to replace 20 year old LIB furniture, $100,000 UX project at the Main .
MS 10.30.18: COM has $125K in its proposal I would remove COM but what's the correct amount.  
RL 11.1.18: Given what we have seen in costs, and to provide maximum flexibility for experimentation, I'd recommend keeping the $125K 
MS 11.12.18: so after the $355K bgt for FY 20 you need the FY 21 bgt to be $255K, right?
MS 11.13.18: need talking points on spend trends, spend plans. CM pull the data on actuals. FAC-ADMIN should be ergo. MS 11.28.18: still waiting on talking points and information! 		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A		CM 1.11.19		x

		FAC - Custodial		9/28/18		Charles Coleman		FAC20-06		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		Ongoing		10026753-0003		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		- 0		35,000		35,000		35,000		- 0		- 0		35,000		3		3		2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		CC 09/28/2018: See Equipment Tab. New and Replacement of Custodial Equipment. MS 10.5.18: where's the equipment tab? If the unit cost is < $5K each, including tax & freight then it's M&S. RT 10.10.18: CR2 unit is approximately $4,000 per unit, vacuum cleaners $600. MS 10.30.18: since this is a per unit cost of < $5K each, including tax & freight this is M&S. Don't we have a standing refresh program & if not, why not?RT 10.10.18: CR2 unit is approximately $4,000 per unit, vacuum cleaners $600 RL: 11.7.18: Mr. Coleman authored a spreadsheet showing as much as possible (given the available records)  the age and inventory of existing equipment.   It is entered below on the tab labeled Cust. Equip.  We indicated this as a potential cut but don't recommend that.  Future purchases will be carefully inventoried and a more specific item by item replacement plan will be in place for the next budget cycle.   All the equipment in the tab is below $5K, except for the Auto Scrubbers...we will need two and will prepare the equipment request for those separately.   Since these two are separate, we are reducing the request for M&S by $10K to $40K. MS 11.13.18: CM to break out the scrubbers from vacuum into two rows. 75 vacuums, 21 carpet extractors, 10 buffers, 5 auto scrubbers, 6 high speed machines. What's the refresh schedule? Should a portion of this be ongoing? MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 5&5 to 3&3		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		CM 1.11.19		x

		FAC - Custodial		11.14.18		Charles Coleman		FAC20-06		Refresh and expand custodial equipment inventory		Institute a dedicated refresh program for the custodial vacuum inventory, carpet extractors, and other cleaning equipment based on life cycles and ergonomic upgrades, and grow the inventory of floor scrubber equipment. Expanded hours have impacted custodial equipment and equipment needs		One-Time		10026753-0003		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget				15,000		15,000		15,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		3		2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		CM11.14.18: This line is to fund 2 auto scrubbers which is separated from other equipment b/c it's < $5K/unit.  MS 11.28.18: This will bring the count to 7. We should know the life cycle and plan for this every X # of years. MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 4&5 to 3&3		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		CM 1.14.19		x

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-02		Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		500,000		500,000		500,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5		5		1 3 4		Digital Strategies		ML 10.4.18: We need more storage, AND it needs to be fast and reliable. MS 10.12.18: what's the life cycle & therefore the refresh plan?
CM10.16.18: MLi responded: "If utilizing the existing technology (which I do not believe this is the future), 5-6 years.  But, depending on growth scaling will happen depending on business need.  Because of the uncertainty, I asked for one-time.  FYI, this might be like the Core Switch which happens every 5-6 years."		Approved		No		Yes		TBD		CM 1.15.19

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT21-05		Refresh and expand electronic archive storage system		Refresh existing and build new electronic Storage Area Network.  Current system no longer meets industry standards.  A new system will meet capacity, performance, resiliency, disaster recovery, and cybersecurity standards		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		100,000		100,000		100,000		3		3		4		Digital Strategies		MLi 10.4.18: This will be needed as expected digital growth is expected…besides DAMS, there might be camera footage needs. MS 10.12.18: so 1x in FY 20 at $500K and then $100K each FY after that?
CM 10.16.18: MLi responded: "Yes, e-storage budget planning is uncertain because of future tech advancements (like utilizing SF/DT Cloud, Microsoft Azure, Amazon AWS, versus on-prem HP Nimble, etc.)  The FY21-05 is an educated guess knowing projects coming up like Cameras and DAMS...which I do not have very much information but want to be prepared.  It is two years out, so next cycle we should know more about the need." MS 11.12.18: per discussion with Liang on 11.8.18 we'll group the initial investment and ongoing together into 1 BP concept. Per Liang we need to add $100K/FY. Confirm that assumption in the FY 21 & 22 cycle.		Approved		Yes		Yes		TBD		CM 1.15.19

		FAC - Admin		9/28/18		Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-16		Purchase uniforms to meet current and new staffing uniform needs		Transition from a uniform lease service model for custodial services to a uniform purchase model to meet current and new staffing and align budget to actuals for security and engineering to meet minimum requirement in the labor union agreements plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		10026753-0001		545310 Uniforms		10,000		54,000		54,000		64,000		1,280		1,280		65,280		5

Todd Robinson: FACS:
We suggest 5 because this is mandated		5

Todd Robinson: FACS:
We suggest 5 because thi is mandated		1. Mandate		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		RL 09/28/2018: $25,000 Security; $14,000 Engineering; $25,000 Custodial
MS 10.30.18: this is a significant increase. Is this part of the true-up to meet actuals & b/c it hasn't been adjusted for inflation? Also, do you anticipate spending $64K/FY on uniforms? Seems high annually. How did you determine this figure? 
RL 11/09/2018: Engineering increased in order to meet minimum requirements for the MOU. MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 5&5 to 3&3. MS 12.7.18: I did 3&3 b/c operations would not cease or be critically compromised if we didn't do this. Also, we've been leasing so this is switching models. I can compromise to 4&4		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		CM 1.11.19		x

		CPP - Youth		10/4/18		Lilimae Santander		CPP20-04		Providing educational opportunities for all youth		Increase the SAT Workshop budget per the agreement with Study Smart Tutors		Ongoing		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		527990 Other Professional Services		75,000		14,001		14,001		89,001		- 0		- 0		89,001		3		5		N/A		Youth Engagement		MJ 10.05.18: The 2020 year's SAT prep contract is $89,401
CM10.9.18: Is this one-time increase for 2020?  The contract is not on-going for several years?
10.19.18CM: ongoing, confirmed with Michelle.		Approved		No		No		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		CPP - Youth		10/4/18		Lilimae Santander		CPP20-02		Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded Summer Stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		50,000		55,000		55,000		105,000		- 0		- 0		105,000		4		4		N/A		Premier Urban Library		LS 10.04.18: For the purchase of Summer Stride Tote Bags and other branded materials
CM10.9.18: Using CPP instead od Youth to pay for the Tote bags.  Need $75K for bags and $30K for adult engaging programming.  Total budget would be $105K in 549990.
MS 11.2.18: CPP must work with AP on purchasing strategy.
MS 11.29.18: CPP & CM please connect to ensure we put this in the correct PS project codes and account codes		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		QC 1/18/19: combined both 549990 lines

		COB		10/5/18		Cathy Delneo		COB20-02		Lend key padlocks for patrons securing their personal skateboards. 		Patrons without their own personal lock could borrow a padlock from the circulation desk and use it to secure their skateboard in the rack. 		One-Time		10026752-0001 
Branch Library Operations		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		- 0		982.00		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		4		N/A		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		RAV Submitted 10.5.18
CM10.10.18: COB20-01 &02 can be combined. MS 10.12.18: What locations? We should do in FY 19.
		Approved but in Current Budget		No		No		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Admin				Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-27		Generate a furniture, fixture & equipment (FF&E) master plan		Generate a comprehensive FF&E asset management tool to properly maintain, manage, and project purchases for the branches. This project would create a database and report for 26 branch libraries (Sunset already completed as a pilot) 		One-Time		TBD				- 0		300,000		300,000		300,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		4		4. Programmatic		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		MS 10.5.18: Where's the FF&E inventory & projection project? MS 10.30.18: how did you come up with $300K & why not state system-wide? What about ongoing costs? Are we buying a service and then cloud software?
RL 11.1.18:  The $300K is based upon multiplying out the $10K that it cost to produce the report for the Sunset branch.  We are assuming, which is all we can do for now with the current information, that when the bid or RFP comes in, it will not cost more than $10K per branch.  $300K provides a little contingency.  Main could definitely be added, it was left out as it significantly saves money, the Main FF&E is easier to visually manage, and if we are satisfied with the branch product, we can and should add the Main in a future year. 
It's not a cloud based product or software.  We receive a database we can manipulate.  A service that can be provided is for the company to visit every site and perform a complete inventory every few years, indicating FF&E movement, losses, and additions, along with general condition.   We don't have any cost information on this yet.
RL 11/09/2018: Because this is a large expenditure, we are proposing to start with the branches and expand to the Main Library and 190 9th the next year.  
MS 11.13.13: FAC to estimated Main, 190 9th, 750 as option to add. CM to create a new project. FAC to get use examples from MTA, SFO, etc. MS 12.3.18: ranking was 2&4 in last cycle so 3&4 is ok this cycle since we've completed the pilot		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		CM 1.11.19

		IT		10/11/18		Michael Liang		IT20-17		Invest in a cloud-based web hosting service for SFPL's public website		Use a cloud-based web hosting solution for the Library's public website once the upgrade is completed in FY 19		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		535960 Software Licensing Fees		- 0		30,000		30,000		30,000		- 0		- 0		30,000		5		5		4		Digital Strategies		MLi 10.11.18: Found out new website needs to be hosted by City approved cloud service. MS 11.29.18:  Still need a statement on the benefit of hosting vs. SFPL IT doing it.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		COM		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-04		Institute UX service design space improvements and furnishing in the Main's 5th floor Reading Room		Enhance the customer experience in the Main's 5th floor Reading Room by instituting the UX design recommendations, including replacing furniture and shelving and redesigning the Reading Room configuration.		One-Time		10026753-0001 
Facilities		549410 Minor Furnishings		- 0		125,000.00		125,000		125,000		- 0				- 0		3		4		Programmatic		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: FAC needs to know about this BP. MS 10.12.18: This is 1x for now but FAC needs to filter this into its ongoing refresh. MS 10.30.18: We should add a statement about how the UX process allowed us to identify the correct furniture & configuration. It may feel like a lot of money for one area (with how many square feet?) FAC has FF&E going up and also references UX but at $100K. What communication has there been with FAC? MS 11.1.18: there's a quote; replacing all the FF&E in the RR. New layout. TF will send FIN the quote.
MS 11.12.18: Tom's quotes run from $99K to $112K. A budget of $125K provides cushion or could be a reduction option in the BOS phase. FAC's BP included this so I will mark this as withdrawn.		Withdrawn		Yes		Yes		N/A		N/A

		COB		10/5/18		Cathy Delneo		COB20-03		Install two remote library material holds pick-up lockers		Install two remote holds pick-up lockers to increase access to library card holders in and near the Financial District at the Public Knowledge Library in the SF MOMA, and in a Hope SF project site to be determined 		One-Time		10026752-0001 
Branch Library Operations		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		96,762.00		125,000		125,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		4		N/A		Premier Urban Library		RAV 10.5.18: requesting quote from bibliotheca 10.5.2018
MS 10.12.18: CPP also submitted this request. Who's the lead? Are you coordinating with IT?
CM10.18.18: confirmed with Rebecca:"2. I wasn’t aware that CPP had submitted a similar request. I can reach out to them and see where they are and how we want to coordinate."
MS 10.31.18: we'll withdraw the CPP and then track this as a COB proposal. Used the $96,762 cost estimate from RAF 10.26.18 email + 3.5% CPI + money for IT (wiring, licenses). I recommend this is an add alternate so we have more time to vet this idea & are comfortable with the IT needs, especially at SFMOMA.
MS 11.12.18: what other site do  you want me to call out. Placeholder is Hope SF.		Approved		Yes		Yes		TBD		CM1.15.19

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-09		Install talking technology upgrade for patron catalog phone access		Replace the existing patron telephone account management system, which is at its end of life, with current talking technology. This investment would transition this service from hardware to a subscription-based cloud service allowing the Library to continue to provide accessible telephone service for patrons to renew their materials		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		535960 Software Licensing Fees		- 0		19,000		19,000		19,000		- 0		- 0		19,000		5		5		4		Digital Strategies		MLi 10.9.18: This is expensive and a subscription model. Still gathering info, but want to put this in as a placeholder as we investigate further.
CM10.23.18: clarification from ML: "Current phone system included in III services, but not the hardware.  The hardware is why the service is the end of life.  III stopped supporting the hardware years ago, so we were on borrowed time.  We can keep the status quo, but just know if the hardware dies the service will stop.  They no longer make the hardware, so a true replacement is to buy the i-tiva service which is now a subscription and not in the contract of service.  However, as a business decision...IT is saving an old computer and has/is buying parts in case the current computer dies.  There is no guarantee on used equipment...just hope.  This is the reimbursement I will be submitting that I made on eBay." MS 11.6.018: is there any part of the III contract you can associate with this cost annually OR should we state the cost at $0. MS 11.16.18: completed the edits. I think it's ok to state $0 base investment given it's going from hardware to software. Christine, please still look at the III contract for this cost to provide more information. MS 12.3.18: moved from Premier Urban Library to Digi Strategy.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		COB		10/5/18		Cathy Delneo		COB20-01		Install skateboard racks for the public to secure personal skateboards. 		This will enhance and support the City and County's commitment to reducing our carbon foot print and provides library users with a secure location to store skateboards they use to commute in the city. This proposal could reduce the number of security concerns and issues around skateboard use in the library. 		One-Time		10026752-0001 
Branch Library Operations		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		- 0		4,148.00		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		4		N/A		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		RAV Submitted 10.5.18
CM10.10.18: COB20-01 &02 can be combined. MS 10.12.18: What locations? We should do in FY 19.
CM 10.18.18: confirmed with Rebecca and Cathy: "We are interested in purchasing 4 racks and 28 locks for skateboards." "We will need to check in with Roberto on how we should plan the implementation since this impacts buildings and his team will be needed to install the racks."		Approved but in Current Budget		No		No		N/A		N/A

		CPP - Youth		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-06		Increase youth print budget for brochures and program materials		Increase youth print budget to cover multilingual My Little Rhyme Books that are reprinted every five years as part of the Library's early literacy services and print materials to promote programs such as  Scholar Card		One-Time		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		535310 Graphics		64,000		20,000		20,000		84,000		- 0		- 0		64,000		3		2		N/A		Youth Engagement		MJ 10.05.18: Increasing budget to pay for one-time (every 5 years) reprinting of My Little Rhyme booklets. MS 11.29.18: CPP & CM please confirm that the entire $20K is only 1X. 		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		HR - Training		10/5/18		Elise Stewart		HR20-04		Increase the training budget with the Department of Human Resources (DHR) based on growing training needs		Increase the Library's training budget with DHR to meet our staff's
training needs and requirements		Ongoing		10026751-0001		581450 GF-HR-Mgmt. Training		34,000		21,000		26,000		60,000		- 0		- 0		60,000		3		3		N/A		Organizational Excellence		E.S 10.5.2018, MS 10.12.18: Let's propose $60K bgt but be willing to cut $5K in BOS phase		Approved w/ Modified Amt		No		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		FAC - Security		9/28/18		Omar Castillo		FAC20-23		Increase the Sheriff Department's work order to reflect revised staffing deployment at the Main		Increase Sheriff Department's work order to reflect the revised staffing deployment at the Main, which shifted the model from a one cadet and one deputy to a two deputy model		Ongoing		10026753-0004		581930 GF-Sheriff		500,000		200,000		271,000		771,000		- 0		- 0		771,000		5		5		2. Safety		Partnerships for Excellence		OC 09/28/2018: 2 Deputy Model during business hours at the Main
MS 10.31.18:  we need to check & verify that this matches the SHF quote. I think it's higher than a total of $700K. MS 11.12.18: also we should just let the performing depts tell us the annual cost increases. MS 1.30.19: Sheriff's estimated increase is $270,964 for FY 20. I rounded up to $271K for the LC discussion.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		CM 1.11.19

		FAC - Security		9/28/18		Omar Castillo		FAC20-22		Increase SFPD work order to meet the growing needs of the library		Increase SFPD work order to meet the growing perimeter safety needs of the library. Increase Q2 budget by 24 hours per week. 		Ongoing		10026753-0004		581830 GF-Police Security		225,282		150,000		- 0		225,282		- 0		- 0		- 0		5		5		2		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		OC 09/28/2018: Increase police patrol by 24 hours per week
MS 10.31.18: 24hrs/week at the Main? How do we get 10B to actually take a shift? MLA/RL let's not do this and use the SHF work order and b/c we are having a better response from SFPD in general for standing service that is at no cos. MS 11.12.18: also we should just let the performing depts tell us the annual cost increases.		Denied		No		No		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Security		9/28/18		Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-17		Increase security safety supplies to meet needs		Increase the allocation of security safety supplies and equipment to meet minimum requirement in the labor agreement (radios, body armor and other essential equipment worn as a part of the uniform) plus an annual inflation adjustment of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		10026753-0002		545990 Other Safety Expenses		6,600		30,400		30,400		37,000		740		740		37,740		5

Todd Robinson: FACS: This equipment is necessary to ensure the safety of our staff 
		5

Todd Robinson: FACS: This equipment is necessary to ensure the safety of our staff 
		2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		RL 09/28/2018: $22,000 Security; $10,000 Engineering; $10,000 Custodial PPE
MS 10.30.18: this is a significant increase. Is this part of the true-up to meet actuals & b/c it hasn't been adjusted for inflation? Are you saying annually you need $35K? MS 11.16.18: May combine into one discussion of safety & security + uniform needs for LC. MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 5&5 to 3&3 RL 12.5.18: put them back to 5&5 for safety reasons. MS 12.7.18: Remember what 5 & 5 means. This is about operations being in jeopardy. This is an increase, it's not like we have no supplies. I will ok it this time.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		CM 1.11.19

		FAC - Security		9/28/18		Omar Castillo		FAC20-21		Install security cameras across the system		Increase the base allocation for installing security cameras system wide from $50K/fiscal year over a three-year period to fund the project fully in FY 20 and also allocate monies for a dedicated server and wiring services from the Department of Technology. The project will enhance safety by installing 40 additional cameras in five branches and 10 additional cameras at the Main Library beginning in FY 20		One-Time		10026753-0004				50,000		283,143		300,000		350,000		- 0		(50,000)		- 0		5		5		2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		OC 09/28/2018: Security cameras for 5 branches and the Main; approximately 40 cameras. Currently budgeted $50,000 for FY19. 
RT 10/03/2018: $86,143 estimated cost of 2 servers, $300,000 estimated cost for cameras at 5 branches and the Main
MS 10.31.18: we told the LC we needed $50K/FY for 3 FYs. How could we have been so off and how reliable is this figure? Not approving the $50K increase for FY 21 since that's in the base bgt & could be used as a source for new maintenance costs. 
RL 11.1.18: The new figure is highly reliable because it is based on actual detailed estimates produced by JCI after extensive site visits.  Most of the increase above $150K is because at the time the original estimate was made, we were not informed by JCI that our servers were at the end of their service life.  Also the number above is not correct.  The camera estimate is $165K.  The server estimate is $86, 143, but that estimate was made in June of 2018 so there could be slight escalation.   That total is $251,143, we believe it is prudent to budget the project at $300K  TOTAL based on the information we have now.
RL 11/09/2018: Branch camera: $165,000. New servers at Main: $86,143. Ten new cameras at Main: $22,000. DTIS: $60,000 estimated cost based on past projects. Total cost is $333,143. Proposed change includes $50,000 previously budgeted.
MS 11.13.18: CM will create a project code. MS 11.28.18: I need branch locations, base & revised camera counts for branch & Main. I need to know what you are doing with the $50K in FY 19. MS 11.30.18: confirmed with CM & team that we should use the existing undedicated capital monies for this project rather than asking for new monies. FAC, please work with Christine after she sets up the accounting codes to start working on this project.		Approved but in Current Budget		No		No		TBD		N/A

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-13;
CPP20-02		Increase promotional and marketing budget to showcase award-winning public programs and services		Increase funding for system wide promotional activities such as branded Summer Stride bags, t-shirts and lanyards for staff,  sweatshirts for YELL team, and library card partnerships with San Francisco-based organizations like the Giants		Ongoing		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		30,000		10,000		10,000		40,000		- 0		- 0		40,000		5		3		N/A		Premier Urban Library		MJ 10.05.18: Additional branded library card needs are expected (Giants!) and more office supplies for growing CPP staff
CM10.9.18: change the account from 549510 to 549990 since FY18 YE big deficit is in 549990.
MS 10.24.18: highlight the card plans for FY 20.
MS 11.29.18: CPP & CM please connect to ensure we put this in the correct PS project codes and account codes		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		QC 1/18/19: combined both 549990 lines

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-03		Increase IT training budget		Increase IT professional training and conferences budget to meet a growing skill set demand in technology, governance, redundancy, resiliency, and security.  Staff workforce development is needed to address the increasing complexity today's IT infrastructure and to ensure reliability		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		522020 Training Costs Paid To Vendors		40,000		40,000		40,000		80,000		- 0		- 0		80,000		4		4		1 4		Organizational Excellence		ML 10.4.18: Need to increase to $80k. With no FTEs, IT needs to better the existing resources. Also, ITIL, COBIT, NIST is an added pressure. MS 10.12.18: need to be able to show improved services for all of the training.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.2019

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-09		Increase Creative Software licenses for public use		Increase Adobe creative cloud software licenses public use		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		581140 Is-TIS-Isd Services		- 0		7,200		7,200		7,200		- 0		- 0		7,200		3		3		N/A		Literacy & Learning		MJ 10.05.18: Add more Adobe software licenses
CM10.9.18: should this be covered by IT budget?
CM10.23.18: ML responded: "3. Eventually, the purchase will be with DT's EA, so it will just increase our DT WO, so it is up to FIN how to reconcile this in the BP process." MS 11.2.18: Let's put this in the DT work order. CPP should give the count to IT & they can inform DT. 11.10.18: Per MLiang this would be part of the DT work order. CHRISTINE, please ensure this is added to the correct IT DT work order.		Approved but in Base Budget		No		No		N/A				QC 1/18: Do I enter?

		FAC - Custodial		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-20		Increase budget for ongoing equipment maintenance		Increase budget for ongoing Facilities equipment maintenance to include custodial equipment maintenance, plus adjustment for inflation of 2% beginning in FY 21		Ongoing		10026753-0002		529990 Other Equip Maint		412,415		75,000		75,000		487,415		9,748		9,748		497,163		4		5		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		CC 09/28/2018: Add $75,000 cost for custodial equipment maintenance. MS 10.31.18:  what's the annual actual?
MS 11.13.18: no dedicated bgt but via Prop Qs. This is to dedicate to Custodial. Will need a contract long term. Discuss with Anna after Feb 2019. MS 12.4.18: this is to true up the equipment maintenance to actuals, not really grow or expand efforts.		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.11.19

		FAC - Custodial		9/28/18		Charles Coleman		FAC20-01		Increase budget for compost, recycling, and trash programs to meet current cost projection 		Increase budget for compost, recycling, and trash programs to meet current cost projection and demand for Recology services		Ongoing		10026753-0003		528010 Scavenger Services		93,000		32,000		32,000		125,000		2,500		2,500		127,500		3		3		2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		CC 09/28/2018: To meet the increased cost for Recology services. MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? VD 10.9.18: True up to spend trend. MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 5&5 to 3&3		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.11.19

		COM		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-06		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		10026751-0006 
Communications-Public Affairs		581820 Is-Purch-Reproduction		- 0		30,000.00		20,000		20,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		3		Safety and Programmatic		Premier Urban Library		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: $30K with City Repro for printing jobs & $20K for M&S. MS 10.12.18: I need to better understand this proposal. Union impact?
CM10.17.18: confirmed with Tom: "we will work with Fran in the Bridge on volunteer recruitment and will steer clear of union impact."
MS 11.1.18: CPP design assistance; stick & peel graphics; survey pre-post effort (talk with RSA); M&S branding for gear, etc. since this is a new effort.
MS 11.12.18:  we really need to review the Civic Bridge report for strong talking points and I need to confirm this is 1X vs. ongoing
MS 11.16.18: Tom please discuss this with FIN and CPP to see how we can work together and if there are funds to support this already or how to defend your figures. MS 12.4.18: per TF on 12.4.18 the Mktg & Promo = $20K & M&S = $10K. See breakdown.		Approved		Yes		Yes

		COM		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-06		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations for improving the customer service environment at the Main		Implement Civic Bridge recommendations to improve the customer service experience at the Main.  Proposal includes $20K for marketing and promotional materials such as large exterior banners on Fulton, wayfinding signage and posters for inside the Main, and t-shirts and buttons for staff and volunteers; and $10K for programming and material support for Civic Bridge pop up events.  Goals for implementing the recommendations include remaking the Main as an engaging destination for families from across the city, a place that is exciting and fun, but always true to its core learning mission while improving the work environment for our staff		One-Time		10026751-0006 
Communications-Public Affairs		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		- 0		20,000.00		10,000		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		3		Safety and Programmatic		Premier Urban Library		TF 10.4.18
MS 12.4.18: TF breakdown: 
marketing and promotional
+ large exterior banners – $1,500 per item with quarterly rotation = $6,000
+ interior banners - $250 per item, 6 items with quarterly rotation = $6,000 
+ t-shirts - $5,000 for main staff t-shirts
+ wayfinding signage and posters  - mostly funded through city repro and ARC = $2000
+ staff buttons - $1,000
Total = $20,000
 
programming and material support
+ support for pop up events in the atrium and program centers $750 per event/12 events + $1K contingency = $10,000
 		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-04		Implement automated IT asset inventory system		Purchase an automated IT asset inventory in order to comply with the Controller's recommendation.  This system will account for high value IT hardware and software, and will be use to manage and support its lifetime use		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		535000 Other Current Expenses - Bdgt		- 0		60,000		60,000		60,000		- 0		- 0		60,000		5		5		1 4		Organizational Excellence		ML 10.4.18: Inventory system to comply with CON audit. MS 10.12.18: FIN will find a way to fund in FY 19.
CM10.16.18: MLi responded: "Great about the IT asset but I do not know right now if this is really needed.  We are testing a much cheaper solution and will know if this meets our business needs (and satisfies the CON audit) around Q3."
MS 11.29.18: we were using open source but it's not meeting our needs & isn't automated.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.19 include in 535960 Software Licensing Fees

		IT		10/18/18		Michael Liang		IT20-18		Implement an HR learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		535960 Software Licensing Fees		- 0		100,000		75,000		75,000		- 0		- 0		75,000		4		4		1		Organizational Excellence		MLi 10.18.18: This is for HR…they seem to always ask for this. Moodle was suggested by Elise, and SumTotal was researched by Kate and MLi.  These two vendors have not been vetted.
MLi 10.23.18: Increase from 10k to 100k.
MS 11.16.18: HR, IT please meet to discuss what the needs are and what the 1x and ongoing costs should be. MS 12.4.18: IT shared the PUC PO that was $75K/yr ongoing only. Updated the proposal to show just $75K annually & no 1x costs. Our actuals could be less given the volume, but the PUC might be getting a volume discount.		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		IT		10/18/18		Michael Liang		IT20-19		Implement a Human Resources (HR) learning management system		Implement an HR learning management system for SFPL staff to more efficiently track training requirements and educational opportunities 		One-Time		10026751-0001 
Admin		535960 Software Licensing Fees		- 0		20,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		4		4		1		Organizational Excellence		MLi 10.18.18: This is for HR…they seem to always ask for this. Moodle was suggested by Elise, and SumTotal was researched by Kate and MLi.  These two vendors have not been vetted.
MLi 10.23.18: Increase from 10k to 100k.
MS 11.16.18: HR, IT please meet to discuss what the needs are and what the 1x and ongoing costs should be. MS 12.4.18: IT shared the PUC PO that was $75K/yr ongoing only. Updated the proposal to show just $75K annually & no 1x costs. Our actuals could be less given the volume, but the PUC might be getting a volume discount.		Withdrawn		Yes		Yes		N/A		N/A

		CPP - Youth		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-05		Grow Youth in Library Leadership (YELL) program		Grow the YELL program by another 20 slots for a total count of 60 system wide. YELL is a youth workforce development program paired with Summer Stride. YELL participants who complete the program receive a $500 allocation to a 529 college savings account		Ongoing		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		527830 Stipends		20,000		5,000		10,000		30,000		- 0		- 0		30,000		3		3		N/A		Youth Engagement		MJ 10.05.18: Seeking to increase branch participation in this youth leadership program for a total of $30K, plus placeholder of $10K for MLIS outreach internship? MS 10.12.18: What's the plan? How can we show program success before expanding OR is this to help meet MYR's goal for youth wkforce development?
CM 10.17.18: Michelle responded: "By the time this budget item is funded it will be either the 3rd or 4th year of this program. We have great testimonials and work projects from the Teens to show success, even though it has only occurred at 5 branches each year. We are hoping to scale it, based on its success, to more branches next year."
MS 11.2.18: SFPL FIN needs the data for the December budget discussion. Plz insert into the CPP folder. MS 11.12.18: original CPP write-up also said, " + funds for outreach MLIS interns" but I don't know what you meant by that. I've removed it for now from the description. CPP please let me know if I should add it back. ALSO I need to verify the YELL budget b/c I thought we grew it to $40K in FY 19?
CM11.30.18: Move $5K from stipends to supplies because the number of slots went down from 70 to 60 because of supplies based on emails between Michelle and Maureen on 11.30.18. MS 12.7.18: fixed the based budget to be $20K not $25K if it's for 40 slots. That means the increase is $10K to get to 60 slots at $500 each.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		VT 1.16.19

		RSA		10/3/18		Randy		RSA20-01		Generate additional analytic capacity at SFPL		Enhance the analytic capacity of the Research, Strategy & Analytics team by adding a new San Francisco Fellow to the SFPL cohort for a total of two Fellows for the Library		Ongoing		10026751-0001 
Admin		581870 GF-City Hall Fellows Program		94,760		94,760		94,760		189,520		- 0		- 0		189,520		3		4		N/A		Organizational Excellence		RM: 10.03.18 - now that the team is fully embedded and will have had a year to work together, adding a fellow to supplement our analytical work makes good sense. Fellows traditionally have been very quick learners and as capable as higher-cost analytical staff, in many instances.
MS 10.30.18: this would grow our SF Fellow program by 1 for a total of 2; 1 in RSA & 1 in FAC.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A

		FAC - Admin				Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-28		Fully fund the Ocean View renovation project at $8.5M		Public Works estimated the Ocean View branch library renovation would cost between $6.6M  - $8.5M. Fully funding the renovation at $8.5M would account for cost escalation. Branch renovations are anticipated to address community needs, expand teen space, revamp program rooms, actualize innovations in service delivery and collections management, and include ADA improvements, preservation or restoration of historic features, and energy efficiency work. 		One-Time		Capital		567000 Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		8,706,358		8,350,000		- 0		8,706,358		- 0		- 0		- 0		5		5		3		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		MS 10.15.18: Since this largely already budgeted we only need to include about $250K here. MS 10.30.18: double check the budget, we actually have $8.7M already in the FY 20 bgt, which fully covers the Ocean View budget. We don't need to budget here but we can note that when discussing the program at LC		Withdrawn		No		No		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT21-01		Expand the laptop lending kiosk program		Continue the expansion of the laptop lending kiosk program by adding two kiosks system wide for a total allocation of 21 by FY 21		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		55,000		- 0		- 0		55,000		55,000		55,000		55,000		3		3		4		Digital Strategies		MLi 10.4.18: Continuing to deploy kiosk to all branches. MS 10.12.18: what's the use data? How can we justify expansion? MS 11.16.18: CHRISTINE & IT --> in the last BP cycle we stated by the end of FY 19 there would be 17 kiosks and by FY 20 there's be 19 kiosks. This would mean by the end of FY 21 we'd have 21. The list I saw in the email only had 14 through FY 18 with 2 more in FY 19 that'd be 16. PLEASE check the figures. I don't like giving out different figures from one cycle to the next! MS 12.13.18: Not sure why I coded as not discussing with LC. We could offer this as an option in Feb.		Approved		No		No		TBD		CM1.15.19

		FAC - Security		9/28/18		Omar Castillo		FAC20-07		Expand security vehicle fleet to address branch security needs		Expand the security vehicle fleet by two for a total of four vehicles to meet security service response needs system wide. Security currently has two Nissan Leaf cars but they do not adequately meet the needs to patrol all 29 Library locations effectively. Estimated cost is $45K each with an additional $10K per vehicle set aside for the potential impact of steel tariffs		One-Time		10026753-0004		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		112,000		110,000		110,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5

Todd Robinson: FACS:
There is a strong expectation that branch patrol will increase, and it cannot be done without the vehicles												

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
Tell us if this proposal could be cut at any budget phase: Yes or No		

Todd Robinson: FACS: This equipment is necessary to ensure the safety of our staff 
		5

Todd Robinson: FACS:
There is a strong expectation that branch patrol will increase, and it cannot be done without the vehicles
		

Todd Robinson: FACS:
We suggest 5 because this is mandated		

Todd Robinson: FACS:
We suggest 5 because thi is mandated		

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
For Equipment Requests & Capital Requests assume an Original Budget of $0. FIN will adjust as needed.												

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
Christine, we should probably embed a formula & consider the 1X impacts.						2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		OC 09/28/2018: Increase Security Mobile Unit with 2 Vehicle.  Currently have 2 Nissan Leaf MS 10.5.18: Are we expanding or replacing? If we're expanding what are we doing with the existing, insufficient vehicles? FAC must include documents to justify the amounts requested, like invoices from prior purchases or quotes or other research. TR 10.9.18: Expand RT 10.10.18: $56,000 per vehicle, estimated quote from Central Shop.  2019 Utility Police Interceptor (Ford Explorer) AWD list price is $32,110+$3,000 (tax+fees), $7,000 radio, $3,000 light bar, and $10,000 tariffs increase. MS 10.31.18: quote I saw was for a van. What are we purchasing and what will you do with the Leafs? 
RL:11.1.18:  We'd like to keep the Leafs if possible, but will turn them in if we have to.
MS 11.13.18: need info to say count of patrolling staff and stationed staff. MS 11.28.18: ML wants us to get a hybrid or electric, not comfortable with an SUV. MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 5&5 to 3&3		Approved		No		Yes		TBD		CM 1.14.19

		COM		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-01		Extend pilot restroom monitoring program at the Main		In January 2019, the Library will pilot a restroom monitoring program with Hunters Point Family, a nonprofit, to monitor Main Library public restrooms on the weekends during operating hours. The program is based on the Public Works Pit Stop restroom monitoring program, which is part of Hunters Point Family's workforce development services. The Library's program goal is to enhance patron safety at the Main, improve the customer experience, and create a new workforce development opportunity at the Main		Ongoing		10026753-0001 
Facilities		538010 Community Based Org Srvcs		- 0		138,000.00		100,000		100,000		- 0		- 0		100,000		4		5		Safety		Partnerships for Excellence		TF 10.4.18. MS 10.12.18: this is a COM proposal but a FAC WO bgt
CM 10.16.18: this is going to be budgeted in Main account 538010.  PW will provide the budget number based on project scope. 
CM10.17.18: confirmed with Tom: the new hours will start January 13,2019.  Total hours: 62. 
MS 10.29.18: PW FIN DIR thinks the figure would be closer to $170K. We should confirm the amount. It should be in the FAC budget, right?
MS 11.1.18: PW needs to know the schedule to estimate the true annual cost based on a staffing proposal & # of floors/location - would the work scope change? Per Aaron Wu at PW the CAT said we could have our own contract via their Grant Award/RFQ grantee pool with 6 categories with monitoring ambassadorship with a workforce development component. Aaron is willing to work with Anna to help us do a contract ourselves & reduce admin costs in an IDS. 
MS 11.12.18: meet with PW. We have the information on how to run this as our own grant agreement rather than a WO/IDS. We'll still need to work on the cost estimates but $170K might still be ok. CM please reach out to Aaron Wu to determine how to estimate.TF: 11.21.18: TF extrapolates full-year workorder with PW for 62 hours of service at $408,000; confirming with Aaron at PW.  11.21.18 TF: number from Aaron Wu at PW is a bit higher at $428,000 to include materials and supplies, and admin support at HPF. MS 12.3.18: Aaron Wu at PW said ~ $89.5K/yr. I'll round up b/c of that might be based on the old model.		Approved w/ Modified Amt		Yes		Yes		N/A

		FAC - Custodial		9/28/18		Charles Coleman		FAC20-02		Expand pest control program		Continue current pest control services and expand to include pigeon proofing system wide		Ongoing		10026753-0003		528030 Pest Control		70,000		30,000		30,000		100,000		2,000		2,000		102,000		3		3		2. Safety		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? VD 10.9.18: Expand MS 12.3.18: changed rating from 4&5 to 3&3		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		HR - Training		10/5/18		Elise Stewart		HR20-05		Expand employee engagement opportunities		Enhance budget for staff activates to increase employee engagement. 		Ongoing		10026751-0001		546990 Food		500		1,500		1,500		2,000		- 0		- 0		2,000		3		3		N/A		Organizational Excellence		E.S 10.5.2018
MS 10.30.18: I would fund internally from other underspent monies.		Approved		No		No		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-05		Execute audio visual (AV) refresh master plan 		The Library began its AV refresh plan in FY 18 at $180K/FY for up to four locations each fiscal year system wide based on need. This proposal would finalize the AV master plan to refresh and/or update all AV in community spaces with current audio, visual, and technological needs and budget the remaining funds upfront to allow for more flexible project management		One-Time		Capital		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		180,000		1,500,000		325,000		505,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		3		4		Digital Strategies		MLi 10.4.18: No guess on scope or cost. MS 10.12.18: let's discuss with Schwabe, IT, FIN b/c there's an annual refresh bgtd at $180K. Need to see plan and scope.
CM10.25.18: scheduled meeting: ML, MS, CM & DS on 10.29. MS 11.5.18: IT/FIN met we will try to fund all up front rather than over time. CM to check with CON on this approach. We have $180K annually that we'll strip out if we fund up front. Future budget will consider Koret, but that will be construction & require coordination with FAC. IT will work with FAC from November through Feb to get more details so this could be an addback option for LC or in the Mayor's phase. MS 11.12.18: confirmed that we built the AV refresh into the FY 18 & 19 budget cycle, beginning with FY 18. In that discussion we did state we'd only need $180K/FY for 3 FYs so I'll need talking points.		Approved		Yes		Yes		TBD		CM1.15.19

		COM		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-03		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix at SFPL		Establish dedicated Apple computer support for The Mix to optimize Apple product asset management and permit SFPL IT to focus on core institutional IT initiatives and projects and PC asset management		Ongoing		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		529110 Dp-Wp Equipment Maint		- 0		100,000.00		100,000		100,000		- 0		- 0		100,000		4		4		Programmatic		Digital Strategies		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: not sure if this is considered as professional Svc.  Or just regular maintenance svc. MS 10.12.18: how did you determine the $100K request?
CM10.16.18: changed the project code to Youth Program  for the Mix.
CM 10.17.18: Confirmed with Tom: "Michael Liang gave me this ballpark figure; it could be cheaper – we are seeking a quote from a city vendor."
MS 10.30.18: Is the SP correct as L&L or should it be Digital Strategy? Do we want to call attention to IT's inability to support this need? I'm concerned about how we'd get this purchase through given union requirements. Probably should chat with IT and Anna.
MS 11.1.18: for Mix to evolve we need some Apple capacity. Editing/Production. IT is aware of the need. RPD Randall Museum has a split environment & has a City vendor. Jason Blandon --> check PeopleSoft to see how & who. TF thinks the $100K is too high. We'll get a real quote.
MS 11.12.18: Tom will as for a quote or estimate from the vendor to solidify this figure. TF: 11.21.18 I am in communication with vendor spec'ing a quote. MS 12.3.18:  moved from Literacy & Learning SP to Digital Strategy.		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A		CM1.23.19

		CTS		10/5/18		Shellie Cocking		CTS20-01		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		10001718-0005 
CTS Adult		549990 Other Materials & Supplies		- 0		10,500		10,500		10,500		- 0		- 0		- 0		4		4		N/A		Digital Strategies		SC 10.5.18: A one time budget to cover supplies for processing 300 Chromebooks for circulation. Among San Francisco residents who use Internet at home, nearly all (92%) access the Internet at home using a laptop or desktop computer. 
Low-income residents, Latinos, and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop.  These groups mainly access the internet via smart phone. For residents who make between $25,000 and $50,000, only 88% have access to a laptop/desktop.  Once income levels drop under $25,000, access drops to only 69%.  A similar lack of access can be found when looking at individuals whose primary language spoken at home is something other than English.  Access to laptops/desktops for these individuals drops to 80%.   The goal of the Chromebook project is our second attempt to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to these socioeconomic groups, in hope to help level the playing field.  MS 11.12.18: combined the CTS supplies BP with the IT BP for the Chromebooks. Showed the base budget as $0 since none of the CTS M&S budget was allocated for this specific purpose. MS 12.3.18:  Shifting from a laptop model to a more cost-effective CB model		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		QC 1/17/19

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-06		Enhance the Tech'd Out mobile wireless lending program		Enhance the Tech'd Out lending program for the public by utilizing the Chromebook model to allow the Library to reach a larger audience. The goal of the Chromebook model is to be able to provide access to much needed equipment to help address the digital divide. Low-income residents and those primarily speaking a language other than English at home are less likely to have access to a laptop or desktop and mainly access the internet via smart phone. The enhancement include 300 Chromebooks at $180K and supplies for processing the Chromebooks for circulation at $10.5K. The Tech'd Out program will continue to offer 300 MiFi devices for those who do not need a Chromebook or it can be checked out with a Chromebook		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		549210 Data Processing Supplies		- 0		180,000		180,000		180,000		- 0				- 0		2		2		4		Digital Strategies		MLi 10.4.18: Requested 300 units at $600/per. MS 10.12.18: How will this filter into your fresh budget? What specs or Perf Measures do you have to estimate program success?
MS 11.12.18: we should show a base cost for the 30 laptops that you would have refreshed, right? If we assume $1.5K then wouldn't you have $45K in your refresh budget already?		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-12		Enhance exhibitions graphics budget		Increase graphics budget for exhibits to align expenditure trends with budget		Ongoing		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		535310 Graphics		30,000		15,000		15,000		45,000		- 0		- 0		45,000		5		4		N/A		Premier Urban Library		MJ 10.05.18: True up costs for exhibition output and other signage materials. MS 10.24.18: CM what's the spend rate & therefore the true-up amount.		Approved		Yes		No		N/A		QC 1/18/19

		CTS		10/5/18		Shellie Cocking		CTS21-01		Enhance eCollections		Increase the eCollections by another 25% in FY 21 to meet growing demand.  eMedia circulation grew by 23.8% FY 18.  An increase is needed to continue providing the service at our current level for eBook & eMedia platforms Overdrive, Axis360, Hoopla and Kanopy		Ongoing		10001718-0005 
CTS Adult		549720 Electronic Collection-LIB Only		7,971,981		- 0		- 0		7,971,981		1,992,995		1,992,995		9,964,976		4		4		N/A		Literacy & Learning		Talking points for possible questions eCollections – support continued demand on existing platforms without impacting physical collections.  23.8% increase in circ last year.  Adding new platforms, including the digitized historic SF Examiner, Kono (Japanese and Chinese magazines), Popup digi libraries to market libraries ebooks to new customers in areas they may already be spending time waiting (hospitals, museums, street fairs) MS 12.7.18: added in the $168,995 for COHS in the eCollections figure. This bumped up the 25% figure from $1,950,747 to $1,992,995.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		QC 1/18/19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-04		Digitize Library construction documents and plans 		Digitize Library construction documents and plans for electronic storage and increased user accessibility. One time increase in budget for conversion of paper documents to electronic format.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		535310 Graphics		500		4,500		4,500		5,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		2		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: Digitization of drawings
MS 10.30.18: Is this something PW could do for us? What's the ongoing process to require digitized drawings from PW for all future projects? RL: 11/1/18: Inquiry sent to Lourdes Garcia and Andy Sohn. RL 11/9/2018: Reduced because we can use Public Works' printing service to digitize paying for it with our work order. The small increase we are asking for is for emergencies where we need to go directly to the printers.MS 11.13.18: use the FY 19 BDC monies for the current backlog. MS 1.10.19: changed it from 1X to ongoing b/c we may need other plans digitzed over time.		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-01		Create new public website redesign		Replace existing website that no longer meets staff and public expectations.  New website will be built with industry standards, and meet the City's, DT's, and ADA requirements.		One-Time		10026754-0001 
IT		527610 Systems Consulting Services		35,000		265,000		- 0		35,000		- 0		- 0		35,000		5		5		1 4		Digital Strategies		ML 10.4.18: We will ask a vendor to develop the new website and then bring it back inhouse. MS 10.12.18: depending on the updated cost information we may be able to fund in FY 19 from the LRB refunding savings.
CM10.23.18: confirmed with ML: "1. With Maureen and Lambert's recent approval.  IT will try to start the project this FY.  The procurement process will begin next week.  I hope to get a packet to FIN by mid to end of Nov.  We believe the City and DT have already approved the two vendors through an RFP process, which we hope to leverage.  This means we can procure faster...web development is Kanopy and hosting service is Pantheon."		Approved but in Current Budget		Yes		No		N/A		N/A

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-11		Create holds unit pickup partnership		Create automated system for hold pickup location at SFMOMA Public Knowledge branch		One-Time		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1		1		N/A		Partnerships for Excellence		MJ10.05.18: Seeking quote now - for holds pickup locker costs for SFMOMA location
CM10.9.18: This is included in COB BP. MS 10.12.18: COB also submitted this request. Who's the lead? Are you coordinating with IT?
MS 10.24.18: CM check with COB for quote; MLA: double the request for 2 locations.
CM10.17.18: Michelle responded: "I think COB’s proposal had more details, so I am fine with them taking the lead. Have not coordinated yet with IT or Facilities, but CL was discussing budgeting for more than one of these hold pickup kiosks, for a few other locations around the city."		Withdrawn		No		No		N/A		N/A

		CTS		10/5/18		Shellie Cocking		CTS21-02		Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Opening Day Adult Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 25,000 new books and AV material for the refreshment of the adult collection. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase. The budget totals include all adult collections systemwide. The investment amount is solely for the Mission Branch opening day collection		One-Time		10001718-0005 
CTS Adult		549710 Physical Collections-LIB Only		6,663,054		- 0		- 0		6,663,054		550,000		550,000		7,213,054		3		3		N/A		Literacy & Learning		MS 11.5.18: 2/3 of collection brand new. Confirmed this is 1x. Don't need a physical collection increase right now. Talking points for possible questions.  Why no increase to physical budget?  1. Prices have been flat. 2. Need slightly fewer copies of non-bestseller, which allows us to order more titles with the same budget.  (51,779 titles added last year, up 1,604) Why no cut, if circ is down? 1. Still a need to refresh collection and meet demand for high interest titles (Woodward’s Fear 348 print books purchase, Obama’s Becoming 330 copies purchase[1012 holds as I type])  2. New or recently new collection projects: Blu-ray; vinyl collection; adult jails collection; Lucky Day (high demand books that do not a allow holds) planned for summer. 3. RFID project will help us find grubby books that need replacing (not sure if we want to try spinning that project as a positive collection helper or not).		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A		QC 1/18/19

		CTS - Youth		10/5/18		Shellie Cocking		CTS21-03		Create an opening day collection for Mission Branch		Opening Day Youth Collections: Mission Branch will be renovated and we will want to completely refresh the collection for opening day.  We anticipate purchasing approximately 17,000 new children and teen items for during the refreshment. Inflation costs are flat for books and demand for AV is dropping, so we are able to maintain our current collections without an increase. The budget totals include all youth collections systemwide. The investment amount is solely for the Mission Branch opening day collection		One-Time		10001718-0001 
Youth Collections		549710 Physical Collections-LIB Only		2,816,474		- 0		- 0		2,816,474		300,000		300,000		3,116,474		3		3		N/A		Literacy & Learning		MS 11.5.18: 2/3 of collection brand new. Confirmed this is 1x. Don't need a physical collection increase right now.		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A		QC 1/17/19

		COM		11/1/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-07		Create a Transitional Aged Youth program advisory board		Create a five-member Transitional Aged Youth (TAY) program advisory board to assist the Library in developing programs targeted for the TAY community. The TAY board would receive $100 stipends for their participation and would meet for five hours monthly		Ongoing		10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		527830 Stipends		- 0		6,000.00		6,000		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		3		3		Safety and Programmatic		Premier Urban Library		MS 11.12.18: adding this to the list per meeting on 11.8 with Tom Fortin. Per Shirley anything over $600 requires the person to complete a 1099. They'd pay taxes if their income is > $10.4K. We could limit the amount to $600/member. NEED MORE PROGRAM INFORMATION. $10K might be high. MS is assuming only 6 hours/month/member and a rate of $20/hour MS 11.12.18: Per TF f/u email he said he'd prefer to stay at $600/yr/participant so it'll be 2 6-month stints for 5 member boards & they will earn $100/month each --> ($100*5*6)*2		Approved		Yes		Yes		N/A

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-19		CPI adjustment for purchase of office supplies annually increase by 2% 		CPI adjustment for purchase of office supplies annually increase by 2% to maintain current level of service in the Stockroom. 		Ongoing		10026753-0002		549510 Other Office Supplies		15,500		310		310		15,810		316		316		16,126		3		3		5. Economic		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-08		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		542110 Electrical		45,900		918		918		900		936		936		1,836		3		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-09		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		542210 Hardware		93,000		1,860		1,860		94,860		1,897		1,897		96,757		3		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-10		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		542310 Lighting		60,000		1,200		1,200		61,200		1,224		1,224		62,424		3		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-11		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		542410 Lumber		23,000		460		460		23,460		469		469		23,929		3		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-12		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		542510 Painters Supplies		13,500		270		270		13,770		275		275		14,045		3		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-13		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		542610 Plumbing Supplies		20,000		400		400		20,400		408		408		20,808		3		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-14		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		542810 Small Tools And Instruments		33,000		660		660		33,660		673		673		34,333		3		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: 2% increase for annual cost escalation of material		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-15		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs		CPI adjustment for purchase of building maintenance supplies annually increase by 2% for in house repairs to sustain Facilities Division capabilities.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		543990 Other Equipment Maint Supplies		41,100		822		822		41,922		838		838		42,760		3		4		1. Mandate		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		TR 09/28/2018: Filter changes are required to maintain Main's LEED rating 		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		COM		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-05		Clean collections that will be moved from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan 		Materials moving from Brooks Hall to 750 Brannan will need to be cleaned		One-Time		Capital		535000 Other Current Expenses - Bdgt		- 0		125,000.00				- 0		- 0				- 0		3		3		Preservation		Literacy & Learning		TF 10.4.18
CM10.9.18: This shouldn't be professional svcs.  Should this be included in 750 Brannan capital project? Belfor svc. MS 10.12.18: agreed, this should be part of the 750 capital project.
MS 11.1.18: can we use this source for extra hours for staff b/c the vendor cost may be hire could be costly. MS to check with LL and CM.  TF: 11.21.18 COM preference is to build this cost as an extra hours activity for staff; although I cannot estimate work hours needed for scope of work due to incomplete information at this time (cleaning process is under review by Nancy Terranova).		Approved w/ Alternate Source		Yes		No		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Admin				Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-30		CAPITAL PROJECT - Main Lighting		Improve overall security with new exterior pole lights and lighting on Library signage		One-Time		Capital				- 0		2,000,000				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5		5		3		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		MS 10.2.18: This is already fully funded in FY 20. Actuals will occur in another FY and depend on the Civic Center Realm Plan. Hopefully there will be funding available through that effort vs. really needing to use LPF. If that's the case, then the $2M would be freed up for other capital work. MS 10.15.18: Since this is already budgeted, no need to include here.		Withdrawn		No		No		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Admin				Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-32		CAPITAL PROJECT - Compact Shelving & Air Handling 		Install climate control HVAC to maintain temperature and humidity requirements for History Center collection and compact storage at 750 Brannan.   Brooks Hall collection to relocate to 750 Brannan to meet Real Estate mandate to vacate. 		One-Time		Capital				- 0		1,800,000				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5		5		3		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		MS 10.2.18: the FY 18 budget included $2M LPF for what became phase 1 of the project. The History Center was providing funding to make phase 1 whole. Christine will confirm the amount of the HC monies for phase 1. FY 19 included $600K for more shelving for the HC per the BP and the $1.8M for FY 20 was for the large room. MS 10.15.18: Since this is already budgeted, no need to include here.		Withdrawn		No		No		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Admin				Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-31		CAPITAL PROJECT - Civic Center Campus Master Planning		Allocate monies to begin capital improvements to the Civic Center Campus (Main Library & Support Services Facility) based on a pending facilities master plan		One-Time		Capital				- 0		1,000,000				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5		5		3		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		MS 10.2.18: A placeholder amount of $1M was already budgeted in FY 20. Note that this project will straddle the plan and emerging project concept since we really don't know what the scope will be. This $1M will allow for planning and maybe scheduling a project. Suspect long term this would require a bond sale given the likely scale of the program. MS 10.15.18: Since this is already budgeted, no need to include here.		Withdrawn		No		No		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Admin				Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-29		Begin funding the Chinatown renovation project 		Public Works estimated the Chinatown branch library renovation would cost between $24.1M  - $29.4M. Funding this renovation would occur over the next few fiscal years and use annual and fund balance monies, beginning with $5M in FY 20 & $20M in FY 21. Total allocation would equal $25M or 85% of the estimated project at $29.4M. Branch renovations are anticipated to address community needs, expand teen space, revamp program rooms, actualize innovations in service delivery and collections management, and include ADA improvements, preservation or restoration of historic features, and energy efficiency work		One-Time		Capital		567000 Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		- 0		5,000,000		5,000,000		5,000,000		20,000,000		20,000,000		20,000,000		5		5		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		MS 1.10.19: changed the FY 21 amount from $5M to $20M given the revenue available in FY 21. 		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		CM1.15.19

		FAC - Engrg		9/28/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-03		Adjust multi-year and project service budget for growing needs and cost inflation.		Adjust multi-year and project service budget for growing needs and cost inflation. Continuing cost increases for materials and services associated with the maintenance contracts for major equipment.		Ongoing		10026753-0002		528990 Other Bldg Maint Svcs		456,500		9,130		9,130		465,630		9,313		9,313		474,943		4		4		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		RL 09/28/2018: Projection at 2%, not final. MS 10.5.18: Expand or true up to spend trend? TR 10.9.18: True up to spend trend		Approved		No		No		N/A		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Admin		11/20/18		Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-34		Replace Prius to better serve the Library's programmatic needs		Replace the current Chief of Branches 2007 Toyota Prius, which has reached the end of its service life. Cost estimate for new vehicle is $28.5K		One-Time		10026753-0001 
Facilities		560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget		- 0		28,500.00		28,500		28,500		- 0		- 0		- 0		3		3		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		VD 11.20.18: Quote from Towne Ford Sales (under "Equipment Forms, Quotes, and Methodology" folder) is $28,495 with additional $10,000 due to steel tariff for a total of $38,495. MS 11.28.18: does this replace the security expansion request?		Approved		Yes		Yes		TBD		CM 1.14.19

		FAC - Admin				Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-29		Allocate an additional contingency for market conditions for the branch renovation projects		Public Works estimated budget is $19.8M for Mission and $8.5M for Ocean View. Both projects were fully funded in prior budget cycles. This proposal would allocate an additional $1.5M in contingency funds for this projects for construction market conditions. If funds are not required they can be reallocated to other capital projects in future fiscal years		One-Time		Capital		567000 Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		- 0		1,500,000		1,500,000		1,500,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5		5		3. Preservation		Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure		MS 1.10.19: added this as a contingency in FY 20 given market conditions in general. This is rougly 5% of the MIS & OVI total budgets. This dips us further into LPF FB in FY 20 but I suspect the revenue will increase for FY 20 & 21 by May.		Approved		No		Yes		N/A		CM 1.15.19
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POS Pivot

		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Division		Division BP#
(2-3 Ltr Code+BY+Seq. #)		Proposal Title
(Please use action-oriented words)		Proposal Description/Justification		PeopleSoft 
Project & Activity Codes
(formerly index code)		Classification		Classification Title		Comments
(Insert initials & date)		Sum of FY 20 Proposed FTE Change		Sum of FY 20 Original FTE Count		Sum of FY 20 Revised FTE Count		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Cost Change

		Approved		COB - Adult		COB20-04		Increase TEMP salaries		Increase amount in temp salaries budget to support branch public service service hours, which expanded in 2017. The temp salaries funds support extra hours coverage for planned and unplanned absences of permanent positions as well as staff training.		10026752-0001 
Branch Library Operations		3630		Temporary		RAV 10.5.2018 FIN to provide more data on 10.10.2018 to COB for possible adjustment in amount. 
CM10.10.18: COB Temp budget $181,500. FY18 actuals:$148K.  Overall FY18 YE balance for Salaries -Adult: ($396,190), Salaries -Youth: $669,962.  MS 10.24.18: realign b/w the cost centers		- 0						150,000.00

						COB20-04 Total														- 0						150,000.00

				COB - Adult Total																- 0						150,000.00

				COM - Youth		COM20-08		Media production support in the Mix		The Mix is not adequately staffed relative to need for expertise in digital media production.  We propose to TX 2 vacant Page positions from other Main departments.		10026755-0001 
Main Library Operations		3602		Library Page		TF 10.5.18
CM 10.9.18:Move two PT 3602 from Main Adult to Main Youth		(1.00)		51.00		50.00		(56,479.01)

												10001717-0002 
Main Youth Services		3602		Library Page		TF 10.5.18
CM 10.9.18:Move two PT 3602 from Main Adult to Main Youth		1.00		4.00		5.00		56,479.01

																		TF 10.5.18
CM 10.9.18:Substitute two 0.5 FTE 3602 to 1 FTE 1766 in Main Youth.		(1.00)		5.00		4.00		(56,479.01)

														1766		Media Production Technician		TF 10.5.18
CM 10.9.18: Substitute two 0.5 FTE 3602 to 1 FTE 1766 in Main Youth.		1.00		- 0		1.00		72,092.00

						COM20-08 Total														- 0		60.00		60.00		15,612.99

				COM - Youth Total																- 0		60.00		60.00		15,612.99

				FAC - Admin		FAC20-41		Substitute Stationary Engineer (7334)		Substitute one Stationary Engineer (7334) position for a Superintendent (7120) due to decreased availability of qualified Stationary Engineers and need for increased Engineering oversight for entire Library campus.    		10026751-0001 
Admin		7334		Stationary Engineer		(blank)		(1.00)		7.00		6.00		(98,273.14)

								Substitute Superintendent (7120)		Substitute one Stationary Engineer (7334) position for a Superintendent (7120) due to decreased availability of qualified Stationary Engineers and need for increased Engineering oversight for entire SFPL campus.    Improves Engineering operation, maintenance, and repair capabilities for department above and beyond the normal level of a Chief Engineer (7205).  		10026751-0001 
Admin		7120		Buildings & Grounds Maintenance Superintendent		(blank)		1.00		- 0		1.00		143,021.53

						FAC20-41 Total														- 0		7.00		7.00		44,748.39

				FAC - Admin Total																- 0		7.00		7.00		44,748.39

				CPP - Adult		CPP20-16		CPP Literacy and Learning Manager		TX 3632 Bridge manager position to 3634 to support systemwide tech and learning programs		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		3634		Librarian 3		MJ 10.05.18: Adding position placeholder for 2021
CM10.9.18: so this should be new instead of substitution? MJ 10.19.18 Revising to a substitution from 3632 to 3634		1.00		1.00		2.00		116,011.00

														3632		Librarian 2		MJ 10.05.18: Adding position placeholder for 2021
CM10.9.18: so this should be new instead of substitution? MJ 10.19.18 Revising to a substitution from 3632 to 3634		(1.00)		2.00		1.00		(105,218.50)

						CPP20-16 Total														- 0		3.00		3.00		10,792.50

				CPP - Adult Total																- 0		3.00		3.00		10,792.50

		Approved Total																		- 0		70.00		70.00		221,153.88

		Approved but in Base Budget		COM - Adult		COM20-07		Transitional Age Youth (TAY) program support and workforce development 		Hire two Temporary Exempt 9912s to support TAY programming and outreach at the Main.  Responds to City priorities to alleviate homelessness and create workforce development programs.		10026755-0001 
Main Library Operations		9912		Public Service Aid		TF 10.5.18. MS 10.14.18: reallocate the IPO monies.		1.00						35,804.00

						COM20-07 Total														1.00						35,804.00

				COM - Adult Total																1.00						35,804.00

		Approved but in Base Budget Total																		1.00						35,804.00

		Denied		ADM-HR		HR20-02		Increase talent acquisition expertise to align with City's DHR recruitment modernization related requirements, and onboarding programs		A new Class 1244 Senior Human Resources Analyst position will provide San Francisco Public Library (“SFPL”) with increased talent acquisition expertise, analysis, reporting, program development, and efficiency.  This Senior Human Resources Analyst will be responsible for talent acquisition including difficult and complex professional and technical work in examinations for a wide-range of classifications within the SFPL, including conducting job analyses in collaboration with subject matter experts; developing and administering Position Based Tests on behalf of the SFPL; preparing and posting job announcements; and overseeing the overall administration of exam processes.
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for managing the SFPL’s de-identification program of post-referral selection processes including overseeing the review and evaluation of job applications and other application materials for SFPL positions; and ensuring that certain information is redacted from job applications and other application materials pursuant to requirements by the Civil Service Rules and the City’s Department of Human Resources. 
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will oversee the SFPL’s onboarding program, including coordinating and overseeing for all SFPL recruitments: candidate reference checks and employment verification; issuing conditional offers of employment; the fingerprinting and background check processes in collaboration with the City’s Department of Human Resources; issuing final offers of employment; administering appointment processing of newly-hired SFPL employees; collaborating with the SFPL Training Officer around new employee orientation and other required trainings for newly-hired SFPL employees; making regular contacts with candidates, hiring managers, and other personnel to furnish and obtain information; and gathering, preparing, compiling, reviewing and maintaining important personnel information reports and records.
Effective October 15, 2018, the SFPL must comply with the City’s Civil Service Rules and requirements of the City’s Department of Human Resources related to de-identification of certain candidate information during the post-referral selection process.  As a result, it is anticipated that SFPL Human Resources will need additional capacity to administer Position Based Tests and to oversee the redaction of certain candidate information. Additionally, the SFPL Human Resources Division is developing a holistic employee onboarding program to enhance the candidate experience, promote early employee engagement, and streamline the hiring process. This employee onboarding program requires coordination and oversight beyond the current capacity of SFPL Human Resources.
		10026751-0001 
Admin		1244		Senior Human Resources Analyst		LR 10.5.2020		0.77		- 0		- 0		92,235.99

						HR20-02 Total														0.77		- 0		- 0		92,235.99

						HR20-03		Increase capacity to manage HR critical areas in organizational development, learning and performance management		A new Class 0922 Deputy Human Resources Director position will provide San Francisco Public Library (“SFPL”) with increased capacity to manage critical areas of human resources, including organizational development, learning and development, and performance management. 		10026751-0001 
Admin		0922		Deputy Human Resources Director		LR 10.5.2021		0.77		- 0		- 0		102,401.53

						HR20-03 Total														0.77		- 0		- 0		102,401.53

				ADM-HR Total																1.54		- 0		- 0		194,637.52

				FAC - Admin		FAC20-40		Expand analytic and administrative capacity		Improve division efficiency by hiring a full-time 1820 Junior Administrative Analyst to provide administrative and analytical services for Custodial and Security team. Currently, both units do not have sufficient administrative support. The 1820 will help with managing and administering Custodial and Security budgets and projects, such as the Security System camera, electronic Restroom Alert program of branches and restroom conditions. And will also help with generating reports for management team, as well as coordinating deliverable branch services. Monitor vacation tracking, sick leave balances as well as oversight of part time and as needed staff accumulated hours; along with data entry of daily time off records and leave of absence. Responsible for Custodial Inventory Management controls of supplies and equipment mandated by the 2014 Controllers Office Audit. 		10026751-0001 
Admin		1820		Junior Administrative Analyst		RT 10/02/2018: To increase administrative services for Custodial and Security		0.77						57,572.90

						FAC20-40 Total														0.77						57,572.90

				FAC - Admin Total																0.77						57,572.90

				CPP - Adult		CPP20-14		The Bridge tech and outreach support		Return 1840 position (Vice: VEAL) to Bridge for tutor/learner coordination efforts		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		1840		Junior Management Assistant		MJ 10.05.18 Recognize additional need for support in Bridge for tutors and learners due to growth of Fog Readers and other programs		0.77						61,387.48

						CPP20-14 Total														0.77						61,387.48

						CPP20-15		MOS Tech support		Return 3616 position to MOS 		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		3616		Library Technical Assistant 1		MJ 10.05.18: 3616 position (PT) removed from MOS to support a need at GGV with promise that FT 3616 would be returned to unit in following year.		0.77						62,872.20

						CPP20-15 Total														0.77						62,872.20

				CPP - Adult Total																1.54						124,259.68

				IT		IT20-10		IT Receiver and Inventory Staff		CON audit requires better asset management especially during receiving of equipment (hardware and software).  We currently do not have a position dedicated for this task.  In order for accountability, a designated person is needed.		10026754-0001 
IT		1092		IT Operations Support Administrator II		Mli 10.4.18: CON audit & IT really needs it for accountability. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		0.77						63,663.60

						IT20-10 Total														0.77						63,663.60

						IT20-11		IT Cybersecurity Manager		Growing need to support security requires more resources to meet security expectations.  Technology in this field is growing and becoming more complicated.  Also, backup and coverage is needed to have the expertise available 24/7.		10026754-0001 
IT		1044		IS Engineer-Principal		Mli 10.4.18: CON audit & cybersecurity is really scary.  We are not prepared. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		0.77						133,473.34

						IT20-11 Total														0.77						133,473.34

						IT20-12		IT System Engineer Staff		More systems are being introduced at the Library.  This means more vendors, cloud services, servers and storage.  To meet the growth, resources is needed to ensure efficient and effective operations.		10026754-0001 
IT		1042		IS Engineer-Journey		Mli 10.4.18: LIB is relying on systems more and more. Trying to keep systems from crashing keeps me up at night. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		0.77						103,948.46

						IT20-12 Total														0.77						103,948.46

						IT20-13		IT Support Admin Staff		There is an increase of support needs because of the complexity of computer usage.  Also, increase hours resulted in an increase of support requests.  This position could give us a split shift possibility if both 1092 were filled, which will result in extending IT hours to match LIB open hours.		10026754-0001 
IT		1092		IT Operations Support Administrator II		Mli 10.4.18: This will improve customer support by having more resources to cover hours and resolving issues. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		0.77						63,663.60

						IT20-13 Total														0.77						63,663.60

						IT20-14		Library Assistant		Media and AV unit would like to convert 3610PT to FT.  Increase demand of services systemwide.		10026754-0001 
IT		3610		Library Assistant		Mli 10.4.18: AV cannot meet demand or coverage. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		0.39						26,693.37

						IT20-14 Total														0.39						26,693.37

						IT20-15		Library Page		Media and AV unit would like to convert 3602PT to FT.  Increase demand of services systemwide.		10026754-0001 
IT		3602		Library Page		Mli 10.4.18: AV cannot meet demand or coverage. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		0.39						21,744.42

						IT20-15 Total														0.39						21,744.42

				IT Total																3.85						413,186.78

		Denied Total																		7.70		- 0		- 0		789,656.88

		Withdrawn		IT		IT20-16		IT Assistant Chief of Information Technology		LIB's reliance on IT systems has elevated the need for an Assistant CIO that will manage day-to-day operations of the IT department.		10026754-0001 
IT		923		Manager II		Mli 10.4.18: TX from 3634.
10.18.18 ML: Withdraw		1.00		- 0		- 0		- 0

										LIB's reliance on IT systems has elevated the need for an Assistant CIO that will manage day-to-day operations of the IT department.  Substitute 1FTE 3634 to 1 FTE 0923		10026754-0001 
IT		3634		Librarian III		Mli 10.4.18: TX from 3634.
10.18.18 ML: Withdraw		(1.00)		- 0		- 0		- 0

						IT20-16 Total														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				IT Total																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Withdrawn Total																		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Approved w/ Modified Amt		ADM-HR		HR20-01		Expand Human Resources subject matter expertise capacity to meet increasing workload of Employee and Labor Relations functions, and reduce potential legal risk of the Department		A new Class 1244, Senior Human Resources Analyst position will provide San Francisco Public Library (“SFPL”) with increased Equal Employment Opportunity, Reasonable Accommodation, Leaves, and Workers’ Compensation subject matter expertise, analysis, reporting, program development, administration, tracking and claim/liability mitigation capabilities.
This Senior Human Resources Analyst will be responsible for the intake, analysis, reporting of, and response to claims of discrimination, harassment and retaliation arising under the State and Federal anti-discrimination laws, and City and County of San Francisco (“City”) policies and Civil Service Commission Rules. 
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for intake, analysis, and administration of requests for reasonable accommodation under State and Federal laws; for facilitating the interactive process as required by State and Federal laws; and for ensuring that the SFPL complies with the City’s Reasonable Accommodation Procedures for Employment.
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for intake, analysis, and administration of requests for leave under the Federal Family and Medical Leave Act, the California Family Rights Act, and other applicable leave laws and City policies; for engaging with employees around their requests for leave; and for ensuring that the SFPL complies with the City’s policies and procedures for leaves of absence. 
SFPL has seen an increase in the number of complaints of discrimination reported to the City’s EEO unit and additional human resources capacity is needed to handle this work. Presently, SFPL lacks dedicated resources to provide comprehensive EEO/Reasonable Accommodation/Leaves/Workers’ Compensation response capabilities.  These responsibilities currently are shared by other Class 1244 Senior Human Resources Analysts, who also perform Employee and Labor Relations functions.  A dedicated resource will add value to the services provided by HR to the Department, and will allow SFPL HR to be better positioned to respond to and mitigate complaints of alleged harassment and discrimination and handle requests for reasonable accommodation and leave in compliance with State and Federal law without competing priorities and, ultimately, reduce legal risk to the Department. An additional Class 1244 position dedicated to performing EEO/Reasonable Accommodation/Leaves/Workers’ Compensation functions will also help alleviate potential claims of conflict of interest and unfair investigation, and potential additional legal liabilities that may arise when staff members are simultaneously involved in, for example, EEO and Employee relations matters involving the same employee.		10026751-0001 
Admin		1220		Payroll Clerk		LR 10.5.2018 MS 10.24.18: Sub to 1246 rather than 1244		(1.00)		2.00		1.00		(79,982.50)

										A new Class 1244, Senior Human Resources Analyst position will provide San Francisco Public Library (“SFPL”) with increased Equal Employment Opportunity, Reasonable Accommodation, Leaves, and Workers’ Compensation subject matter expertise, analysis, reporting, program development, administration, tracking and claim/liability mitigation capabilities.
This Senior Human Resources Analyst will be responsible for the intake, analysis, reporting of, and response to claims of discrimination, harassment and retaliation arising under the State and Federal anti-discrimination laws, and City and County of San Francisco (“City”) policies and Civil Service Commission Rules. 
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for intake, analysis, and administration of requests for reasonable accommodation under State and Federal laws; for facilitating the interactive process as required by State and Federal laws; and for ensuring that the SFPL complies with the City’s Reasonable Accommodation Procedures for Employment.
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for intake, analysis, and administration of requests for leave under the Federal Family and Medical Leave Act, the California Family Rights Act, and other applicable leave laws and City policies; for engaging with employees around their requests for leave; and for ensuring that the SFPL complies with the City’s policies and procedures for leaves of absence. 
SFPL has seen an increase in the number of complaints of discrimination reported to the City’s EEO unit and additional human resources capacity is needed to handle this work. Presently, SFPL lacks dedicated resources to provide comprehensive EEO/Reasonable Accommodation/Leaves/Workers’ Compensation response capabilities.  These responsibilities currently are shared by other Class 1244 Senior Human Resources Analysts, who also perform Employee and Labor Relations functions.  A dedicated resource will add value to the services provided by HR to the Department, and will allow SFPL HR to be better positioned to respond to and mitigate complaints of alleged harassment and discrimination and handle requests for reasonable accommodation and leave in compliance with State and Federal law without competing priorities and, ultimately, reduce legal risk to the Department. An additional Class 1244 position dedicated to performing EEO/Reasonable Accommodation/Leaves/Workers’ Compensation functions will also help alleviate potential claims of conflict of interest and unfair investigation, and potential additional legal liabilities that may arise when staff members are simultaneously involved in, for example, EEO and Employee relations matters involving the same employee.
		10026751-0001 
Admin		1244		Senior Human Resources Analyst		LR 10.5.2018 MS 10.24.18: Sub to 1246 rather than 1244 MS 10.30.18: at a 10.30 mtg LR agreed to 1246. Focus would still be Labor & EE relations + Org Dev. Bgt at Step 5. MS 12.31.18: switched back to 1244 from 1246		1.00		4.00		5.00		123,195.75

						HR20-01 Total														- 0		6.00		6.00		43,213.25

				ADM-HR Total																- 0		6.00		6.00		43,213.25

		Approved w/ Modified Amt Total																		- 0		6.00		6.00		43,213.25

		Grand Total																		8.70		76.00		76.00		1,089,828.01
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		Division

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
		Division Request Date		Division Requester		Division BP#
(2-3 Ltr Code+BY+Seq. #)

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
3 Ltr Code = Div or Unit Code, E.G. CTS, FIN
BY = Budget Year, E.G. 20

If your BP has both nonlabor & labor plz use the same BP Code		Proposal Title
(Please use action-oriented words)

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
(1) A Position BP will only have 1 line when asking for a new position.
(2) Position changes to reassign OR substitute will have 2 lines, one reducing and 1 adding. If reassigning a position from one Division to another Division the Division losing the position should create the BP. Reassigning within Division cost centers (e.g. adult to youth) should be documented here as well if it's not already been part of a Priority Vacancy Meeting discussion.
(3) For TEMP, OT, PREMIUM changes, please talk to FIN b/c FIN will coordinate those BPs/changes.
(4) FIN will do the TX cleanup entries, no BP needed.		Proposal Description/Justification		Action
(Reassign, Sub, New, Ltd Tenure)		PeopleSoft 
Project & Activity Codes
(formerly index code)

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
Choose TBD if you are not sure or call FIN		Classification		Classification Title		FY 20 Proposed 
FTE Change		FY 20 Original 
Budget FTE 
Class Total 
(FIN ONLY)		FY 20 Revised 
Budget FTE 
Class Total 
(FIN ONLY)		FY 20 Proposed 
Cost Change 
(FIN ONLY)

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
FIN will estimate the salary cost changes

		Urgency 
Scale
1 (less urgent) to 5 (urgent)		Importance 
Scale
1 (less important) to 5 (important)		Strategic Priority		Comments
(Insert initials & date)		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		If Approved is this 
a Cut Option 
(Yes/No)

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
Tell us if this proposal could be cut at any budget phase: Yes or No		

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
(1) A Position BP will only have 1 line when asking for a new position.
(2) Position changes to reassign OR substitute will have 2 lines, one reducing and 1 adding. If reassigning a position from one Division to another Division the Division losing the position should create the BP. Reassigning within Division cost centers (e.g. adult to youth) should be documented here as well if it's not already been part of a Priority Vacancy Meeting discussion.
(3) For TEMP, OT, PREMIUM changes, please talk to FIN b/c FIN will coordinate those BPs/changes.
(4) FIN will do the TX cleanup entries, no BP needed.						

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
Choose TBD if you are not sure or call FIN												

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
FIN will estimate the salary cost changes

														Position 
Reference Code 
(FIN ONLY)		Include in LC Pivot
(FIN ONLY)		BPMS Entry
(FIN ONLY)

		COM - Adult		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-07		Transitional Age Youth (TAY) program support and workforce development 		Hire two Temporary Exempt 9912s to support TAY programming and outreach at the Main.  Responds to City priorities to alleviate homelessness and create workforce development programs.		Limited Tenure		10026755-0001 
Main Library Operations		9912		Public Service Aid		1.00		1.62		1.62		35,804		2		4		Literacy & Learning		TF 10.5.18. MS 10.14.18: reallocate the IPO monies. CM I think TAY salaries should be in ADM, not CTS.		Approved but in Base Budget		Yes		N/A		N/A		TBD

		COM - Youth		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-08		Media production support in the Mix		The Mix is not adequately staffed relative to need for expertise in digital media production.  We propose to TX 2 vacant Page positions from other Main departments.		Reassign		10026755-0001 
Main Library Operations		3602		Library Page		(1.00)		51.00		50.00		(56,479)		4		4		Youth Engagement		TF 10.5.18
CM 10.9.18:Move two PT 3602 from Main Adult to Main Youth		Approved		Yes		LB20-14		No		1/2/19

		COM - Youth		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-08		Media production support in the Mix		The Mix is not adequately staffed relative to need for expertise in digital media production.  We propose to TX 2 vacant Page positions from other Main departments.		Reassign		10001717-0002 
Main Youth Services		3602		Library Page		1.00		4.00		5.00		56,479		4		4		Youth Engagement		TF 10.5.18
CM 10.9.18:Move two PT 3602 from Main Adult to Main Youth		Approved		Yes		LB20-14		No		1/2/19

		COM - Youth		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-08		Media production support in the Mix		The Mix is not adequately staffed relative to need for expertise in digital media production.  We propose to TX 2 vacant Page positions from other Main departments.		Substitute		10001717-0002 
Main Youth Services		3602		Library Page		(1.00)		5.00

Singleton, Maureen (LIB): Singleton, Maureen (LIB):
Temp FY 20 figure with the reassignment.		4.00		(56,479)		4		4		Youth Engagement		TF 10.5.18
CM 10.9.18:Substitute two 0.5 FTE 3602 to 1 FTE 1766 in Main Youth.		Approved		Yes		LB20-14		No		1/2/19

		COM - Youth		10/5/18		Tom Fortin		COM20-08		Media production support in the Mix		The Mix is not adequately staffed relative to need for expertise in digital media production.  We propose to TX 2 vacant Page positions from other Main departments.		Substitute		10001717-0002 
Main Youth Services		1766		Media Production Technician		1.00		0.00		1.00		72,092		4		4		Youth Engagement		TF 10.5.18
CM 10.9.18: Substitute two 0.5 FTE 3602 to 1 FTE 1766 in Main Youth.		Approved		Yes		LB20-14		No		1/2/19

		COB - Adult		10/5/18		Cathy Delneo		COB20-04		Increase TEMP salaries		Increase amount in temp salaries budget to support branch public service service hours, which expanded in 2017. The temp salaries funds support extra hours coverage for planned and unplanned absences of permanent positions as well as staff training.		Other		10026752-0001 
Branch Library Operations		3630		Temporary		- 0						150,000		5		5		Organizational Excellence		RAV 10.5.2018 FIN to provide more data on 10.10.2018 to COB for possible adjustment in amount. 
CM10.10.18: COB Temp budget $181,500. FY18 actuals:$148K.  Overall FY18 YE balance for Salaries -Adult: ($396,190), Salaries -Youth: $669,962.  MS 10.24.18: realign b/w the cost centers		Approved				N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-10		IT Receiver and Inventory Staff		CON audit requires better asset management especially during receiving of equipment (hardware and software).  We currently do not have a position dedicated for this task.  In order for accountability, a designated person is needed.		New		10026754-0001 
IT		1092		IT Operations Support Administrator II		0.77						63,664		4		4		Organizational Excellence		Mli 10.4.18: CON audit & IT really needs it for accountability. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		Denied		No		N/A		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-11		IT Cybersecurity Manager		Growing need to support security requires more resources to meet security expectations.  Technology in this field is growing and becoming more complicated.  Also, backup and coverage is needed to have the expertise available 24/7.		New		10026754-0001 
IT		1044		IS Engineer-Principal		0.77						133,473		5		5		Organizational Excellence		Mli 10.4.18: CON audit & cybersecurity is really scary.  We are not prepared. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		Denied		No		N/A		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-12		IT System Engineer Staff		More systems are being introduced at the Library.  This means more vendors, cloud services, servers and storage.  To meet the growth, resources is needed to ensure efficient and effective operations.		New		10026754-0001 
IT		1042		IS Engineer-Journey		0.77						103,948		3		3		Organizational Excellence		Mli 10.4.18: LIB is relying on systems more and more. Trying to keep systems from crashing keeps me up at night. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		Denied		Yes		N/A		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-13		IT Support Admin Staff		There is an increase of support needs because of the complexity of computer usage.  Also, increase hours resulted in an increase of support requests.  This position could give us a split shift possibility if both 1092 were filled, which will result in extending IT hours to match LIB open hours.		New		10026754-0001 
IT		1092		IT Operations Support Administrator II		0.77						63,664		2		2		Organizational Excellence		Mli 10.4.18: This will improve customer support by having more resources to cover hours and resolving issues. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		Denied		Yes		N/A		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-14		Library Assistant		Media and AV unit would like to convert 3610PT to FT.  Increase demand of services systemwide.		New		10026754-0001 
IT		3610		Library Assistant		0.39						26,693		4		4		Organizational Excellence		Mli 10.4.18: AV cannot meet demand or coverage. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		Denied		No		N/A		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-15		Library Page		Media and AV unit would like to convert 3602PT to FT.  Increase demand of services systemwide.		New		10026754-0001 
IT		3602		Library Page		0.39						21,744		1		1		Organizational Excellence		Mli 10.4.18: AV cannot meet demand or coverage. MS 10.15.18: New positions @ ~77% of FY.		Denied		Yes		N/A		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-16		IT Assistant Chief of Information Technology		LIB's reliance on IT systems has elevated the need for an Assistant CIO that will manage day-to-day operations of the IT department.		Substitute		10026754-0001 
IT		923		Manager II		1.00		N/A		N/A		N/A		4		4		Organizational Excellence		Mli 10.4.18: TX from 3634.
10.18.18 ML: Withdraw		Withdrawn		No		N/A		N/A		N/A

		IT		10/4/18		Michael Liang		IT20-16		IT Assistant Chief of Information Technology		LIB's reliance on IT systems has elevated the need for an Assistant CIO that will manage day-to-day operations of the IT department.  Substitute 1FTE 3634 to 1 FTE 0923		Substitute		10026754-0001 
IT		3634		Librarian III		(1.00)		N/A		N/A		N/A		4		4		Organizational Excellence		Mli 10.4.18: TX from 3634.
10.18.18 ML: Withdraw		Withdrawn		No		N/A		N/A		N/A

		ADM-HR		10/5/18		Lori Regler		HR20-01		Expand Human Resources subject matter expertise capacity to meet increasing workload of Employee and Labor Relations functions, and reduce potential legal risk of the Department		A new Class 1244, Senior Human Resources Analyst position will provide San Francisco Public Library (“SFPL”) with increased Equal Employment Opportunity, Reasonable Accommodation, Leaves, and Workers’ Compensation subject matter expertise, analysis, reporting, program development, administration, tracking and claim/liability mitigation capabilities.
This Senior Human Resources Analyst will be responsible for the intake, analysis, reporting of, and response to claims of discrimination, harassment and retaliation arising under the State and Federal anti-discrimination laws, and City and County of San Francisco (“City”) policies and Civil Service Commission Rules. 
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for intake, analysis, and administration of requests for reasonable accommodation under State and Federal laws; for facilitating the interactive process as required by State and Federal laws; and for ensuring that the SFPL complies with the City’s Reasonable Accommodation Procedures for Employment.
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for intake, analysis, and administration of requests for leave under the Federal Family and Medical Leave Act, the California Family Rights Act, and other applicable leave laws and City policies; for engaging with employees around their requests for leave; and for ensuring that the SFPL complies with the City’s policies and procedures for leaves of absence. 
SFPL has seen an increase in the number of complaints of discrimination reported to the City’s EEO unit and additional human resources capacity is needed to handle this work. Presently, SFPL lacks dedicated resources to provide comprehensive EEO/Reasonable Accommodation/Leaves/Workers’ Compensation response capabilities.  These responsibilities currently are shared by other Class 1244 Senior Human Resources Analysts, who also perform Employee and Labor Relations functions.  A dedicated resource will add value to the services provided by HR to the Department, and will allow SFPL HR to be better positioned to respond to and mitigate complaints of alleged harassment and discrimination and handle requests for reasonable accommodation and leave in compliance with State and Federal law without competing priorities and, ultimately, reduce legal risk to the Department. An additional Class 1244 position dedicated to performing EEO/Reasonable Accommodation/Leaves/Workers’ Compensation functions will also help alleviate potential claims of conflict of interest and unfair investigation, and potential additional legal liabilities that may arise when staff members are simultaneously involved in, for example, EEO and Employee relations matters involving the same employee.		Substitute		10026751-0001 
Admin		1220		Payroll Clerk		(1.00)		2.00		1.00		(79,983)		5		4		Organizational Excellence		LR 10.5.2018 MS 10.24.18: Sub to 1246 rather than 1244		Approved w/ Modified Amt		No		LB20-12		No		1/2/19

		ADM-HR		10/5/18		Lori Regler		HR20-01		Expand Human Resources subject matter expertise capacity to meet increasing workload of Employee and Labor Relations functions, and reduce potential legal risk of the Department		A new Class 1244, Senior Human Resources Analyst position will provide San Francisco Public Library (“SFPL”) with increased Equal Employment Opportunity, Reasonable Accommodation, Leaves, and Workers’ Compensation subject matter expertise, analysis, reporting, program development, administration, tracking and claim/liability mitigation capabilities.
This Senior Human Resources Analyst will be responsible for the intake, analysis, reporting of, and response to claims of discrimination, harassment and retaliation arising under the State and Federal anti-discrimination laws, and City and County of San Francisco (“City”) policies and Civil Service Commission Rules. 
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for intake, analysis, and administration of requests for reasonable accommodation under State and Federal laws; for facilitating the interactive process as required by State and Federal laws; and for ensuring that the SFPL complies with the City’s Reasonable Accommodation Procedures for Employment.
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for intake, analysis, and administration of requests for leave under the Federal Family and Medical Leave Act, the California Family Rights Act, and other applicable leave laws and City policies; for engaging with employees around their requests for leave; and for ensuring that the SFPL complies with the City’s policies and procedures for leaves of absence. 
SFPL has seen an increase in the number of complaints of discrimination reported to the City’s EEO unit and additional human resources capacity is needed to handle this work. Presently, SFPL lacks dedicated resources to provide comprehensive EEO/Reasonable Accommodation/Leaves/Workers’ Compensation response capabilities.  These responsibilities currently are shared by other Class 1244 Senior Human Resources Analysts, who also perform Employee and Labor Relations functions.  A dedicated resource will add value to the services provided by HR to the Department, and will allow SFPL HR to be better positioned to respond to and mitigate complaints of alleged harassment and discrimination and handle requests for reasonable accommodation and leave in compliance with State and Federal law without competing priorities and, ultimately, reduce legal risk to the Department. An additional Class 1244 position dedicated to performing EEO/Reasonable Accommodation/Leaves/Workers’ Compensation functions will also help alleviate potential claims of conflict of interest and unfair investigation, and potential additional legal liabilities that may arise when staff members are simultaneously involved in, for example, EEO and Employee relations matters involving the same employee.
		Substitute		10026751-0001 
Admin		1244		Senior Human Resources Analyst		1.00		4.00		5.00		123,196		5		4		Organizational Excellence		LR 10.5.2018 MS 10.24.18: Sub to 1246 rather than 1244 MS 10.30.18: at a 10.30 mtg LR agreed to 1246. Focus would still be Labor & EE relations + Org Dev. Bgt at Step 5. MS 12.31.18: switched back to 1244 from 1246		Approved w/ Modified Amt		No		LB20-12		No		1/2/19

		ADM-HR		10/5/18		Lori Regler		HR20-02		Increase talent acquisition expertise to align with City's DHR recruitment modernization related requirements, and onboarding programs		A new Class 1244 Senior Human Resources Analyst position will provide San Francisco Public Library (“SFPL”) with increased talent acquisition expertise, analysis, reporting, program development, and efficiency.  This Senior Human Resources Analyst will be responsible for talent acquisition including difficult and complex professional and technical work in examinations for a wide-range of classifications within the SFPL, including conducting job analyses in collaboration with subject matter experts; developing and administering Position Based Tests on behalf of the SFPL; preparing and posting job announcements; and overseeing the overall administration of exam processes.
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will also be responsible for managing the SFPL’s de-identification program of post-referral selection processes including overseeing the review and evaluation of job applications and other application materials for SFPL positions; and ensuring that certain information is redacted from job applications and other application materials pursuant to requirements by the Civil Service Rules and the City’s Department of Human Resources. 
The Senior Human Resources Analyst will oversee the SFPL’s onboarding program, including coordinating and overseeing for all SFPL recruitments: candidate reference checks and employment verification; issuing conditional offers of employment; the fingerprinting and background check processes in collaboration with the City’s Department of Human Resources; issuing final offers of employment; administering appointment processing of newly-hired SFPL employees; collaborating with the SFPL Training Officer around new employee orientation and other required trainings for newly-hired SFPL employees; making regular contacts with candidates, hiring managers, and other personnel to furnish and obtain information; and gathering, preparing, compiling, reviewing and maintaining important personnel information reports and records.
Effective October 15, 2018, the SFPL must comply with the City’s Civil Service Rules and requirements of the City’s Department of Human Resources related to de-identification of certain candidate information during the post-referral selection process.  As a result, it is anticipated that SFPL Human Resources will need additional capacity to administer Position Based Tests and to oversee the redaction of certain candidate information. Additionally, the SFPL Human Resources Division is developing a holistic employee onboarding program to enhance the candidate experience, promote early employee engagement, and streamline the hiring process. This employee onboarding program requires coordination and oversight beyond the current capacity of SFPL Human Resources.
		New		10026751-0001 
Admin		1244		Senior Human Resources Analyst		0.77		N/A		N/A		92,236		5		4		Organizational Excellence		LR 10.5.2020		Denied		No		N/A		N/A		N/A

		ADM-HR		10/5/18		Lori Regler		HR20-03		Increase capacity to manage HR critical areas in organizational development, learning and performance management		A new Class 0922 Deputy Human Resources Director position will provide San Francisco Public Library (“SFPL”) with increased capacity to manage critical areas of human resources, including organizational development, learning and development, and performance management. 		New		10026751-0001 
Admin		0922		Deputy Human Resources Director		0.77		N/A		N/A		102,402		4		4		Organizational Excellence		LR 10.5.2021		Denied		No		N/A		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Admin		10/2/18		Roberto Lombardi		FAC20-40		Expand analytic and administrative capacity		Improve division efficiency by hiring a full-time 1820 Junior Administrative Analyst to provide administrative and analytical services for Custodial and Security team. Currently, both units do not have sufficient administrative support. The 1820 will help with managing and administering Custodial and Security budgets and projects, such as the Security System camera, electronic Restroom Alert program of branches and restroom conditions. And will also help with generating reports for management team, as well as coordinating deliverable branch services. Monitor vacation tracking, sick leave balances as well as oversight of part time and as needed staff accumulated hours; along with data entry of daily time off records and leave of absence. Responsible for Custodial Inventory Management controls of supplies and equipment mandated by the 2014 Controllers Office Audit. 		New		10026751-0001 
Admin		1820		Junior Administrative Analyst		0.77						57,573		5		5		Organizational Excellence		RT 10/02/2018: To increase administrative services for Custodial and Security		Denied		No		N/A		N/A		N/A

		FAC - Admin		10/2/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-41		Substitute Stationary Engineer (7334)		Substitute one Stationary Engineer (7334) position for a Superintendent (7120) due to decreased availability of qualified Stationary Engineers and need for increased Engineering oversight for entire Library campus.    		Substitute		10026751-0001 
Admin		7334		Stationary Engineer		(1.00)		7.00		6.00		(98,273)		4		5		Organizational Excellence				Approved		No		LB20-15		No		1/2/19

		FAC - Admin		10/2/18		Todd Robinson		FAC20-41		Substitute Superintendent (7120)		Substitute one Stationary Engineer (7334) position for a Superintendent (7120) due to decreased availability of qualified Stationary Engineers and need for increased Engineering oversight for entire SFPL campus.    Improves Engineering operation, maintenance, and repair capabilities for department above and beyond the normal level of a Chief Engineer (7205).  		Substitute		10026751-0001 
Admin		7120		Buildings & Grounds Maintenance Superintendent		1.00		0.00		1.00		143,022		4		5		Organizational Excellence				Approved		No		LB20-15		No		1/2/19

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-14		The Bridge tech and outreach support		Return 1840 position (Vice: VEAL) to Bridge for tutor/learner coordination efforts		New		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		1840		Junior Management Assistant		0.77						61,387		4		3		Literacy & Learning		MJ 10.05.18 Recognize additional need for support in Bridge for tutors and learners due to growth of Fog Readers and other programs		Denied		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-15		MOS Tech support		Return 3616 position to MOS 		New		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		3616		Library Technical Assistant 1		0.77						62,872		4		3		Literacy & Learning		MJ 10.05.18: 3616 position (PT) removed from MOS to support a need at GGV with promise that FT 3616 would be returned to unit in following year.		Denied		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-16		CPP Literacy and Learning Manager		TX 3632 Bridge manager position to 3634 to support systemwide tech and learning programs		Substitute		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		3634		Librarian 3		1.00		1.00		2.00		116,011.00		4		5		Literacy & Learning		MJ 10.05.18: Adding position placeholder for 2021
CM10.9.18: so this should be new instead of substitution? MJ 10.19.18 Revising to a substitution from 3632 to 3634 MS 12.31.18: we'll wait on this & maybe use another position to be vacated.		Deferred		Yes		N/A		N/A		N/A

		CPP - Adult		10/5/18		Michelle Jeffers		CPP20-16		CPP Literacy and Learning Manager		TX 3632 Bridge manager position to 3634 to support systemwide tech and learning programs		Substitute		10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		3632		Librarian 2		(1.00)		2.00		1.00		(105,218.50)		4		5		Literacy & Learning		MJ 10.05.18: Adding position placeholder for 2021
CM10.9.18: so this should be new instead of substitution? MJ 10.19.18 Revising to a substitution from 3632 to 3634 MS 12.31.18: we'll wait on this & maybe use another position to be vacated.		Deferred		Yes		N/A		N/A		N/A
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Sample POS Pivot

		Proposal Title
(Please use action-oriented words)		Proposal Description/Justification		Division		PeopleSoft 
Project & Activity Codes
(formerly index code)		Classification		Classification Title		Approval Status 
(FIN ONLY)		Sum of FY 20 Proposed FTE Change		Sum of FY 20 Original FTE Count		Sum of FY 20 Revised FTE Count		Sum of FY 20 Proposed Cost Change
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FY 19 Per FTE Cost Salary Only

		Note: for questions or problems with the chart below please contact Maureen or Christine. If your classification isn't listed below please use the DHR comp search data base and chose the step 5 cost for the applicable period. Copy & paste this DHR link: http://sfdhr.org/classification-and-compensation-database												1092 
Step 10		82,680		1044 
Step 13		173,342		7120 
Step 1		139,126

		Account Lvl 5 Name		5010Salary

		Class		Job Class Title		FY 19 Board FTE		FY 19 Board Amt		 FY 19 Per FTE Salary Cost

		0922_C		Manager I		2		$   265,978		132,989

		0923_C		Manager II		3		$   428,292		142,764

		0931_C		Manager III		1		$   153,932		153,932

		0932_C		Manager IV		2		$   330,518		165,259

		0952_C		Deputy Director II		6		$   923,586		153,931

		0953_C		Deputy Director III		1		$   191,316		191,316

		0964_C		Department Head IV		1		$   250,179		250,179

		1042_C		IS Engineer-Journey		3		$   404,994		134,998

		1043_C		IS Engineer-Senior		2		$   299,186		149,593

		1052_C		IS Business Analyst		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		1053_C		IS Business Analyst-Senior		1		$   126,107		126,107

		1062_C		IS Programmer Analyst		3		$   282,154		94,051

		1063_C		IS Programmer Analyst-Senior		1		$   114,377		114,377

		1070_C		IS Project Director		1		$   160,948		160,948

		1093_C		IT Operations Support Administrator III		8		$   803,828		100,479

		1094_C		IT Operations Support Administrator IV		1		$   122,144		122,144

		1095_C		IT Operations Support Administrator V		1		$   131,463		131,463

		1202_C		Personnel Clerk		1		$   67,700		67,700

		1204_C		Senior Personnel Clerk		1		$   78,358		78,358

		1220_C		Payroll Clerk		2		$   155,538		77,769

		1222_C		Senior Payroll And Personnel Clerk		2		$   170,642		85,321

		1224_C		Principal Payroll And Personnel Clerk		1		$   94,051		94,051

		1232_C		Training Officer		1		$   103,505		103,505

		1241_C		Personnel Analyst		1		$   102,648		102,648

		1244_C		Senior Personnel Analyst		4		$   479,148		119,787

		1314_C		Public Relations Officer		1		$   108,164		108,164

		1404_C		Clerk		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		1406_C		Senior Clerk		1		$   63,094		63,094

		1436_C		Braillist		0.5		$   33,194		66,388

		1446_C		Secretary II		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		1452_C		Executive Secretary II		1		$   91,588		91,588

		1544_C		Secretary, Library Commission		1		$   109,155		109,155

		1630_C		Account Clerk		1		$   65,236		65,236

		1632_C		Senior Account Clerk		1		$   75,493		75,493

		1634_C		Principal Account Clerk		1		$   85,321		85,321

		1652_C		Accountant II		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		1654_C		Accountant III		1		$   110,280		110,280

		1657_C		Accountant IV		1		$   127,633		127,633

		1766_C		Media Production Technician		2		$   144,184		72,092

		1767_C		Media Programming Specialist		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		1771_C		Media Production Specialist		1		$   82,107		82,107

		1773_C		Media Training Specialist		1		$   105,540		105,540

		1820_C		Junior Administrative Analyst		2		$   149,540		74,770

		1822_C		Administrative Analyst		2		$   196,726		98,363

		1823_C		Senior Administrative Analyst		1		$   114,618		114,618

		1824_C		Principal Administrative Analyst		2		$   265,336		132,668

		1840_C		Junior Management Assistant		7		$   558,068		79,724

		1842_C		Management Assistant		3		$   271,548		90,516

		1844_C		Senior Management Assistant		1		$   103,719		103,719

		1926_C		Senior Materials And Supplies Supervisor		1		$   68,476		68,476

		2595_C		Senior Employee Assistance Counselor		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		2708_C		Custodian		46		$   2,922,019		63,522

		2716_C		Custodial Assistant Supervisor		5		$   349,345		69,869

		2718_C		Custodial Supervisor		1		$   77,046		77,046

		2720_C		Janitorial Services Supervisor		1		$   84,946		84,946

		3374_C		Volunteer/Outreach Coordinator		1		$   86,392		86,392

		3520_C		Museum Preparator		1		$   64,942		64,942

		3541_C		Curator I		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		3542_C		Curator II		2		$   176,480		88,240

		3602_C		Library Page		144		$   8,132,977		56,479

		3610_C		Library Assistant		68.5		$   4,749,339		69,333

		3616_C		Library Technical Assistant I		67.5		$   5,511,524		81,652

		3618_C		Library Technical Assistant II		47		$   4,171,200		88,749

		3630_C		Librarian I		150.5		$   14,303,852		95,042

		3632_C		Librarian II		60		$   6,313,117		105,219

		3634_C		Librarian III		17		$   1,972,187		116,011

		5320_C		Illustrator And Art Designer		1		$   93,435		93,435

		5322_C		Graphic Artist		2.5		$   179,760		71,904

		7120_C		Buildings And Grounds Maintenance Superi		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		7205_C		Chief Stationary Engineer		1		$   121,206		121,206

		7215_C		General Laborer Supervisor I		1		$   79,483		79,483

		7334_C		Stationary Engineer		7		$   668,857		95,551

		7335_C		Senior Stationary Engineer		2		$   216,596		108,298

		7344_C		Carpenter		1		$   97,292		97,292

		7345_C		Electrician		1		$   109,396		109,396

		7346_C		Painter		1		$   89,579		89,579

		7355_C		Truck Driver		5.5		$   506,530		92,096

		7416_C		Book Repairer		3		$   198,681		66,227

		7418_C		Senior Book Repairer		1		$   80,045		80,045

		7514_C		General Laborer		1		$   71,770		71,770

		8207_C		Building And Grounds Patrol Officer		21.5		$   1,524,639		70,913

		8211_C		Supervising Building and Grounds Patrol		3		$   228,728		76,243

		9251_C		Public Relations Manager		1		$   143,434		143,434

		9704_C		Employment & Training Specialist III		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		9912_C		Public Service Aide - Technical		0.5		$   17,902		35,804

		9976_C		Technology Expert I		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		9991M_Z		One Day Adjustment - Misc		0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		9993M_Z		Attrition Savings - Miscellaneous		-59.58		$   (4,975,431)		83,508

		HOLIM_E		Holiday Pay - Miscellaneous		0		$   2,097		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		OVERM_E		Overtime - Miscellaneous		0		$   30,800		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		PREMM_E		Premium Pay - Miscellaneous		0		$   774,338		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		STEPM_Z		Step Adjustments, Miscellaneous		0		$   (649,078)		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		TEMPM_E		Temporary - Miscellaneous		7.89		$   795,780		100,859

		Grand Total				696.31		$   58,490,817		84,001





Validation List

		Division Name		1x/Ongoing		PS Project & Activity Codes Combined		PS Account		Approval Status		Position Action		Strategic Priority

		ADM-CLO		One-Time		10026753-0001 
Facilities		501010 Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular		Approved		Reassign		Premier Urban Library

		ADM-HR		Ongoing		10026754-0001 
IT		501070 Holiday Pay - Misc		Denied		Substitute		Literacy & Learning

		ADM-FIN				10026751-0001 
Admin		509010 Premium Pay - Misc		Approved w/ Modified Amt		New		Youth Engagement

		ADM-RSA				10026751-0005 
Debt Payment Fund		511010 Overtime - Scheduled Misc		Approved w/ Alternate Source		Limited Tenure		Organizational Excellence

		ADM-COMM				10026751-0006 
Communications-Public Affairs		513010 Retire City Misc		Approved but in Base Budget		Position Cleanup		Digital Strategies

		COM - Adult				10026752-0001 
Branch Library Operations		514010 Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)		Approved but in Current Budget		Other		Partnerships for Excellence

		COM - Youth				10001714-0031 
Branch Youth Services		514020 Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)		Withdrawn				Facilities Maintenance & Infrastructure

		CPP - Adult				10026755-0001 
Main Library Operations		515010 Health Service-City Match		Deferred

		CPP - Youth				10026755-0002 
Main Library DOE WO		515020 Retiree Health-Match-Prop B		Pending additional discussion

		COB - Adult				10001717-0002 
Main Youth Services		515030 RetireeHlthCare-CityMatchPropC

		COB - Youth				10023853-0001 
History Center		515610 Health Service-Retiree Subsidy

		CTS - Adult				10001718-0005 
CTS Adult		515710 Dependent Coverage

		CTS - Youth				10001718-0001 
Youth Collections		516010 Dental Coverage

		IT				10001718-0002 
Trasitional-Aged Youth		517010 Unemployment Insurance

		FAC - Admin				10031292-0001 
CPP Adult		519010 Fringe Adjustments-Budget

		FAC - Security				10031292-0002 
CPP Youth/Prop J		519110 Flexible Benefit Package

		FAC - Engrg				10023856-0001 
Summer Reading GF		519120 Long Term Disability Insurance

		FAC - Custodial				Capital		519130 Life Insurance

						TBD		519990 Other Fringe Benefits

						10026753-0002		520010 Indirect Cost Reimbursement

						10026753-0003		521030 Air Travel - Employees

						10026753-0004		521050 Non-Air Travel - Employees

						10026753-0005		522010 Training Costs Paid To Emplye

								522020 Training Costs Paid To Vendors

								523010 Auto Mileage

								523020 Local Field Exp

								523050 Employee Recognition

								524010 Membership Fees

								525010 Promotional & Entertainmnt Exp

								526610 Interpreters

								527310 Legal Services

								527610 Systems Consulting Services

								527830 Stipends

								527990 Other Professional Services

								528010 Scavenger Services

								528020 Janitorial Services

								528030 Pest Control

								528990 Other Bldg Maint Svcs

								529110 Dp-Wp Equipment Maint

								529310 Office Equip Maint

								529510 Construction Equip Maint

								529990 Other Equip Maint

								530110 Property Rent

								530410 Base Rent-Debt Svc-Bldg-Struct

								531990 Other Equipment Rentals

								532410 Telephone Chrgs-Non Work Order

								535000 Other Current Expenses - Bdgt

								535110 Cleaning Laundry

								535210 Freight-Delivery

								535310 Graphics

								535510 Copy Machine

								535610 Postage

								535810 Advertising

								535960 Software Licensing Fees

								535990 Other Current Expenses

								540000 Materials & Supplies-Budget

								542110 Electrical

								542210 Hardware

								542310 Lighting

								542410 Lumber

								542510 Painters Supplies

								542610 Plumbing Supplies

								542810 Small Tools And Intruments

								542990 Other Bldg Maint Supplies

								543990 Other Equipment Maint Supplies

								545310 Uniforms

								545990 Other Safety Expenses

								546990 Food

								547990 Fuels & Lubricants

								549210 Data Processing Supplies

								549410 Minor Furnishings

								549500 Office Supply-Citywide Contrac

								549510 Other Office Supplies

								549700 Library Materials - Bdgt Only

								549710 Physical Collections-LIB Only

								549720 Electronic Collection-LIB Only

								549770 Audio-Visual Equipt&Suppl-5K&<

								549990 Other Materials & Supplies

								552110 Taxes

								552210 Fees Licenses Permits

								560000 Equipment Purchase-Budget

								567000 Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget

								581050 GF-Arts Commission

								581051 GF-PUC-Light Heat & Power

								581063 PUC Sewer Service Charges

								581064 Ef-PUC-Water Charges

								581065 Adm-Real Estate Special Svcs

								581066 Sr-DPW-Architecture

								581067 Sr-DPW-Building Repair

								581068 Sr-DPW-Street Cleaning

								581130 GF-Con-Internal Audits

								581140 Is-TIS-Isd Services

								581170 GF-Risk Management Svcs (AAO)

								581210 Is-TIS-Isd Svcs-Infrast Cost

								581245 GF-CON-Information System Ops

								581270 GF-City Attorney-Legal Service

								581280 TIS-Sfgtv Services (AAO)

								581290 Con-Fin Systems Replacement Pr

								581325 Enterprise Agreement

								581360 GF-TIS-Telephone(AAO)

								581410 GF-GSA-Facilities Mgmt Svcs

								581430 GF-HR-Equal Emplymnt Opportuni

								581440 GF-HR-Recruitment-Assessnt W-O

								581450 GF-HR-Mgmt Training

								581460 GF-HR-Workers' Comp Claims

								581470 GF-HR-Client Svc-Recrut-Assess

								581480 GF-HR-Employee Relations

								581500 GF-Human Rights Commission

								581520 Ef-SFGH-Medical Service

								581560 GF-HR-Tuition Reimbursemnt W-O

								581570 GF-Chs-Medical Service

								581580 GF-Chs-Toxic Waste&Haz Mat Svc

								581600 GF-HR-Tuition Reimbursment Aap

								581625 Gf-Homelessness Services

								581660 GF-Chf-Youth Works

								581670 GF-Mayor'S - Cdbg

								581710 Is-Purch-Centrl Shop-AutoMaint

								581730 Is-Purch-Vehicle Leasing (AAO)

								581740 Is-Purch-Centrl Shop-FuelStock

								581820 Is-Purch-Reproduction

								581830 GF-Police Security

								581870 GF-City Hall Fellows Program

								581880 GF-Rec & Park-Gardener

								581930 GF-Sheriff

								581980 GF-Tax Collector

								538010 Community Based Org Srvcs







Item: as of January 28, 2019
FY 19 

Approved Budget
FY 20

Base Budget

FY 20 
Proposed Budget 
(as of Jan 28, 2019)

Variance 
FY 20 

Proposed Budget 
to 

FY 19 Budget

Variance 
FY 20 

Proposed Budget 
to 

FY 20
Base Budget

FY 21 
Proposed Budget 
(as of Jan 28, 2019)

Variance 
FY 21 

Proposed Budget to 
FY 20

Proposed Budget

SOURCES
Property Tax Setaside                      63.57                  64.90                     64.90                          1.33                                     -                        68.14                             3.24 
General Fund Baseline                      83.63                  89.71                     89.71                          6.08                                     -                        93.12                             3.41 
Total LPF                   147.20              154.61                  154.61                         7.41                                     -                     161.26                            6.65 
Misc. Annual Sources                        0.73                    0.58                       0.58                        (0.15)                                     -                           0.58                                 -   
Library Fines & Fees                        0.67                    0.67                       0.44                        (0.23)                              (0.23)                         0.37                           (0.08)
Fuhrman Trust                        0.10                    0.10                       0.10                              -                                       -                           0.10                                 -   

LPF Fund Balance                      11.92                        -                         6.93                        (4.99)                                6.93                         1.96                           (4.98)
Total Other Sources                     13.41                   1.35                       8.06                       (5.36)                                6.71                        3.00                          (5.05)
Grand Total Sources                   160.61              155.96                  162.66                         2.05                                6.71                   164.26                            1.60 
USES
Salaries                      58.49                  60.36                     60.50                          2.00                                0.13                      62.08                             1.58 
Benefits                      25.95                  27.75                     27.78                          1.83                                0.03                      29.47                             1.69 
Retiree Health                        5.49                    5.89                       5.89                          0.40                                     -                           6.08                             0.18 
Total Labor                     89.93                 94.00                    94.17                         4.24                                0.17                      97.62                            3.45 
Collections                      15.92                  17.62                     17.62                          1.70                                     -                        20.46                             2.84 
Services of Other Depts.                      11.99                  12.25                     12.77                          0.78                                0.52                      12.84                             0.07 
Non-Personnel Services                        5.91                    5.99                       7.00                          1.09                                1.01                         7.00                             0.00 
Reserves                             -                      0.24                            -                                -                                (0.24)                             -                                   -   
Materials & Supplies                        3.70                    3.52                       4.07                          0.38                                0.55                         3.78                           (0.29)
BLIP Debt Service                        2.54                    4.41                       1.86                        (0.68)                              (2.55)                         1.86                           (0.00)
Capital                      29.26                  16.26                     23.06                        (6.20)                                6.80                      20.00                           (3.06)
Equipment                        1.36                    0.83                       2.11                          0.75                                1.28                         0.69                           (1.42)
Total Non-Labor                     70.68                 61.13                    68.49                       (2.19)                                7.37                      66.64                          (1.85)
Grand Total Uses                   160.61              155.13                  162.66                         2.05                                7.54                   164.26                            1.60 
Surplus / (Shortfall)                             -                     0.83                            -                               -   

FY 20 & 21 Proposed Budgets: Option 1

2.7.19 Budget Presentation
Pg 5

Notes: (1) Proposed budgets are estimates & will be adjusted as-needed to balance and during the Mayor’s and Board’s phases of the budget 
process; (2) estimated LPF Fund Balance use in FY 20 is $6.9M & $2.0M in FY 21.



FY 20 & 21 Proposed Budgets: Option 2

2.7.19 Budget Presentation
Pg 6

Notes: (1) Proposed budgets are estimates & will be adjusted as-needed to balance and during the Mayor’s and Board’s phases of the budget 
process; (2) estimated LPF Fund Balance use in FY 20 is $5.4M & $2.0M in FY 21.

Item: as of January 28, 2019
FY 19 

Approved Budget
FY 20

Base Budget

FY 20 
Proposed Budget 
(as of Jan 28, 2019)

Variance 
FY 20 

Proposed Budget 
to 

FY 19 Budget

Variance 
FY 20 

Proposed Budget 
to 

FY 20
Base Budget

FY 21 
Proposed Budget 
(as of Jan 28, 2019)

Variance 
FY 21 

Proposed Budget to 
FY 20

Proposed Budget

SOURCES
Property Tax Setaside                      63.57                  64.90                     64.90                          1.33                                     -                        68.14                             3.24 
General Fund Baseline                      83.63                  89.71                     89.71                          6.08                                     -                        93.12                             3.41 
Total LPF                   147.20              154.61                  154.61                         7.41                                     -                     161.26                            6.65 
Misc. Annual Sources                        0.73                    0.58                       0.58                        (0.15)                                     -                           0.58                                 -   
Library Fines & Fees                        0.67                    0.67                       0.44                        (0.23)                              (0.23)                         0.37                           (0.08)
Fuhrman Trust                        0.10                    0.10                       0.10                              -                                       -                           0.10                                 -   

LPF Fund Balance                      11.92                        -                         5.40                        (6.52)                                5.40                         2.02                           (3.38)
Total Other Sources                     13.41                   1.35                       6.52                       (6.89)                                5.17                        3.06                          (3.46)
Grand Total Sources                   160.61              155.96                  161.13                         0.52                                5.17                   164.32                            3.20 
USES
Salaries                      58.49                  60.36                     60.50                          2.00                                0.13                      62.08                             1.58 
Benefits                      25.95                  27.75                     27.78                          1.83                                0.03                      29.47                             1.69 
Retiree Health                        5.49                    5.89                       5.89                          0.40                                     -                           6.08                             0.18 
Total Labor                     89.93                 94.00                    94.17                         4.24                                0.17                      97.62                            3.45 
Collections                      15.92                  17.62                     17.62                          1.70                                     -                        20.46                             2.84 
Services of Other Depts.                      11.99                  12.25                     12.87                          0.88                                0.62                      12.94                             0.07 
Non-Personnel Services                        5.91                    5.99                       6.92                          1.01                                0.93                         6.93                             0.00 
Reserves                             -                      0.24                            -                                -                                (0.24)                             -                                   -   
Materials & Supplies                        3.70                    3.52                       4.01                          0.32                                0.49                         3.82                           (0.20)
BLIP Debt Service                        2.54                    4.41                       1.86                        (0.68)                              (2.55)                         1.86                           (0.00)
Capital                      29.26                  16.26                     21.56                        (7.70)                                5.30                      20.00                           (1.56)
Equipment                        1.36                    0.83                       2.11                          0.75                                1.28                         0.69                           (1.42)
Total Non-Labor                     70.68                 61.13                    66.96                       (3.72)                                5.83                      66.70                          (0.26)
Grand Total Uses                   160.61              155.13                  161.13                         0.52                                6.00                   164.32                            3.20 
Surplus / (Shortfall)                             -                     0.83                            -                               -   


Com Tables - Feb 2019 Option 2

		OPTION 2 for 2.7.19 LC meeting

		Item: as of January 28, 2019		FY 19 
Approved Budget		FY 20
Base Budget		FY 20 
Proposed Budget 
(as of Jan 28, 2019)		Variance 
FY 20 
Proposed Budget to 
FY 19 Budget		Variance 
FY 20 
Proposed Budget 
to 
FY 20
Base Budget		FY 21 
Proposed Budget 
(as of Jan 28, 2019)		Variance 
FY 21 
Proposed Budget to 
FY 20
Proposed Budget		NOTES

		SOURCES

		Property Tax Setaside 		63.57		64.90		64.90		1.33		- 0		68.14		3.24

		General Fund Baseline 		83.63		89.71		89.71		6.08		- 0		93.12		3.41

		Total LPF 		147.20		154.61		154.61		7.41		- 0		161.26		6.65

		Misc. Annual Sources 		0.73		0.58		0.58		(0.15)		- 0		0.58		- 0		Incl: DOE, Rent, HC, Cont Pjts, Gift, Beq (excl Fuh), Project Read & State Interest

		Library Fines & Fees		0.67		0.67		0.44		(0.22)		(0.22)		0.37		(0.08)

		Fuhrman Trust 		0.10		0.10		0.10		- 0		- 0		0.10		- 0

		LPF Fund Balance 		11.92		- 0		5.40		(6.52)		5.40		2.02		(3.38)

		Total Other Sources 		13.41		1.35		6.52		(6.89)		5.17		3.06		(3.46)

		Grand Total Sources 		160.61		155.96		161.13		0.52		5.17		164.32		3.20

		USES

		Salaries 		58.49		60.36		60.50		2.00		0.13		62.08		1.58		FY 20 Base to FY 20 approved: $58.737 - $60.361 = $1.62M or 2.8% COLA; ADD Fringe structural; ; TX/T/S cleanup

		Benefits 		25.95		27.75		27.78		1.83		0.03		29.47		1.69		FY 20 Base to FY 20 approved: $28.268 - $27.040 = $1.23M or 4.5% COLA; TX/T/S cleanup

		Retiree Health 		5.49		5.89		5.89		0.40		- 0		6.08		0.18		FY 20 Base to FY 20 approved: $5.372 - $5.294 = $0.078M or 1.5% COLA

		Total Labor		89.93		94.00		94.17		4.24		0.17		97.62		3.45				FY 21 Op2 Var		FY 21 Op2 Var M		Reason

		Collections 		15.92		17.62		17.62		1.70		- 0		20.46		2.84		FY 21: $1.92M eCollection + $850K MIS opening day, 1X		- 0		- 0

		Services of Other Depts. 		11.99		12.25		12.87		0.88		0.62		12.94		0.07		$20K repro for Civic Bridge 1X; $26K HR Trng OG; $270,964 SHF OG; $94,760X2 CH Fellow OG. 5% COLA on PW WO in FY 21. $11.2K to add 2 slots for YouthWorks. Option 2 $100K for HOM HASAs OG		0.10		100,000.00		HASA Incr

		Non-Personnel Services 		5.91		5.99		6.92		1.01		0.93		6.93		0.00		FY 20: OG $100K Apple, $6K TAY stipends, $10K YELL, $40K IT training, $75K Youth pgmg, $100K HPF $60K IT asset system, $19K talk tech, $30K website cloud, $75K LMS, $20K brochures 1X; Software bgt true-up $263,363, $15K Exhibit bgt, $4.5K Digit docs (says 1X but should be annual); $30K Youth/adult Pgm; $14K for SAT contract; $32K for trash bgt trueup; $30K for pest control true-up; $9.1K other maint bgt trueup; $75K equipment main bgt trueup --> COLAs at 2% in FY 21. Feb Opt 2 removes the LMS this cycle to use City LMS or have more time to research it.		(0.08)		(75,000.00)		LMS Decr

		Reserves		- 0		0.24		- 0		- 0		(0.24)		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		Materials & Supplies 		3.70		3.52		4.01		0.32		0.49		3.82		(0.20)		FY 20: OG $65K mktg, $35K custodial, $100K FFE, $54K uniforms; $30.4K security; FY 21: OG $1.3K uniform, $740 custodial; FY 20: 1X Tech'd out $180K Chromebook & $10.5K CTS supplies, Civic Bridge $10K, Mags News FFE $100K. Feb Opt 2 cuts the Tech'd Out proposal in 1/2 so $190.5K X.5 or $95.25K reduction & $35K more for marketing for a total increase of $100K.		0.04		35,000.00		Advert Incr

		BLIP Debt Service 		2.54		4.41		1.86		(0.68)		(2.55)		1.86		(0.00)		Per Base entries & backing out the double payment entry in FY 20 in base		- 0		- 0

		Capital		29.26		16.26		21.56		(7.70)		5.30		20.00		(1.56)		$5M Chinatown/FY; $300K FF&E 1x in December ask --> bump up the FY 21 ask to balance S&U; Added $1.5M in Jan for branches in FY 20 & $15M in FY 21 for CHI. Feb Opt 2 removes $1.5M branch contingency to reduce amt of LPF FB use. I do not recommend this.		- 0		- 0

		Equipment 		1.36		0.83		2.11		0.75		1.28		0.69		(1.42)		2 remote holds units @ $125K; Storage @ $500K in FY 20 & $100K in FY 21; $325K to front load AV; MacBooks $150K; 2 security vehicles $110K; Custodial equip $15K & COB Prius $28.5K; $25K for Main pop-up equipment (cut?), $55K for laptop kiosk; IT refresh: $151.9K for 4 firewalls; $135K for network switches, $250K for servers		- 0		- 0

		Total Non-Labor 		70.68		61.13		66.96		(3.72)		5.83		66.70		(0.26)

		Grand Total Uses		160.61		155.13		161.13		0.52		6.00		164.32		3.20

		Surplus / (Shortfall) 		- 0		0.83		- 0						- 0



		COMMENTS:

		(1) MS 12.27.18: include the $20K GF for Summer Read in the Misc. Revenue versus the LPF 910 monies.

		(2) Estimates of costs from 12.26.18 BPMS

		(3) Estimated FB Use

		(4) Estimated remaining FB		22.5 in FY 19









		(3) FY 20 Labor Costs existing POS Original/Adopted:				001:		58,737,117		013:		32,334,774

		(4) FY 20 Labor Costs existing POS as of Base:				001:		60,360,662		013:		33,640,532

						Variance		1,623,545				1,305,758

						% Change		2.76%				4.04%

		(4) FY 20 Labor Costs existing POS as of 1.8.19:				001:		60,495,011		013:		33,608,333

						Variance		134,349				(32,199)

						% Change		0.22%				-0.10%



&F	&A	




Com Tables - Feb 2019 Option 1

		OPTION 1 for 2.7.19 LC meeting

		Item: as of January 28, 2019		FY 19 
Approved Budget		FY 20
Base Budget		FY 20 
Proposed Budget 
(as of Jan 28, 2019)		Variance 
FY 20 
Proposed Budget to 
FY 19 Budget		Variance 
FY 20 
Proposed Budget 
to 
FY 20
Base Budget		FY 21 
Proposed Budget 
(as of Jan 28, 2019)		Variance 
FY 21 
Proposed Budget to 
FY 20
Proposed Budget		NOTES

		SOURCES

		Property Tax Setaside 		63.57		64.90		64.90		1.33		- 0		68.14		3.24

		General Fund Baseline 		83.63		89.71		89.71		6.08		- 0		93.12		3.41

		Total LPF 		147.20		154.61		154.61		7.41		- 0		161.26		6.65

		Misc. Annual Sources 		0.73		0.58		0.58		(0.15)		- 0		0.58		- 0		Incl: DOE, Rent, HC, Cont Pjts, Gift, Beq (excl Fuh), Project Read & State Interest

		Library Fines & Fees		0.67		0.67		0.44		(0.22)		(0.22)		0.37		(0.08)

		Fuhrman Trust 		0.10		0.10		0.10		- 0		- 0		0.10		- 0

		LPF Fund Balance 		11.92		- 0		6.93		(4.99)		6.93		1.96		(4.98)

		Total Other Sources 		13.41		1.35		8.06		(5.36)		6.71		3.00		(5.05)

		Grand Total Sources 		160.61		155.96		162.66		2.05		6.71		164.26		1.60

		USES

		Salaries 		58.49		60.36		60.50		2.00		0.13		62.08		1.58		FY 20 Base to FY 20 approved: $58.737 - $60.361 = $1.62M or 2.8% COLA; ADD Fringe structural; ; TX/T/S cleanup

		Benefits 		25.95		27.75		27.78		1.83		0.03		29.47		1.69		FY 20 Base to FY 20 approved: $28.268 - $27.040 = $1.23M or 4.5% COLA; TX/T/S cleanup

		Retiree Health 		5.49		5.89		5.89		0.40		- 0		6.08		0.18		FY 20 Base to FY 20 approved: $5.372 - $5.294 = $0.078M or 1.5% COLA

		Total Labor		89.93		94.00		94.17		4.24		0.17		97.62		3.45

		Collections 		15.92		17.62		17.62		1.70		- 0		20.46		2.84		FY 21: $1.92M eCollection + $850K MIS opening day, 1X

		Services of Other Depts. 		11.99		12.25		12.77		0.78		0.52		12.84		0.07		$20K repro for Civic Bridge 1X; $26K HR Trng OG; $270,964 SHF OG; $94,760X2 CH Fellow OG. 5% COLA on PW WO in FY 21. $11.2K to add 2 slots for YouthWorks

		Non-Personnel Services 		5.91		5.99		7.00		1.09		1.01		7.00		0.00		FY 20: OG $100K Apple, $6K TAY stipends, $10K YELL, $40K IT training, $75K Youth pgmg, $100K HPF $60K IT asset system, $19K talk tech, $30K website cloud, $75K LMS, $20K brochures 1X; Software bgt true-up $263,363, $15K Exhibit bgt, $4.5K Digit docs (says 1X but should be annual); $30K Youth/adult Pgm; $14K for SAT contract; $32K for trash bgt trueup; $30K for pest control true-up; $9.1K other maint bgt trueup; $75K equipment main bgt trueup --> COLAs at 2% in FY 21

		Reserves		- 0		0.24		- 0		- 0		(0.24)		- 0		- 0

		Materials & Supplies 		3.70		3.52		4.07		0.38		0.55		3.78		(0.29)		FY 20: OG $65K mktg, $35K custodial, $100K FFE, $54K uniforms; $30.4K security; FY 21: OG $1.3K uniform, $740 custodial; FY 20: 1X Tech'd out $180K Chromebook & $10.5K CTS supplies, Civic Bridge $10K, Mags News FFE $100K

		BLIP Debt Service 		2.54		4.41		1.86		(0.68)		(2.55)		1.86		(0.00)		Per Base entries & backing out the double payment entry in FY 20 in base

		Capital		29.26		16.26		23.06		(6.20)		6.80		20.00		(3.06)		$5M Chinatown/FY; $300K FF&E 1x in December ask --> bump up the FY 21 ask to balance S&U; Added $1.5M in Jan for branches in FY 20 & $15M in FY 21 for CHI.

		Equipment 		1.36		0.83		2.11		0.75		1.28		0.69		(1.42)		2 remote holds units @ $125K; Storage @ $500K in FY 20 & $100K in FY 21; $325K to front load AV; MacBooks $150K; 2 security vehicles $110K; Custodial equip $15K & COB Prius $28.5K; $25K for Main pop-up equipment (cut?), $55K for laptop kiosk; IT refresh: $151.9K for 4 firewalls; $135K for network switches, $250K for servers

		Total Non-Labor 		70.68		61.13		68.49		(2.19)		7.37		66.64		(1.85)

		Grand Total Uses		160.61		155.13		162.66		2.05		7.54		164.26		1.60

		Surplus / (Shortfall) 		- 0		0.83		- 0						- 0



		COMMENTS:

		(1) MS 12.27.18: include the $20K GF for Summer Read in the Misc. Revenue versus the LPF 910 monies.

		(2) Estimates of costs from 12.26.18 BPMS

		(3) Estimated FB Use

		(4) Estimated remaining FB		22.5 in FY 19









		(3) FY 20 Labor Costs existing POS Original/Adopted:				001:		58,737,117		013:		32,334,774

		(4) FY 20 Labor Costs existing POS as of Base:				001:		60,360,662		013:		33,640,532

						Variance		1,623,545				1,305,758

						% Change		2.76%				4.04%

		(4) FY 20 Labor Costs existing POS as of 1.8.19:				001:		60,495,011		013:		33,608,333

						Variance		134,349				(32,199)

						% Change		0.22%				-0.10%



&F	&A	




Com Tables V2 - Jan 2019

		Item: as of January 3, 2019		FY 19 
Approved Budget		FY 20
Base Budget		FY 20 
Proposed Budget 
(as of Jan 3, 2019)		Variance 
FY 20 
Proposed Budget to 
FY 19 Budget		Variance 
FY 20 
Proposed Budget 
to 
FY 20
Base Budget		FY 21 
Proposed Budget 
(as of Jan 3, 2019)		Variance 
FY 21 
Proposed Budget to 
FY 20
Proposed Budget		NOTES

		SOURCES

		Property Tax Setaside 		63.57		64.90		64.90		1.33		- 0		68.14		3.24

		General Fund Baseline 		83.63		89.71		89.71		6.08		- 0		93.12		3.41

		Total LPF 		147.20		154.61		154.61		7.41		- 0		161.26		6.65

		Misc. Annual Sources 		0.73		0.58		0.58		(0.15)		- 0		0.58		- 0		Incl: DOE, Rent, HC, Cont Pjts, Gift, Beq (excl Fuh), Project Read & State Interest

		Library Fines & Fees		0.67		0.67		0.44		(0.22)		(0.22)		0.37		(0.08)

		Fuhrman Trust 		0.10		0.10		0.10		- 0		- 0		0.10		- 0

		LPF Fund Balance 		11.92		- 0		6.86		(5.06)		6.86		1.88		(4.98)

		Total Other Sources 		13.41		1.35		7.99		(5.43)		6.64		2.93		(5.05)

		Grand Total Sources 		160.61		155.96		162.59		1.98		6.64		164.19		1.60

		USES

		Salaries 		58.49		60.36		60.50		2.00		0.13		62.08		1.58		FY 20 Base to FY 20 approved: $58.737 - $60.361 = $1.62M or 2.8% COLA; ADD Fringe structural; ; TX/T/S cleanup

		Benefits 		25.95		27.75		27.78		1.83		0.03		29.47		1.69		FY 20 Base to FY 20 approved: $28.268 - $27.040 = $1.23M or 4.5% COLA; TX/T/S cleanup

		Retiree Health 		5.49		5.89		5.89		0.40		- 0		6.08		0.18		FY 20 Base to FY 20 approved: $5.372 - $5.294 = $0.078M or 1.5% COLA

		Total Labor		89.93		94.00		94.17		4.24		0.17		97.62		3.45

		Collections 		15.92		17.62		17.62		1.70		- 0		20.46		2.84		FY 21: $1.92M eCollection + $850K MIS opening day, 1X

		Services of Other Depts. 		11.99		12.25		12.70		0.70		0.45		12.77		0.07		$20K repro for Civic Bridge 1X; $26K HR Trng OG; $200K SHF OG; $94,760X2 CH Fellow OG. 5% COLA on PW WO in FY 21. $11.2K to add 2 slots for YouthWorks

		Non-Personnel Services 		5.91		5.99		7.00		1.09		1.01		7.00		0.00		FY 20: OG $100K Apple, $6K TAY stipends, $10K YELL, $40K IT training, $75K Youth pgmg, $100K HPF $60K IT asset system, $19K talk tech, $30K website cloud, $75K LMS, $20K brochures 1X; Software bgt true-up $263,363, $15K Exhibit bgt, $4.5K Digit docs (says 1X but should be annual); $30K Youth/adult Pgm; $14K for SAT contract; $32K for trash bgt trueup; $30K for pest control true-up; $9.1K other maint bgt trueup; $75K equipment main bgt trueup --> COLAs at 2% in FY 21

		Reserves		- 0		0.24		- 0		- 0		(0.24)		- 0		- 0

		Materials & Supplies 		3.70		3.52		4.07		0.38		0.55		3.78		(0.29)		FY 20: OG $65K mktg, $35K custodial, $100K FFE, $54K uniforms; $30.4K security; FY 21: OG $1.3K uniform, $740 custodial; FY 20: 1X Tech'd out $180K Chromebook & $10.5K CTS supplies, Civic Bridge $10K, Mags News FFE $100K

		BLIP Debt Service 		2.54		4.41		1.86		(0.68)		(2.55)		1.86		(0.00)		Per Base entries & backing out the double payment entry in FY 20 in base

		Capital		29.26		16.26		23.06		(6.20)		6.80		20.00		(3.06)		$5M Chinatown/FY; $300K FF&E 1x in December ask --> bump up the FY 21 ask to balance S&U; We should bump up FY 20 as well to dip into reserves about $5M Or allocate this to roofs, etc. Estimated increase is 

		Equipment 		1.36		0.83		2.11		0.75		1.28		0.69		(1.42)		2 remote holds units @ $125K; Storage @ $500K in FY 20 & $100K in FY 21; $325K to front load AV; MacBooks $150K; 2 security vehicles $110K; Custodial equip $15K & COB Prius $28.5K; $25K for Main pop-up equipment (cut?), $55K for laptop kiosk; IT refresh: $151.9K for 4 firewalls; $135K for network switches, $250K for servers

		Total Non-Labor 		70.68		61.13		68.42		(2.26)		7.30		66.57		(1.85)

		Grand Total Uses		160.61		155.13		162.59		1.98		7.47		164.19		1.60

		Surplus / (Shortfall) 		- 0		0.83		- 0						- 0



		COMMENTS:

		(1) MS 12.27.18: include the $20K GF for Summer Read in the Misc. Revenue versus the LPF 910 monies.

		(2) Estimates of costs from 12.26.18 BPMS

		(3) Estimated FB Use

		(4) Estimated remaining FB		22.5 in FY 19









		(3) FY 20 Labor Costs existing POS Original/Adopted:				001:		58,737,117		013:		32,334,774

		(4) FY 20 Labor Costs existing POS as of Base:				001:		60,360,662		013:		33,640,532

						Variance		1,623,545				1,305,758

						% Change		2.76%				4.04%

		(4) FY 20 Labor Costs existing POS as of 1.8.19:				001:		60,495,011		013:		33,608,333

						Variance		134,349				(32,199)

						% Change		0.22%				-0.10%
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Com Tables

		Item: as of January 3, 2019		FY 19 
Approved Budget		FY 20
Base Budget		FY 20 
Proposed Budget 
(as of Jan 3, 2019)		Variance 
FY 20 
Proposed Budget to 
FY 19 Budget		Variance 
FY 20 
Proposed Budget 
to 
FY 20
Base Budget		FY 21 
Proposed Budget 
(as of Jan 3, 2019)		Variance 
FY 21 
Proposed Budget to 
FY 20
Proposed Budget		NOTES

		SOURCES

		Property Tax Setaside 		63.57		64.90		64.90		1.33		- 0		68.14		3.24

		General Fund Baseline 		83.63		89.71		89.71		6.08		- 0		93.12		3.41

		Total LPF 		147.20		154.61		154.61		7.41		- 0		161.26		6.65

		Misc. Annual Sources 		0.73		0.58		0.58		(0.15)		- 0		0.58		- 0		Incl: DOE, Rent, HC, Cont Pjts, Gift, Beq (excl Fuh), Project Read & State Interest

		Library Fines & Fees		0.67		0.67		0.44		(0.22)		(0.22)		0.37		(0.08)

		Fuhrman Trust 		0.10		0.10		0.10		- 0		- 0		0.10		- 0

		LPF Fund Balance 		11.92		- 0		5.36		(6.56)		5.36		- 0		(5.36)

		Total Other Sources 		13.41		1.35		6.49		(6.93)		5.14		1.05		(5.44)

		Grand Total Sources 		160.61		155.96		161.09		0.48		5.14		162.31		1.22

		USES

		Salaries 		58.49		60.36		60.50		2.00		0.13		62.08		1.58		FY 20 Base to FY 20 approved: $58.737 - $60.361 = $1.62M or 2.8% COLA; ADD Fringe structural; ; TX/T/S cleanup

		Benefits 		25.95		27.75		27.78		1.83		0.03		29.47		1.69		FY 20 Base to FY 20 approved: $28.268 - $27.040 = $1.23M or 4.5% COLA; TX/T/S cleanup

		Retiree Health 		5.49		5.89		5.89		0.40		- 0		6.08		0.18		FY 20 Base to FY 20 approved: $5.372 - $5.294 = $0.078M or 1.5% COLA

		Total Labor		89.93		94.00		94.17		4.24		0.17		97.62		3.45

		Collections 		15.92		17.62		17.62		1.70		- 0		20.46		2.84		FY 21: $1.92M eCollection + $850K MIS opening day, 1X

		Services of Other Depts. 		11.99		12.25		12.70		0.70		0.45		12.77		0.07		$20K repro for Civic Bridge 1X; $26K HR Trng OG; $200K SHF OG; $94,760X2 CH Fellow OG. 5% COLA on PW WO in FY 21. $11.2K to add 2 slots for YouthWorks

		Non-Personnel Services 		5.91		5.99		7.00		1.09		1.01		7.00		0.00		FY 20: OG $100K Apple, $6K TAY stipends, $10K YELL, $40K IT training, $75K Youth pgmg, $100K HPF $60K IT asset system, $19K talk tech, $30K website cloud, $75K LMS, $20K brochures 1X; Software bgt true-up $263,363, $15K Exhibit bgt, $4.5K Digit docs (says 1X but should be annual); $30K Youth/adult Pgm; $14K for SAT contract; $32K for trash bgt trueup; $30K for pest control true-up; $9.1K other maint bgt trueup; $75K equipment main bgt trueup --> COLAs at 2% in FY 21

		Reserves		- 0		0.24		- 0		- 0		(0.24)		- 0		- 0

		Materials & Supplies 		3.70		3.52		4.07		0.38		0.55		3.78		(0.29)		FY 20: OG $65K mktg, $35K custodial, $100K FFE, $54K uniforms; $30.4K security; FY 21: OG $1.3K uniform, $740 custodial; FY 20: 1X Tech'd out $180K Chromebook & $10.5K CTS supplies, Civic Bridge $10K, Mags News FFE $100K

		BLIP Debt Service 		2.54		4.41		1.86		(0.68)		(2.55)		1.86		(0.00)		Per Base entries & backing out the double payment entry in FY 20 in base

		Capital		29.26		16.26		21.56		(7.70)		5.30		5.00		(16.56)		$5M Chinatown/FY; $300K FF&E 1x in December ask --> bump up the FY 21 ask to balance S&U; We should bump up FY 20 as well to dip into reserves about $5M Or allocate this to roofs, etc. Estimated increase is 

		Equipment 		1.36		0.83		2.11		0.75		1.28		0.69		(1.42)		2 remote holds units @ $125K; Storage @ $500K in FY 20 & $100K in FY 21; $325K to front load AV; MacBooks $150K; 2 security vehicles $110K; Custodial equip $15K & COB Prius $28.5K; $25K for Main pop-up equipment (cut?), $55K for laptop kiosk; IT refresh: $151.9K for 4 firewalls; $135K for network switches, $250K for servers

		Total Non-Labor 		70.68		61.13		66.92		(3.76)		5.80		51.57		(15.35)

		Grand Total Uses		160.61		155.13		161.09		0.48		5.97		149.19		(11.90)

		Surplus / (Shortfall) 		- 0		0.83		- 0						13.12

										- 0

		COMMENTS:

		(1) MS 12.27.18: include the $20K GF for Summer Read in the Misc. Revenue versus the LPF 910 monies.

		(2) Estimates of costs from 12.26.18 BPMS

		(3) Estimated FB Use

		(4) Estimated remaining FB		22.5 in FY 19









		(3) FY 20 Labor Costs existing POS Original/Adopted:				001:		58,737,117		013:		32,334,774

		(4) FY 20 Labor Costs existing POS as of Base:				001:		60,360,662		013:		33,640,532

						Variance		1,623,545				1,305,758

						% Change		2.76%				4.04%

		(4) FY 20 Labor Costs existing POS as of 1.8.19:				001:		60,495,011		013:		33,608,333

						Variance		134,349				(32,199)

						% Change		0.22%				-0.10%
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Expenditure Base

		AAO Title		(Multiple Items)

												Values

		Fund ID		Fund Title		Account Lvl 5 Name		Account ID		Account Title		FY 19 Orig Amt		FY 20 Orig Amt		FY 20 Base Amt		Sum of FY 20 Base vs Orig		Sum of BY+1 Base Amt		Comments		Links/Info/Calculation

		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		5210NPSvcs		535990		Other Current Expenses		20,000		20,000		20,000		- 0		20,000

						5210NPSvcs Total						20,000		20,000		20,000		- 0		20,000

						5600CapOut		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		23,760,667		14,941,342		14,941,342		- 0		- 0

								584030		Capital Renewal Projects		5,500,000		1,300,000		1,300,000		- 0		- 0

						5600CapOut Total						29,260,667		16,241,342		16,241,342		- 0		- 0

				SR Library Fund - Continuing Total								29,280,667		16,261,342		16,261,342		- 0		20,000

		13080 Total										29,280,667		16,261,342		16,261,342		- 0		20,000

		13120		SR Library Grants; Cont Fed		5130Fringe		519010		Fringe Adjustments-Budget		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						5130Fringe Total						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						5200OHAllo		520010		Indirect Cost Reimbursement		1,022		1,022		1,022		- 0		1,022

						5200OHAllo Total						1,022		1,022		1,022		- 0		1,022

						5400Mat&Su		540000		Materials & Supplies-Budget		48,978		48,978		48,978		- 0		48,978

						5400Mat&Su Total						48,978		48,978		48,978		- 0		48,978

				SR Library Grants; Cont Fed Total								50,000		50,000		50,000		- 0		50,000

		13120 Total										50,000		50,000		50,000		- 0		50,000

		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular		57,683,582		57,929,882		59,553,427		1,623,545		61,131,332				2.80%

								501070		Holiday Pay - Misc		2,097		2,097		2,097		- 0		2,097

								509010		Premium Pay - Misc		774,338		774,338		774,338		- 0		774,338

								511010		Overtime - Scheduled Misc		30,800		30,800		30,800		- 0		30,800

						5010Salary Total						58,490,817		58,737,117		60,360,662		1,623,545		61,938,567

						5130Fringe		513010		Retire City Misc		11,097,854		11,083,795		12,642,017		1,558,222		13,330,672

								514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)		3,597,434		3,619,040		3,714,873		95,833		3,814,894

								514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)		848,124		851,691		875,227		23,536		898,111

								515010		Health Service-City Match		2,840,086		3,018,934		3,027,179		8,245		3,217,625

								515020		Retiree Health-Match-Prop B		200,323		224,044		236,805		12,761		266,518

								515030		RetireeHlthCare-CityMatchPropC		232,965		279,185		281,837		2,652		252,715

								515610		Health Service-Retiree Subsidy		5,054,143		5,294,215		5,372,388		78,173		5,808,571

								515710		Dependent Coverage		6,218,212		6,610,044		6,184,598		(425,446)		6,572,978

								516010		Dental Coverage		870,449		867,213		819,980		(47,233)		819,980

								517010		Unemployment Insurance		157,929		158,589		162,979		4,390		167,235

								519110		Flexible Benefit Package		78,417		83,348		71,942		(11,406)		76,463

								519120		Long Term Disability Insurance		211,644		212,477		218,508		6,031		224,369

								519130		Life Insurance		2,199		2,199		2,199		- 0		2,199

								519990		Other Fringe Benefits		30,000		30,000		30,000		- 0		30,000

						5130Fringe Total						31,439,779		32,334,774		33,640,532		1,305,758		35,482,330				4.0%

						5210NPSvcs		521030		Air Travel - Employees		40,500		40,500		40,500		- 0		40,500

								521050		Non-Air Travel - Employees		22,500		22,500		22,500		- 0		22,500

								522010		Training Costs Paid To Emplye		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000

								522020		Training Costs Paid To Vendors		235,000		235,000		235,000		- 0		235,000

								523010		Auto Mileage		11,040		11,040		11,040		- 0		11,040

								523020		Local Field Exp		8,850		8,850		8,850		- 0		8,850

								523050		Employee Recognition		4,500		4,500		4,500		- 0		4,500

								524010		Membership Fees		55,510		55,510		55,510		- 0		55,510

								525010		Promotional & Entertainmnt Exp		15,000		15,000		15,000		- 0		15,000

								526610		Interpreters		31,000		31,000		31,000		- 0		31,000

								527310		Legal Services		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000

								527610		Systems Consulting Services		35,000		35,000		35,000		- 0		35,000

								527830		Stipends		30,000		30,000		30,000		- 0		30,000

								527990		Other Professional Services		75,000		75,000		75,000		- 0		75,000

								528010		Scavenger Services		93,000		93,000		93,000		- 0		93,000

								528020		Janitorial Services		87,000		87,000		87,000		- 0		87,000

								528030		Pest Control		70,000		70,000		70,000		- 0		70,000

								528990		Other Bldg Maint Svcs		456,500		456,500		456,500		- 0		456,500

								529110		Dp-Wp Equipment Maint		394,064		394,064		394,064		- 0		394,064

								529310		Office Equip Maint		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000

								529510		Construction Equip Maint		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000

								529990		Other Equip Maint		609,451		694,716		694,716		- 0		694,716

								530110		Property Rent		925,745		955,145		955,145		- 0		955,145

								530410		Base Rent-Debt Svc-Bldg-Struct		2,544,781		2,545,282		4,408,732		1,863,450		1,862,700		MS 12.27.18: When they did the baseline they just added the new Debt Service amt vs adjusting. Assume the new amount is $1,863,450 in FY 20. OPF schedule is $1,662,585 but that likely doesn't include some admin. Reduce bgt to $1.8M & CON will true-up in MYR Phase.		L:\Finance\CAPITAL PROJECTS\CAPITAL PROJECTS\Lease Revenue Bond\Refunding\NPV Savings Summary\Refunding 2009A NPV savings summary.xlsx

								531990		Other Equipment Rentals		4,700		4,700		4,700		- 0		4,700

								532410		Telephone Chrgs-Non Work Order		1,584		1,584		1,584		- 0		1,584

								535000		Other Current Expenses - Bdgt		50,000		50,000		50,000		- 0		50,000

								535110		Cleaning Laundry		19,000		19,000		19,000		- 0		19,000

								535210		Freight-Delivery		83,500		83,500		83,500		- 0		83,500

								535310		Graphics		98,500		98,500		98,500		- 0		98,500

								535510		Copy Machine		705,800		705,800		705,800		- 0		705,800

								535610		Postage		49,000		49,000		49,000		- 0		49,000

								535810		Advertising		100,000		100,000		100,000		- 0		100,000

								535960		Software Licensing Fees		1,420,437		1,385,437		1,385,437		- 0		1,385,437

								535990		Other Current Expenses		132,500		132,500		132,500		- 0		132,500

								552110		Taxes		30,872		30,872		30,872		- 0		30,872

								552210		Fees Licenses Permits		31,255		31,255		31,255		- 0		31,255

						5210NPSvcs Total						8,484,589		8,564,755		10,428,205		1,863,450		7,882,173		5,990,495		5,990,495.00

						5400Mat&Su		542110		Electrical		45,900		45,900		45,900		- 0		45,900

								542210		Hardware		95,600		95,600		95,600		- 0		95,600

								542310		Lighting		60,000		60,000		60,000		- 0		60,000

								542410		Lumber		23,000		23,000		23,000		- 0		23,000

								542510		Painters Supplies		13,500		13,500		13,500		- 0		13,500

								542610		Plumbing Supplies		20,000		20,000		20,000		- 0		20,000

								542810		Small Tools And Intruments		38,000		38,000		38,000		- 0		38,000

								542990		Other Bldg Maint Supplies		210,000		210,000		210,000		- 0		210,000

								543990		Other Equipment Maint Supplies		41,100		41,100		41,100		- 0		41,100

								545310		Uniforms		10,000		10,000		10,000		- 0		10,000

								545990		Other Safety Expenses		6,600		6,600		6,600		- 0		6,600

								546990		Food		20,500		20,500		20,500		- 0		20,500

								547990		Fuels & Lubricants		7,500		7,500		7,500		- 0		7,500

								549210		Data Processing Supplies		1,767,738		1,778,938		1,778,938		- 0		1,778,938

								549410		Minor Furnishings		352,642		252,642		252,642		- 0		252,642

								549500		Office Supply-Citywide Contrac		124,500		124,500		124,500		- 0		124,500

								549510		Other Office Supplies		120,494		100,003		100,003		- 0		100,003

								549710		Physical Collections-LIB Only		9,371,202		9,479,528		9,479,528		- 0		9,479,528

								549720		Electronic Collection-LIB Only		6,377,585		7,971,981		7,971,981		- 0		7,971,981

								549770		Audio-Visual Equipt&Suppl-5K&<		40,445		40,445		40,445		- 0		40,445

								549990		Other Materials & Supplies		627,110		562,260		562,260		- 0		562,260

						5400Mat&Su Total						19,373,416		20,901,997		20,901,997		- 0		20,901,997		3,524,466		3,524,466.00

						5600CapOut		560000		Equipment Purchase-Budget		1,357,150		830,900		830,900		- 0		- 0

						5600CapOut Total						1,357,150		830,900		830,900		- 0		- 0

						5810OthDep		581050		GF-Arts Commission		188,768		193,289		193,289		- 0		193,289

								581051		GF-PUC-Light Heat & Power		1,894,525		1,954,168		1,954,168		- 0		1,954,168

								581063		PUC Sewer Service Charges		123,800		131,600		131,600		- 0		131,600

								581064		Ef-PUC-Water Charges		154,000		167,000		167,000		- 0		167,000

								581065		Adm-Real Estate Special Svcs		214,717		224,390		224,390		- 0		224,390

								581066		Sr-DPW-Architecture		275,000		275,000		275,000		- 0		275,000		$   13,750.00		5% COLA

								581067		Sr-DPW-Building Repair		1,100,000		1,225,000		1,225,000		- 0		1,225,000		$   61,250.00		5% COLA

								581068		Sr-DPW-Street Cleaning		332,875		341,026		341,026		- 0		341,026		$   17,500.30		5% COLA

								581130		GF-Con-Internal Audits		318,905		301,728		301,728		- 0		301,728

								581140		DT Technology Projects		211,101		211,101		211,101		- 0		211,101

								581170		GF-Risk Management Svcs (AAO)		49,695		52,989		52,989		- 0		52,989

								581210		DT Technology Infrastructure		1,373,146		1,366,037		1,429,722		63,685		1,429,722

								581245		GF-CON-Information System Ops		282,644		284,130		284,130		- 0		284,130

								581270		GF-City Attorney-Legal Service		175,000		175,000		175,000		- 0		175,000

								581280		DT SFGov TV Services		5,769		5,769		5,769		- 0		5,769

								581290		Con-Fin Systems Replacement Pr		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								581325		DT Enterprise Tech Contracts		222,653		229,333		229,333		- 0		229,333

								581360		DT Telecommunications Services		355,431		342,389		342,389		- 0		342,389

								581410		GF-GSA-Facilities Mgmt Svcs		700,000		700,000		700,000		- 0		700,000		Confirm amount with Crispin

								581430		GF-HR-Equal Emplymnt Opportuni		18,006		18,006		18,006		- 0		18,006

								581440		GF-HR-Recruitment-Assessnt W-O		57,204		57,204		57,204		- 0		57,204

								581450		GF-HR-Mgmt Training		34,000		34,000		34,000		- 0		34,000

								581460		GF-HR-Workers' Comp Claims		1,143,997		1,180,491		1,180,491		- 0		1,180,491

								581470		GF-HR-Client Svc-Recrut-Assess		50,537		50,537		50,537		- 0		50,537

								581480		GF-HR-Employee Relations		72,290		72,290		72,290		- 0		72,290

								581500		GF-Human Rights Commission		10,937		11,363		11,363		- 0		11,363

								581520		Ef-SFGH-Medical Service		2,303		2,303		2,303		- 0		2,303

								581560		GF-HR-Tuition Reimbursemnt W-O		5,365		5,365		5,365		- 0		5,365

								581570		GF-Chs-Medical Service		120,976		120,976		120,976		- 0		120,976

								581580		GF-Chs-Toxic Waste&Haz Mat Svc		14,623		14,623		14,623		- 0		14,623

								581600		GF-HR-Tuition Reimbursment Aap		109		109		109		- 0		109

								581625		Gf-Homelessness Services		458,194		470,666		470,666		- 0		470,666

								581660		GF-Chf-Youth Works		156,800		156,800		156,800		- 0		156,800		$   11,200.00		Incr 2 slots

								581670		GF-Mayor'S - Cdbg		25,000		25,000		25,000		- 0		25,000

								581710		Is-Purch-Centrl Shop-AutoMaint		93,753		96,155		96,155		- 0		96,155

								581730		Is-Purch-Vehicle Leasing (AAO)		8,169		8,378		8,378		- 0		8,378

								581740		Is-Purch-Centrl Shop-FuelStock		29,928		31,805		31,805		- 0		31,805

								581810		Is-GSA-Flet Pol-CarsHRe Vehcle		1,995		2,160		2,160		- 0		2,160

								581820		Is-Purch-Reproduction		98,724		98,724		98,724		- 0		98,724

								581830		GF-Police Security		218,720		225,282		225,282		- 0		225,282

								581870		GF-City Hall Fellows Program		94,760		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								581880		GF-Rec & Park-Gardener		716,439		742,606		742,606		- 0		742,606

								581930		GF-Sheriff		500,000		500,000		500,000		- 0		500,000

								581980		GF-Tax Collector		80,214		80,214		80,214		- 0		80,214

						5810OthDep Total						11,991,072		12,185,006		12,248,691		63,685		12,248,691

				SR Public Library Preserv Total								131,136,823		133,554,549		138,410,987		4,856,438		138,453,758

		13140 Total										131,136,823		133,554,549		138,410,987		4,856,438		138,453,758

		13150		SR Library Special Revenue		5400Mat&Su		549410		Minor Furnishings		25,000		25,000		25,000		- 0		25,000

						5400Mat&Su Total						25,000		25,000		25,000		- 0		25,000

				SR Library Special Revenue Total								25,000		25,000		25,000		- 0		25,000

		13150 Total										25,000		25,000		25,000		- 0		25,000

		14820		SR ETF-Gift		5400Mat&Su		549700		Library Materials - Bdgt Only		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000

						5400Mat&Su Total						5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000

				SR ETF-Gift Total								5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000

		14820 Total										5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000

		17860		Perm ETF-Bequests		5400Mat&Su		549710		Physical Collections-LIB Only		15,000		15,000		15,000		- 0		15,000

								549720		Electronic Collection-LIB Only		100,000		100,000		100,000		- 0		100,000

						5400Mat&Su Total						115,000		115,000		115,000		- 0		115,000

				Perm ETF-Bequests Total								115,000		115,000		115,000		- 0		115,000

		17860 Total										115,000		115,000		115,000		- 0		115,000

		Grand Total										160,612,490		150,010,891		154,867,329		4,856,438		138,668,758

																155,127,856.00

																260,527.00
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Expenditure Base Lvl5

		AAO Title		(Multiple Items)

												Values

		Account Lvl 5 Name		Fund ID		Fund Title		Account ID		Account Title		FY 19 Orig Amt		FY 20 Orig Amt		FY 20 Base Amt		Sum of FY 20 Base vs Orig		Sum of BY+1 Base Amt		Comments		Links/Info/Calculation

		5010Salary		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular		57,683,582		57,929,882		59,553,427		1,623,545		61,131,332

								501070		Holiday Pay - Misc		2,097		2,097		2,097		- 0		2,097

								509010		Premium Pay - Misc		774,338		774,338		774,338		- 0		774,338

								511010		Overtime - Scheduled Misc		30,800		30,800		30,800		- 0		30,800

						SR Public Library Preserv Total						58,490,817		58,737,117		60,360,662		1,623,545		61,938,567

				13140 Total								58,490,817		58,737,117		60,360,662		1,623,545		61,938,567

		5010Salary Total										58,490,817		58,737,117		60,360,662		1,623,545		61,938,567		- 0		2.8%

		5130Fringe		13120		SR Library Grants; Cont Fed		519010		Fringe Adjustments-Budget		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						SR Library Grants; Cont Fed Total						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				13120 Total								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				13140		SR Public Library Preserv		513010		Retire City Misc		11,097,854		11,083,795		12,642,017		1,558,222		13,330,672

								514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)		3,597,434		3,619,040		3,714,873		95,833		3,814,894

								514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)		848,124		851,691		875,227		23,536		898,111

								515010		Health Service-City Match		2,840,086		3,018,934		3,027,179		8,245		3,217,625

								515020		Retiree Health-Match-Prop B		200,323		224,044		236,805		12,761		266,518

								515030		RetireeHlthCare-CityMatchPropC		232,965		279,185		281,837		2,652		252,715

								515610		Health Service-Retiree Subsidy		5,054,143		5,294,215		5,372,388		78,173		5,808,571

								515710		Dependent Coverage		6,218,212		6,610,044		6,184,598		(425,446)		6,572,978

								516010		Dental Coverage		870,449		867,213		819,980		(47,233)		819,980

								517010		Unemployment Insurance		157,929		158,589		162,979		4,390		167,235

								519110		Flexible Benefit Package		78,417		83,348		71,942		(11,406)		76,463

								519120		Long Term Disability Insurance		211,644		212,477		218,508		6,031		224,369

								519130		Life Insurance		2,199		2,199		2,199		- 0		2,199

								519990		Other Fringe Benefits		30,000		30,000		30,000		- 0		30,000

						SR Public Library Preserv Total						31,439,779		32,334,774		33,640,532		1,305,758		35,482,330

				13140 Total								31,439,779		32,334,774		33,640,532		1,305,758		35,482,330

		5130Fringe Total										31,439,779		32,334,774		33,640,532		1,305,758		35,482,330		- 0		4.0%

		5200OHAllo		13120		SR Library Grants; Cont Fed		520010		Indirect Cost Reimbursement		1,022		1,022		1,022		- 0		1,022

						SR Library Grants; Cont Fed Total						1,022		1,022		1,022		- 0		1,022

				13120 Total								1,022		1,022		1,022		- 0		1,022

		5200OHAllo Total										1,022		1,022		1,022		- 0		1,022

		5210NPSvcs		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		535990		Other Current Expenses		20,000		20,000		20,000		- 0		20,000

						SR Library Fund - Continuing Total						20,000		20,000		20,000		- 0		20,000

				13080 Total								20,000		20,000		20,000		- 0		20,000

				13140		SR Public Library Preserv		521030		Air Travel - Employees		40,500		40,500		40,500		- 0		40,500

								521050		Non-Air Travel - Employees		22,500		22,500		22,500		- 0		22,500

								522010		Training Costs Paid To Emplye		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000

								522020		Training Costs Paid To Vendors		235,000		235,000		235,000		- 0		235,000

								523010		Auto Mileage		11,040		11,040		11,040		- 0		11,040

								523020		Local Field Exp		8,850		8,850		8,850		- 0		8,850

								523050		Employee Recognition		4,500		4,500		4,500		- 0		4,500

								524010		Membership Fees		55,510		55,510		55,510		- 0		55,510

								525010		Promotional & Entertainmnt Exp		15,000		15,000		15,000		- 0		15,000

								526610		Interpreters		31,000		31,000		31,000		- 0		31,000

								527310		Legal Services		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000

								527610		Systems Consulting Services		35,000		35,000		35,000		- 0		35,000

								527830		Stipends		30,000		30,000		30,000		- 0		30,000

								527990		Other Professional Services		75,000		75,000		75,000		- 0		75,000

								528010		Scavenger Services		93,000		93,000		93,000		- 0		93,000

								528020		Janitorial Services		87,000		87,000		87,000		- 0		87,000

								528030		Pest Control		70,000		70,000		70,000		- 0		70,000

								528990		Other Bldg Maint Svcs		456,500		456,500		456,500		- 0		456,500

								529110		Dp-Wp Equipment Maint		394,064		394,064		394,064		- 0		394,064

								529310		Office Equip Maint		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000

								529510		Construction Equip Maint		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000

								529990		Other Equip Maint		609,451		694,716		694,716		- 0		694,716

								530110		Property Rent		925,745		955,145		955,145		- 0		955,145

								530410		Base Rent-Debt Svc-Bldg-Struct		2,544,781		2,545,282		4,408,732		1,863,450		1,862,700		MS 12.27.18: When they did the baseline they just added the new Debt Service amt vs adjusting. Assume the new amount is $1,863,450 in FY 20. OPF schedule is $1,662,585 but that likely doesn't include some admin. Reduce bgt to $1.8M & CON will true-up in MYR Phase.		L:\Finance\CAPITAL PROJECTS\CAPITAL PROJECTS\Lease Revenue Bond\Refunding\NPV Savings Summary\Refunding 2009A NPV savings summary.xlsx

								531990		Other Equipment Rentals		4,700		4,700		4,700		- 0		4,700

								532410		Telephone Chrgs-Non Work Order		1,584		1,584		1,584		- 0		1,584

								535000		Other Current Expenses - Bdgt		50,000		50,000		50,000		- 0		50,000

								535110		Cleaning Laundry		19,000		19,000		19,000		- 0		19,000

								535210		Freight-Delivery		83,500		83,500		83,500		- 0		83,500

								535310		Graphics		98,500		98,500		98,500		- 0		98,500

								535510		Copy Machine		705,800		705,800		705,800		- 0		705,800

								535610		Postage		49,000		49,000		49,000		- 0		49,000

								535810		Advertising		100,000		100,000		100,000		- 0		100,000

								535960		Software Licensing Fees		1,420,437		1,385,437		1,385,437		- 0		1,385,437

								535990		Other Current Expenses		132,500		132,500		132,500		- 0		132,500

								552110		Taxes		30,872		30,872		30,872		- 0		30,872

								552210		Fees Licenses Permits		31,255		31,255		31,255		- 0		31,255

						SR Public Library Preserv Total						8,484,589		8,564,755		10,428,205		1,863,450		7,882,173

				13140 Total								8,484,589		8,564,755		10,428,205		1,863,450		7,882,173

		5210NPSvcs Total										8,504,589		8,584,755		10,448,205		1,863,450		7,902,173		5,990,495		5,990,495.00

		5400Mat&Su		13120		SR Library Grants; Cont Fed		540000		Materials & Supplies-Budget		48,978		48,978		48,978		- 0		48,978

						SR Library Grants; Cont Fed Total						48,978		48,978		48,978		- 0		48,978

				13120 Total								48,978		48,978		48,978		- 0		48,978

				13140		SR Public Library Preserv		542110		Electrical		45,900		45,900		45,900		- 0		45,900

								542210		Hardware		95,600		95,600		95,600		- 0		95,600

								542310		Lighting		60,000		60,000		60,000		- 0		60,000

								542410		Lumber		23,000		23,000		23,000		- 0		23,000

								542510		Painters Supplies		13,500		13,500		13,500		- 0		13,500

								542610		Plumbing Supplies		20,000		20,000		20,000		- 0		20,000

								542810		Small Tools And Intruments		38,000		38,000		38,000		- 0		38,000

								542990		Other Bldg Maint Supplies		210,000		210,000		210,000		- 0		210,000

								543990		Other Equipment Maint Supplies		41,100		41,100		41,100		- 0		41,100

								545310		Uniforms		10,000		10,000		10,000		- 0		10,000

								545990		Other Safety Expenses		6,600		6,600		6,600		- 0		6,600

								546990		Food		20,500		20,500		20,500		- 0		20,500

								547990		Fuels & Lubricants		7,500		7,500		7,500		- 0		7,500

								549210		Data Processing Supplies		1,767,738		1,778,938		1,778,938		- 0		1,778,938

								549410		Minor Furnishings		352,642		252,642		252,642		- 0		252,642

								549500		Office Supply-Citywide Contrac		124,500		124,500		124,500		- 0		124,500

								549510		Other Office Supplies		120,494		100,003		100,003		- 0		100,003

								549710		Physical Collections-LIB Only		9,371,202		9,479,528		9,479,528		- 0		9,479,528

								549720		Electronic Collection-LIB Only		6,377,585		7,971,981		7,971,981		- 0		7,971,981

								549770		Audio-Visual Equipt&Suppl-5K&<		40,445		40,445		40,445		- 0		40,445

								549990		Other Materials & Supplies		627,110		562,260		562,260		- 0		562,260

						SR Public Library Preserv Total						19,373,416		20,901,997		20,901,997		- 0		20,901,997

				13140 Total								19,373,416		20,901,997		20,901,997		- 0		20,901,997

				13150		SR Library Special Revenue		549410		Minor Furnishings		25,000		25,000		25,000		- 0		25,000

						SR Library Special Revenue Total						25,000		25,000		25,000		- 0		25,000

				13150 Total								25,000		25,000		25,000		- 0		25,000

				14820		SR ETF-Gift		549700		Library Materials - Bdgt Only		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000

						SR ETF-Gift Total						5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000

				14820 Total								5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000

				17860		Perm ETF-Bequests		549710		Physical Collections-LIB Only		15,000		15,000		15,000		- 0		15,000

								549720		Electronic Collection-LIB Only		100,000		100,000		100,000		- 0		100,000

						Perm ETF-Bequests Total						115,000		115,000		115,000		- 0		115,000		17,621,509		17,621,509.00

				17860 Total								115,000		115,000		115,000		- 0		115,000

		5400Mat&Su Total										19,567,394		21,095,975		21,095,975		- 0		21,095,975		3,524,466		3,524,466.00

		5600CapOut		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		23,760,667		14,941,342		14,941,342		- 0		- 0

								584030		Capital Renewal Projects		5,500,000		1,300,000		1,300,000		- 0		- 0

						SR Library Fund - Continuing Total						29,260,667		16,241,342		16,241,342		- 0		- 0

				13080 Total								29,260,667		16,241,342		16,241,342		- 0		- 0		16,241,342		16,261,342.00

				13140		SR Public Library Preserv		560000		Equipment Purchase-Budget		1,357,150		830,900		830,900		- 0		- 0

						SR Public Library Preserv Total						1,357,150		830,900		830,900		- 0		- 0

				13140 Total								1,357,150		830,900		830,900		- 0		- 0		830,900		830,900.00

		5600CapOut Total										30,617,817		17,072,242		17,072,242		- 0		- 0

		5810OthDep		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		581050		GF-Arts Commission		188,768		193,289		193,289		- 0		193,289

								581051		GF-PUC-Light Heat & Power		1,894,525		1,954,168		1,954,168		- 0		1,954,168

								581063		PUC Sewer Service Charges		123,800		131,600		131,600		- 0		131,600

								581064		Ef-PUC-Water Charges		154,000		167,000		167,000		- 0		167,000

								581065		Adm-Real Estate Special Svcs		214,717		224,390		224,390		- 0		224,390

								581066		Sr-DPW-Architecture		275,000		275,000		275,000		- 0		275,000

								581067		Sr-DPW-Building Repair		1,100,000		1,225,000		1,225,000		- 0		1,225,000

								581068		Sr-DPW-Street Cleaning		332,875		341,026		341,026		- 0		341,026

								581130		GF-Con-Internal Audits		318,905		301,728		301,728		- 0		301,728

								581140		DT Technology Projects		211,101		211,101		211,101		- 0		211,101

								581170		GF-Risk Management Svcs (AAO)		49,695		52,989		52,989		- 0		52,989

								581210		DT Technology Infrastructure		1,373,146		1,366,037		1,429,722		63,685		1,429,722

								581245		GF-CON-Information System Ops		282,644		284,130		284,130		- 0		284,130

								581270		GF-City Attorney-Legal Service		175,000		175,000		175,000		- 0		175,000

								581280		DT SFGov TV Services		5,769		5,769		5,769		- 0		5,769

								581290		Con-Fin Systems Replacement Pr		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								581325		DT Enterprise Tech Contracts		222,653		229,333		229,333		- 0		229,333

								581360		DT Telecommunications Services		355,431		342,389		342,389		- 0		342,389

								581410		GF-GSA-Facilities Mgmt Svcs		700,000		700,000		700,000		- 0		700,000

								581430		GF-HR-Equal Emplymnt Opportuni		18,006		18,006		18,006		- 0		18,006

								581440		GF-HR-Recruitment-Assessnt W-O		57,204		57,204		57,204		- 0		57,204

								581450		GF-HR-Mgmt Training		34,000		34,000		34,000		- 0		34,000

								581460		GF-HR-Workers' Comp Claims		1,143,997		1,180,491		1,180,491		- 0		1,180,491

								581470		GF-HR-Client Svc-Recrut-Assess		50,537		50,537		50,537		- 0		50,537

								581480		GF-HR-Employee Relations		72,290		72,290		72,290		- 0		72,290

								581500		GF-Human Rights Commission		10,937		11,363		11,363		- 0		11,363

								581520		Ef-SFGH-Medical Service		2,303		2,303		2,303		- 0		2,303

								581560		GF-HR-Tuition Reimbursemnt W-O		5,365		5,365		5,365		- 0		5,365

								581570		GF-Chs-Medical Service		120,976		120,976		120,976		- 0		120,976

								581580		GF-Chs-Toxic Waste&Haz Mat Svc		14,623		14,623		14,623		- 0		14,623

								581600		GF-HR-Tuition Reimbursment Aap		109		109		109		- 0		109

								581625		Gf-Homelessness Services		458,194		470,666		470,666		- 0		470,666

								581660		GF-Chf-Youth Works		156,800		156,800		156,800		- 0		156,800		$   11,200.00		Incr 2 slots

								581670		GF-Mayor'S - Cdbg		25,000		25,000		25,000		- 0		25,000

								581710		Is-Purch-Centrl Shop-AutoMaint		93,753		96,155		96,155		- 0		96,155

								581730		Is-Purch-Vehicle Leasing (AAO)		8,169		8,378		8,378		- 0		8,378

								581740		Is-Purch-Centrl Shop-FuelStock		29,928		31,805		31,805		- 0		31,805

								581810		Is-GSA-Flet Pol-CarsHRe Vehcle		1,995		2,160		2,160		- 0		2,160

								581820		Is-Purch-Reproduction		98,724		98,724		98,724		- 0		98,724

								581830		GF-Police Security		218,720		225,282		225,282		- 0		225,282

								581870		GF-City Hall Fellows Program		94,760		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								581880		GF-Rec & Park-Gardener		716,439		742,606		742,606		- 0		742,606

								581930		GF-Sheriff		500,000		500,000		500,000		- 0		500,000

								581980		GF-Tax Collector		80,214		80,214		80,214		- 0		80,214

						SR Public Library Preserv Total						11,991,072		12,185,006		12,248,691		63,685		12,248,691

				13140 Total								11,991,072		12,185,006		12,248,691		63,685		12,248,691		12,248,691		12,248,691.00

		5810OthDep Total										11,991,072		12,185,006		12,248,691		63,685		12,248,691

		Grand Total										160,612,490		150,010,891		154,867,329		4,856,438		138,668,758
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Capital Base 

		AAO Title		Capital Projects

																Values

		Account Lvl 5 Name		Fund ID		Fund Title		Project ID		Project Title		Account ID		Account Title		FY 19 Orig Amt		FY 20 Orig Amt		FY 20 Base Amt		Sum of FY 20 Base vs Orig		Sum of BY+1 Base Amt

		5600CapOut		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10009363		LB Capital Improvement Project		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		16,917,895		9,756,358		9,756,358		- 0		- 0

												584030		Capital Renewal Projects		2,500,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								10009367		LB Post Occupancy Enhance		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								10029842		PW 750 Brannan St Office Const		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		600,000		1,800,000		1,800,000		- 0		- 0

								10030969		LB Sfpl Capital Improvement Pr		584030		Capital Renewal Projects		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								10032878		LB-SFPL RFID PROJECT		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		2,992,772		384,984		384,984		- 0		- 0

								10032976		LB-SFPL Cooling Tower Replace		584030		Capital Renewal Projects		- 0		250,000		250,000		- 0		- 0

								10032977		LB-SFPL Exterior Lighting Proj		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		- 0		2,000,000		2,000,000		- 0		- 0

								10032978		LB-SFPL Heat&Ventilatn Control		584030		Capital Renewal Projects		250,000		250,000		250,000		- 0		- 0

								10032979		LB-Civ Ctr Campus Master Plan		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		- 0		1,000,000		1,000,000		- 0		- 0

								10032980		LB-SFPL Roofing Replacemt Proj		584030		Capital Renewal Projects		1,500,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								10032982		LB-SFPL Branch Master Plan Prj		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		250,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								10032983		LB-SFPL Water Leak Repair Proj		584030		Capital Renewal Projects		500,000		800,000		800,000		- 0		- 0

								10032984		LB-SFPL Air Handling Replacemt		584030		Capital Renewal Projects		750,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								10032985		LB-SFPL Automated Mat Handling		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget		3,000,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						SR Library Fund - Continuing Total										29,260,667		16,241,342		16,241,342		- 0		- 0

				13080 Total												29,260,667		16,241,342		16,241,342		- 0		- 0

		5600CapOut Total														29,260,667		16,241,342		16,241,342		- 0		- 0

		Grand Total														29,260,667		16,241,342		16,241,342		- 0		- 0













































































																						MS 12.27.18: When they did the baseline they just added the new Debt Service amt vs adjusting. Assume the new amount is $1,863,450 in FY 20. OPF schedule is $1,662,585 but that likely doesn't include some admin. Reduce bgt to $1.8M & CON will true-up in MYR Phase.		L:\Finance\CAPITAL PROJECTS\CAPITAL PROJECTS\Lease Revenue Bond\Refunding\NPV Savings Summary\Refunding 2009A NPV savings summary.xlsx
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																						50,000		17,621,509.00
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																						$   11,200.00		Incr 2 slots
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Work Orders IDS

		AAO Title		(Multiple Items)

												Values

		Account Lvl 5 Name		Fund ID		Fund Title		Account ID		Account Title		FY 19 Orig Amt		FY 20 Orig Amt		FY 20 Base Amt		Sum of FY 20 Base vs Orig		Sum of BY+1 Base Amt

		5810OthDep		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		581050		GF-Arts Commission		188,768		193,289		193,289		- 0		193,289

								581051		GF-PUC-Light Heat & Power		1,894,525		1,954,168		1,954,168		- 0		1,954,168

								581063		PUC Sewer Service Charges		123,800		131,600		131,600		- 0		131,600

								581064		Ef-PUC-Water Charges		154,000		167,000		167,000		- 0		167,000

								581065		Adm-Real Estate Special Svcs		214,717		224,390		224,390		- 0		224,390

								581066		Sr-DPW-Architecture		275,000		275,000		275,000		- 0		275,000

								581067		Sr-DPW-Building Repair		1,100,000		1,225,000		1,225,000		- 0		1,225,000

								581068		Sr-DPW-Street Cleaning		332,875		341,026		341,026		- 0		341,026

								581130		GF-Con-Internal Audits		318,905		301,728		301,728		- 0		301,728

								581140		DT Technology Projects		211,101		211,101		211,101		- 0		211,101

								581170		GF-Risk Management Svcs (AAO)		49,695		52,989		52,989		- 0		52,989

								581210		DT Technology Infrastructure		1,373,146		1,366,037		1,429,722		63,685		1,429,722

								581245		GF-CON-Information System Ops		282,644		284,130		284,130		- 0		284,130

								581270		GF-City Attorney-Legal Service		175,000		175,000		175,000		- 0		175,000

								581280		DT SFGov TV Services		5,769		5,769		5,769		- 0		5,769

								581290		Con-Fin Systems Replacement Pr		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								581325		DT Enterprise Tech Contracts		222,653		229,333		229,333		- 0		229,333

								581360		DT Telecommunications Services		355,431		342,389		342,389		- 0		342,389

								581410		GF-GSA-Facilities Mgmt Svcs		700,000		700,000		700,000		- 0		700,000

								581430		GF-HR-Equal Emplymnt Opportuni		18,006		18,006		18,006		- 0		18,006

								581440		GF-HR-Recruitment-Assessnt W-O		57,204		57,204		57,204		- 0		57,204

								581450		GF-HR-Mgmt Training		34,000		34,000		34,000		- 0		34,000

								581460		GF-HR-Workers' Comp Claims		1,143,997		1,180,491		1,180,491		- 0		1,180,491

								581470		GF-HR-Client Svc-Recrut-Assess		50,537		50,537		50,537		- 0		50,537

								581480		GF-HR-Employee Relations		72,290		72,290		72,290		- 0		72,290

								581500		GF-Human Rights Commission		10,937		11,363		11,363		- 0		11,363

								581520		Ef-SFGH-Medical Service		2,303		2,303		2,303		- 0		2,303

								581560		GF-HR-Tuition Reimbursemnt W-O		5,365		5,365		5,365		- 0		5,365

								581570		GF-Chs-Medical Service		120,976		120,976		120,976		- 0		120,976

								581580		GF-Chs-Toxic Waste&Haz Mat Svc		14,623		14,623		14,623		- 0		14,623

								581600		GF-HR-Tuition Reimbursment Aap		109		109		109		- 0		109

								581625		Gf-Homelessness Services		458,194		470,666		470,666		- 0		470,666

								581660		GF-Chf-Youth Works		156,800		156,800		156,800		- 0		156,800

								581670		GF-Mayor'S - Cdbg		25,000		25,000		25,000		- 0		25,000

								581710		Is-Purch-Centrl Shop-AutoMaint		93,753		96,155		96,155		- 0		96,155

								581730		Is-Purch-Vehicle Leasing (AAO)		8,169		8,378		8,378		- 0		8,378

								581740		Is-Purch-Centrl Shop-FuelStock		29,928		31,805		31,805		- 0		31,805

								581810		Is-GSA-Flet Pol-CarsHRe Vehcle		1,995		2,160		2,160		- 0		2,160

								581820		Is-Purch-Reproduction		98,724		98,724		98,724		- 0		98,724

								581830		GF-Police Security		218,720		225,282		225,282		- 0		225,282

								581870		GF-City Hall Fellows Program		94,760		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								581880		GF-Rec & Park-Gardener		716,439		742,606		742,606		- 0		742,606

								581930		GF-Sheriff		500,000		500,000		500,000		- 0		500,000

								581980		GF-Tax Collector		80,214		80,214		80,214		- 0		80,214

						SR Public Library Preserv Total						11,991,072		12,185,006		12,248,691		63,685		12,248,691

				13140 Total								11,991,072		12,185,006		12,248,691		63,685		12,248,691

		5810OthDep Total										11,991,072		12,185,006		12,248,691		63,685		12,248,691

		Grand Total										11,991,072		12,185,006		12,248,691		63,685		12,248,691







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Overdue Revenue

		AAO Title		(Multiple Items)

																				Values

		Fund ID		Fund Title		Account Lvl 5 Name		Project Title		Project Type Code		Activity ID		Activity Title		Account ID		Account Title		FY 19 Orig Amt		FY 20 Orig Amt		FY 20 Base Amt		Sum of FY 20 Base vs Orig		FY 21 Base Amt		Sum of FY 21 Base vs FY 20 Base

		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		4600C4Svcs		LB Administration		OPR		1		Admin support		462511		Books Paid		57,800		57,800		57,800		- 0		57,800		- 0

																462521		Delinquent Library Fee Collect		100,000		100,000		100,000		- 0		100,000		- 0

																462531		Fines		300,000		300,000		300,000		- 0		300,000		- 0

																462542		Library Event-Meeting Room Fee		8,000		8,000		8,000		- 0		8,000		- 0

																462598		Library Copy And Print Fees		180,000		180,000		180,000		- 0		180,000		- 0

																462599		Misc Library Service & Oth Rev		20,000		20,000		20,000		- 0		20,000		- 0

		Grand Total																		665,800		665,800		665,800		- 0		665,800		- 0



































































































































































































Revenue Base

		AAO Title		(Multiple Items)

														Values

		Fund ID		Fund Title		Account Lvl 5 Name		Project Title		Account ID		Account Title		FY 19 Orig Amt		FY 20 Orig Amt		FY 20 Base Amt		Sum of FY 20 Base vs Orig		FY 21 Base Amt		Sum of FY 21 Base vs FY 20 Base

		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		4100PropTx		LB Administration		410110		Prop Tax Curr Yr-Secured		55,531,000		56,658,000		57,512,000		854,000		60,720,000		3,208,000

										410120		Prop Tax Curr Yr-Unsecured		3,359,000		3,393,000		3,453,000		60,000		3,488,000		35,000

										410230		Unsecured Instl 5-8 Yr Plan		17,000		17,000		17,000		- 0		17,000		- 0

										410310		Supp Asst SB813-Cy Secured		1,062,000		797,000		811,000		14,000		811,000		- 0

										410410		Supp Asst SB813-Py Secured		2,362,000		1,771,000		1,803,000		32,000		1,803,000		- 0

										410920		Prop Tax Ab 1290 Rda Passthrgh		1,237,000		1,237,000		1,301,000		64,000		1,301,000		- 0

						4100PropTx Total								63,568,000		63,873,000		64,897,000		1,024,000		68,140,000		3,243,000

						4910_OTI		LB Administration		492001		CTI Fr 1G-General Fund		83,630,000		85,030,000		89,710,000		4,680,000		93,120,000		3,410,000

						4910_OTI Total								83,630,000		85,030,000		89,710,000		4,680,000		93,120,000		3,410,000		161,260,000

						49990BegFB		LB Administration		499999		Beg Fund Balance - Budget Only		11,919,155		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						49990BegFB Total								11,919,155		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						4600C4Svcs		LB Administration		462511		Books Paid		57,800		57,800		57,800		- 0		57,800		- 0

										462521		Delinquent Library Fee Collect		100,000		100,000		100,000		- 0		100,000		- 0

										462531		Fines		300,000		300,000		300,000		- 0		300,000		- 0

										462542		Library Event-Meeting Room Fee		8,000		8,000		8,000		- 0		8,000		- 0

										462598		Library Copy And Print Fees		180,000		180,000		180,000		- 0		180,000		- 0

										462599		Misc Library Service & Oth Rev		20,000		20,000		20,000		- 0		20,000		- 0

						4600C4Svcs Total								665,800		665,800		665,800		- 0		665,800		- 0

						4860ExpRec		LB Main Library Operations		486320		Exp Rec Fr Environment (AAO)		68,520		71,603		71,603		- 0		71,603		- 0

								LB-Main Youth Services		486320		Exp Rec Fr Environment (AAO)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						4860ExpRec Total								68,520		71,603		71,603		- 0		71,603		- 0

						4300IntInv		LB Administration		430150		Interest Earned - Pooled Cash		222,400		222,400		222,400		- 0		222,400		- 0

						4300IntInv Total								222,400		222,400		222,400		- 0		222,400		- 0

						4350Rent&C		LB Administration		439899		Other City Property Rentals		3,615		3,615		3,615		- 0		3,615		- 0

						4350Rent&C Total								3,615		3,615		3,615		- 0		3,615		- 0

						4450IGRSta		LB Administration		448111		Homeowners Prop Tax Relief		170,000		170,000		170,000		- 0		170,000		- 0

						4450IGRSta Total								170,000		170,000		170,000		- 0		170,000		- 0

						5980UARDes		LB Administration		598040		Designated For General Reserve		- 0		240,527		240,527		- 0		- 0		(240,527)		Exclude b/c this is a cost!

						5980UARDes Total								- 0		240,527		240,527		- 0		- 0		(240,527)

				SR Public Library Preserv Total										160,247,490		150,276,945		155,980,945		5,704,000		162,393,418		6,412,473

		13140 Total												160,247,490		150,276,945		155,980,945		5,704,000		162,393,418		6,412,473

		13120		SR Library Grants; Cont Fed		4450IGRSta		LB-FY18 Project Read CLLS		448999		Other State Grants & Subventns		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								LB-FY19 Project Read CLLS		448999		Other State Grants & Subventns		50,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								LB-FY20 Project Read CLLS		448999		Other State Grants & Subventns		- 0		50,000		50,000		- 0		50,000		- 0

						4450IGRSta Total								50,000		50,000		50,000		- 0		50,000		- 0

				SR Library Grants; Cont Fed Total										50,000		50,000		50,000		- 0		50,000		- 0

		13120 Total												50,000		50,000		50,000		- 0		50,000		- 0

		13150		SR Library Special Revenue		4600C4Svcs		LB-Main Youth Services		462599		Misc Library Service & Oth Rev		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								LB-Special Collect-History Ctr		462597		LIB Services-History Center		25,000		25,000		25,000		- 0		25,000		- 0

						4600C4Svcs Total								25,000		25,000		25,000		- 0		25,000		- 0

				SR Library Special Revenue Total										25,000		25,000		25,000		- 0		25,000		- 0

		13150 Total												25,000		25,000		25,000		- 0		25,000		- 0

		14820		SR ETF-Gift		4750OthRev		LB-F&F-Spl Coll-Architect/Deco		478101		Gifts And Bequests		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		- 0

						4750OthRev Total								5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		- 0

				SR ETF-Gift Total										5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		- 0

		14820 Total												5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		- 0

		17860		Perm ETF-Bequests		49990BegFB		LB-Fuhrman Bequest		499999		Beg Fund Balance - Budget Only		62,500		62,500		62,500		- 0		- 0		(62,500)

						49990BegFB Total								62,500		62,500		62,500		- 0		- 0		(62,500)

						4750OthRev		LB-Lillian Dannenberg Bequest		478101		Gifts And Bequests		15,000		15,000		15,000		- 0		15,000		- 0

						4750OthRev Total								15,000		15,000		15,000		- 0		15,000		- 0

						4300IntInv		LB-Fuhrman Bequest		430150		Interest Earned - Pooled Cash		15,000		15,000		15,000		- 0		15,000		- 0

						4300IntInv Total								15,000		15,000		15,000		- 0		15,000		- 0

						4350Rent&C		LB-Fuhrman Bequest		439899		Other City Property Rentals		22,500		22,500		22,500		- 0		22,500		- 0

						4350Rent&C Total								22,500		22,500		22,500		- 0		22,500		- 0

				Perm ETF-Bequests Total										115,000		115,000		115,000		- 0		52,500		(62,500)

		17860 Total												115,000		115,000		115,000		- 0		52,500		(62,500)

		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		4910_OTI		LB Capital Improvement Project		493001		OTI Fr 1G-General Fund		150,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								LB Library-summer Reading Prog		493001		OTI Fr 1G-General Fund		20,000		20,000		20,000		- 0		20,000		- 0

						4910_OTI Total								170,000		20,000		20,000		- 0		20,000		- 0

						4950_ITI		LB Capital Improvement Project		495010		ITI Fr 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		19,267,895		4,850,000		4,850,000		- 0		4,850,000		- 0

								LB Post Occupancy Enhance		495010		ITI Fr 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								LB Sfpl Capital Improvement Pr		495010		ITI Fr 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

								LB-Civ Ctr Campus Master Plan		495010		ITI Fr 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		9,842,772		11,391,342		11,391,342		- 0		11,391,342		- 0

								PW 750 Brannan St Office Const		495010		ITI Fr 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						4950_ITI Total								29,110,667		16,241,342		16,241,342		- 0		16,241,342		- 0

				SR Library Fund - Continuing Total										29,280,667		16,261,342		16,261,342		- 0		16,261,342		- 0

		13080 Total												29,280,667		16,261,342		16,261,342		- 0		16,261,342		- 0

		Grand Total												189,723,157		166,733,287		172,437,287		5,704,000		178,787,260		6,349,973

												Net of RTO/CF:		160,612,490		150,491,945		156,195,945		5,704,000		162,545,918		6,349,973

												598 Removal:				240,527		240,527

												Net Final:		160,612,490		150,251,418		155,955,418		5,704,000		162,545,918		6,349,973

												Variance		- 0		- 0		- 0				(62,500)

				FY 19 Approved		FY 20 Base		FY 20 Dept		FY 21 Base		FY 21 Dept

		Property Tax		63,568,000		64,897,000		64,897,000		68,140,000		68,140,000

		GF Baseline		83,630,000		89,710,000		89,710,000		93,120,000		93,120,000

		LPF Subtotal		147,198,000		154,607,000		154,607,000		161,260,000		161,260,000

		Library Fines & Fees		665,800		665,800		440,800		665,800		365,800

		Fuhrman Trust 		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000

		LPF Fund Balance 		11,919,155		- 0

		Misc. Annual Sources:		729,535		582,618		582,618		582,618		582,618

		DOE WO		68,520		71,603		71,603		71,603		71,603

		Rent		3,615		3,615		3,615		3,615		3,615

		Project Read		50,000		50,000		50,000		50,000		50,000

		Interest		222,400		222,400		222,400		222,400		222,400

		State Property Tax Relief		170,000		170,000		170,000		170,000		170,000

		Gift		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000

		Beq: non-Fuhrman		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000

		History Center		25,000		25,000		25,000		25,000		25,000

		Summer Read 		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		Maya Angelou FY 18 & 19  only)		150,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		TOTAL		160,612,490		155,955,418		155,730,418		162,608,418		162,308,418





























































Raw Data 12.24.18

		GFS Type		Dept		Dept Division		Division Description		Dept Section		Section Description		Dept ID		Dept ID Description		Fund ID		Fund Title		Project ID		Project Title		Project Type Code		Project Type Name		Grant Related Flg		Grant Flag by Activity		Activity ID		Activity Title		Activity Type Number		Activity Type Description		Authority ID		Authority Title		Account Lvl 5 Name		Account ID		Account Title		TRIO ID		TRIO Title		Agency Use ID		Agency Use Title		AAO Category		AAO Title		AAO Level Title		Change Type Code		Change Type Title		CY Orig Amt		BY Orig Amt		Base Amt		Dept Amt		Myr Amt		Tech Amt		Fin Amt		Board Amt		BY+1 Base Amt		BY+1 Dept Amt		BY+1 Myr Amt		BY+1 Tech Amt		BY+1 Fin Amt		BY+1 Board Amt

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		4		Summer Reading Program						17146		LB Library-summer Reading Prog		5210NPSvcs		535990		Other Current Expenses				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10009363		LB Capital Improvement Project		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		4		Non-BLIP Branch Remodel						11451		LB Branch Library Capital Impr		4950_ITI		495010		ITI Fr 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		101238		13140 NOPROJ_13080 CLBCPC						G01		Revenue Transfers In		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		4		On-Going		15599323		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10009363		LB Capital Improvement Project		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		4		Non-BLIP Branch Remodel						11451		LB Branch Library Capital Impr		5600CapOut		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		15599200		8706358		8706358		8706358		8706358		8706358		8706358		8706358		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10009363		LB Capital Improvement Project		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		10		LB Capital Improvement Project						11452		LB Library Capital Improvement		4910_OTI		493001		OTI Fr 1G-General Fund		102940		10000 NOPROJ_13080 10009363						G02		Transfers From the General Fund		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		4		On-Going		150000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10009363		LB Capital Improvement Project		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		10		LB Capital Improvement Project						11452		LB Library Capital Improvement		4950_ITI		495010		ITI Fr 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		101240		13140 NOPROJ_13080 CLBCPC						G01		Revenue Transfers In		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		4		On-Going		1168572		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10009363		LB Capital Improvement Project		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		10		LB Capital Improvement Project						11452		LB Library Capital Improvement		5600CapOut		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		1318695		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10009363		LB Capital Improvement Project		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		17		Main Elevator Repair/Replacemt						11453		LB Main Library Capital Improv		4950_ITI		495010		ITI Fr 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		101243		13140 NOPROJ_13080 CLBCPC						G01		Revenue Transfers In		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		4		On-Going		2500000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10009363		LB Capital Improvement Project		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		17		Main Elevator Repair/Replacemt						11453		LB Main Library Capital Improv		5600CapOut		584030		Capital Renewal Projects				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		2500000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10009363		LB Capital Improvement Project		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		19		SFPL Roof Replacement Project						11453		LB Main Library Capital Improv		4950_ITI		495010		ITI Fr 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		101245		13140 NOPROJ_13080 CLBCPC						G01		Revenue Transfers In		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10009363		LB Capital Improvement Project		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		19		SFPL Roof Replacement Project						11453		LB Main Library Capital Improv		5600CapOut		584030		Capital Renewal Projects				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10009363		LB Capital Improvement Project		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		36		Main Heat Exchangers Replacemt						11453		LB Main Library Capital Improv		5600CapOut		584030		Capital Renewal Projects				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10009367		LB Post Occupancy Enhance		CAP		Capital		N		N		14		POI - FY15-16 Budget						11458		LB Branch-poe		4950_ITI		495010		ITI Fr 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		101249		13140 NOPROJ_13080 CLBPOP						G01		Revenue Transfers In		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10009367		LB Post Occupancy Enhance		CAP		Capital		N		N		14		POI - FY15-16 Budget						11458		LB Branch-poe		5600CapOut		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10023856		LB Library-summer Reading Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Library-summer Reading Program		8		Children's Baseline		17146		LB Library-summer Reading Prog		4910_OTI		493001		OTI Fr 1G-General Fund		101013		10000 NOPROJ_13080 10023856						G02		Transfers From the General Fund		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		4		On-Going		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10023856		LB Library-summer Reading Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Library-summer Reading Program		8		Children's Baseline		17146		LB Library-summer Reading Prog		5210NPSvcs		535990		Other Current Expenses				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		4		On-Going		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10029842		PW 750 Brannan St Office Const		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		27		750 Brannan Leasehold Budget						11452		LB Library Capital Improvement		4950_ITI		495010		ITI Fr 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		102865		13140 NOPROJ_13080 CLBCPC						G01		Revenue Transfers In		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10029842		PW 750 Brannan St Office Const		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		27		750 Brannan Leasehold Budget						11452		LB Library Capital Improvement		5600CapOut		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		600000		1800000		1800000		1800000		1800000		1800000		1800000		1800000		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10030969		LB Sfpl Capital Improvement Pr		CAP		Capital		N		N		1		Air Handling System Replace						11453		LB Main Library Capital Improv		4950_ITI		495010		ITI Fr 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		102866		13140 NOPROJ_13080 CLBCPC						G01		Revenue Transfers In		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10030969		LB Sfpl Capital Improvement Pr		CAP		Capital		N		N		1		Air Handling System Replace						11453		LB Main Library Capital Improv		5600CapOut		584030		Capital Renewal Projects				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10030969		LB Sfpl Capital Improvement Pr		CAP		Capital		N		N		3		Main Heat Exchangers Replace						11453		LB Main Library Capital Improv		4950_ITI		495010		ITI Fr 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		102867		13140 NOPROJ_13080 CLBCPC						G01		Revenue Transfers In		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10032878		LB-SFPL RFID PROJECT		TECH		Technology		N		N		1		SFPL RFID Project						20078		LB SFPL RFID Project		5600CapOut		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		2992772		384984		384984		384984		384984		384984		384984		384984		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10032976		LB-SFPL Cooling Tower Replace		CAP		Capital		N		N		1		Main Cooling Tower Replacement						11453		LB Main Library Capital Improv		5600CapOut		584030		Capital Renewal Projects				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		0		250000		250000		250000		250000		250000		250000		250000		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10032977		LB-SFPL Exterior Lighting Proj		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		1		SFPL Main Exterior Lighting Pr						11453		LB Main Library Capital Improv		5600CapOut		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		0		2000000		2000000		2000000		2000000		2000000		2000000		2000000		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10032978		LB-SFPL Heat&Ventilatn Control		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		1		SFPL Main Heating&Ventilation						11453		LB Main Library Capital Improv		5600CapOut		584030		Capital Renewal Projects				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		250000		250000		250000		250000		250000		250000		250000		250000		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10032979		LB-Civ Ctr Campus Master Plan		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		1		Main&Support FAC Master Plan						20181		LB SFPL Capital Planning Proj		4950_ITI		495010		ITI Fr 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		102965		13140 Various_13080 Various						G01		Revenue Transfers In		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		4		On-Going		9842772		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10032979		LB-Civ Ctr Campus Master Plan		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		1		Main&Support FAC Master Plan						20181		LB SFPL Capital Planning Proj		5600CapOut		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		0		1000000		1000000		1000000		1000000		1000000		1000000		1000000		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10032980		LB-SFPL Roofing Replacemt Proj		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		1		SFPL Roofing Replacemt - Main						11452		LB Library Capital Improvement		5600CapOut		584030		Capital Renewal Projects				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		1500000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10032982		LB-SFPL Branch Master Plan Prj		CAP		Capital		N		N		1		Branch Facilities Master Plan						20181		LB SFPL Capital Planning Proj		5600CapOut		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		250000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10032983		LB-SFPL Water Leak Repair Proj		CAP		Capital		N		N		1		Branch Water Leak Repair						11451		LB Branch Library Capital Impr		5600CapOut		584030		Capital Renewal Projects				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		500000		800000		800000		800000		800000		800000		800000		800000		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10032984		LB-SFPL Air Handling Replacemt		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		1		Air Handling System Replace						11453		LB Main Library Capital Improv		5600CapOut		584030		Capital Renewal Projects				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		250000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10032984		LB-SFPL Air Handling Replacemt		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		3		Main Heat Exchangers Replace						11453		LB Main Library Capital Improv		5600CapOut		584030		Capital Renewal Projects				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		500000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13080		SR Library Fund - Continuing		10032985		LB-SFPL Automated Mat Handling		CAPCP		Capital – CPC Funded		N		N		1		LB Automated Mat Handling Proj						11452		LB Library Capital Improvement		5600CapOut		567000		Bldgs,Struct&Imprv Proj-Budget				Unspecified						M01		Capital Projects		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		1		One-Time		3000000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13120		SR Library Grants; Cont Fed		10029466		LB-FY19 Project Read CLLS						Y		Y		2		FY 2018-2019 Cal State Library						10001		Grants		4450IGRSta		448999		Other State Grants & Subventns				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Grants Projects		3		Federal/State/Regional		50000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13120		SR Library Grants; Cont Fed		10029466		LB-FY19 Project Read CLLS						Y		Y		2		FY 2018-2019 Cal State Library						10001		Grants		5130Fringe		519010		Fringe Adjustments-Budget				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Grants Projects		1		One-Time		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13120		SR Library Grants; Cont Fed		10029466		LB-FY19 Project Read CLLS						Y		Y		2		FY 2018-2019 Cal State Library						10001		Grants		5200OHAllo		520010		Indirect Cost Reimbursement				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Grants Projects		3		Federal/State/Regional		1022		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13120		SR Library Grants; Cont Fed		10029466		LB-FY19 Project Read CLLS						Y		Y		2		FY 2018-2019 Cal State Library						10001		Grants		5400Mat&Su		540000		Materials & Supplies-Budget				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Grants Projects		3		Federal/State/Regional		48978		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13120		SR Library Grants; Cont Fed		10029615		LB-FY18 Project Read CLLS						Y		Y		1		LB-FY18 Project Read CLLS						10001		Grants		4450IGRSta		448999		Other State Grants & Subventns				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Grants Projects		3		Federal/State/Regional		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13120		SR Library Grants; Cont Fed		10029615		LB-FY18 Project Read CLLS						Y		Y		1		LB-FY18 Project Read CLLS						10001		Grants		5130Fringe		519010		Fringe Adjustments-Budget				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Grants Projects		1		One-Time		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13120		SR Library Grants; Cont Fed		10029615		LB-FY18 Project Read CLLS						Y		Y		1		LB-FY18 Project Read CLLS						10001		Grants		5200OHAllo		520010		Indirect Cost Reimbursement				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Grants Projects		3		Federal/State/Regional		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13120		SR Library Grants; Cont Fed		10029615		LB-FY18 Project Read CLLS						Y		Y		1		LB-FY18 Project Read CLLS						10001		Grants		5400Mat&Su		540000		Materials & Supplies-Budget				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Grants Projects		3		Federal/State/Regional		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13120		SR Library Grants; Cont Fed		10032879		LB-FY20 Project Read CLLS		OPR		Operating		N		Y		1		LB-FY20 Project Read CLLS						10001		Grants		4450IGRSta		448999		Other State Grants & Subventns				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Grants Projects		3		Federal/State/Regional		0		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13120		SR Library Grants; Cont Fed		10032879		LB-FY20 Project Read CLLS		OPR		Operating		N		Y		1		LB-FY20 Project Read CLLS						10001		Grants		5200OHAllo		520010		Indirect Cost Reimbursement				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Grants Projects		3		Federal/State/Regional		0		1022		1022		1022		1022		1022		1022		1022		1022		1022		1022		1022		1022		1022

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13120		SR Library Grants; Cont Fed		10032879		LB-FY20 Project Read CLLS		OPR		Operating		N		Y		1		LB-FY20 Project Read CLLS						10001		Grants		5400Mat&Su		540000		Materials & Supplies-Budget				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Grants Projects		3		Federal/State/Regional		0		48978		48978		48978		48978		48978		48978		48978		48978		48978		48978		48978		48978		48978

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001713		LB-Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Debt Service Payment Fund						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		530410		Base Rent-Debt Svc-Bldg-Struct				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001713		LB-Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications-Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		523010		Auto Mileage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001713		LB-Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications-Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		526610		Interpreters				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001713		LB-Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications-Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535210		Freight-Delivery				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001713		LB-Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications-Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535310		Graphics				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001713		LB-Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications-Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535510		Copy Machine				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001713		LB-Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications-Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535810		Advertising				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001713		LB-Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications-Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549500		Office Supply-Citywide Contrac				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001713		LB-Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications-Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549510		Other Office Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001713		LB-Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications-Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581820		Is-Purch-Reproduction				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001714		LB-Branch Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		31		Branch Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5121259		5163565		5306807		5306807		5306807		5306807		5306807		5306807		5446172		5446172		5446172		5446172		5446172		5446172

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001714		LB-Branch Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		31		Branch Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5010Salary		509010		Premium Pay - Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001714		LB-Branch Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		31		Branch Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		513010		Retire City Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		954454		956417		1093688		1093688		1093688		1093688		1093688		1093688		1153898		1153898		1153898		1153898		1153898		1153898

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001714		LB-Branch Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		31		Branch Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		322106		324676		333599		333599		333599		333599		333599		333599		342220		342220		342220		342220		342220		342220

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001714		LB-Branch Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		31		Branch Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		75273		75886		77962		77962		77962		77962		77962		77962		79985		79985		79985		79985		79985		79985

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001714		LB-Branch Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		31		Branch Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515010		Health Service-City Match				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		217777		232354		234319		234319		234319		234319		234319		234319		249062		249062		249062		249062		249062		249062

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001714		LB-Branch Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		31		Branch Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515710		Dependent Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		456698		487289		452510		452510		452510		452510		452510		452510		480923		480923		480923		480923		480923		480923

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001714		LB-Branch Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		31		Branch Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		516010		Dental Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		64475		64475		60869		60869		60869		60869		60869		60869		60869		60869		60869		60869		60869		60869

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001714		LB-Branch Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		31		Branch Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		517010		Unemployment Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		14016		14130		14518		14518		14518		14518		14518		14518		14893		14893		14893		14893		14893		14893

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001714		LB-Branch Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		31		Branch Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519110		Flexible Benefit Package				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		-559		-597		-514		-514		-514		-514		-514		-514		-546		-546		-546		-546		-546		-546

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001714		LB-Branch Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		31		Branch Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519120		Long Term Disability Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		19664		19816		20378		20378		20378		20378		20378		20378		20927		20927		20927		20927		20927		20927

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Main Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1567807		1581232		1624332		1624332		1624332		1624332		1624332		1624332		1666277		1666277		1666277		1666277		1666277		1666277

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Main Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5010Salary		509010		Premium Pay - Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		44450		44450		44450		44450		44450		44450		44450		44450		44450		44450		44450		44450		44450		44450

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Main Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		513010		Retire City Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		295545		296198		337748		337748		337748		337748		337748		337748		356100		356100		356100		356100		356100		356100

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Main Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		100030		100846		103532		103532		103532		103532		103532		103532		106126		106126		106126		106126		106126		106126

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Main Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		23378		23573		24197		24197		24197		24197		24197		24197		24805		24805		24805		24805		24805		24805

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Main Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515010		Health Service-City Match				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		74395		79375		80024		80024		80024		80024		80024		80024		85060		85060		85060		85060		85060		85060

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Main Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515710		Dependent Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		156119		166576		154678		154678		154678		154678		154678		154678		164390		164390		164390		164390		164390		164390

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Main Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		516010		Dental Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		22038		22038		20803		20803		20803		20803		20803		20803		20803		20803		20803		20803		20803		20803

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Main Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		517010		Unemployment Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		4354		4390		4507		4507		4507		4507		4507		4507		4618		4618		4618		4618		4618		4618

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Main Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519110		Flexible Benefit Package				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		-156		-166		-144		-144		-144		-144		-144		-144		-153		-153		-153		-153		-153		-153

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Main Youth Services		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519120		Long Term Disability Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5916		5962		6132		6132		6132		6132		6132		6132		6294		6294		6294		6294		6294		6294

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		4860ExpRec		486320		Exp Rec Fr Environment (AAO)				Unspecified						J05		Recoveries		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		513010		Retire City Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515010		Health Service-City Match				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515710		Dependent Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		516010		Dental Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		517010		Unemployment Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519120		Long Term Disability Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		-1		0		-1		-1		-1		-1		-1		-1		-1		-1		-1		-1		-1		-1

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5010Salary		509010		Premium Pay - Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		513010		Retire City Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1		-4		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515010		Health Service-City Match				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		-1		-1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515710		Dependent Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		516010		Dental Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		-1		-1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		517010		Unemployment Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		-1		-2		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519110		Flexible Benefit Package				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519120		Long Term Disability Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		-2		2		1		1		1		1		1		1		-1		-1		-1		-1		-1		-1

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		523010		Auto Mileage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		525010		Promotional & Entertainmnt Exp				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		527830		Stipends				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		527990		Other Professional Services				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535000		Other Current Expenses - Bdgt				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535310		Graphics				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535990		Other Current Expenses				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		546990		Food				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549210		Data Processing Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549410		Minor Furnishings				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549500		Office Supply-Citywide Contrac				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549510		Other Office Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549710		Physical Collections-LIB Only				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2708148		2816474		2816474		2816474		2816474		2816474		2816474		2816474		2816474		2816474		2816474		2816474		2816474		2816474

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549990		Other Materials & Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581050		GF-Arts Commission				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Juvenile Collections		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581820		Is-Purch-Reproduction				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Transitional-Aged Youth Srvcs		9		Transitional Aged Yth Baseline		10000		Operating		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		163285		168185		168185		168185		168185		168185		168185		168185		168185		168185		168185		168185		168185		168185

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Transitional-Aged Youth Srvcs		9		Transitional Aged Yth Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		10124		10428		10427		10427		10427		10427		10427		10427		10427		10427		10427		10427		10427		10427

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Transitional-Aged Youth Srvcs		9		Transitional Aged Yth Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2368		2439		2439		2439		2439		2439		2439		2439		2439		2439		2439		2439		2439		2439

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Transitional-Aged Youth Srvcs		9		Transitional Aged Yth Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		517010		Unemployment Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		441		454		454		454		454		454		454		454		454		454		454		454		454		454

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Transitional-Aged Youth Srvcs		9		Transitional Aged Yth Baseline		10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549720		Electronic Collection-LIB Only				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		168995		168995		168995		168995		168995		168995		168995		168995		168995		168995		168995		168995		168995		168995

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		-2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5010Salary		509010		Premium Pay - Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5010Salary		511010		Overtime - Scheduled Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		513010		Retire City Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515010		Health Service-City Match				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515710		Dependent Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		516010		Dental Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		517010		Unemployment Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		-1		-2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519110		Flexible Benefit Package				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519120		Long Term Disability Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		-1		2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535310		Graphics				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		552210		Fees Licenses Permits				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		542210		Hardware				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549410		Minor Furnishings				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549500		Office Supply-Citywide Contrac				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549510		Other Office Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549990		Other Materials & Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581670		GF-Mayor'S - Cdbg				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		3		Community Partnerships & Prog						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581980		GF-Tax Collector				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5120554		5159904		5306455		5306455		5306455		5306455		5306455		5306455		5448879		5448879		5448879		5448879		5448879		5448879

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5010Salary		509010		Premium Pay - Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		513010		Retire City Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		984661		986758		1127309		1127309		1127309		1127309		1127309		1127309		1189100		1189100		1189100		1189100		1189100		1189100

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		318680		321447		330270		330270		330270		330270		330270		330270		339232		339232		339232		339232		339232		339232

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		74827		75397		77524		77524		77524		77524		77524		77524		79591		79591		79591		79591		79591		79591

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515010		Health Service-City Match				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		254174		271188		272805		272805		272805		272805		272805		272805		289970		289970		289970		289970		289970		289970

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515710		Dependent Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		536596		572539		533166		533166		533166		533166		533166		533166		566645		566645		566645		566645		566645		566645

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		516010		Dental Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		75723		75723		71532		71532		71532		71532		71532		71532		71532		71532		71532		71532		71532		71532

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		517010		Unemployment Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		13933		14041		14437		14437		14437		14437		14437		14437		14820		14820		14820		14820		14820		14820

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519110		Flexible Benefit Package				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		4831		5154		4448		4448		4448		4448		4448		4448		4728		4728		4728		4728		4728		4728

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519120		Long Term Disability Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		19428		19576		20132		20132		20132		20132		20132		20132		20674		20674		20674		20674		20674		20674

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		523020		Local Field Exp				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		529990		Other Equip Maint				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		300		300		300		300		300		300		300		300		300		300		300		300		300		300

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535000		Other Current Expenses - Bdgt				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535210		Freight-Delivery				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535960		Software Licensing Fees				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		201900		201900		201900		201900		201900		201900		201900		201900		201900		201900		201900		201900		201900		201900

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535990		Other Current Expenses				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		542810		Small Tools And Intruments				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549410		Minor Furnishings				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549500		Office Supply-Citywide Contrac				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549710		Physical Collections-LIB Only				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		6663054		6663054		6663054		6663054		6663054		6663054		6663054		6663054		6663054		6663054		6663054		6663054		6663054		6663054

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549720		Electronic Collection-LIB Only				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		6208590		7802986		7802986		7802986		7802986		7802986		7802986		7802986		7802986		7802986		7802986		7802986		7802986		7802986

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10001718		LB-Collection Technical Svcs		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Collection Technical Services						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549990		Other Materials & Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		125000		125000		125000		125000		125000		125000		125000		125000		125000		125000		125000		125000		125000		125000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		4100PropTx		410110		Prop Tax Curr Yr-Secured				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Operating		4		On-Going		55531000		56658000		57512000		57512000		57512000		57512000		57512000		57512000		60720000		60720000		60720000		60720000		60720000		60720000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		4100PropTx		410120		Prop Tax Curr Yr-Unsecured				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Operating		4		On-Going		3359000		3393000		3453000		3453000		3453000		3453000		3453000		3453000		3488000		3488000		3488000		3488000		3488000		3488000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		4100PropTx		410230		Unsecured Instl 5-8 Yr Plan				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Operating		4		On-Going		17000		17000		17000		17000		17000		17000		17000		17000		17000		17000		17000		17000		17000		17000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		4100PropTx		410310		Supp Asst SB813-Cy Secured				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Operating		4		On-Going		1062000		797000		811000		811000		811000		811000		811000		811000		811000		811000		811000		811000		811000		811000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		4100PropTx		410410		Supp Asst SB813-Py Secured				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Operating		4		On-Going		2362000		1771000		1803000		1803000		1803000		1803000		1803000		1803000		1803000		1803000		1803000		1803000		1803000		1803000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		4100PropTx		410920		Prop Tax Ab 1290 Rda Passthrgh				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Operating		4		On-Going		1237000		1237000		1301000		1301000		1301000		1301000		1301000		1301000		1301000		1301000		1301000		1301000		1301000		1301000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		4300IntInv		430150		Interest Earned - Pooled Cash				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Operating		4		On-Going		222400		222400		222400		222400		222400		222400		222400		222400		222400		222400		222400		222400		222400		222400

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		4350Rent&C		439899		Other City Property Rentals				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Operating		4		On-Going		3615		3615		3615		3615		3615		3615		3615		3615		3615		3615		3615		3615		3615		3615

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		4450IGRSta		448111		Homeowners Prop Tax Relief				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Operating		4		On-Going		170000		170000		170000		170000		170000		170000		170000		170000		170000		170000		170000		170000		170000		170000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		4600C4Svcs		462511		Books Paid				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Operating		4		On-Going		57800		57800		57800		57800		57800		57800		57800		57800		57800		57800		57800		57800		57800		57800

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		4600C4Svcs		462521		Delinquent Library Fee Collect				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Operating		4		On-Going		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		4600C4Svcs		462531		Fines				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Operating		4		On-Going		300000		300000		300000		300000		300000		300000		300000		300000		300000		300000		300000		300000		300000		300000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		4600C4Svcs		462542		Library Event-Meeting Room Fee				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Operating		4		On-Going		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		4600C4Svcs		462598		Library Copy And Print Fees				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Operating		4		On-Going		180000		180000		180000		180000		180000		180000		180000		180000		180000		180000		180000		180000		180000		180000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		4600C4Svcs		462599		Misc Library Service & Oth Rev				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Operating		4		On-Going		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		4910_OTI		492001		CTI Fr 1G-General Fund		100884		10000 NOPROJ_13140 NOPROJ						G02		Transfers From the General Fund		Operating		4		On-Going		83630000		85030000		89710000		89710000		89710000		89710000		89710000		89710000		93120000		93120000		93120000		93120000		93120000		93120000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		49990BegFB		499999		Beg Fund Balance - Budget Only				Unspecified						A01		Prior Year Fund Balance		Operating		4		On-Going		11919155		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		3877085		3692655		3795253		3795253		3795253		3795253		3795253		3795253		3894705		3894705		3894705		3894705		3894705		3894705

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5010Salary		501070		Holiday Pay - Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2097		2097		2097		2097		2097		2097		2097		2097		2097		2097		2097		2097		2097		2097

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5010Salary		509010		Premium Pay - Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5010Salary		511010		Overtime - Scheduled Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		513010		Retire City Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		712412		674166		769596		769596		769596		769596		769596		769596		812269		812269		812269		812269		812269		812269

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		224777		215460		219987		219987		219987		219987		219987		219987		226705		226705		226705		226705		226705		226705

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		56381		53708		55190		55190		55190		55190		55190		55190		56634		56634		56634		56634		56634		56634

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515010		Health Service-City Match				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		139659		137700		132688		132688		132688		132688		132688		132688		141030		141030		141030		141030		141030		141030

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515610		Health Service-Retiree Subsidy				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5054143		5294215		5372388		5372388		5372388		5372388		5372388		5372388		5808571		5808571		5808571		5808571		5808571		5808571

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515710		Dependent Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		323282		320168		312456		312456		312456		312456		312456		312456		332088		332088		332088		332088		332088		332088

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		516010		Dental Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		45029		41780		39889		39889		39889		39889		39889		39889		39889		39889		39889		39889		39889		39889

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		517010		Unemployment Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		10496		9999		10275		10275		10275		10275		10275		10275		10548		10548		10548		10548		10548		10548

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519110		Flexible Benefit Package				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		29556		31219		26945		26945		26945		26945		26945		26945		28639		28639		28639		28639		28639		28639

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519120		Long Term Disability Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		10389		9664		9938		9938		9938		9938		9938		9938		10202		10202		10202		10202		10202		10202

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519130		Life Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2199		2199		2199		2199		2199		2199		2199		2199		2199		2199		2199		2199		2199		2199

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519990		Other Fringe Benefits				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		521030		Air Travel - Employees				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		521050		Non-Air Travel - Employees				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000		8000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		522010		Training Costs Paid To Emplye				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		522020		Training Costs Paid To Vendors				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		215000		215000		215000		215000		215000		215000		215000		215000		215000		215000		215000		215000		215000		215000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		523050		Employee Recognition				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		524010		Membership Fees				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		55000		55000		55000		55000		55000		55000		55000		55000		55000		55000		55000		55000		55000		55000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		527310		Legal Services				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		527830		Stipends				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535000		Other Current Expenses - Bdgt				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535960		Software Licensing Fees				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		24800		24800		24800		24800		24800		24800		24800		24800		24800		24800		24800		24800		24800		24800

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		546990		Food				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549500		Office Supply-Citywide Contrac				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		9500		9500		9500		9500		9500		9500		9500		9500		9500		9500		9500		9500		9500		9500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549510		Other Office Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549990		Other Materials & Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581130		GF-Con-Internal Audits				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		318905		301728		301728		301728		301728		301728		301728		301728		301728		301728		301728		301728		301728		301728

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581245		GF-CON-Information System Ops				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		282644		284130		284130		284130		284130		284130		284130		284130		284130		284130		284130		284130		284130		284130

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581270		GF-City Attorney-Legal Service				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		175000		175000		175000		175000		175000		175000		175000		175000		175000		175000		175000		175000		175000		175000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581290		Con-Fin Systems Replacement Pr				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581430		GF-HR-Equal Emplymnt Opportuni				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		18006		18006		18006		18006		18006		18006		18006		18006		18006		18006		18006		18006		18006		18006

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581440		GF-HR-Recruitment-Assessnt W-O				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		57204		57204		57204		57204		57204		57204		57204		57204		57204		57204		57204		57204		57204		57204

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581450		GF-HR-Mgmt Training				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		34000		34000		34000		34000		34000		34000		34000		34000		34000		34000		34000		34000		34000		34000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581460		GF-HR-Workers' Comp Claims				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1143997		1180491		1180491		1180491		1180491		1180491		1180491		1180491		1180491		1180491		1180491		1180491		1180491		1180491

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581470		GF-HR-Client Svc-Recrut-Assess				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		50537		50537		50537		50537		50537		50537		50537		50537		50537		50537		50537		50537		50537		50537

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581480		GF-HR-Employee Relations				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		72290		72290		72290		72290		72290		72290		72290		72290		72290		72290		72290		72290		72290		72290

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581500		GF-Human Rights Commission				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		10937		11363		11363		11363		11363		11363		11363		11363		11363		11363		11363		11363		11363		11363

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581520		Ef-SFGH-Medical Service				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2303		2303		2303		2303		2303		2303		2303		2303		2303		2303		2303		2303		2303		2303

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581560		GF-HR-Tuition Reimbursemnt W-O				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5365		5365		5365		5365		5365		5365		5365		5365		5365		5365		5365		5365		5365		5365

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581600		GF-HR-Tuition Reimbursment Aap				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		109		109		109		109		109		109		109		109		109		109		109		109		109		109

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581660		GF-Chf-Youth Works				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		156800		156800		156800		156800		156800		156800		156800		156800		156800		156800		156800		156800		156800		156800

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581820		Is-Purch-Reproduction				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581870		GF-City Hall Fellows Program				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		1		One-Time		94760		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581870		GF-City Hall Fellows Program				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581980		GF-Tax Collector				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		72714		72714		72714		72714		72714		72714		72714		72714		72714		72714		72714		72714		72714		72714

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5950_ITO		595100		ITO To 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		102965		13140 Various_13080 Various						V01		Revenue Transfers Out		Operating		4		On-Going		9842772		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342		11391342

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Admin support						10000		Operating		5980UARDes		598040		Designated For General Reserve				Unspecified						S01		Reserves		Operating		1		One-Time		0		240527		240527		240527		240527		240527		240527		240527		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		Debt Service Payment Fund						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		530410		Base Rent-Debt Svc-Bldg-Struct				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2544781		2545282		4408732		4408732		4408732		4408732		4408732		4408732		1862700		1862700		1862700		1862700		1862700		1862700

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications- Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		523010		Auto Mileage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications- Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		526610		Interpreters				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications- Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535210		Freight-Delivery				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications- Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535310		Graphics				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000		4000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications- Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535510		Copy Machine				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		16800		16800		16800		16800		16800		16800		16800		16800		16800		16800		16800		16800		16800		16800

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications- Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535810		Advertising				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications- Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549500		Office Supply-Citywide Contrac				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications- Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549510		Other Office Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		31991		11500		11500		11500		11500		11500		11500		11500		11500		11500		11500		11500		11500		11500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026751		LB Administration		OPR		Operating		N		N		6		Communications- Public Affairs						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581820		Is-Purch-Reproduction				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		80000		80000		80000		80000		80000		80000		80000		80000		80000		80000		80000		80000		80000		80000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		16371122		16502395		16966169		16966169		16966169		16966169		16966169		16966169		17416942		17416942		17416942		17416942		17416942		17416942

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5010Salary		509010		Premium Pay - Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		282000		282000		282000		282000		282000		282000		282000		282000		282000		282000		282000		282000		282000		282000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		513010		Retire City Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		3242226		3249946		3698494		3698494		3698494		3698494		3698494		3698494		3897563		3897563		3897563		3897563		3897563		3897563

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1031352		1040000		1068371		1068371		1068371		1068371		1068371		1068371		1096542		1096542		1096542		1096542		1096542		1096542

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		241472		243373		250098		250098		250098		250098		250098		250098		256633		256633		256633		256633		256633		256633

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515010		Health Service-City Match				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		911450		972503		979502		979502		979502		979502		979502		979502		1041130		1041130		1041130		1041130		1041130		1041130

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515710		Dependent Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1916807		2045296		1901991		1901991		1901991		1901991		1901991		1901991		2021419		2021419		2021419		2021419		2021419		2021419

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		516010		Dental Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		270589		270602		255551		255551		255551		255551		255551		255551		255551		255551		255551		255551		255551		255551

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		517010		Unemployment Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		44964		45319		46569		46569		46569		46569		46569		46569		47788		47788		47788		47788		47788		47788

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519110		Flexible Benefit Package				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		8054		8594		7420		7420		7420		7420		7420		7420		7886		7886		7886		7886		7886		7886

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519120		Long Term Disability Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		62463		62947		64737		64737		64737		64737		64737		64737		66475		66475		66475		66475		66475		66475

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		523010		Auto Mileage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		523020		Local Field Exp				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500		4500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549410		Minor Furnishings				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549500		Office Supply-Citywide Contrac				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549510		Other Office Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026752		LB Branch Libraries Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Branch Libraries Operations						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549990		Other Materials & Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		50700		50700		50700		50700		50700		50700		50700		50700		50700		50700		50700		50700		50700		50700

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		7493623		7553186		7765337		7765337		7765337		7765337		7765337		7765337		7971578		7971578		7971578		7971578		7971578		7971578

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5010Salary		509010		Premium Pay - Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		136000		136000		136000		136000		136000		136000		136000		136000		136000		136000		136000		136000		136000		136000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5010Salary		511010		Overtime - Scheduled Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		513010		Retire City Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1410990		1414475		1617018		1617018		1617018		1617018		1617018		1617018		1706080		1706080		1706080		1706080		1706080		1706080

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		472134		476541		489209		489209		489209		489209		489209		489209		502236		502236		502236		502236		502236		502236

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		110991		111855		114933		114933		114933		114933		114933		114933		117924		117924		117924		117924		117924		117924

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515010		Health Service-City Match				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		384440		410171		411123		411123		411123		411123		411123		411123		436989		436989		436989		436989		436989		436989

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515710		Dependent Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		950063		1013708		949472		949472		949472		949472		949472		949472		1009104		1009104		1009104		1009104		1009104		1009104

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		516010		Dental Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		129816		129816		122882		122882		122882		122882		122882		122882		122882		122882		122882		122882		122882		122882

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		517010		Unemployment Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		20668		20826		21401		21401		21401		21401		21401		21401		21957		21957		21957		21957		21957		21957

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519110		Flexible Benefit Package				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		19204		20488		17683		17683		17683		17683		17683		17683		18794		18794		18794		18794		18794		18794

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519120		Long Term Disability Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		26851		27061		27829		27829		27829		27829		27829		27829		28576		28576		28576		28576		28576		28576

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		523010		Auto Mileage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		7050		7050		7050		7050		7050		7050		7050		7050		7050		7050		7050		7050		7050		7050

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		523020		Local Field Exp				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		4100		4100		4100		4100		4100		4100		4100		4100		4100		4100		4100		4100		4100		4100

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		524010		Membership Fees				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		528010		Scavenger Services				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		528020		Janitorial Services				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		87000		87000		87000		87000		87000		87000		87000		87000		87000		87000		87000		87000		87000		87000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		528030		Pest Control				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000		70000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		528990		Other Bldg Maint Svcs				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		456500		456500		456500		456500		456500		456500		456500		456500		456500		456500		456500		456500		456500		456500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		529110		Dp-Wp Equipment Maint				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		4800		4800		4800		4800		4800		4800		4800		4800		4800		4800		4800		4800		4800		4800

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		529310		Office Equip Maint				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000		3000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		529510		Construction Equip Maint				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		529990		Other Equip Maint				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		327150		412415		412415		412415		412415		412415		412415		412415		412415		412415		412415		412415		412415		412415

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		530110		Property Rent				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		925745		955145		955145		955145		955145		955145		955145		955145		955145		955145		955145		955145		955145		955145

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		531990		Other Equipment Rentals				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		4700		4700		4700		4700		4700		4700		4700		4700		4700		4700		4700		4700		4700		4700

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535110		Cleaning Laundry				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		19000		19000		19000		19000		19000		19000		19000		19000		19000		19000		19000		19000		19000		19000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535310		Graphics				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535610		Postage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		39000		39000		39000		39000		39000		39000		39000		39000		39000		39000		39000		39000		39000		39000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535960		Software Licensing Fees				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		76000		76000		76000		76000		76000		76000		76000		76000		76000		76000		76000		76000		76000		76000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535990		Other Current Expenses				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		552110		Taxes				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		30872		30872		30872		30872		30872		30872		30872		30872		30872		30872		30872		30872		30872		30872

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		552210		Fees Licenses Permits				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		19080		19080		19080		19080		19080		19080		19080		19080		19080		19080		19080		19080		19080		19080

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		542110		Electrical				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		45900		45900		45900		45900		45900		45900		45900		45900		45900		45900		45900		45900		45900		45900

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		542210		Hardware				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000		93000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		542310		Lighting				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		60000		60000		60000		60000		60000		60000		60000		60000		60000		60000		60000		60000		60000		60000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		542410		Lumber				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		23000		23000		23000		23000		23000		23000		23000		23000		23000		23000		23000		23000		23000		23000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		542510		Painters Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		13500		13500		13500		13500		13500		13500		13500		13500		13500		13500		13500		13500		13500		13500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		542610		Plumbing Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		542810		Small Tools And Intruments				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		33000		33000		33000		33000		33000		33000		33000		33000		33000		33000		33000		33000		33000		33000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		542990		Other Bldg Maint Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		210000		210000		210000		210000		210000		210000		210000		210000		210000		210000		210000		210000		210000		210000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		543990		Other Equipment Maint Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		41100		41100		41100		41100		41100		41100		41100		41100		41100		41100		41100		41100		41100		41100

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		545310		Uniforms				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		545990		Other Safety Expenses				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		6600		6600		6600		6600		6600		6600		6600		6600		6600		6600		6600		6600		6600		6600

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		547990		Fuels & Lubricants				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549210		Data Processing Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549410		Minor Furnishings				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		255000		155000		155000		155000		155000		155000		155000		155000		155000		155000		155000		155000		155000		155000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549500		Office Supply-Citywide Contrac				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000		40000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549510		Other Office Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		15500		15500		15500		15500		15500		15500		15500		15500		15500		15500		15500		15500		15500		15500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549990		Other Materials & Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		298850		234000		234000		234000		234000		234000		234000		234000		234000		234000		234000		234000		234000		234000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5600CapOut		560000		Equipment Purchase-Budget				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		1		One-Time		0		59000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5600CapOut		560000		Equipment Purchase-Budget				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		235250		0		59000		59000		59000		59000		59000		59000		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581051		GF-PUC-Light Heat & Power				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1894525		1954168		1954168		1954168		1954168		1954168		1954168		1954168		1954168		1954168		1954168		1954168		1954168		1954168

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581063		PUC Sewer Service Charges				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		123800		131600		131600		131600		131600		131600		131600		131600		131600		131600		131600		131600		131600		131600

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581064		Ef-PUC-Water Charges				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		154000		167000		167000		167000		167000		167000		167000		167000		167000		167000		167000		167000		167000		167000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581065		Adm-Real Estate Special Svcs				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		1		One-Time		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581065		Adm-Real Estate Special Svcs				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		214717		224390		224390		224390		224390		224390		224390		224390		224390		224390		224390		224390		224390		224390

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581066		Sr-DPW-Architecture				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		275000		275000		275000		275000		275000		275000		275000		275000		275000		275000		275000		275000		275000		275000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581067		Sr-DPW-Building Repair				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1100000		1225000		1225000		1225000		1225000		1225000		1225000		1225000		1225000		1225000		1225000		1225000		1225000		1225000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581068		Sr-DPW-Street Cleaning				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		332875		341026		341026		341026		341026		341026		341026		341026		341026		341026		341026		341026		341026		341026

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581410		GF-GSA-Facilities Mgmt Svcs				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		700000		700000		700000		700000		700000		700000		700000		700000		700000		700000		700000		700000		700000		700000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581570		GF-Chs-Medical Service				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		120976		120976		120976		120976		120976		120976		120976		120976		120976		120976		120976		120976		120976		120976

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581580		GF-Chs-Toxic Waste&Haz Mat Svc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		14623		14623		14623		14623		14623		14623		14623		14623		14623		14623		14623		14623		14623		14623

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581710		Is-Purch-Centrl Shop-AutoMaint				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		93753		96155		96155		96155		96155		96155		96155		96155		96155		96155		96155		96155		96155		96155

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581730		Is-Purch-Vehicle Leasing (AAO)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		8169		8378		8378		8378		8378		8378		8378		8378		8378		8378		8378		8378		8378		8378

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581740		Is-Purch-Centrl Shop-FuelStock				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		29928		31805		31805		31805		31805		31805		31805		31805		31805		31805		31805		31805		31805		31805

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581810		Is-GSA-Flet Pol-CarsHRe Vehcle				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1995		2160		2160		2160		2160		2160		2160		2160		2160		2160		2160		2160		2160		2160

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581830		GF-Police Security				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		218720		225282		225282		225282		225282		225282		225282		225282		225282		225282		225282		225282		225282		225282

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581880		GF-Rec & Park-Gardener				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		716439		742606		742606		742606		742606		742606		742606		742606		742606		742606		742606		742606		742606		742606

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581930		GF-Sheriff				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		500000		500000		500000		500000		500000		500000		500000		500000		500000		500000		500000		500000		500000		500000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5950_ITO		595100		ITO To 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		101238		13140 NOPROJ_13080 CLBCPC						V01		Revenue Transfers Out		Operating		4		On-Going		15599323		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000		3800000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5950_ITO		595100		ITO To 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		101240		13140 NOPROJ_13080 CLBCPC						V01		Revenue Transfers Out		Operating		4		On-Going		1168572		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000		1050000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5950_ITO		595100		ITO To 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		101243		13140 NOPROJ_13080 CLBCPC						V01		Revenue Transfers Out		Operating		4		On-Going		2500000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5950_ITO		595100		ITO To 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		101245		13140 NOPROJ_13080 CLBCPC						V01		Revenue Transfers Out		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5950_ITO		595100		ITO To 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		101249		13140 NOPROJ_13080 CLBPOP						V01		Revenue Transfers Out		Operating		1		One-Time		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5950_ITO		595100		ITO To 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		102865		13140 NOPROJ_13080 CLBCPC						V01		Revenue Transfers Out		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5950_ITO		595100		ITO To 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		102866		13140 NOPROJ_13080 CLBCPC						V01		Revenue Transfers Out		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026753		LB Facilities Maintenance		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Facilities Maintenance						10000		Operating		5950_ITO		595100		ITO To 2S/LIB-Public LibraryFd		102867		13140 NOPROJ_13080 CLBCPC						V01		Revenue Transfers Out		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		1		One-Time		160948		162186		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		3297301		3322626		3583962		3583962		3583962		3583962		3583962		3583962		3680110		3680110		3680110		3680110		3680110		3680110

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5010Salary		509010		Premium Pay - Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		513010		Retire City Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		1		One-Time		29975		30034		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		513010		Retire City Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		623343		625200		749250		749250		749250		749250		749250		749250		790646		790646		790646		790646		790646		790646

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		1		One-Time		8193		8612		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		202336		205458		218950		218950		218950		218950		218950		218950		225632		225632		225632		225632		225632		225632

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		1		One-Time		2334		2352		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		48246		48615		52403		52403		52403		52403		52403		52403		53797		53797		53797		53797		53797		53797

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515010		Health Service-City Match				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		1		One-Time		3628		3871		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515010		Health Service-City Match				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		114828		122517		123337		123337		123337		123337		123337		123337		131086		131086		131086		131086		131086		131086

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515710		Dependent Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		1		One-Time		9894		10556		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515710		Dependent Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		309172		329867		329336		329336		329336		329336		329336		329336		350030		350030		350030		350030		350030		350030

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		516010		Dental Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		1		One-Time		1314		1314		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		516010		Dental Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		41345		41345		40648		40648		40648		40648		40648		40648		40648		40648		40648		40648		40648		40648

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		517010		Unemployment Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		1		One-Time		435		438		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		517010		Unemployment Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		8985		9053		9760		9760		9760		9760		9760		9760		10016		10016		10016		10016		10016		10016

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519110		Flexible Benefit Package				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		4818		5140		4437		4437		4437		4437		4437		4437		4715		4715		4715		4715		4715		4715

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519120		Long Term Disability Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		1		One-Time		567		571		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519120		Long Term Disability Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		11416		11502		12415		12415		12415		12415		12415		12415		12747		12747		12747		12747		12747		12747

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		521030		Air Travel - Employees				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5500		5500		5500		5500		5500		5500		5500		5500		5500		5500		5500		5500		5500		5500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		521050		Non-Air Travel - Employees				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		14500		14500		14500		14500		14500		14500		14500		14500		14500		14500		14500		14500		14500		14500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		522020		Training Costs Paid To Vendors				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		523010		Auto Mileage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		420		420		420		420		420		420		420		420		420		420		420		420		420		420

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		524010		Membership Fees				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		110		110		110		110		110		110		110		110		110		110		110		110		110		110

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		527610		Systems Consulting Services				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000		35000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		529110		Dp-Wp Equipment Maint				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		389264		389264		389264		389264		389264		389264		389264		389264		389264		389264		389264		389264		389264		389264

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		529990		Other Equip Maint				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		266001		266001		266001		266001		266001		266001		266001		266001		266001		266001		266001		266001		266001		266001

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		532410		Telephone Chrgs-Non Work Order				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1584		1584		1584		1584		1584		1584		1584		1584		1584		1584		1584		1584		1584		1584

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535210		Freight-Delivery				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		63000		63000		63000		63000		63000		63000		63000		63000		63000		63000		63000		63000		63000		63000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535510		Copy Machine				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		319000		319000		319000		319000		319000		319000		319000		319000		319000		319000		319000		319000		319000		319000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535960		Software Licensing Fees				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1107737		1072737		1072737		1072737		1072737		1072737		1072737		1072737		1072737		1072737		1072737		1072737		1072737		1072737

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		552210		Fees Licenses Permits				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		280		280		280		280		280		280		280		280		280		280		280		280		280		280

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549210		Data Processing Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1681524		1717724		1717724		1717724		1717724		1717724		1717724		1717724		1717724		1717724		1717724		1717724		1717724		1717724

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549500		Office Supply-Citywide Contrac				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		6000		6000		6000		6000		6000		6000		6000		6000		6000		6000		6000		6000		6000		6000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549510		Other Office Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549770		Audio-Visual Equipt&Suppl-5K&<				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		40445		40445		40445		40445		40445		40445		40445		40445		40445		40445		40445		40445		40445		40445

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5600CapOut		560000		Equipment Purchase-Budget				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		1		One-Time		405000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5600CapOut		560000		Equipment Purchase-Budget				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		716900		771900		771900		771900		771900		771900		771900		771900		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581140		DT Technology Projects				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		211101		211101		211101		211101		211101		211101		211101		211101		211101		211101		211101		211101		211101		211101

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581170		GF-Risk Management Svcs (AAO)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		49695		52989		52989		52989		52989		52989		52989		52989		52989		52989		52989		52989		52989		52989

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581210		DT Technology Infrastructure				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1373146		1366037		1429722		1429722		1429722		1429722		1429722		1429722		1429722		1429722		1429722		1429722		1429722		1429722

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581280		DT SFGov TV Services				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5769		5769		5769		5769		5769		5769		5769		5769		5769		5769		5769		5769		5769		5769

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581325		DT Enterprise Tech Contracts				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		222653		229333		229333		229333		229333		229333		229333		229333		229333		229333		229333		229333		229333		229333

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026754		LB Information Technology		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Information Technology						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581360		DT Telecommunications Services				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		355431		342389		342389		342389		342389		342389		342389		342389		342389		342389		342389		342389		342389		342389

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		12408991		12506232		12859131		12859131		12859131		12859131		12859131		12859131		13202383		13202383		13202383		13202383		13202383		13202383

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5010Salary		509010		Premium Pay - Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		161000		161000		161000		161000		161000		161000		161000		161000		161000		161000		161000		161000		161000		161000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		513010		Retire City Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2444761		2450294		2791141		2791141		2791141		2791141		2791141		2791141		2942053		2942053		2942053		2942053		2942053		2942053

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		778171		784716		806206		806206		806206		806206		806206		806206		827710		827710		827710		827710		827710		827710

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		182268		183679		188794		188794		188794		188794		188794		188794		193770		193770		193770		193770		193770		193770

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515010		Health Service-City Match				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		649795		693292		698098		698098		698098		698098		698098		698098		742018		742018		742018		742018		742018		742018

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515020		Retiree Health-Match-Prop B				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		200323		224044		236805		236805		236805		236805		236805		236805		266518		266518		266518		266518		266518		266518

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515030		RetireeHlthCare-CityMatchPropC				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		232965		279185		281837		281837		281837		281837		281837		281837		252715		252715		252715		252715		252715		252715

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515710		Dependent Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1365654		1457130		1355368		1355368		1355368		1355368		1355368		1355368		1440474		1440474		1440474		1440474		1440474		1440474

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		516010		Dental Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		192851		192851		182134		182134		182134		182134		182134		182134		182134		182134		182134		182134		182134		182134

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		517010		Unemployment Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		33944		34202		35153		35153		35153		35153		35153		35153		36081		36081		36081		36081		36081		36081

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519110		Flexible Benefit Package				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		7926		8456		7299		7299		7299		7299		7299		7299		7758		7758		7758		7758		7758		7758

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519120		Long Term Disability Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		47360		47725		49080		49080		49080		49080		49080		49080		50397		50397		50397		50397		50397		50397

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		523010		Auto Mileage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		526610		Interpreters				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		529990		Other Equip Maint				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000		16000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535210		Freight-Delivery				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535510		Copy Machine				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		370000		370000		370000		370000		370000		370000		370000		370000		370000		370000		370000		370000		370000		370000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535990		Other Current Expenses				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000		26000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549410		Minor Furnishings				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549500		Office Supply-Citywide Contrac				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549510		Other Office Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		21700		21700		21700		21700		21700		21700		21700		21700		21700		21700		21700		21700		21700		21700

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549990		Other Materials & Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		25760		25760		25760		25760		25760		25760		25760		25760		25760		25760		25760		25760		25760		25760

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB Main Library Operations						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581625		Gf-Homelessness Services				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		458194		470666		470666		470666		470666		470666		470666		470666		470666		470666		470666		470666		470666		470666

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		4860ExpRec		486320		Exp Rec Fr Environment (AAO)				Unspecified						J05		Recoveries		Operating		4		On-Going		68520		71603		71603		71603		71603		71603		71603		71603		71603		71603		71603		71603		71603		71603

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		47521		47887		49245		49245		49245		49245		49245		49245		50568		50568		50568		50568		50568		50568

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		513010		Retire City Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		9080		9099		10402		10402		10402		10402		10402		10402		10974		10974		10974		10974		10974		10974

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2946		2969		3053		3053		3053		3053		3053		3053		3135		3135		3135		3135		3135		3135

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		689		694		714		714		714		714		714		714		733		733		733		733		733		733

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515010		Health Service-City Match				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2107		2248		2265		2265		2265		2265		2265		2265		2408		2408		2408		2408		2408		2408

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515710		Dependent Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		4434		4731		4396		4396		4396		4396		4396		4396		4672		4672		4672		4672		4672		4672

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		516010		Dental Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		626		626		591		591		591		591		591		591		591		591		591		591		591		591

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		517010		Unemployment Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		128		129		133		133		133		133		133		133		137		137		137		137		137		137

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10026755		LB Main Library Operations		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		IDS Recovery - DOE						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519120		Long Term Disability Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		186		187		193		193		193		193		193		193		198		198		198		198		198		198

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1446452		1457542		1498881		1498881		1498881		1498881		1498881		1498881		1539014		1539014		1539014		1539014		1539014		1539014

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5010Salary		509010		Premium Pay - Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5888		5888		5888		5888		5888		5888		5888		5888		5888		5888		5888		5888		5888		5888

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5010Salary		511010		Overtime - Scheduled Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800		1800

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		513010		Retire City Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		274193		274755		314284		314284		314284		314284		314284		314284		331601		331601		331601		331601		331601		331601

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		88865		89886		92186		92186		92186		92186		92186		92186		94805		94805		94805		94805		94805		94805

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		21086		21245		21844		21844		21844		21844		21844		21844		22426		22426		22426		22426		22426		22426

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515010		Health Service-City Match				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		62757		66960		66030		66030		66030		66030		66030		66030		70184		70184		70184		70184		70184		70184

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515710		Dependent Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		137080		146261		139334		139334		139334		139334		139334		139334		148084		148084		148084		148084		148084		148084

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		516010		Dental Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		19239		19239		18091		18091		18091		18091		18091		18091		18091		18091		18091		18091		18091		18091

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		517010		Unemployment Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		3926		3958		4070		4070		4070		4070		4070		4070		4177		4177		4177		4177		4177		4177

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519110		Flexible Benefit Package				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		4865		5190		4480		4480		4480		4480		4480		4480		4761		4761		4761		4761		4761		4761

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519120		Long Term Disability Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		5023		5061		5204		5204		5204		5204		5204		5204		5345		5345		5345		5345		5345		5345

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535310		Graphics				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		552210		Fees Licenses Permits				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		11895		11895		11895		11895		11895		11895		11895		11895		11895		11895		11895		11895		11895		11895

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		542210		Hardware				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2600		2600		2600		2600		2600		2600		2600		2600		2600		2600		2600		2600		2600		2600

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549410		Minor Furnishings				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2500		2500		2500		2500		2500		2500		2500		2500		2500		2500		2500		2500		2500		2500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549500		Office Supply-Citywide Contrac				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000		1000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549510		Other Office Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549990		Other Materials & Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000		50000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581670		GF-Mayor'S - Cdbg				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		Community Partnership & Prog						10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581980		GF-Tax Collector				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500		7500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5010Salary		501010		Perm Salaries-Misc-Regular				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		607635		612289		629671		629671		629671		629671		629671		629671		646520		646520		646520		646520		646520		646520

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5010Salary		509010		Premium Pay - Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		513010		Retire City Misc				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		116210		116451		133087		133087		133087		133087		133087		133087		140388		140388		140388		140388		140388		140388

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514010		Social Security (Oasdi & Hi)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		37719		37998		39083		39083		39083		39083		39083		39083		40124		40124		40124		40124		40124		40124

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		514020		Social Sec-Medicare(HI Only)				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		8810		8879		9129		9129		9129		9129		9129		9129		9374		9374		9374		9374		9374		9374

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515010		Health Service-City Match				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		25077		26756		26988		26988		26988		26988		26988		26988		28687		28687		28687		28687		28687		28687

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		515710		Dependent Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		52413		55923		51890		51890		51890		51890		51890		51890		55148		55148		55148		55148		55148		55148

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		516010		Dental Coverage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		7405		7405		6989		6989		6989		6989		6989		6989		6989		6989		6989		6989		6989		6989

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		517010		Unemployment Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1641		1654		1701		1701		1701		1701		1701		1701		1745		1745		1745		1745		1745		1745

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519110		Flexible Benefit Package				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		-122		-130		-112		-112		-112		-112		-112		-112		-119		-119		-119		-119		-119		-119

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5130Fringe		519120		Long Term Disability Insurance				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2384		2401		2469		2469		2469		2469		2469		2469		2535		2535		2535		2535		2535		2535

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		523010		Auto Mileage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500		1500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		525010		Promotional & Entertainmnt Exp				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		527830		Stipends				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		527990		Other Professional Services				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535000		Other Current Expenses - Bdgt				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535310		Graphics				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		64000		64000		64000		64000		64000		64000		64000		64000		64000		64000		64000		64000		64000		64000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535610		Postage				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535960		Software Licensing Fees				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000		10000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5210NPSvcs		535990		Other Current Expenses				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		30500		30500		30500		30500		30500		30500		30500		30500		30500		30500		30500		30500		30500		30500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		546990		Food				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000		20000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549210		Data Processing Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		81214		56214		56214		56214		56214		56214		56214		56214		56214		56214		56214		56214		56214		56214

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549410		Minor Furnishings				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		82142		82142		82142		82142		82142		82142		82142		82142		82142		82142		82142		82142		82142		82142

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549500		Office Supply-Citywide Contrac				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000		2000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549510		Other Office Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		14803		14803		14803		14803		14803		14803		14803		14803		14803		14803		14803		14803		14803		14803

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5400Mat&Su		549990		Other Materials & Supplies				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000		75000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581050		GF-Arts Commission				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		188768		193289		193289		193289		193289		193289		193289		193289		193289		193289		193289		193289		193289		193289

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13140		SR Public Library Preserv		10031292		LB-Community Partnerships&Prog		OPR		Operating		N		N		2		Youth Services-Prop J		8		Children's Baseline		10000		Operating		5810OthDep		581820		Is-Purch-Reproduction				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Operating		4		On-Going		17724		17724		17724		17724		17724		17724		17724		17724		17724		17724		17724		17724		17724		17724

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13150		SR Library Special Revenue		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		LIB Special Coll - History Ctr						17144		LB Library Special Collection-		4600C4Svcs		462599		Misc Library Service & Oth Rev				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13150		SR Library Special Revenue		10001717		LB-Main Youth Services		OPR		Operating		N		N		5		LIB Special Coll - History Ctr						17144		LB Library Special Collection-		5400Mat&Su		549410		Minor Furnishings				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13150		SR Library Special Revenue		10023853		LB-Special Collect-History Ctr		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB-Special Collect-History Ctr						17144		LB Library Special Collection-		4600C4Svcs		462597		LIB Services-History Center				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		4		On-Going		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		13150		SR Library Special Revenue		10023853		LB-Special Collect-History Ctr		OPR		Operating		N		N		1		LB-Special Collect-History Ctr						17144		LB Library Special Collection-		5400Mat&Su		549410		Minor Furnishings				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Continuing Projects - Authority Control		4		On-Going		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000		25000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		14820		SR ETF-Gift		10000589		LB-F&F-Spl Coll-Architect/Deco						Y		Y		1		F&F-Spl Coll-Architect/Deco						10001		Grants		4750OthRev		478101		Gifts And Bequests				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Grants Projects		4		On-Going		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		14820		SR ETF-Gift		10000589		LB-F&F-Spl Coll-Architect/Deco						Y		Y		1		F&F-Spl Coll-Architect/Deco						10001		Grants		5400Mat&Su		549700		Library Materials - Bdgt Only				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Grants Projects		4		On-Going		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000		5000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		17860		Perm ETF-Bequests		10000592		LB-Lillian Dannenberg Bequest						Y		Y		1		Lillian Dannenberg Bequest						10001		Grants		4750OthRev		478101		Gifts And Bequests				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Grants Projects		4		On-Going		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		17860		Perm ETF-Bequests		10000592		LB-Lillian Dannenberg Bequest						Y		Y		1		Lillian Dannenberg Bequest						10001		Grants		5400Mat&Su		549710		Physical Collections-LIB Only				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Grants Projects		4		On-Going		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		17860		Perm ETF-Bequests		10000595		LB-Fuhrman Bequest						Y		Y		1		Fuhrman Bequest						10001		Grants		4300IntInv		430150		Interest Earned - Pooled Cash				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Grants Projects		4		On-Going		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000		15000

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		17860		Perm ETF-Bequests		10000595		LB-Fuhrman Bequest						Y		Y		1		Fuhrman Bequest						10001		Grants		4350Rent&C		439899		Other City Property Rentals				Unspecified						D01		Regular Revenues		Grants Projects		4		On-Going		22500		22500		22500		22500		22500		22500		22500		22500		22500		22500		22500		22500		22500		22500

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		17860		Perm ETF-Bequests		10000595		LB-Fuhrman Bequest						Y		Y		1		Fuhrman Bequest						10001		Grants		49990BegFB		499999		Beg Fund Balance - Budget Only				Unspecified						A01		Prior Year Fund Balance		Grants Projects		4		On-Going		62500		62500		62500		62500		62500		62500		62500		62500		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		17860		Perm ETF-Bequests		10000595		LB-Fuhrman Bequest						Y		Y		1		Fuhrman Bequest						10001		Grants		5400Mat&Su		549710		Physical Collections-LIB Only				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Grants Projects		4		On-Going		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Self Supporting		LIB										232048		LIB Public Library		17860		Perm ETF-Bequests		10000595		LB-Fuhrman Bequest						Y		Y		1		Fuhrman Bequest						10001		Grants		5400Mat&Su		549720		Electronic Collection-LIB Only				Unspecified						J01		Gross Expenditures		Grants Projects		4		On-Going		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000		100000







Budget Considerations

Next Steps:
• Approve a budget proposal option or a variation of these options:

o Option 1:
• FY 20 Proposed Budget: $162.66M

 Estimated LPF Fund Balance use: $6.93M
 Estimated remaining LPF Fund Balance: $15.57M

• FY 21 Proposed Budget: $164.26M
 Estimated LPF Fund Balance use: $1.96M

 Estimated remaining LPF Fund Balance: $13.61M 

o Option 2:
• FY 20 Proposed Budget: $161.13M

 Estimated LPF Fund Balance use: $5.40M
 Estimated remaining LPF Fund Balance: $17.10M

• FY 21 Proposed Budget: $164.32M
 Estimated LPF Fund Balance use: $2.02M

 Estimated remaining LPF Fund Balance: $15.08M 

o Option 3: Library Commission recommendation?
• Submit budget to the Controller’s Office: February 21, 2019
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